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Preface to the Third Edition

The fundamental theories of phase transformations in metals and alloys 
remain largely unchanged, so the third edition is essentially an expanded 
version of the second edition with additional material covering some of the 
more important application developments of the last 17 years. A section 
addressing the computation of phase diagrams has been added to Chapter 1 
and recent developments in metallic glasses have been treated in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 contains most new material: the Scheil method of calculating a 
CCT diagram from a TTT diagram is now given; the treatment of the nucle-
ation and growth of polygonal ferrite and bainite has been expanded to 
include new theories, while new case studies cover copper precipitation 
hardening of very low-carbon bainitic steel and very fine carbide-free bainite 
were added. In Chapter 6, a more detailed treatment of stress-assisted and 
strain-induced martensite is included to provide a theoretical background to 
transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels.

David A. Porter and Mohamed Y. Sherif
August 2008
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xiii

Preface to the Second Edition

In the ten years since this book was first published there have been many 
new developments in the metallurgical field. Rapidly solidified metals and 
glasses have come of age; new Al-Li alloys are now used in modern aircraft; 
microalloyed (structural) and high purity (pipeline) steels have become more 
sophisticated; radically new oxide-dispersed steels have appeared; a number 
of new memory metals have been developed; the list could go on. In spite 
of this, the underlying principles governing all of these developments have 
obviously not changed over the years. This is really the strength of the pres-
ent text book. From the beginning we aimed to spell out these principles in 
a nice, readable way, and one in which undergraduates could appreciate and 
be capable of developing for themselves. The present text is thus deliber-
ately little changed from the original. We have, however, hopefully corrected 
any errors, expanded the lists of further reading, and perhaps, most impor-
tantly, included a complete set of solutions to exercises. We hope that the 
revised edition continues to be enjoyed and appreciated in the many Schools 
of Metallurgy, Materials Science and Engineering Materials we know to be 
using our text throughout the world.

In completing this revised edition we are grateful to the many people, 
students and professors alike, who have written to us over the last decade. 
Particular thanks are due to Dr Wen-Bin Li (University of Luleå) for using a 
fine tooth-comb in bringing out both obvious and less obvious errors in the 
original text. There remain, (inevitably), a few ‘points of contention’ concern-
ing our description of certain phenomena, as raised by some of our corre-
spondents, but there is nothing unhealthy about that. We should finally like 
to thank Dr John Ion (University of Lappeenranta, Finland) for his help in 
compiling the Solutions to Exercises chapter.

David Porter and Kenneth Easteriing
September 1991
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xv

Preface to the First Edition

This book is written as an undergraduate course in phase transformations 
for final year students specializing in metallurgy, materials science or engi-
neering materials. It should also be useful for research students interested 
in revising their knowledge of the subject. The book is based on lectures 
originally given by the authors at the University of Luleå for engineering stu-
dents specializing in engineering materials. Surprisingly we found no mod-
ern treatments of this important subject in a form suitable for a course book, 
the most recent probably being P.G. Shewmon’s Transformations in Metals 
(McGraw-Hill, 1969). There have, however, been some notable develop-
ments in the subject over the last decade, particularly in studies of interfaces 
between phases and interface migration, as well as the kinetics of precipi-
tate growth and the stability of precipitates. There have also been a number 
of important new practical developments based on phase transformations, 
including the introduction of TRIP steels (transformation induced by plastic 
deformation), directionally aligned eutectic composites, and sophisticated 
new structural steels with superior weldability and forming properties, to 
mention just a few. In addition, continuous casting and high speed, high 
energy fusion welding have emerged strongly in recent years as important 
production applications of solidification. It was the objective of this course to 
present a treatment of phase transformations in which these and other new 
developments could be explained in terms of the basic principles of thermo-
dynamics and atomic mechanisms.

The book is effectively in two parts. Chapters 1-3 contain the background 
material necessary for understanding phase transformations: thermo- 
dynamics, kinetics, diffusion theory and the structure and properties of 
interfaces. Chapters 4-6 deal with specific transformations: solidification, dif-
fusional transformations in solids and diffusionless transformations. At the 
end of the chapters on solidification, diffusion-controlled transformations 
and martensite, we give a few selected case studies of engineering alloys to 
illustrate some of the principles discussed earlier. In this way, we hope that 
the text will provide a useful link between theory and the practical reality. It 
should be stated that we found it necessary to give this course in conjunction 
with a number of practical laboratory exercises and worked examples. Sets of 
problems are also included at the end of each chapter of the book.
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xvi Preface to the First Edition

In developing this course and writing the text we have had continuous sup-
port and encouragement of our colleagues and students in the Department 
of Engineering Materials. Particular thanks are due to Agneta Engfors for 
her patience and skill in typing the manuscript as well as assisting with the 
editing.

David Porter and Kenneth Easterling
February 1980
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1

1
Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams

This chapter deals with some of the basic thermodynamic concepts that are 
required for a more fundamental appreciation of phase diagrams and phase 
transformations. It is assumed that the student is already acquainted with 
elementary thermodynamics and only a summary of the most important 
results as regards phase transformations will be given here. Fuller treatment 
can be found in the books listed in the bibliography at the end of this chapter.

The main use of thermodynamics in physical metallurgy is to allow the 
prediction of whether an alloy is in equilibrium. In considering phase trans-
formations we are always concerned with changes towards equilibrium, and 
thermodynamics is therefore a very powerful tool. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the rate at which equilibrium is reached cannot be determined by 
thermodynamics alone, as will become apparent in later chapters.

1.1 Equilibrium

It is useful to begin this chapter on thermodynamics by defining a few of 
the terms that will be frequently used. In the study of phase transformations 
we will be dealing with the changes that can occur within a given system, 
e.g. an alloy that can exist as a mixture of one or more phases. A phase can 
be defined as a portion of the system whose properties and composition are 
homogeneous and which is physically distinct from other parts of the system. 
The components of a given system are the different elements or chemical com-
pounds which make up the system, and the composition of a phase or the 
system can be described by giving the relative amounts of each component.

The study of phase transformations, as the name suggests, is concerned 
with how one or more phases in an alloy (the system) change into a new 
phase or mixture of phases. The reason why a transformation occurs at all is 
because the initial state of the alloy is unstable relative to the final state. But 
how is phase stability measured? The answer to this question is provided 
by thermodynamics. For transformations that occur at constant temperature 
and pressure the relative stability of a system is determined by its Gibbs free 
energy (G).
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2 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

The Gibbs free energy of a system is defined by the equation

 G H TS= −  (1.1)

where H is the enthalpy, T the absolute temperature, and S the entropy of the 
system. Enthalpy is a measure of the heat content of the system and is given by

 H E PV= +  (1.2)

where E is the internal energy of the system, P the pressure, and V the vol-
ume. The internal energy arises from the total kinetic and potential energies 
of the atoms within the system. Kinetic energy can arise from atomic vibra-
tion in solids or liquids and from translational and rotational energies for the 
atoms and molecules within a liquid or gas; whereas potential energy arises 
from the interactions, or bonds, between the atoms within the system. If a 
transformation or reaction occurs the heat that is absorbed or evolved will 
depend on the change in the internal energy of the system. However it will 
also depend on changes in the volume of the system and the term PV takes 
this into account, so that at constant pressure the heat absorbed or evolved is 
given by the change in H. When dealing with condensed phases (solids and 
liquids) the PV term is usually very small in comparison to E, that is H.E. 
This approximation will be made frequently in the treatments given in this 
book. The other function that appears in the expression for G is entropy (S) 
which is a measure of the randomness of the system.

A system is said to be in equilibrium when it is in the most stable state, 
i.e. shows no desire to change ad infinitum. An important consequence of the 
laws of classical thermodynamics is that at constant temperature and pres-
sure a closed system (i.e. one of fixed mass and composition) will be in stable 
equilibrium if it has the lowest possible value of the Gibbs free energy, or in 
mathematical terms

 dG = 0  (1.3)

It can be seen from the definition of G, Equation 1.1, that the state with the 
highest stability will be that with the best compromise between low enthalpy 
and high entropy. Thus at low temperatures solid phases are most stable 
since they have the strongest atomic binding and therefore the lowest internal 
energy (enthalpy). At high temperatures however the 2TS term dominates 
and phases with more freedom of atom movement, liquids and gases, become 
most stable. If pressure changes are considered it can be seen from Equation 
1.2 that phases with small volumes are favoured by high pressures.

The definition of equilibrium given by Equation 1.3 can be illustrated 
graphically as follows. If it were possible to evaluate the free energy of a 
given system for all conceivable configurations the stable equilibrium 
configuration would be found to have the lowest free energy. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.1 where it is imagined that the various atomic configurations 
can be represented by points along the abscissa. Configuration A would be 
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 3

the stable equilibrium state. At this point small changes in the arrangement 
of atoms to a first approximation produce no change in G, i.e. Equation 1.3 
applies. However there will always be other configurations, e.g. B, which lie 
at a local minimum in free energy and therefore also satisfy Equation 1.3, but 
which do not have the lowest possible value of G. Such configurations are 
called metastable equilibrium states to distinguish them from the stable equilib‑
rium state. The intermediate states for which dG ≠ 0 are unstable and are only 
ever realized momentarily in practice. If, as the result of thermal fluctua-
tions, the atoms become arranged in an intermediate state they will rapidly 
rearrange into one of the free energy minima. If by a change of temperature 
or pressure, for example, a system is moved from a stable to a metastable 
state it will, given time, transform to the new stable equilibrium state.

Graphite and diamond at room temperature and pressure are examples of 
stable and metastable equilibrium states. Given time, therefore, all diamond 
under these conditions will transform to graphite.

Any transformation that results in a decrease in Gibbs free energy is pos-
sible. Therefore a necessary criterion for any phase transformation is

 ∆G G G= − <2 1 0  (1.4)

where G1 and G2 are the free energies of the initial and final states respec-
tively. The transformation need not go directly to the stable equilibrium state 
but can pass through a whole series of intermediate metastable states.

The answer to the question “How fast does a phase transformation occur?” 
is not provided by classical thermodynamics. Sometimes metastable states 
can be very short-lived; at other times they can exist almost indefinitely as in 

dG = 0

dG = 0

Equilibrium

G
ib

bs
 fr

ee
 en

er
gy

 G

AB
Arrangement of atoms

Figure 1.1
A schematic variation of Gibbs free energy with the arrangement of atoms. Configuration ‘A’ 
has the lowest free energy and is therefore the arrangement when the system is at stable equi-
librium. Configuration ‘B’ is a metastable equilibrium.
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4 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

the case of diamond at room temperature and pressure. The reason for these 
differences is the presence of the free energy hump between the metastable 
and stable states in Fig. 1.1. The study of transformation rates in physical 
chemistry belongs to the realm of kinetics. In general, higher humps or 
energy barriers lead to slower transformation rates. Kinetics obviously plays 
a central role in the study of phase transformations and many examples of 
kinetic processes will be found throughout this book.

The different thermodynamic functions that have been mentioned in this 
section can be divided into two types called intensive and extensive prop-
erties. The intensive properties are those which are independent of the size 
of the system such as T and P, whereas the extensive properties are directly 
proportional to the quantity of material in the system, e.g. V, E, H, S and G. 
The usual way of measuring the size of the system is by the number of moles 
of material it contains. The extensive properties are then molar quantities, 
i.e. expressed in units per mole. The number of moles of a given component 
in the system is given by the mass of the component in grams divided by its 
atomic or molecular weight.

The number of atoms or molecules within 1 mol of material is given by 
Avogadro’s number (Na) and is 6.023 × 1023.

1.2 Single Component Systems

Let us begin by dealing with the phase changes that can be induced in a 
single component by changes in temperature at a fixed pressure, say 1 atm. 
A single component system could be one containing a pure element or one 
type of molecule that does not dissociate over the range of temperature of 
interest. In order to predict the phases that are stable or mixtures that are in 
equilibrium at different temperatures it is necessary to be able to calculate 
the variation of G with T.

1.2.1 gibbs Free energy as a Function of Temperature

The specific heat of most substances is easily measured and readily available. 
In general it varies with temperature as shown in Fig. 1.2a. The specific heat 
is the quantity of heat (in joules) required to raise the temperature of the sub-
stance by 1 K. At constant pressure this is denoted by Cp and is given by

 
C

H
Tp

P

= ∂
∂







 
(1.5)

Therefore the variation of H with T can be obtained from a knowledge of 
the variation of Cp with T. In considering phase transformations or chemical 
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 5

reactions it is only changes in thermodynamic functions that are of interest. 
Consequently H can be measured relative to any reference level which is 
usually done by defining H = 0 for a pure element in its most stable state at 
298 K (25°C). The variation of H with T can then be calculated by integrating 
Equation 1.5, i.e.

 
H C Tp

T
= ∫ d

298  (1.6)

The variation is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2b. The slope of the H‑T curve 
is Cp.

The variation of entropy with temperature can also be derived from the 
specific heat Cp. From classical thermodynamics

 

C

T
S
T

p

P

= ∂
∂





  

(1.7)

Taking entropy at 0 K as zero, Equation 1.7 can be integrated to give

 
S

C

T
TpT

= ∫0
d

 
(1.8)

as shown in Fig. 1.2c.

(c)

0
0 T (K)

En
tr

op
y S

C p

(a) (b)
0

0

0

T (K)

T (K)

En
th

al
py

 H Slope = Cp

298

Figure 1.2 
(a) Variation of Cp with temperature, Cp tends to a limit of ~3R. (b) Variation of enthalpy 
(H) with absolute temperature for a pure metal, (c) Variation of entropy (S) with absolute 
temperature.
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6 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

Finally the variation of G with temperature shown in Fig. 1.3 is obtained 
by combining Fig. 1.2b and c using Equation 1.1. When temperature and 
pressure vary the change in Gibbs free energy can be obtained from the 
following result of classical thermodynamics: for a system of fixed mass and 
composition

 d d dG S T V P= − +  (1.9)

At constant pressure dP = 0 and

 

∂
∂







= −G
T

S
P  

(1.10)

This means that G decreases with increasing T at a rate given by 2S. The 
relative positions of the free energy curves of solid and liquid phases are 
illustrated in Fig. 1.4. At all temperatures the liquid has a higher enthalpy 
(internal energy) than the solid. Therefore at low temperatures GL > GS. 
However, the liquid phase has a higher entropy than the solid phase and 
the Gibbs free energy of the liquid therefore decreases more rapidly with 
increasing temperature than that of the solid. For temperatures up to Tm the 
solid phase has the lowest free energy and is therefore the stable equilibrium 
phase, whereas above Tm the liquid phase is the equilibrium state of the sys-
tem. At Tm both phases have the same value of G and both solid and liquid 
can exist in equilibrium. Tm is therefore the equilibrium melting temperature 
at the pressure concerned.

H

0

H

Slope = Cp

Slope = − S

G
G

T (K)

TS

Figure 1.3
Variation of Gibbs free energy with temperature.
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 7

If a pure component is heated from absolute zero the heat supplied will 
raise the enthalpy at a rate determined by Cp (solid) along the line ab in 
Fig. 1.4. Meanwhile the free energy will decrease along ae. At Tm the heat sup-
plied to the system will not raise its temperature but will be used in supply-
ing the latent heat of melting (L) that is required to convert solid into liquid 
(bc in Fig. 1.4). Note that at Tm the specific heat appears to be infinite since 
the addition of heat does not appear as an increase in temperature. When all 
solid has transformed into liquid the enthalpy of the system will follow the 
line cd while the Gibbs free energy decreases along ef. At still higher temper-
atures than shown in Fig. 1.4 the free energy of the gas phase (at atmospheric 
pressure) becomes lower than that of the liquid and the liquid transforms to 
a gas. If the solid phase can exist in different crystal structures (allotropes or 
polymorphs) free energy curves can be constructed for each of these phases 
and the temperature at which they intersect will give the equilibrium tem-
perature for the polymorphic transformation. For example at atmospheric 
pressure iron can exist as either bcc ferrite below 910°C or fcc austenite above 
910°C, and at 910°C both phases can exist in equilibrium.

1.2.2 Pressure effects

The equilibrium temperatures discussed so far only apply at a specific pres-
sure (1 atm, say). At other pressures the equilibrium temperatures will differ. 

298

e

f

L

b

a

d

c

T (K)

Solid
stable

Liquid
stable

G (solid)

G (liquid)

H (liquid)

H (solid)

Tm

Figure 1.4
Variation of enthalpy (H) and free energy (G) with temperature for the solid and liquid phases 
of a pure metal. L is the latent heat of melting, Tm the equilibrium melting temperature.
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8 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

For example Fig. 1.5 shows the effect of pressure on the equilibrium tempera-
tures for pure iron. Increasing pressure has the effect of depressing the α/γ 
equilibrium temperature and raising the equilibrium melting temperature. 
At very high pressures hcp ε-Fe becomes stable. The reason for these changes 
derives from Equation 1.9. At constant temperature the free energy of a phase 
increases with pressure such that

 

∂
∂







=G
P

V
T  

(1.11)

If the two phases in equilibrium have different molar volumes their respective 
free energies will not increase by the same amount at a given temperature and 
equilibrium will, therefore, be disturbed by changes in pressure. The only way 
to maintain equilibrium at different pressures is by varying the temperature.

If the two phases in equilibrium are α and β, application of Equation 1.9 to 
1 mol of both gives

 d d dG V P S Tm
α α α= −

 d d dG V P S Tm
β β β= −  (1.12)

If α and β are in equilibrium Gα = Gβ therefore dGα = dGβ and

 

d
d

P
T

S S
V V

S
Veq m m





 = −

−
=

β α

β α
∆
∆

 
(1.13)
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Figure 1.5
Effect of pressure on the equilibrium phase diagram for pure iron.
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 9

This equation gives the change in temperature dT required to maintain equi-
librium between α and β if pressure is increased by dP. The equation can be 
simplified as follows. From Equation 1.1

 G H TSα α α= −

 G H TSβ β β= −

Therefore, putting ΔG = Gβ − Gα etc. gives

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T S= −

But since at equilibrium Gβ = Gα, ΔG = 0, and

 ∆ ∆H T S− = 0

Consequently Equation 1.13 becomes

 

d
d

P
T

H
T Veq eq









 = ∆

∆
 

(1.14)

which is known as the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Since close-packed γ-Fe 
has a smaller molar volume than α-Fe, ∆V V Vm m= − <γ α 0  whereas ΔH = Hγ − 
Hα > 0 (for the same reason that a liquid has a higher enthalpy than a solid), 
so that (dP/dT) is negative, i.e. an increase in pressure lowers the equilib-
rium transition temperature. On the other hand the δ/L equilibrium tem-
perature is raised with increasing pressure due to the larger molar volume 
of the liquid phase. It can be seen that the effect of increasing pressure is to 
increase the area of the phase diagram over which the phase with the small-
est molar volume is stable (γ-Fe in Fig. 1.5). It should also be noted that ε-Fe 
has the highest density of the three allotropes, consistent with the slopes of 
the phase boundaries in the Fe phase diagram.

1.2.3 The Driving Force for Solidification

In dealing with phase transformations we are often concerned with the 
difference in free energy between two phases at temperatures away from 
the equilibrium temperature. For example, if a liquid metal is undercooled 
by ΔT below Tm before it solidifies, solidification will be accompanied by a 
decrease in free energy ΔG (J mol−1) as shown in Fig. 1.6. This free energy 
decrease provides the driving force for solidification. The magnitude of this 
change can be obtained as follows.

The free energies of the liquid and solid at a temperature T are given by

 G H TSL L L= −

 G H TSS S S= −
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10 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

Therefore at a temperature T

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T S= −  (1.15)

where

 ∆ ∆H H H S S SL L S= − = −S and

At the equilibrium melting temperature Tm the free energies of solid and 
liquid are equal, i.e. ΔG = 0. Consequently

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T Sm= − = 0

and therefore at Tm

 
∆ ∆

S
H

T
L

Tm m

= =
 

(1.16)

This is known as the entropy of fusion. It is observed experimentally 
that the entropy of fusion is a constant R  (8.3 J mol−1 K−1) for most metals 
(Richard’s rule). This is not unreasonable as metals with high bond strengths 
can be expected to have high values for both L and Tm.

For small undercoolings (ΔT) the difference in the specific heats of the 
liquid and solid ( )C Cp

L
p
S−  can be ignored. ΔH and ΔS are therefore approxi-

mately independent of temperature. Combining Equations 1.15 and 1.16 thus 

Temperature

TmT

M
ol

ar
 fr

ee
 en

er
gy

∆G

∆T GL

GS

Figure 1.6
Difference in free energy between liquid and solid close to the melting point. The curvature of 
the GS and GL lines has been ignored.
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gives

 
∆G L T

L
Tm

 −

i.e. for small ΔT

 
∆ ∆

G
L T
Tm


 

(1.17)

This is a very useful result which will frequently recur in subsequent 
chapters.

1.3 Binary Solutions

In single component systems all phases have the same composition, and 
equilibrium simply involves pressure and temperature as variables. In alloys, 
however, composition is also variable and to understand phase changes 
in alloys requires an appreciation of how the Gibbs free energy of a given 
phase depends on composition as well as temperature and pressure. Since 
the phase transformations described in this book mainly occur at a fixed 
pressure of 1 atm most attention will be given to changes in composition and 
temperature. In order to introduce some of the basic concepts of the thermo-
dynamics of alloys a simple physical model for binary solid solutions will be 
described.

1.3.1 The gibbs Free energy of Binary Solutions

The Gibbs free energy of a binary solution of A and B atoms can be calculated 
from the free energies of pure A and pure B in the following way. It is assumed 
that A and B have the same crystal structures in their pure states and can be 
mixed in any proportions to make a solid solution with the same crystal struc-
ture. Imagine that 1 mol of homogeneous solid solution is made by mixing 
together XA mol of A and XB mol of B. Since there is a total of 1 mol of solution

 X XA B+ = 1  (1.18)

and XA and XB are the mole fractions of A and B respectively in the alloy. 
In order to calculate the free energy of the alloy, the mixing can be made in 
two steps (see Fig. 1.7). These are:

 1. bring together XA mol of pure A and XB mol of pure B;
 2. allow the A and B atoms to mix together to make a homogeneous 

solid solution.
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12 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

After step 1 the free energy of the system is given by

 G X G X GA A B B1
1= + −J mol  (1.19)

where GA and GB are the molar free energies of pure A and pure B at the 
temperature and pressure of the above experiment. G1 can be most conve-
niently represented on a molar free energy diagram (Fig. 1.8) in which molar 
free energy is plotted as a function of XB or XA. For all alloy compositions 
G1 lies on the straight line between GA and GB.

Figure 1.7
Free energy of mixing.
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Figure 1.8
Variation of G1 (the free energy before mixing) with alloy composition (XA or XB).
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 13

The free energy of the system will not remain constant during the mixing 
of the A and B atoms and after step 2 the free energy of the solid solution 
G2 can be expressed as

 G G G2 1= + ∆ mix  (1.20)

where ΔGmix is the change in Gibbs free energy caused by the mixing. Since

 G H TS1 1 1= −

and

 G H TS2 2 2= −

putting

 ∆H H Hmix = −2 1

and

 ∆S S Smix = −2 1

gives

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T Smix mix mix= −  (1.21)

ΔHmix is the heat absorbed or evolved during step 2, i.e. it is the heat of 
solution, and ignoring volume changes during the process, it represents only 
the difference in internal energy (E) before and after mixing. ΔSmix is the dif-
ference in entropy between the mixed and unmixed states.

1.3.2 ideal Solutions

The simplest type of mixing to treat first is when ΔHmix = 0, in which case the 
resultant solution is said to be ideal and the free energy change on mixing is 
only due to the change in entropy:

 ∆ ∆G T Smix mix= −  (1.22)

In statistical thermodynamics, entropy is quantitatively related to random-
ness by the Boltzmann equation, i.e.

 S k= lnω  (1.23)
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14 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and ω is a measure of randomness. There 
are two contributions to the entropy of a solid solution—a thermal contribu-
tion Sth and a configurational contribution Sconfig.

In the case of thermal entropy, ω is the number of ways in which the ther-
mal energy of the solid can be divided among the atoms, that is, the total 
number of ways in which vibrations can be set up in the solid. In solutions, 
additional randomness exists due to the different ways in which the atoms 
can be arranged. This gives extra entropy Sconfig for which ω is the number of 
distinguishable ways of arranging the atoms in the solution.

If there is no volume change or heat change during mixing then the only 
contribution to ΔSmix is the change in configurational entropy. Before mixing, 
the A and B atoms are held separately in the system and there is only one 
distinguishable way in which the atoms can be arranged. Consequently S1 = 
k ln l = 0 and therefore ΔSmix = S2.

Assuming that A and B mix to form a substitutional solid solution and 
that all configurations of A and B atoms are equally probable, the number of 
distinguishable ways of arranging the atoms on the atom sites is

 
ω config =

(N N
N N

A B

A B

+ )!
! !  

(1.24)

where NA is the number of A atoms and NB the number of B atoms.
Since we are dealing with 1 mol of solution, i.e. Na atoms (Avogadro’s 

number),

 N X NA A a=

and

 N X NB B a=

By substituting into Equations 1.23 and 1.24, using Stirling’s approxima-
tion (ln N!  N ln N − N) and the relationship Nak = R (the universal gas con-
stant) gives

 ∆S R X X X XA A B Bmix = − +( ln ln )  (1.25)

Note that, since XA and XB are less than unity, ΔSmix is positive, i.e. there is an 
increase in entropy on mixing, as expected. The free energy of mixing, ΔGmix, 
is obtained from Equation 1.22 as

 ∆G RT X X X XA A B Bmix = +( ln ln )  (1.26)

Fig. 1.9 shows ΔGmix as a function of composition and temperature.
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 15

The actual free energy of the solution G will also depend on GA and GB. 
From Equations 1.19, 1.20 and 1.26

 G G X G X G RT X X X XA A B B A A B B= = + + +2 ( ln ln )  (1.27)

This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.10. Note that, as the temperature 
increases, GA and GB decrease and the free energy curves assume a greater 
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Figure 1.9
Free energy of mixing for an ideal solution.
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Figure 1.10
The molar free energy (free energy per mole of solution) for an ideal solid solution. A combina-
tion of Figs. 1.8 and 1.9.
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16 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

curvature. The decrease in GA and GB is due to the thermal entropy of both 
components and is given by Equation 1.10.

It should be noted that all of the free energy-composition diagrams in this 
book are essentially schematic; if properly plotted the free energy curves 
must end asymptotically at the vertical axes of the pure components, i.e. tan-
gential to the vertical axes of the diagrams. This can be shown by differenti-
ating Equation 1.26 or 1.27.

1.3.3 Chemical Potential

In alloys it is of interest to know how the free energy of a given phase will 
change when atoms are added or removed. If a small quantity of A, dnA mol, 
is added to a large amount of a phase at constant temperature and pressure, 
the size of the system will increase by dnA and therefore the total free energy 
of the system will also increase by a small amount dG9. If dnA is small enough 
dG′ will be proportional to the amount of A added. Thus we can write

 d d constant′ =G n T P nA A Bµ ( , , )  (1.28)

The proportionality constant μA is called the partial molar free energy of A or 
alternatively the chemical potential of A in the phase. μA depends on the com-
position of the phase, and therefore dnA must be so small that the composi-
tion is not significantly altered. If Equation 1.28 is rewritten it can be seen 
that a definition of the chemical potential of A is

 
µA

A T P n

G
n

B

= ∂ ′
∂





 , ,  

(1.29)

The symbol G′ has been used for the Gibbs free energy to emphasize the fact 
that it refers to the whole system. The usual symbol G will be used to denote 
the molar free energy and is therefore independent of the size of the system.

Equations similar to 1.28 and 1.29 can be written for the other components 
in the solution. For a binary solution at constant temperature and pressure 
the separate contributions can be summed:

 d d d′ = +G n nA A B Bµ µ  (1.30)

This equation can be extended by adding further terms for solutions con-
taining more than two components. If T and P changes are also allowed 
Equation 1.9 must be added giving the general equation

 d d d d d′ = − + + + + +G S T V P n n dnA A B B C Cµ µ µ 

If 1 mol of the original phase contained XA mol A and XB mol B, the size 
of the system can be increased without altering its composition if A and 
B are added in the correct proportions, i.e. such that dnA:dnB = XA:XB. For 
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 17

example if the phase contains twice as many A as B atoms (XA = 2/3, XB = 
1/3) the composition can be maintained constant by adding two A atoms 
for every one B atom (dnA:dnB = 2). In this way the size oi the system can be 
increased by 1 mol without changing μA and μB. To do this XA mol A and XB 
mol B must be added and the free energy of the system will increase by the 
molar free energy G. Therefore from Equation 1.30

 G X XA A B B= + −µ µ J mol 1

 (1.31)

When G is known as a function of XA and XB, as in Fig. 1.10 for example, (μA 
and μB can be obtained by extrapolating the tangent to the G curve to the sides 
of the molar free energy diagram as shown in Fig. 1.11. This can be obtained 
from Equations 1.30 and 1.31, remembering that XA + XB = 1, i.e. dXA = –dXB, 
and this is left as an exercise for the reader. It is clear from Fig. 1.11 that μA 
and μB vary systematically with the composition of the phase.

Comparison of Equations 1.27 and 1.31 gives μA and μB for an ideal solution as

 µA A AG RT X= + ln

 µB B BG RT X= + ln  (1.32)

which is a much simpler way of presenting Equation 1.27. These relation-
ships are shown in Fig. 1.12. The distances ac and bd are simply 2RT ln XA 
and 2RT ln XB.

1.3.4 regular Solutions

Returning to the model of a solid solution, so far it has been assumed that 
ΔHmix = 0; however, this type of behaviour is exceptional in practice and 
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Figure 1.11
The relationship between the free energy curve for a solution and the chemical potentials of 
the components.
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18 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

usually mixing is endothermic (heat absorbed) or exothermic (heat evolved). 
The simple model used for an ideal solution can. however, be extended to 
include the ΔHmix term by using the so-called quasi‑chemical approach.

In the quasi-chemical model it is assumed that the heat of mixing, ΔHmix, is 
only due to the bond energies between adjacent atoms. For this assumption 
to be valid it is necessary that the volumes of pure A and B are equal and do 
not change during mixing so that the interatomic distances and bond ener-
gies are independent of composition.

The structure of an ordinary solid solution is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1.13. Three types of interatomic bonds are present:

 1. A—A bonds each with an energy εAA,
 2. B—B bonds each with an energy εBB,
 3. A—B bonds each with an energy εAB.

XB

µA
µB

BA

GA

–RT  ln XA
–RT  ln XB

GB

c d

a

b

Figure 1.12
The relationship between the free energy curve and chemical potentials for an ideal solution.

A A B A B A AB

B A A B B B AA

B A B B A A AA

B B B A A A BB

A B A B A A AB

A A B A B B AB

A–BA–A

B–B

Figure 1.13
The different types of interatomic bond in a solid solution.
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By considering zero energy to be the state where the atoms are separated to 
infinity εAA, εBB and εAB are negative quantities, and become increasingly more 
negative as the bonds become stronger. The internal energy of the solution E 
will depend on the number of bonds of each type PAA, PBB and PAB such that

 E P P PAA AA BB BB AB AB= + +ε ε ε

Before mixing pure A and B contain only A—A and B—B bonds respectively 
and by considering the relationships between PAA, PBB and PAB in the solution 
it can be shown1 that the change in internal energy on mixing is given by

 ∆H PABmix = ε  (1.33)

where

 ε ε ε ε= − +AB AA BB
1
2 ( )  (1.34)

that is, ε is the difference between the A—B bond energy and the average of 
the A—A and B—B bond energies.

If ε = 0, ΔHmix = 0 and the solution is ideal, as considered in Section 1.3.2. In 
this case the atoms are completely randomly arranged and the entropy of mixing 
is given by Equation 1.25. In such a solution it can also be shown1 that

 P N zX XAB a A B= −bonds mol 1

 (1.35)

where Na is Avogadro’s number, and z is the number of bonds per atom.
If ε < 0 the atoms in the solution will prefer to be surrounded by atoms of 

the opposite type and this will increase PAB, whereas, if ε > 0, PAB will tend to 
be less than in a random solution. However, provided ε is not too different 
from zero, Equation 1.35 is still a good approximation in which case

 ∆ ΩH X XA Bmix =  (1.36)

where

 Ω = N za ε  (1.37)

Real solutions that closely obey Equation 1.36 are known as regular solu‑
tions. The variation of ΔHmix with composition is parabolic and is shown in 
Fig. 1.14 for Ω > 0. Note that the tangents at XA = 0 and 1 are related to Ω as 
shown.

The free energy change on mixing a regular solution is given by Equations 
1.21, 1.25 and 1.36 as

 

∆ Ω
∆ ∆

G X X RT X X X XA B

H

A A B B

T S

mix

mix mix

= + +
−

   ( ln ln ) 
 

(1.38)
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20 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

This is shown in Fig. 1.15 for different values of Ω and temperature. For 
exothermic solutions ΔHmix < 0 and mixing results in a free energy decrease 
at all temperatures (Fig. 1.15a and b). When ΔHmix > 0, however, the situation 
is more complicated. At high temperatures TΔSmix is greater than ΔHmix for all 
compositions and the free energy curve has a positive curvature at all points 
(Fig. 1.15c). At low temperatures, on the other hand, TΔHmix is smaller and 
ΔGmix develops a negative curvature in the middle (Fig. 1.15d).

Differentiating Equation 1.25 shows that, as XA or XB → 0, the −TΔHmix 
curve becomes vertical whereas the slope of the ΔHmix curve tends to a finite 
value Ω (Fig. 1.14). This means that, except at absolute zero, ΔGmix always 
decreases on addition of a small amount of solute.

The actual free energy of the alloy depends on the values chosen for GA and 
GB and is given by Equations 1.19, 1.20 and 1.38 as

 G X G X G X X RT X X X XA A B B A B A A B B= + + + +Ω ( ln ln )  (1.39)

This is shown in Fig. 1.16 along with the chemical potentials of A and B in 
the solution. Using the relationship X X X X X XA B A B B A= +2 2  and comparing 
Equations 1.31 and 1.39 shows that for a regular solution

 µA A A AG X RT X= + − +Ω( ) ln1 2

 (1.40)

and

 µB B B BG X RT X= + − +Ω( ) ln1 2
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Figure 1.14
The variation of ΔHmix with composition for a regular solution.
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1.3.5 Activity

Expression 1.32 for the chemical potential of an ideal alloy was simple and it 
is convenient to retain a similar expression for any solution. This can be done 
by defining the activity of a component, a, such that the distances ac and bd 
in Fig. 1.16 are 2RT ln aA and 2RT ln aB. In this case

 µA A AG RT a= + ln  (1.41)

and

 µB B BG RT a= + ln

In general aA and aB will be different from XA and XB and the relationship 
between them will vary with the composition of the solution. For a regular 
solution, comparison of Equations 1.40 and 1.41 gives
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Figure 1.15
The effect of ΔHmix and T on ΔGmix.
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and

 
ln ( )

a
X RT

XB

B
B







= −Ω
1 2

Assuming pure A and pure B have the same crystal structure, the rela-
tionship between a and X for any solution can be represented graphically 
as illustrated in Fig. 1.17. Line 1 represents an ideal solution for which aA = 
XA and aB = XB. If ΔHmix < 0 the activity of the components in solution will 
be less in an ideal solution (line 2) and vice versa when ΔHmix > 0 (line 3).

The ratio (aA/XA) is usually referred to as γA, the activity coefficient of A, 
that is

 γ A A Aa X= /  (1.43)
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µB

10

c

a

d

b GB

∆Gmix
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– RT ln aA

– RT ln aB

XB

Figure 1.16
The relationship between molar free energy and activity.
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Figure 1.17
The variation of activity with composition (a) aB (b) aA. Line 1: ideal solution (Raoult’s law). Line 
2: ΔHmix < 0. Line 3: ΔHmix > 0.
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For a dilute solution of B in A, Equation 1.42 can be simplified by letting 
XB → 0 in which case

 
γ B

B

B

a
X

=  constant
 

(Henry’s law) (1.44)

and

 
γ A

A

A

a
X

=  1  (Raoult’s law) (1.45)

Equation 1.44 is known as Henry’s law and 1.45 as Raoult’s law; they apply to 
all solutions when sufficiently dilute.

Since activity is simply related to chemical potential via Equation 1.41 
the activity of a component is just another means of describing the state of 
the component in a solution. No extra information is supplied and its use is 
simply a matter of convenience as it often leads to simpler mathematics.

Activity and chemical potential are simply a measure of the tendency of 
an atom to leave a solution. If the activity or chemical potential is low the 
atoms are reluctant to leave the solution which means, for example, that 
the vapour pressure of the component in equilibrium with the solution will 
be relatively low. It will also be apparent later that the activity or chemical 
potential of a component is important when several condensed phases are 
in equilibrium.

1.3.6 real Solutions

While the previous model provides a useful description of the effects of con-
figurational entropy and interatomic bonding on the free energy of binary 
solutions its practical use is rather limited. For many systems the model is an 
oversimplification of reality and does not predict the correct dependence of 
ΔGmix on composition and temperature.

As already indicated, in alloys where the enthalpy of mixing is not zero 
(ε and Ω ≠ 0) the assumption that a random arrangement of atoms is the 
equilibrium, or most stable arrangement is not true, and the calculated value 
for ΔGmix will not give the minimum free energy. The actual arrangement 
of atoms will be a compromise that gives the lowest internal energy consis-
tent with sufficient entropy, or randomness, to achieve the minimum free 
energy. In systems with ε < 0 the internal energy of the system is reduced by 
increasing the number of A—B bonds, i.e. by ordering the atoms as shown in 
Fig. 1.18a. If ε > 0 the internal energy can be reduced by increasing the num-
ber of A—A and B—B bonds, i.e. by the clustering of the atoms into A-rich 
and B-rich groups, Fig. 1.18b. However, the degree of ordering or clustering 
will decrease as temperature increases due to the increasing importance of 
entropy.
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24 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

In systems where there is a size difference between the atoms the quasi-
chemical model will underestimate the change in internal energy on mix-
ing since no account is taken of the elastic strain fields which introduce a 
strain energy term into ΔHmix. When the size difference is large this effect 
can dominate over the chemical term.

When the size difference between the atoms is very large then interstitial 
solid solutions are energetically most favourable, Fig. 1.18c. New mathematical 
models are needed to describe these solutions.

In systems where there is strong chemical bonding between the atoms 
there is a tendency for the formation of intermetallic phases. These are dis-
tinct from solutions based on the pure components since they have a differ-
ent crystal structure and may also be highly ordered. Intermediate phases 
and ordered phases are discussed further in the next two sections.

1.3.7 Ordered Phases

If the atoms in a substitutional solid solution are completely randomly arranged 
each atom position is equivalent and the probability that any given site in the 
lattice will contain an A atom will be equal to the fraction of A atoms in the 
solution XA, similarly XB for the B atoms. In such solutions PAB, the number of 
A—B bonds, is given by Equation 1.35. If Ω < 0 and the number of A—B bonds 
is greater than this, the solution is said to contain short-range order (SRO). The 
degree of ordering can be quantified by defining a SRO parameter s such that

 
s

P P
P P

AB AB

AB AB

= −
−

(random)
(random)(max)

where PAB(max) and PAB(random) refer to the maximum number of bonds pos-
sible and the number of bonds for a random solution, respectively. Figure 1.19 
illustrates the difference between random and short-range ordered solutions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.18
Schematic representation of solid solutions: (a) ordered substitutional, (b) clustering, (c) 
random interstitial.
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In solutions with compositions that are close to a simple ratio of A: B atoms 
another type of order can be found as shown schematically in Fig. 1.18a. This 
is known as long-range order. Now the atom sites are no longer equivalent 
but can be labelled as A-sites and B-sites. Such a solution can be considered 
to be a different (ordered) phase separate from the random or nearly random 
solution.

Consider Cu-Au alloys as a specific example. Cu and Au are both fcc and 
totally miscible. At high temperatures Cu or Au atoms can occupy any site 
and the lattice can be considered as fcc with a ‘random’ atom at each lat-
tice point as shown in Fig. 1.20a. At low temperatures, however, solutions 
with XCu = XAu = 0.5, i.e. a 50/50 Cu/Au mixture, form an ordered structure 
in which the Cu and Au atoms are arranged in alternate layers, Fig. 1.20b. 
Each atom position is no longer equivalent and the lattice is described as a 

(a) (b)

Figure 1.19
(a) Random A–B solution with a total of 100 atoms and XA = XB = 0.5, PAB ~ 100, S = 0. (b) Same 
alloy with short-range order PAB = 132, PAB(max) ~ 200, S = (132 –100)/(200 – 100) = 0.32.

(b)(a) (c)

Cu Au Cu or Au

Figure 1.20
Ordered substitutional structures in the Cu-Au system: (a) high-temperature disordered struc-
ture, (b) CuAu superlattice, (c) Cu3Au superlattice.
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26 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

CuAu superlattice. In alloys with the composition Cu3Au another superlattice 
is found, Fig. 1.20c.

The entropy of mixing of structures with long-range order is extremely 
small and with increasing temperature the degree of order decreases until 
above some critical temperature there is no long-range order at all. This 
temperature is a maximum when the composition is the ideal required for 
the superlattice. However, long-range order can still be obtained when the 
composition deviates from the ideal if some of the atom sites are left vacant 
or if some atoms sit on wrong sites. In such cases it can be easier to disrupt 
the order with increasing temperature and the critical temperature is lower, 
see Fig. 1.21.

The most common ordered lattices in other systems are summarized in 
Fig. 1.22 along with their Structurbericht notation and examples of alloys in 
which they are found. Finally, note that the critical temperature for loss of 
long-range order increases with increasing Ω, or ΔHmix, and in many systems 
the ordered phase is stable up to the melting point.

1.3.8 intermediate Phases

Often the configuration of atoms that has the minimum free energy after 
mixing does not have the same crystal structure as either of the pure 
components. In such cases the new structure is known as an intermediate 
phase.

Intermediate phases are often based on an ideal atom ratio that results in 
a minimum Gibbs free energy. For compositions that deviate from the ideal, 
the free energy is higher giving a characteristic ‘∪’ shape to the G curve, as 
in Fig. 1.23. The range of compositions over which the free energy curve has 
a meaningful existence depends on the structure of the phase and the type 
of interatomic bonding—metallic, covalent or ionic. When small composition 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Cu3Au Cu Au

Cu XAu Au

Figure 1.21
Part of the Cu-Au phase diagram showing the regions where the Cu3 Au and CuAu superlat-
tices are stable.
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deviations cause a rapid rise in G the phase is referred to as an intermetallic com‑
pound and is usually stoichiometric, i.e. has a formula AmBn where m and n are 
integers, Fig. 1.23a. In other structures fluctuations in composition can be tol-
erated by some atoms occupying ‘wrong’ positions or by atom sites being left 
vacant, and in these cases the curvature of the G curve is much less, Fig. 1.23b.

(d) (e)

Cu Zn Cu Au Cu Au

Cd MgAl Fe

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.22
The five common ordered lattices, examples of which are: (a) L20:CuZn, FeCo, NiAl, FeAl, 
AgMg; (b) Ll2:Cu3Au, Au3Cu, Ni3Mn, Ni3Fe, Ni3Al, Pt3Fe; (c) Ll0:CuAu, CoPt, FePt; (d) D03:Fe3Al, 
Fe3Si, Fe3Be, Cu3Al; (e) D019:Mg3Cd, Cd3Mg, Ti3Al, Ni3Sn. (After R.E. Smallman, Modern Physical 
Metallurgy, 3rd edition, Butterworths, London, 1970.)

G G

A XB BA

(a) (b)

B
Ideal

composition

GA GA

∆Gmix

GB GB

Figure 1.23
Free energy curves for intermediate phases: (a) for an intermetallic compound with a very 
narrow stability range, (b) for an intermediate phase with a wide stability range.
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Some intermediate phases can undergo order-disorder transformations in 
which an almost random arrangement of the atoms is stable at high tempera-
tures and an ordered structure is stable below some critical temperature. 
Such a transformation occurs in the β phase in the Cu-Zn system for example 
(see Section 5.10).

The structure of intermediate phases is determined by three main factors: 
relative atomic size, valency and electronegativity. When the component 
atoms differ in size by a factor of about 1.1-1.6 it is possible for the atoms to 
fill space most efficiently if the atoms order themselves into one of the so-
called Laves phases based on MgCu2, MgZn2 and MgNi2, Fig 1.24. Another 
example where atomic size determines the structure is in the formation of 
the interstitial compounds MX, M2X, MX2 and M6X where M can be Zr, Ti, V, 
Cr, etc. and X can be H, B, C and N. In this case the M atoms form a cubic or 
hexagonal close-packed arrangement and the X atoms are small enough to fit 
into the interstices between them.

The relative valency of the atoms becomes important in the so-called 
electron phases, e.g. α and β brasses. The free energy of these phases depends 
on the number of valency electrons per unit cell, and this varies with com-
position due to the valency difference.

The electronegativity of an atom is a measure of how strongly it attracts 
electrons and in systems where the two components have very different 
electronegativities ionic bonds can be formed producing normal valency 
compounds, e.g. Mg2+ and Sn4– are ionically bonded in Mg2Sn.2

Figure 1.24
The structure of MgCu2 (A Laves phase). (From J.H. Wernick, chapter 5 in Physical Metallurgy, 
2nd edn., R.W. Cahn (Ed.) North Holland, 1974.)
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1.4 Equilibrium in Heterogeneous Systems

It is usually the case that A and B do not have the same crystal structure in 
their pure states at a given temperature. In such cases two free energy curves 
must be drawn, one for each structure. The stable forms of pure A and B at a 
given temperature (and pressure) can be denoted as α and β respectively. For 
the sake of illustration let α be fcc and β bcc. The molar free energies of fcc A 
and bcc B are shown in Fig. 1.25a as points a and b. The first step in drawing 
the free energy curve of the fcc α phase is, therefore, to convert the stable bcc 
arrangement of B atoms into an unstable fcc arrangement. This requires an 
increase in free energy, be. The free energy curve for the a phase can now 
be constructed as before by mixing fcc A and fcc B as shown in the figure. 
−ΔGmix for α of composition X is given by the distance de as usual.

A similar procedure produces the molar free energy curve for the β phase, 
Fig. 1.25b. The distance af is now the difference in free energy between bcc 
A and fcc A.

It is clear from Fig. 1.25b that A-rich alloys will have the lowest free 
energy as a homogeneous α phase and B-rich alloys as β phase. For alloys 
with compositions near the cross-over in the G curves the situation is not so 
straightforward. In this case it can be shown that the total free energy can be 
minimized by the atoms separating into two phases.

It is first necessary to consider a general property of molar free energy 
diagrams when phase mixtures are present. Suppose an alloy consists of two 
phases α and β each of which has a molar free energy given by Gα and Gβ, 
Fig. 1.26. If the overall composition of the phase mixture is XB

0, the lever rule 
gives the relative number of moles of α and β that must be present, and the 

G

d

e

a

A
(a)

BX

b

c

∆Gmix

Gα

G

a

c

b

f

A BXB

Gα Gβ

(b)

Figure 1.25
(a) The molar free energy curve for the α phase, (b) Molar free energy curves for α and β 
phases.
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30 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

molar free energy of the phase mixture G is given by the point on the straight 
line between α and β as shown in the figure. This result can be proven most 
readily using the geometry of Fig. 1.26. The lengths ad and cf respectively rep-
resent the molar free energies of the α and β phases present in the alloy. Point 
g is obtained by the intersection of be and dc so that beg and acd, as well as 
deg and dfc, form similar triangles. Therefore bg/ad = bc/ac and ge/cf = ab/
ac. According to the lever rule 1 mol of alloy will contain bc/ac mol of α and 
ab/ac mol of β. It follows that bg and ge represent the separate contributions 
from the α and β phases to the total free energy of 1 mol of alloy. Therefore the 
length ‘be’ represents the molar free energy of the phase mixture.

Consider now alloy X0 in Fig. 1.27a. If the atoms are arranged as a homoge-
neous phase, the free energy will be lowest as α, i.e. G0

α  per mole. However, 
from the above it is clear that the system can lower its free energy if the 
atoms separate into two phases with compositions α1 and β1 for example. The 
free energy of the system will then be reduced to G1. Further reductions in 
free energy can be achieved if the A and B atoms interchange between the 

f

e

Xβ
BX α

B Xo
B

g

c
BA

a

d

Molar free
energy

b

Gβ

Gα

G(α + β)
α

β

Figure 1.26
The molar free energy of a two-phase mixture (α + β).

Gβ
e Gβ

e
Ge

Gβ
o

Gα
o

Xo βe BA

Gα
1
Gα

o

Gβ
o

Gβ
1

Gβ

G1

Gα

Xoα1 β1 BA
(a) (b)

αe

µA µB

Figure 1.27
(a) Alloy X0 has a free energy G1 as a mixture of α1 + β1. (b) At equilibrium, alloy X0 has a mini-
mum free energy Ge when it is a mixture of αe + βe.
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α and β phases until the compositions αe and βe are reached, Fig. 1.27b. The 
free energy of the system Ge is now a minimum and there is no desire for 
further change. Consequently the system is in equilibrium and αe and βe are 
the equilibrium compositions of the α and β phases.

This result is quite general and applies to any alloy with an overall compo-
sition between αe and βe: only the relative amounts of the two phases change, 
as given by the lever rule. When the alloy composition lies outside this range, 
however, the minimum free energy lies on the Gα or Gβ curves and the equi-
librium state of the alloy is a homogeneous single phase.

From Fig. 1.27 it can be seen that equilibrium between two phases requires 
that the tangents to each G curve at the equilibrium compositions lie on a 
common line. In other words each component must have the same chemical 
potential in the two phases, i.e. for heterogeneous equilibrium:

 µ µ µ µα α β β
A A B B= =,  (1.46)

The condition for equilibrium in a heterogeneous system containing two 
phases can also be expressed using the activity concept denned for homo-
geneous systems in Fig. 1.16. In heterogeneous systems containing more 
than one phase the pure components can, at least theoretically, exist in 
different crystal structures. The most stable state, with the lowest free 
energy, is usually denned as the state in which the pure component has 
unit activity. In the present example this would correspond to defining 
the activity of A in pure α 2 A as unity, i.e. when XA = 1, aA

α = 1. Similarly 
when XB = 1, aB

β = 1. This definition of activity is shown graphically in Fig. 
1.28a; Fig. 1.28b and c show how the activities of B and A vary with the 
composition of the α and β phases. Between A and αe, and βe and B, where 
single phases are stable, the activities (or chemical potentials) vary and 
for simplicity ideal solutions have been assumed in which case there is a 
straight line relationship between a and X. Between αe and βe the phase 
compositions in equilibrium do not change and the activities are equal 
and given by points q and r. In other words, when two phases exist in 
equilibrium, the activities of the components in the system must be equal 
in the two phases, i.e.

 a a a aA A B B
α α β β= =,  (1.47)

1.5 Binary Phase Diagrams

In the previous section it has been shown how the equilibrium state of an 
alloy can be obtained from the free energy curves at a given temperature. 
The next step is to see how equilibrium is affected by temperature.
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1.5.1 A Simple Phase Diagram

The simplest case to start with is when A and B are completely miscible in 
both the solid and liquid states and both are ideal solutions. The free energy 
of pure A and pure B will vary with temperature as shown schematically in 
Fig. 1.4. The equilibrium melting temperatures of the pure components occur 
when GS = GL, i.e. at Tm(A) and Tm(B). The free energy of both phases decreases 
as temperature increases. These variations are important for A-B alloys also 
since they determine the relative positions of G G G GA

S
A
L

B
S

B
L, , and  on the molar 

free energy diagrams of the alloy at different temperatures, Fig. 1.29.
At a high temperature T1 > Tm (A) > Tm (B) the liquid will be the stable phase 

for pure A and pure B, and for the simple case we are considering the liquid 
also has a lower free energy than the solid at all the intermediate composi-
tions as shown in Fig. 1.29a.

Decreasing the temperature will have two effects: firstly GA
L  and GB

L  will 
increase more rapidly than GA

S  and GB
S , secondly the curvature of the G curves 

will be reduced due to the smaller contribution of −TΔSmix to the free energy.
At Tm(A), Fig. 1.29b, G GA

S
A
L= , and this corresponds to point a on the A-B phase 

diagram, Fig. 1.29f. At a lower temperature T2 the free energy curves cross, 
Fig. 1.29c, and the common tangent construction indicates that alloys between 
A and b are solid at equilibrium, between c and B they are liquid, and between 

Gα
Gβ

A
1 s

T

T

XB

aA

aB

–RT ln aA

–RT ln aB

q

p

q

p

s

0

0
0 1

1

Bαe βe

Figure 1.28
The variation of aA and aB with composition for a binary system containing two ideal solutions, 
α and β.
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b and c equilibrium consists of a two-phase mixture (S + L) with compositions 
b and c. These points are plotted on the equilibrium phase diagram at T1.

Between T2 and Tm(B) GL continues to rise faster than GS so that points b and 
c in Fig. 1.29c will both move to the right tracing out the solidus and liquidus 
lines in the phase diagram. Eventually at Tm(B) b and c will meet at a single 
point, d in Fig. 1.29f. Below Tm(B) the free energy of the solid phase is every-
where below that of the liquid and all alloys are stable as a single phase solid.

1.5.2 Systems with a Miscibility gap

Figure 1.30 shows the free energy curves for a system in which the liquid phase 
is approximately ideal, but for the solid phase ΔHmix > 0, i.e. the A and B atoms 
‘dislike’ each other. Therefore at low temperatures (T3) the free energy curve 
for the solid assumes a negative curvature in the middle, Fig. 1.30c, and the 
solid solution is most stable as a mixture of two phases α′ and α″ with compo-
sitions e and f. At higher temperatures, when − TΔSmix becomes larger, e and f 
approach each other and eventually disappear as shown in the phase diagram, 
Fig. 1.30d. The α′ + α″ region is known as a miscibility gap.

The effect of a positive ΔHmix in the solid is already apparent at higher 
temperatures where it gives rise to a minimum melting point mixture. The 
reason why all alloys should melt at temperatures below the melting points 
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Figure 1.29
The derivation of a simple phase diagram from the free energy curves for the liquid (L) and 
solid (S).
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of both components can be qualitatively understood since the atoms in the 
alloy ‘repel’ each other making the disruption of the solid into a liquid phase 
possible at lower temperatures than in either pure A or pure B.

1.5.3 Ordered Alloys

The opposite type of effect arises when ΔHmix < 0. In these systems melting 
will be more difficult in the alloys and a maximum melting point mixture 
may appear. This type of alloy also has a tendency to order at low tempera-
tures as shown in Fig. 1.31a. If the attraction between unlike atoms is very 
strong the ordered phase may extend as far as the liquid, Fig. 1.31b.

1.5.4 Simple eutectic Systems

If ∆Hmix
S  is much larger than zero the miscibility gap in Fig. 1.30d can extend 

into the liquid phase. In this case a simple eutectic phase diagram results as 

XB

T1

T2

XB

T
XB

Solid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Solid

a

a

e f

α

α+α˝

b

A B

c

d

b c d

Solid

e
f T3

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.30
The derivation of a phase diagram where ∆ ∆H HS L

mix mix> = 0. Free energy v. composition curves 
for (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3.
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shown in Fig. 1.32. A similar phase diagram can result when A and B have 
different crystal structures as illustrated in Fig. 1.33

1.5.5 Phase Diagrams Containing intermediate Phases

When stable intermediate phases can form, extra free energy curves appear 
in the phase diagram. An example is shown in Fig. 1.34, which also illus-
trates how a peritectic transformation is related to the free energy curves.

An interesting result of the common tangent construction is that the stable 
composition range of the phase in the phase diagram need not include the 
composition with the minimum free energy, but is determined by the rela-
tive free energies of adjacent phases, Fig. 1.35. This can explain why the com-
position of the equilibrium phase appears to deviate from that which would 
be predicted from the crystal structure. For example the 9 phase in the Cu-Al 
system is usually denoted as CuAl2 although the composition XCu = 1/3, XAl = 
2/3 is not covered by the θ field on the phase diagram.

1.5.6 The gibbs Phase rule

The condition for equilibrium in a binary system containing two phases is 
given by Equation 1.46 or 1.47. A more general requirement for systems con-
taining several components and phases is that the chemical potential of each 
component must be identical in every phase, i.e.

 µ µ µα β γ
A A A= = = ....

 µ µ µα β γ
B B B= = = ....  (1.48)

 µ µ µα β γ
C C C= = = ....

Liquid

A B A BXB XB

α

α

α

α+β
β+γ

β

Liquid

γ

(a) (b)

Figure 1.31
(a) Phase diagram when ∆HS

mix < 0; (b) as (a) but even more negative ∆HS
mix (After R.A. Swalin, 

Thermodynamics of Solids, John Wiley, New York, 1972).
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Thermodynamics and Phase Diagrams 39

The proof of this relationship is left as an exercise for the reader (see 
Exercise 1.10). A consequence of this general condition is the Gibbs phase 
rule. This states that if a system containing C components and P phases is in 
equilibrium the number of degrees of freedom F is given by

 P F C+ = + 2  (1.49)

A degree of freedom is an intensive variable such as T, P, XA, XB … that 
can be varied independently while still maintaining equilibrium. If pressure 
is maintained constant one degree of freedom is lost and the phase rule 
becomes

 P F C+ = + 1  (1.50)

At present we are considering binary alloys so that C = 2 therefore

 P F+ = 3

This means that a binary system containing one phase has two degrees of 
freedom, i.e. T and XB can be varied independently. In a two-phase region 
of a phase diagram P = 2 and therefore F = 1 which means that if the tem-
perature is chosen independently the compositions of the phases are fixed. 
When three phases are in equilibrium, such as at a eutectic or peritectic 
temperature, there are no degrees of freedom and the compositions of the 
phases and the temperature of the system are all fixed.

A
Stable compositions

Stoichiometric
composition (AmBn)

Minimum G

B

G
α

β

γ

Figure 1.35
Free energy diagram to illustrate that the range of compositions over which a phase is stable 
depends on the free energies of the other phases in equilibrium.
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40 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

1.5.7 The effect of Temperature on Solid Solubility

The equations for free energy and chemical potential can be used to derive the 
effect of temperature on the limits of solid solubility in a terminal solid solu-
tion. Consider for simplicity the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.36a where B 
is soluble in A, but A is virtually insoluble in B. The corresponding free 
energy curves for temperature T1 are shown schematically in Fig. 1.36b. Since 
A is almost insoluble in B the Gβ curve rises rapidly as shown. Therefore the 
maximum concentration of B soluble in A ( )XB

e  is given by the condition

 µ µα β β
B B BG= 

For a regular solid solution Equation 1.40 gives

 µα α
B B B BG X RT X= + − +Ω( ) ln1 2

@ T1

Gα Gβ

Gα
B

Gβ
B = µB

∆GB

G

(b) A

T

(a)
A B

BXB

XBXe
B

T1

β solvus

α + β

α β

Xe
B

Figure 1.36
Solubility of B in A.
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But from Fig. 1.36b, G GB B B
α αµ− = ∆ , the difference in free energy between 

pure B in the stable β-form and the unstable α-form. Therefore for X XB B
e=

 − − − =RT X X GB
e

B
e

Bln ( )Ω ∆1 2

 (1.51)

If the solubility is low XB
e  1  and this gives

 
X

G
RTB

e B= − +{ }exp
∆ Ω

 
(1.52)

Putting

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T SB B B= −

gives

 
X A

Q
RTB

e = −
exp

 
(1.53)

where A is a constant equal to exp(ΔSB/R) and

 Q HB= +∆ Ω  (1.54)

ΔHB is the difference in enthalpy between the β-form of B and the α-form in 
J mol21. Ω is the change in energy when 1 mol of B with the α-structure dis-
solves in A to make a dilute solution. Therefore Q is just the enthalpy change, 
or heat absorbed, when 1 mol of B with the β-structure dissolves in A to 
make a dilute solution.

ΔHB is the difference in entropy between β-B and α-B and is approximately 
independent of temperature. Therefore the solubility of B in α increases 
exponentially with temperature at a rate determined by Q. It is interesting to 
note that, except at absolute zero, XB

e  can never be equal to zero, that is, no 
two components are ever completely insoluble in each other.

1.5.8 equilibrium Vacancy Concentration

So far it has been assumed that in a metal lattice every atom site is occupied. 
However, let us now consider the possibility that some sites remain without 
atoms, that is, there are vacancies in the lattice. The removal of atoms from 
their sites not only increases the internal energy of the metal, due to the 
broken bonds around the vacancy, but also increases the randomness or con-
figurational entropy of the system. The free energy of the alloy will depend 
on the concentration of vacancies and the equilibrium concentration Xv

e  will 
be that which gives the minimum free energy.
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42 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

If, for simplicity, we consider vacancies in a pure metal the problem of 
calculating Xv

e  is almost identical to the calculation of ΔGmix for A and B atoms 
when ΔHmix is positive. Because the equilibrium concentration of vacancies 
is small the problem is simplified because vacancy-vacancy interactions can 
be ignored and the increase in enthalpy of the solid (ΔH) is directly propor-
tional to the number of vacancies added, i.e.

 ∆ ∆H H Xv v

where Xv is the mole fraction of vacancies and ΔHv is the increase in enthalpy 
per mole of vacancies added. (Each vacancy causes an increase of ΔHv/Nz 
where Na is Avogadro’s number.)

There are two contributions to the entropy change ΔS on adding vacan-
cies. There is a small change in the thermal entropy of ΔSv per mole of 
vacancies added due to changes in the vibrational frequencies of the atoms 
around a vacancy. The largest contribution, however, is due to the increase 
in configurational entropy given by Equation 1.25. The total entropy change 
is thus

 ∆ ∆S X S R X X X Xv v v v v v= − + − −( ln ( ) ln ( ))1 1

The molar free energy of the crystal containing Xv mol of vacancies is 
therefore given by

 

G G G G H X T S X

RT X X X X
A A v v v v

v v v v

= + = + −
+ + − −

∆ ∆ ∆
( ln ( )ln(1 1 )))

 
(1.55)

This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.37. Given time the number of vacancies 
will adjust so as to reduce G to a minimum. The equilibrium concentration 
of vacancies Xv

e  is therefore given by the condition

 

d
d

G
Xv X Xv v

e=

= 0

Differentiating Equation 1.55 and making the approximation Xv ≤ 1 gives

 ∆ ∆H T S RT Xv v v
e− + =ln 0

Therefore the expression for Xv
e  is

 
X

S
R

H
RTv

e v v= ⋅ −
exp exp

∆ ∆

 
(1.56)
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or, putting ΔGv = ΔHv − TΔSv gives

 
X

G
RTv

e v= −
exp

∆

 
(1.57)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 1.56 is a constant ~3, inde-
pendent of T, whereas the second term increases rapidly with increasing T. In 
practice ΔHv is of the order of 1 eV per atom and Xv

e  reaches a value of about 
10–4 to 10–3 at the melting point of the solid.

1.6 The Influence of Interfaces on Equilibrium

The free energy curves that have been drawn so far have been based on the 
molar free energies of infinitely large amounts of material of a perfect sin-
gle crystal. Surfaces, grain boundaries and interphase interfaces have been 
ignored. In real situations these and other crystal defects such as disloca-
tions do exist and raise the free energies of the phases. Therefore the mini-
mum free energy of an alloy, i.e. the equilibrium state, is not reached until 
virtually all interfaces and dislocations have been annealed out. In practice 
such a state is unattainable within reasonable periods of time.

Interphase interfaces can become extremely important in the early stages 
of phase transformations when one phase, β, say, can be present as very fine 
particles in the other phase, α, as shown in Fig. 1.38a. If the α phase is acted 
on by a pressure of 1 atm the β phase is subjected to an extra pressure ΔP 
due to the curvature of the α/β interface, just as a soap bubble exerts an extra 

Xe
V

∆HV XV

∆G XV

–T∆S =RT  ln XV  

O

Figure 1.37
Equilibrium vacancy concentration.
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44 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

pressure ΔP on its contents. If γ  is the α/β interfacial energy and the particles 
are spherical with a radius r, ΔP is given approximately by

 
∆P

r
= 2γ

By definition, the Gibbs free energy contains a ‘PV’ term and an increase 
of pressure P therefore causes an increase in free energy G. From Equation 
1.9 at constant temperature

 ∆ ∆G P V= ⋅

Therefore the β curve on the molar free energy-composition diagram in 
Fig. 1.38b will be raised by an amount

 
∆G

V
r

m
γ

γ= 2

 
(1.58)

where Vm is the molar volume of the β phase. This free energy increase due to 
interfacial energy is known as a capillarity effect or the Gibbs-Thomson effect.

The concept of a pressure difference is very useful for spherical liquid 
particles, but it is less convenient in solids. This is because, as will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, finely dispersed solid phases are often non-spherical. 

G
Gr

β

G∞
β

 

∆Gγ

X∞ Xr XB Xβ

(b)

(a) P

Atmospheric
pressure

α

β

Figure 1.38
The effect of interfacial energy on the solubility of small particles.
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For illustration, therefore, consider an alternative derivation of Equation 1.58 
which can be more easily modified to deal with non-spherical cases3.

Consider a system containing two β particles one with a spherical interface 
of radius r and the other with a planar interface (r = ∞) embedded in an α 
matrix as shown in Fig. 1.39. If the molar free energy difference between the 
two particles is ΔGγ , the transfer of a small quantity (dn mol) of β from the 
large to the small particle will increase the free energy of the system by a 
small amount (dG) given by

 
d dG G n= ∆ γ

If the surface area of the large particle remains unchanged the increase in 
free energy will be due to the increase in the interfacial area of the spherical 
particle (dA). Therefore assuming γ is constant

 d dG A= γ

Equating these two expressions gives

 
∆G

A
nγ γ= d

d  
(1.59)

Since n = 4πr3/3Vm and A = 4πr2 it can easily be shown that

 

d
d

d d
d d

A
n

A r
n r

V
r

m= =/
/

2

from which Equation 1.58 can be obtained.

α

β

β

dn mol β

r  = ∞

Figure 1.39
Transfer of dn mol of β from large to a small particle.
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46 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

An important practical consequence of the Gibbs-Thomson effect is that 
the solubility of β in α is sensitive to the size of the β particles. From the com-
mon tangent construction in Fig. 1.38b it can be seen that the concentration 
of solute B in α in equilibrium with β across a curved interface (Xr) is greater 
than X∞, the equilibrium concentration for a planar interface. Assuming for 
simplicity that the α phase is a regular solution and that the β phase is almost 
pure B, i.e. XB

β ∼ 1, Equation 1.52 gives

 
X

G
RT
B

∞ = − +{ }exp
∆ Ω

Similarly Xr can be obtained by using (ΔGB − 2γVm/r) in place of ΔGB

 
X

G V r
RTr

B m= + −







exp
/∆ Ω 2γ

Therefore

 
X X

V
RTrr

m= ∞ exp
2γ

 
(1.60)

and for small values of the exponent

 
X X

V
RTrr

m ∞ +



1

2γ

Taking the following typical values: γ = 200 mJ m−2, Vm = 10−5 m3, R = 8.31 J 
mol−1 K−1, T = 500 K gives

 

X
X r

r

∞

+ 1
1

( )nm

e.g. for r = 10 nm Xr/X∞ ~ 1.1. It can be seen therefore that quite large solubility 
differences can arise for particles in the range r = 12100 nm. However, for parti-
cles visible in the light microscope (r > 1 mm) capillarity effects are very small.

1.7 Ternary Equilibrium

Since most commercial alloys are based on at least three components, an 
understanding of ternary phase diagrams is of great practical importance. 
The ideas that have been developed for binary systems can be extended to 
systems with three or more components4.
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The composition of a ternary alloy can be indicated on an equilateral tri-
angle (the Gibbs triangle) whose corners represent 100% A, B or C as shown 
in Fig. 1.40. The triangle is usually divided by equidistant lines parallel to 
the sides marking 10% intervals in atomic or weight percent. All points on 
lines parallel to BC contain the same percentage of A, the lines parallel to 
AC represent constant B concentration, and lines parallel to AB constant C 
concentrations. Alloys on PQ for example contain 60% A, on RS 30% B, and 
TU 10% C. Clearly the total percentage must sum to 100%, or expressed as 
mole fractions

 X X XA B C+ + = 1  (1.62)

The Gibbs free energy of any phase can now be represented by a vertical 
distance from the point in the Gibbs triangle. If this is done for all possible 
compositions the points trace out the free energy surfaces for all the possible 
phases, as shown in Fig. 1.41a. The chemical potentials of A, B and C in any 
phase are then given by the points where the tangential plane to the free energy 
surfaces intersects the A, B and C axes. Figure 1.41a is drawn for a system 
in which the three binary systems AB, BC and CA are simple eutectics. Free 
energy surfaces exist for three solid phases α, β and γ and the liquid phase, L. 
At this temperature the liquid phase is most stable for all alloy compositions. 
At lower temperatures the GL surface moves upwards and eventually inter-
sects the Gα surface as shown in Fig. 1.41b. Alloys with compositions in the 
vicinity of the intersection of the two curves consist of α + L at equilibrium. 
In order for the chemical potentials to be equal in both phases the composi-
tions of the two phases in equilibrium must be given by points connected 

10 % C

30 % B
60 % A

C

SR

U

B

P

X

QTA

Figure 1.40
The Gibbs triangle.
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48 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

by a common tangential plane, for example s and l in Fig. 1.41b. These points 
can be marked on an isothermal section of the equilibrium phase diagram as 
shown in Fig. 1.41c. The lines joining the compositions in equilibrium are 
known as tie‑lines. By rolling the tangential plane over the two free energy 
surfaces a whole series of tie-lines will be generated, such as pr and qt, and 
the region covered by these tie-lines pqtr is a two-phase region on the phase 
diagram. An alloy with composition x in Fig. 1.41c will therefore minimize 
its free energy by separating into solid α with composition s and liquid with 

G

β

γ

α

L

(a)

G

s

C

B

L

A
(b)

S

l

L + s
r

p

L

L
l

t
S S
s

A

C

Bq

x

(c)

Figure 1.41
(a) Free energies of a liquid and three solid phases of a ternary system. (b) A tangential plane 
construction to the free energy surfaces defines equilibrium between s and l in the ternary 
system, (c) Isothermal section through a ternary phase diagram obtained in this way with 
a two-phase region (L1S) and various tie-lines. The amounts of l and s at point x are deter-
mined by the lever rule. (After P. Haasen, Physical Metallurgy, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1978.)
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composition l. The relative amounts of α and L are simply given by the lever 
rule. Alloys with compositions within Apq will be a homogeneous α phase 
at this temperature, whereas alloys within BCrt will be liquid.

On further cooling the free energy surface for the liquid will rise through 
the other free energy surfaces producing the sequence of isothermal sec-
tions shown in Fig. 1.42. In Fig. 1.42f, for example, the liquid is stable near 
the centre of the diagram whereas at the corners the α, β and γ solid phases 
are stable. In between are several two-phase regions containing bundles of 
tie-lines. In addition there are three-phase regions known as tie‑triangles. The 
L + α + β triangle for example arises because the common tangential plane 

L+α+γ

L+α+γ

L+ β 

A BA B

C C

L+ α
α

L+ α
α

L+ α

α

L+ α

α

L+ α

α

α
L+ α

α

α α

A

a3 b2

e2

c2

e3

c3

B

C

A B

C

A B

C

A B

C

A B

C

A B

C

a1 e1 b1

(a) TA > T > TB (b) T = e1 (c) e1 > T > e3

(d) T = e3 (e) T = e2 (f)  e2 >T >E

(g) T = E (h) E >T

a + β

L+ β

α+ β α+ β α + β

α+ β α+ β

L+ a + β

L+α+γ

α+ β + γ

ββ

β β β

β

γγ

γ
γ

γ
+ α

γ
+

γ

γ
γ

β

L+ β L+ β L+ β

L

L

LL

LL

L+ γL+ γ

L+ γ L+ γ
L+ γ

α+γ γ+
β

α+ γ γ +
 β

γ +
 β 

+ L

γ +
 β

a

c

b

E

L+α+β

L+α+β

L+α+β L+α+β

Figure 1.42
Isothermal sections through Fig. 1.44. (After A. Prince, Alloy Phase Equilibria, Elsevier, 
Amsterdam, 1966.)
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simultaneously touches the Gα, Gβ and GL surfaces. Therefore any alloy with a 
composition within the L + α + β triangle at this temperature will be in equi-
librium as a three-phase mixture with compositions given by the corners of 
the triangle. If the temperature is lowered still further the L region shrinks 
to a point at which four phases are in equilibrium L + α + β + γ. This is known 
as the ternary eutectic point and the temperature at which it occurs is the 
ternary eutectic temperature, Fig. 1.42g. Below this temperature the liquid is 
no longer stable and an isothermal section contains three two-phase regions 
and one three-phase tie triangle α + β + γ  as shown in Fig. 1.42h. If isothermal 
sections are constructed for all temperatures they can be combined into a 
three-dimensional ternary phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1.44.

In order to follow the course of solidification of a ternary alloy, assuming 
equilibrium is maintained at all temperatures, it is useful to plot the liquidus 
surface contours as shown in Fig. 1.43. During equilibrium freezing of alloy X 
the liquid composition moves approximately along the line Xe (drawn through 
A and X) as primary α phase is solidified; then along the eutectic valley eE as 
both α and β solidify simultaneously. Finally at E, the ternary eutectic point, 
the liquid transforms simultaneously into α + β + γ. This sequence of events is 
also illustrated in the perspective drawing in Fig. 1.44.

The phases that form during solidification can also be represented on a 
vertical section through the ternary phase diagram. Figure 1.45 shows such 
a section taken through X parallel to AB in Fig. 1.44. It can be seen that on 
cooling from the liquid phase the alloy first passes into the L + α region, then 
into L + α + β, and finally all liquid disappears and the α + β + γ region is 
entered, in agreement with the above.

An important limitation of vertical sections is that in general the section will 
not coincide with the tie-lines in the two-phase regions and so the diagram 

A

e1e3

e2C B

e
E

X

Figure 1.43
A projection of the liquidus surfaces of Fig. 1.44 onto the Gibbs triangle.
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only shows the phases that exist in equilibrium at different temperatures 
and not their compositions. Therefore they can not be used like binary phase 
diagrams, despite the superficial resemblance.

1.8  Additional Thermodynamic Relationships 
for Binary Solutions

It is often of interest to be able to calculate the change in chemical poten-
tial (dμ) that results from a change in alloy composition (dX). Considering 
Fig. 1.46 and comparing triangles it can be seen that

 
− = = −d d dµ µ µ µA

B

B

A

B A

X X
( )

1  
(1.63)

TA TB

TC

A

α1

α3
α2

a1

α
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e2

B

g

Xt

t

f

b1

b2

b

c2c3

C

γ

β2 β

2
z

h

L2

L1

a
E

Figure 1.44
The equilibrium solification of alloy X. (After A. Prince, Alloy Phase Equilibria, Elsevier, 
Amsterdam, 1966.)
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and that the slope of the free energy-composition curve is given by

 

d
d

G
XB

B A= −µ µ
1  

(1.64)

Substituting this expression into Equation 1.63 and multiplying throughout 
by XAXB leads to the following equalities:

 
− = =X X X X

G
X

XA A B B A B Bd d
d
d

dµ µ
2

2
 

(1.65)

L+β

L+α+β

L+β+ γL+α+γ

α+β+ γ

w

v

L+α

L

β
+
γ

α
+
γ

1 X z 2t

Figure 1.45
A vertical section between points 1, 2 and X in Fig. 1.44. (After A. Prince, Alloy Phase Equilibria, 
Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1966.)
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– µAµB
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Figure 1.46
Evaluation of the change in chemical potential due to a change in composition. (After M. 
Hillert, in Lectures on the Theory of Phase Transformations, H.I. Aaronson (Ed.), ©The American 
Society for Metals and The Metallurgical Society of AIME, New York, 1969.)
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which are the required equations relating dμA, dμB and dXB. The first equality in 
this equation is known as the Gibbs-Duhem relationship for a binary solution. Note 
that the B subscript has been dropped from d2G/dX2 as d d d d2 2 2 2G X G XB A/ / .≡  
For a regular solution differentiation of Equation 1.39 gives

 

d
d

2

2 2
G

X
RT

X XA B

= − Ω
 

(1.66)

For an ideal solution Ω = 0 and

 

d
d

2

2

G
X

RT
X XA B

=
 

(1.67)

Equation 1.65 can be written in a slightly different form by making use of 
activity coefficients. Combining Equations 1.41 and 1.43 gives

 µ γB B B BG RT X= + ln  (1.68)

Therefore

 

d
d

RT d
d

d
d

µ
γ

γ γB

B B

B

B

B

B B

B

BX X
X

X
RT
X X

= +








= +


1 1
ln
ln





  

(1.69)

A similar relationship can be derived for dmA/dXB. Equation 1.65 therefore 
becomes

 
− = = +









= +X X RT
X

X RTA A B B
A

A
Bd d

d ln
d ln

d
dµ µ γ

1 1
lln

d ln
d

γ B

B
BX

X






  

(1.70)

Comparing Equations 1.65 and 1.70 gives

 
X X

G
X

RT
X

RT
XA B

A

A

B

B

d
d

d
d

d
d

2

2 1 1= +








= +ln
ln

ln
ln

γ γ





  

(1.71)

1.9 Computation of Phase Diagrams

The determination of Gibbs energy of phases, with various properties, pure 
stoichiometric substances for instance, as a function of temperature, compo-
sition, and pressure is necessary for establishing a thermodynamic databank. 
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As described earlier, if Gibbs energy is known, other thermodynamic prop-
erties like enthalpy and entropy could easily be derived. Thermodynamic 
information gathered by conducting experiments are usually compared 
against existing physical models the purpose of which is to quantify and 
give predictions of the measured thermodynamic properties. However, it is 
important to realize that such models could yield unreliable predictions if 
used outside the range over which they were verified.

1.9.1 Pure Stoichiometric Substances

Thermodynamic data of pure stoichiometric substances are stored as the 
enthalpy of formation and entropy measured at room temperature (298.15 K) 
and 1 bar atmospheric pressure (called henceforth the standard conditions), 
in addition to heat capacity5

 

H H C Tp
T

T

= + ∫ref d
ref  

(1.72)

 
S S

T
Tp

T

T

= + ∫ref
C

d
ref  

(1.73)

where the new values of H and S can be determined as a function of 
temperature compared with a reference state. Note that the second term 
in the enthalpy and entropy equations is essentially the same as shown in 
Equations 1.6 and 1.8, respectively.

Gibbs energy could then be estimated from Gibbs-Helmholtz relationship 
G = H 2 TS. Therefore, obviously it is necessary to describe the heat capacity 
as a function of temperature.

The Debye function expresses the heat capacity as a function of tempera-
ture as follows:

 
C D

T
=







Θ

 
(1.74)

where Θ is the Debye temperature which can be written as

 
Θ = h

k
Dω

π2  
(1.75)

where
 h and k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively
 ωD is defined as the Debye frequency

The Debye temperature is a material-dependent constant. As atoms vibrate, 
such vibration increases with temperature yet not all atoms vibrate with the 
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same frequency. When deriving the internal energy due to lattice vibrations, 
a spectrum is considered, the maximum frequency of which is called the 
Debye frequency. However, such an approach may not be suitable for deter-
mining all the experimental thermodynamic values of solid substances.6

According to Hack5, a system of thermochemical data was introduced 
based on the so-called standard element reference state (SER). That is to say, 
the enthalpy of a state of elements stable under the standard conditions is set 
to zero, by convention, at these conditions. The entropy, however, takes the 
absolute value under these conditions.

After Mayer and Kelley7, a polynomial is then used to represent the relation 
between specific heat capacity at constant pressure, Cp, and temperature as 
follows:

 
C C C T C T

C

Tp = + + +1 2 3
2 4

2  
(1.76)

The above relation can be used to describe most experimental data ade-
quately by adjusting its empirical fitting parameters. However, as shown in 
Fig. 1.47, the use of more than one function is sometimes necessary.

Consequently, under standard conditions, the Gibbs energy can be written 
as follows:

 
G C C T C T T C T C T

C
T

= + + + + +1 2 3 4
2

5
3 6ln( )

 
(1.77)

These fitting parameters, Ci, are then stored in the Gibbs energy databank.
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Figure 1.47
Heat capacity of oxygen gas versus temperature.5 Note the use of several polynomials over 
different temperature ranges to best fit the measured data. (After Hack, K., in The SGTE 
Casebook: Thermodynamics at Work, Hack, K. (Ed.), The Institute of Materials, London, 1996.)
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Contributions to Gibbs energy of pure stoichiometric phases such as metal-
lic elements or stoichiometric oxides, SiO2 for example, include those arising 
from the lattice, magnetic as well as pressure contributions

 
G G G Gm = + +lattice magnetic pressure  (1.78)

where Glattice is a function of ΔH and S under the standard conditions, as well 
as the polynomial representing Cp. Other contributions to the Gibbs energy 
are discussed in the following section.

When applying the above scheme to substances exhibiting second-order 
magnetic phase transitions, where the shape of the heat capacity curve 
shows a rather sudden change, many polynomials are used around Curie 
temperature8. However, this approach has numerical limitations given 
the large number of fitting parameters needed, and also their large val-
ues. Inden suggested that exceptional changes in Cp should be treated 
separately9,10.

For the case of a magnetic phase transition, the magnetic contribution to 
Gibbs energy can be written as

 
G RTf

T
Tmagnetic

c

=






+ln( )β 1

 
(1.79)

where
 f is a structure-dependent function of temperature
 Tc is a critical temperature which could be either Curie or Néel 

temperature
 β is the magnetic moment per atom in the lattice

Note that f will differ in the temperature ranges below and above the critical 
temperature.

For a complete description of the Gibbs free energy, it is also necessary to 
consider the contribution caused by the effect of pressure on the molar volume. 
The SGTE consortium5 followed the approach suggested by Murnaghan11

 
G V T T

nK T PT

pressure d=












+∫0
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1
exp ( )

[ ( )α ]]
( ) ( )

( ( / ))1 1 1
1

− −
−

n

n K T
 

(1.80)

where
 V0 is the molar volume at room temperature
 α(T) is the thermal expansion of that volume
 n is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus which is the inverse of the 

compressibility
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K(T) is a polynomial function of temperature which stands for the compress-
ibility at a pressure of 1 bar

 K T K K T K T( ) = + +0 1 2
2

 (1.81)

The thermal expansion function, α(T), may be written as

 
α( )T A A T A T

A

T
= + + +0 1 2

2 3
2

 
(1.82)

An example of a calculated pressure-temperature phase diagram is shown 
in Fig. 1.48.

1.9.2 Solution Phases

1.9.2.1 Substitutional Solutions

In Section 1.3.2, we discussed ideal solutions where the free energy of 
such solutions was presented in Equation 1.27. For a multicomponent ideal 
solution, Equation 1.27 may be written as follows:

 G RT X X X Gi i i i
id = +∑ ∑ln( )  (1.83)

where Xi is the mole fraction of constituent i. However, there is a need for 
mathematical expressions describing the deviation from the ideal solution, 
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Figure 1.48
Pressure-temperature phase diagram of iron, calculated. (After Hack, K., in The SGTE Casebook: 
Thermodynamics at Work, Hack, K. (Ed.), The Institute of Materials, London, 1996.)
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i.e., the excess Gibbs energy. These expressions should allow the estimation 
of thermodynamic properties of higher order systems from those measured 
on lower order systems.

Redlich and Kister12 suggested determining the properties of a ternary 
system, say A-B-C, from the three binaries (A-B, A-C, and B-C). Therefore, 
for a binary solution with constituents A and B, say, the excess Gibbs energy 
may be described as

 G X X L X XAB
ex

A B AB
i

A B
i= −∑ ( ) ( )  (1.84)

So by fitting experimental data of a binary A-B to this relation, the parameters 
can be determined. When i = 0, the excess energy is X X LA B AB

( )0 , a term which 
is that of the regular solution model, see Equation 1.36. Here the parameter 
LAB

( )0  is independent from chemical composition. Other L i
AB
( )  parameters, when 

i > 0, describe the composition dependence of parameter LAB. Parameter 
LAB is an energy parameter which is called the interaction energy. So the 
excess Gibbs energy for a ternary solution A-B-C may be written as a first 
approximation:

 

G X X L X X X X L X XABC
ex

A B AB
i

A B
i

A C AC
i

A C
i= − + −

+
∑ ∑( ) ( )( ) ( )

XX X L X XB C BC
i

B C
i( ) ( )−∑  

(1.85)

Logically, when experimental data are available for ternary solutions 
the measured properties should be compared against those predicted by 
Redlich-Kister approach. Any possible deviation should first be dealt with 
by adding a term X X X LA B C ABC

( )0  to the excess Gibbs energy. If the deviation is 
not adequately corrected for, the term could be formulated as

X X X L X X X L X XA B C ABC A B C ABC B
( ) ( )( ) (0 11

3
1 2

1
3

1 2+ + − − + + − CC A BCA

C A B CAB

X L

X X X L

−


+ + − − 


)

( )

( )

( )

1

11
3

1 2
 

(1.86)

For quaternary systems, often there is no information regarding all four 
ternary systems and sometimes the data of the quaternary system itself 
are not available. Nevertheless, a quaternary term X X X X LA B C D ABCD

( )0  may be 
added to the excess Gibbs energy in this case.

For other phases with different properties such as interstitial solutions, the 
reader is referred to, for example, Hack5, for further information.
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1.10 The Kinetics of Phase Transformations

The thermodynamic functions that have been described in this chapter apply 
to systems that are in stable or metastable equilibrium. Thermodynamics 
can therefore be used to calculate the driving force for a transformation, 
Equation 1.4, but it cannot say how fast a transformation will proceed. The 
study of how fast processes occur belongs to the science of kinetics.

Let us redraw Fig. 1.1 for the free energy of a single atom as it takes part 
in a phase transformation from an initially metastable state into a state of 
lower free energy, Fig. 1.49. If G1 and G2 are the free energies of the initial 
and final states, the driving force for the transformation will be ΔG = G2 − G1. 
However, before the free energy of the atom can decrease from G1 to G2 the 
atom must pass through a so-called transition or activated state with a free 
energy ΔGa above G1. The energies shown in Fig. 1.49 are average energies 
associated with large numbers of atoms. As a result of the random thermal 
motion of the atoms the energy of any particular atom will vary with time 
and occasionally it may be sufficient for the atom to reach the activated state. 
This process is known as thermal activation.

According to kinetic theory, the probability of an atom reaching the 
activated state is given by exp(−ΔGa/kT) where k is Boltzmann’s constant 
(R/Na) and ΔGa is known as the activation free energy barrier. The rate at which 

G

G1

∆Ga

∆G

Initial
state

Activated
state

Final
state

G2

Figure 1.49
Transformations from initial to final state through an activated state of higher free energy.
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a transformation occurs will depend on the frequency with which atoms 
reach the activated state. Therefore we can write

 
rate ∝ −







exp
∆G
kT

a

Putting ΔGa = ΔHa − TΔSa and changing from atomic to molar quantities 
enables this equation to be written as

 
rate ∝ −







exp
∆H
RT

a

 
(1.72)

This equation was first derived empirically from the observed temperature 
dependence of the rate of chemical reactions and is known as the Arrhenius 
rate equation. It is also found to apply to a wide range of processes and 
transformations in metals and alloys, the simplest of these is the process of 
diffusion which is discussed in Chapter 2.
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Exercises

 1.1 The specific heat of solid copper above 300 K is given by

 
C Tp = + × − − −22 64 6 28 10 3 1 1. . J mol K

  By how much does the entropy of copper increase on heating 
from 300 to 1358 K?

 1.2 With the aid of Equation 1.11 and Fig. 1.5, draw schematic free 
energy-pressure curves for pure Fe at 1600, 800, 500 and 300°C.

 1.3 Estimate the change in the equilibrium melting point of copper 
caused by a change of pressure of 10 kbar. The molar volume of 
copper is 8.0 × 10–6 m3 for the liquid, and 7.6 × 10–6 for the solid 
phase. The latent heat of fusion of copper is 13.05 kJ mol–1. The 
melting point is 1085°C.

 1.4 For a single component system, why do the allotropes stable 
at high temperatures have higher enthalpies than allotropes 
stable at low temperatures, e.g. H (γ-Fe) > H (α-Fe)?

 1.5 Determine, by drawing, the number of distinguishable ways of 
arranging two black balls and two white balls in a square array. 
Check your answer with Equation 1.24.

 1.6 By using Equations 1.30 and 1.31, show that the chemical poten-
tials of A and B can be obtained by extrapolating the tangent to 
the G–X curve to XA = 0 and XB = 0.
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 1.7 Derive Equation 1.40 from 1.31 and 1.39.
 1.8 15 g of gold and 25 g of silver are mixed to form a single-phase 

ideal solid solution.

 (a) How many moles of solution are there?
 (b) What are the mole fractions of gold and silver?
 (c) What is the molar entropy of mixing?
 (d) What is the total entropy of mixing?
 (e) What is the molar free energy change at 500°C?
 (f)  What are the chemical potentials of Au and Ag at 500°C 

taking the free Au atom is added? Express you’re answer in 
eV atom−1.

 (g)  By how much will the free energy of the solution change 
at 500°C if one Au atom is added? Express your answer in 
eV atom−1.

 1.9 In the Fe-C system Fe3C is only a metastable phase, while graph-
ite is the most stable carbon-rich phase. By drawing schematic 
free energy-composition diagrams show how the Fe-graphite 
phase diagram compares to the Fe-Fe3C phase diagram from 
0 to 2 wt% Fe. Check your answer with the published phase 
diagram in the Metals Handbook for example.

 1.10 Consider a multicomponent system A, B, C … containing several 
phases α, β, γ… at equilibrium. If a small quantity of A (dnAmol) 
is taken from the α phase and added to the β phase at constant 
T and P what are the changes in the free energies of the α and β 
phases, dGα and dGβ? Since the overall mass and composition 
of the system is unchanged by the above process the total free 
energy change dG = dGα + dGβ = 0. Show, therefore, that µ µα β

A B= . 
Repeating for other pairs of phases and other components gives 
the general equilibrium conditions, Equation 1.48.

 1.11 For aluminum ΔHv = 0.8 eV atom21 and ΔSv/R = 2. Calculate the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration at 660°C (Tm) and 25°C.

 1.12 The solid solubility of silicon in aluminum is 1.25 atomic % at 
550°C and 0.46 atomic % at 450°C. What solubility would you 
expect at 200°C? Check your answer by reference to the pub-
lished phase diagram.

 1.13 The metals A and B form an ideal liquid solution but are almost 
immiscible in the solid state. The entropy of fusion of both 
A and B is 8.4 J mol21 K21 and the melting temperatures are 1500 
and 1300 K respectively. Assuming that the specific heats of the 
solid and liquid are identical calculate the eutectic composition 
and temperature in the A-B phase diagram.
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 1.14 Write down an equation that shows by how much the molar 
free energy of solid Cu is increased when it is present as a small 
sphere of radius r in liquid Cu. By how much must liquid Cu 
be cooled below Tm before a solid particle of Cu can grow if the 
particle diameter is (i) 2 µm, (ii) 2 nm (20 Å)? (Cu: Tm 5 1085°C 5 
1358 K. Atomic weight 63.5. Density 8900 kg m–3. Solid/liquid 
interfacial energy γ = 0.144 J m−2. Latent heat of melting L = 13 
300 J mol–1.)

 1.15 Suppose a ternary alloy containing 40 atomic % A, 20 atomic % B, 
40 atomic % C solidifies through a ternary eutectic reaction to 
a mixture of α, β and γ with the following compositions: 80 
atomic % A, 5 atomic % B, 15 atomic % C; 70 atomic % B, 10 
atomic % A, 20 atomic % C; and 20 atomic % B, 10 atomic % A, 
70 atomic % C. What will be the mole fractions of α, β and γ in 
the microstructure?

 1.16 Show that a general expression for the chemical potential of a 
component in solution is given by

 µ γA A A A A mG S T T RT X P P V= + − + + −0
0 0( ) ln ( )

  where GA
0  is the free energy of pure A at temperature T0 and 

pressure P0, SA is the entropy of A, R is the gas constant, γA the 
activity coefficient for A, XA the mole fraction in solution, Vm is 
the molar volume which is assumed to be constant. Under what 
conditions is the above equation valid?
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2
Diffusion

The previous chapter was mainly concerned with stable or equilibrium 
arrangements of atoms in an alloy. The study of phase transformations con-
cerns those mechanisms by which a system attempts to reach this state and 
how long it takes. One of the most fundamental processes that controls the 
rate at which many transformations occur is the diffusion of atoms.

The reason why diffusion occurs is always so as to produce a decrease in 
Gibbs free energy. As a simple illustration of this consider Fig. 2.1. Two blocks 
of the same A-B solid solution, but with different compositions, are welded 
together and held at a temperature high enough for long-range diffusion to 
occur. If the molar free energy diagram of the alloy is as shown in Fig. 2.1b, 
the molar free energy of each part of the alloy will be given by G1 and G2, 
and initially the total free energy of the welded block will be G3. However, 
if diffusion occurs as indicated in Fig. 2.1a so as to eliminate the concentra-
tion differences, the free energy will decrease towards G4, the free energy of a 
homogeneous alloy. Thus, in this case, a decrease in free energy is produced 
by A and B atoms diffusing away from the regions of high concentration to 
that of low concentration, i.e. down the concentration gradients. However, this 
need not always be the case as was indicated in Section 1.4. In alloy systems 
that contain a miscibility gap the free energy curves can have a negative cur-
vature at low temperatures. If the free energy curve and composition for the 
A-B alloy shown in Fig. 2.1a were as drawn in Fig. 2.1d the A and B atoms 
would diffuse towards the regions of high concentration, i.e. up the concentra-
tion gradients, as shown in Fig. 2.1c. However, this is still the most natural 
process as it reduces the free energy from G3 towards G4 again.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.1e and f the A and B atoms are diffusing from regions 
where the chemical potential is high to regions where it is low, i.e. down the chem-
ical potential gradient in both cases. In practice the first case mentioned above 
is far more common than the second case, and it is usually assumed that diffu-
sion occurs down concentration gradients. However, it can be seen that this is 
only true under special circumstances and for this reason it is strictly speaking 
better to express the driving force for diffusion in terms of a chemical potential 
gradient. Diffusion ceases when the chemical potentials of all atoms are every-
where the same and the system is in equilibrium. However, since case 1 above 
is mainly encountered in practice and because concentration differences are 
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much easier to measure than chemical potential differences, it is nevertheless 
more convenient to relate diffusion to concentration gradients. The remainder 
of this chapter will thus be mainly concerned with this approach to diffusion.

2.1  Atomic Mechanisms of Diffusion

There are two common mechanisms by which atoms can diffuse through 
a solid and the operative mechanism depends on the type of site occupied 
in the lattice. Substitutional atoms usually diffuse by a vacancy mechanism 
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Figure 2.1
Free energy and chemical potential changes during diffusion, (a) and (b) ‘down-hill’ diffusion, 
(c) and (d) ‘up-hill’ diffusion, (e) μ2

A > μ1
A therefore A atoms move from (2) to (1), μ2

B > μ2
B therefore 

B atoms move from (1) to (2). (f) μ1
A > μ2

A therefore A atoms move from (1) to (2), μ2
B > μ1

B therefore 
B atoms move from (2) to (l).
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whereas the smaller interstitial atoms migrate by forcing their way between 
the larger atoms, i.e. interstitially.

Normally a substitutional atom in a crystal oscillates about a given site and 
is surrounded by neighbouring atoms on similar sites. The mean vibrational 
energy possessed by each atom is given by 3 kT, and therefore increases 
in proportion to the absolute temperature. Since the mean frequency of 
vibration is approximately constant the vibrational energy is increased by 
increasing the amplitude of the oscillations. Normally the movement of a 
substitutional atom is limited by its neighbours and the atom cannot move 
to another site. However, if an adjacent site is vacant it can happen that a 
particularly violent oscillation results in the atom jumping over on to the 
vacancy. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Note that in order for the jump to 
occur the shaded atoms in Fig. 2.2b must move apart to create enough space 
for the migrating atom to pass between. Therefore the probability that any 
atom will be able to jump into a vacant site depends on the probability that 
it can aquire sufficient vibrational energy. The rate at which any given atom 
is able to migrate through the solid will clearly be determined by the fre-
quency with which it encounters a vacancy and this in turn depends on the 
concentration of vacancies in the solid. It will be shown that both the prob-
ability of jumping and the concentration of vacancies are extremely sensi-
tive to temperature.

When a solute atom is appreciably smaller in diameter than the solvent, it 
occupies one of the interstitial sites between the solvent atoms. In fcc mate-
rials the interstitial sites are midway along the cube edges or, equivalently, 
in the middle of the unit cell, Fig. 2.3a. These are known as octahedral sites 
since the six atoms around the site form an octahedron. In the bcc lattice 
the interstitial atoms also often occupy the octahedral sites which are now 
located at edge-centring or face-centring positions as shown in Fig. 2.3b.

1

1

2
2

(b)(a)

Figure 2.2
Movement of an atom into an adjacent vacancy in an fcc lattice, (a) A close-packed plane, (b) A 
unit cell showing the four atoms (shaded) which must move before the jump can occur. (After 
P.G. Shewmon, Diffusion in Solids, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963.)
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Usually the concentration of interstitial atoms is so low that only a small 
fraction of the available sites is occupied. This means that each interstitial 
atom is always surrounded by vacant sites and can jump to another position 
as often as its thermal energy permits it to overcome the strain energy bar-
rier to migration, Fig. 2.4.

(b)(a)

a/2
a/√2

(a/2)√3

a/2
a/√2

Fe C

Figure 2.3
(a) Octahedral interstices (0) in an fcc crystal, (b) Octahedral interstices in a bcc crystal. (After 
P. Haasen, Physical Metallurgy, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1978.)

Figure 2.4
A {100} plane in an fcc lattice showing the path of an interstitial atom diffusing by the intersti-
tial mechanism.
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2.2  Interstitial Diffusion

2.2.1  interstitial Diffusion as a random Jump Process

Let us consider first a simple model of a dilute interstitial solid solution 
where the parent atoms are arranged on a simple cubic lattice and the sol-
ute B atoms fit perfectly into the interstices without causing any distortion 
of the parent lattice. We assume that the solution is so dilute that every 
interstitial atom is surrounded by six vacant interstitial sites. If the concen-
tration of B varies in one dimension (x) through the solution (see Fig. 2.5) 
the B atoms can diffuse throughout the material until their concentration 
is the same everywhere. The problem to be considered then, concerns how 
this diffusion is related to the random jump characteristics of the intersti-
tial atoms.

To answer this question consider the exchange of atoms between two adja-
cent atomic planes such as (1) and (2) in Fig. 2.5a. Assume that on average an 
interstitial atom jumps ΓB times per second (Γ = Greek capital gamma) and 
that each jump is in a random direction, i.e. there is an equal probability of 
the atom jumping to every one of the six adjacent sites. If plane (1) contains 
n1 B-atoms per m2 the number of atoms that will jump from plane (1) to (2) in 

1 2

α

α

(a)

CB

(b) x

B interstitials
Atoms of
parent lattice

∂CB
∂x

Figure 2.5
Interstitial diffusion by random jumps in a concentration gradient.
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1 s (J) will be given by:

 


J nB B= − −1

6 1
2 1Γ atoms m s

 
(2.1)

During the same time the number of atoms that jump from plane (2) to (1), 
assuming GB is independent of concentration, is given by:

 


J nB B= − −1

6
2 1Γ 2 atoms m s

Since n1 > n2 there will be a net flux of atoms from left to right given by:

 
J J J n nB B B B= − = −
  1

6 1 2Γ ( )
 

(2.2)

where n1 and n2 are related to the concentration of B in the lattice. If the 
separation of planes (1) and (2) is α the concentration of B at the position of 
plane (1) CB(1) = n1/α atoms m−3. Likewise CB(2) = n2/α. Therefore (n1 − n2) = 
α(CB(l) − CB(2)) and from Fig. 2.5b it can be seen that C C C xB B B( ) ( ) ( / ).1 2− = − ∂ ∂α  
Substituting these equations into Equation 2.2 gives:

 
J

C
xB B

B= −






∂
∂

− −1
6

2Γ α atoms m s2 1

The partial derivative ∂ ∂C xB/ has been used to indicate that the concentra-
tion gradient can change with time. Thus in the presence of a concentration 
gradient the random jumping of individual atoms produces a net flow of 
atoms down the concentration gradient.

Substituting

 
DB B= 1

6
2Γ α

 
(2.3)

yields:

 
J D

C
xB B

B= −
∂
∂  

(2.4)

This equation is identical to that proposed by Fick in 1855 and is usually 
known as Fick’s first law of diffusion. DB is known as the intrinsic diffusivity or 
the diffusion coefficient of B, and has units [m2 s−1]. The units for J are [quan-
tity m−2 s−1] and for ∂ ∂C x/ [quantity m−4], where the unit of quantity can be in 
terms of atoms, moles, kg, etc. as long it is the same for J and C.

When the jumping of B atoms is truly random with a frequency inde-
pendent of concentration, DB is given by Equation 2.3 and is also a constant 
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independent of concentration. Although this equation for DB was derived for 
interstitial diffusion in a simple cubic lattice it is equally applicable to any 
randomly diffusing atom in any cubic lattice provided the correct substitu-
tion for the jump distance α is made. In non-cubic lattices the probability of 
jumps in different crystallographic directions is not equal and D varies with 
direction. Atoms in hexagonal lattices, for example, diffuse at different rates 
parallel and perpendicular to the basal plane.

The condition that the atomic jumps occur completely randomly and inde-
pendently of concentration is usually not fulfilled in real alloys. Nevertheless 
it is found from experiment that Fick’s first law is still applicable, though only 
if the diffusion coefficient D is made to vary with composition. For example 
the diffusion coefficient for carbon in fcc-Fe at 1000°C is 2.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1 at 
0.15 wt% C, but it rises to 7.7 × 10−11 m2 s−1 in solutions containing 1.4 wt% 
C. The reason for the increase of Dc

γ with concentration is that the C atoms 
strain the Fe lattice thereby making diffusion easier as the amount of strain 
increases.

As an example of the use of Equation 2.3 the following data can be used 
to estimate the jump frequency of a carbon atom in γ-Fe at 1000°C. The 
lattice parameter of γ -Fe is ~0.37 nm thus the jump distance α = 0.37/√2 = 
0.26 nm (2.6 Å). Assuming D = 2.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1, leads to the result that 
Γ = 2 × 109 jumps s−1. If the vibration frequency of the carbon atoms is 
~1013, then only about one attempt in 104 results in a jump from one site 
to another.

It is also interesting to consider the diffusion process from the point of view 
of a single diffusing atom. If the direction of each new jump is independent 
of the direction of the previous jump the process is known as a random walk. 
For a random walk in three dimensions it can be shown1 that after n steps of 
length α the ‘average’ atom will be displaced by a net distance α√n from its 
original position. (This is more precisely the root mean square displacement 
after n steps.) Therefore after a time t the average atom will have advanced a 
radial distance r from the origin, where

 r t= √α ( )Γ  (2.5)

Substituting Equation 2.3 for Γ gives

 r Dt= √2 4. ( )  (2.6)

It will be seen that the distance √( )Dt is a very important quantity in diffu-
sion problems.

For the example of carbon diffusing in γ -Fe above, in 1 s each carbon atom 
will move a total distance of ~0.5 m but will only reach a net displacement of 
10 µm. It is obvious that very few of the atom jumps provide a useful contri-
bution to the total diffusion distance.
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2.2.2  effect of Temperature—Thermal Activation

Let us now take a closer look at the actual jump process for an interstitial 
atom as in Fig. 2.6a. Due to the thermal energy of the solid all the atoms will 
be vibrating about their rest positions and occasionally a particularly violent 
oscillation of an interstitial atom, or some chance coincidence of the move-
ments of the matrix and interstitial atoms, will result in a jump. Since the 
diffusion coefficient is closely related to the frequency of such jumps, Γ, it is 
of interest to know the factors controlling Γ and the effect of raising the tem-
perature of the system.

The rest positions of the interstitial atoms are positions of minimum poten-
tial energy. In order to move an interƒstitial atom to an adjacent interstice the 
atoms of the parent lattice must be forced apart into higher energy positions 
as shown in Fig. 2.6b. The work that must be done to accomplish this pro-
cess causes an increase in the free energy of the system by ΔGm (m refers to 
migration) as shown in Fig. 2.6c. ΔGm is known as the activation energy for the 
migration of the interstitial atom. In any system in thermal equilibrium the 
atoms are constantly colliding with one another and changing their vibra-
tional energy. On average, the fraction of atoms with an energy of ΔG or 
more than the mean energy is given by exp( / )−∆G RT . Thus if the interstitial 
atom in Fig. 2.6a is vibrating with a mean frequency v in the x direction it 
makes v attempts per second to jump into the next site and the fraction of 
these attempts that are successful is given by exp( / )−∆G RTm . Now the atom 
is randomly vibrating in three-dimensional space, and if it is surrounded by 

G

X

(a) (b)

(c)

∆Gm

α

Figure 2.6
Interstitial atom, (a) in equilibrium position, (b) at the position of maximum lattice distor-
tion, (c) Variation of the free energy of the lattice as a function of the position of intersti-
tial. (After P.G. Shewmon, in Physical Metallurgy, 2nd ed., R.W. Cahn (Ed.), North-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1974.)  
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z sites to which it can jump the jump frequency is given by

 
Γ

∆
B

mzv
G

RT
=

−
exp

 
(2.7)

ΔGm can be considered to be the sum of a large activation enthalpy ΔHm and 
a small activation entropy term –TΔsm.

Combining this expression with Equation 2.3 gives the diffusion coeffi-
cient as

 
D zv

S
R

H
RTB

m m=










−1
6

2α exp exp
∆ ∆

 
(2.8)

This can be simplified to an Arrhenius-type equation, that is

 
D D

Q
RTB B

ID=
−

0 exp
 

(2.9)

where

 
D zv

S
RB

m
0

21
6

= α exp
∆

 
(2.10)

and

 Q HID m= ∆  (2.11)

The terms that are virtually independent of temperature have been grouped 
into a single material constant D0. Therefore D or Γ increases exponentially 
with temperature at a rate determined by the activation enthalpy QID (ID 
refers to Interstitial Diffusion). Equation 2.9 is found to agree with experi-
mental measurements of diffusion coefficients in substitutional as well as 
interstitial diffusion. In the case of interstitial diffusion it has been shown 
that the activation enthalpy Q is only dependent on the activation energy 
barrier to the movement of interstitial atoms from one site to another.

Some experimental data for the diffusion of various interstitials in bcc-Fe 
are given in Table 2.1. Note that the activation enthalpy for interstitial 

TABle 2.1

Experimental Diffusion Data for Interstitials in Ferritic (bcc) Iron

Solute D0/mm2 s–1 Q/kJ mol−1 Ref.

   C
   N
   H

2.0
0.3
0.1

84.1
76.1
13.4

2
3
4
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diffusion increases as the size of the interstitial atom increases. (The atomic 
diameters decrease in the order C, N, H.) This is to be expected since smaller 
atoms cause less distortion of the lattice during migration.

A convenient graphical representation of D as a function of temperature 
can be obtained writing Equation 2.9 in the form

 
log log

.
D D

Q
T

= −




0 2 3

1

 
(2.12)

Thus if log D is plotted against (1/T) a straight line is obtained with a slope 
equal to −(Q/2.3 R) and an intercept on the log D axis at log D0, see Fig. 2.7.

2.2.3  Steady-State Diffusion

The simplest type of diffusion to deal with is when a steady state exists, 
that is when the concentration at every point does not change with time. For 
example consider a thin-walled pressure vessel containing hydrogen. The 
concentration of hydrogen at the inner surface of the vessel will be main-
tained at a level CH depending on the pressure in the vessel, while the con-
centration at the outer surface is reduced to zero by the escape of hydrogen 
to the surroundings. A steady state will eventually be reached when the 
concentration everywhere reaches a constant value. Provided DH is indepen-
dent of concentration there will be a single concentration gradient in the wall 
given by

 

∂
∂

=
−C

x
C
l

H0

log D0

log D

Slope =
–Q

2.3R

1/T

Figure 2.7
The slope of log D v. 1/T gives the activation energy for diffusion Q.
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where l is the wall thickness. On this basic the flux through the wall is given 
by

 
J

D C
lH

H H=
 

(2.13)

2.2.4  Nonsteady-State Diffusion

In most practical situations steady-state conditions are not established, i.e. 
concentration varies with both distance and time, and Fick’s first law can no 
longer be used. For simplicity let us consider the situation shown in Fig. 2.8a 
where a concentration profile exists along one dimension (x) only. The flux 
at any point along the x-axis will depend on the local value of DB and δCB/δx 
as shown in Fig. 2.8b. In order to calculate how the concentration of B at any 
point varies with time consider a narrow slice of material with an area A and 
a thickness δx as shown in Fig. 2.8c.

The number of interstitial B atoms that diffuse into the slice across plane 
(1) in a small time interval δt will be J1Aδt. The number of atoms that leave the 
thin slice during this time, however, is only J2Aδt Since J2 < J1 the concentration 
of B within the slice will have increased by

 
δ δ

δ
C

J J A t
A xB =

−( )1 2

 
(2.14)

(a)

(b)

(c)

C

0 X XX +δX

J

J1

J1

J2

J2

0 X1 2
δX

Area A

Figure 2.8
The derivation of Fick’s second law. 
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But since δx is small,

 
J J

J
x

x2 1= + ∂
∂

δ
 

(2.15)

and in the limit asδt → 0 these equations give

 

∂
∂

= −
∂
∂

C
t

J
x

B B

 
(2.16)

Substituting Fick’s first law gives

 

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

∂
∂







C
t x

D
C
x

B
B

B

 
(2.17)

which is referred to as Fick’s second law. If variations of DB with concentration 
can be ignored this equation can be simplified to

 

∂
∂

=
∂
∂

C
t

D
C
x

B
B

B
2

2  
(2.18)

These equations relate the rate of change of composition with time to the 
concentration profile CB(x). Equation 2.18 has a simple graphical interpreta-
tion as ∂ ∂2 2C xB/ is the curvature of the CB versus x curve. If the concentration 
profile appears as shown in Fig. 2.9a it has a positive curvature everywhere 
and the concentration at all points on such a curve will increase with time 
(∂ ∂C tB/ positive). When the curvature is negative as in Fig. 2.9b CB decreases 
with time (∂ ∂C tB/ negative).

2.2.5  Solutions to the Diffusion equation

Two solutions will be considered which are of practical importance. One con-
cerns the situation which is encountered in homogenization heat treatments, 
and the other is encountered, for example, in the carburization of steel.

C C

X X(b)(a)

Figure 2.9
(a) ∂ ∂ >2 2 0C x/ all concentrations increase with time, (b) ∂ ∂ <2 2 0C x/ all concentrations decrease 
with time.
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Homogenization

It is often of interest to be able to calculate the time taken for an inhomoge-
neous alloy to reach complete homogeneity, as for example in the elimina-
tion of segregation in castings.

The simplest composition variation that can be solved mathematically is if 
CB varies sinusoidally with distance in one dimension as shown in Fig. 2.10. 
In this case B atoms diffuse down the concentration gradients, and regions 
with negative curvature, such as between x = 0 and x = l, decrease in con-
centration, while regions between x = l and 2l increase in concentration. The 
curvature is zero at x = 0, l, 2l, so the concentrations at these points remain 
unchanged with time. Consequently the concentration profile after a certain 
time reduces to that indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2.10.

At time t = 0 the concentration profile is given by

 
C C

x
l

= + β π
0 sin

 
(2.19)

where C
_
 is the mean composition, and β0 is the amplitude of the initial con-

centration profile. Assuming DB is independent of concentration the solution 
of Equation 2.18 that satisfies this initial condition is

 
C C

x
l

t= +






−β π
τ0 sin exp

 
(2.20)

where τ is a constant called the relaxation time and is given by:

 
τ

π
= l

DB

2

2
 

(2.21)

l

t = 0

t = τ

β0

C

C
l

X

Figure 2.10
The effect of diffusion on a sinusoidal variation of composition.
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Thus the amplitude of the concentration profile after a time t(β) is given by 
C at x = l/2, i.e.

 
β β

τ
= −

0 exp
t

 
(2.22)

In other words, the amplitude of the concentration profile decreases expo-
nentially with time and after a sufficiently long time approaches zero so that 
C C= everywhere. The rate at which this occurs is determined by the relax-
ation time t. After a time t = t, β β= 0/ ,e  that is, the amplitude has decreased 
to 1/2.72 of its value at t = 0. The solute distribution at this stage would there-
fore appear as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2.10. After a time t = 2t the 
amplitude is reduced by a total of 1/e2, i.e. by about one order of magnitude. 
From Equation 2.21 it can be seen that the rate of homogenization increases 
rapidly as the wavelength of the fluctuations decreases.

The initial concentration profile will not usually be sinusoidal, but in gen-
eral any concentration profile can be considered as the sum of an infinite 
series of sine waves of varying wavelength and amplitude, and each wave 
decays at a rate determined by its own τ. Thus the short wavelength terms die 
away very rapidly and the homogenization will ultimately be determined by 
τ for the longest wavelength component.

The Carburization of Steel

The aim of carburization is to increase the carbon concentration in the sur-
face layers of a steel product in order to achieve a harder wear-resistant sur-
face. This is usually done by holding the steel in a gas mixture containing 
CH4 and/or CO at a temperature where it is austenitic. By controlling the 
relative proportions of the two gases the concentration of carbon at the sur-
face of the steel in equilibrium with the gas mixture can be maintained at a 
suitable constant value. At the same time carbon continually diffuses from 
the surface into the steel.

The concentration profiles that are obtained after different times are shown 
in Fig. 2.11. An analytical expression for these profiles can be obtained by 
solving Fick’s second law using the boundary conditions: CB (at x = 0) = Cs 

and CB(∞) = C0, the original carbon concentration of the steel. The specimen 
is considered to be infinitely long. In reality the diffusion coefficient of car-
bon in austenite increases with increasing concentration, but an approximate 
solution can be obtained by taking an average value and this gives the simple 
solution

 
C C C C

x
Dts s= − −

√






( )
( )0 2

erf
 

(2.23)
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where ‘erf’ stands for error function which is an indefinite integral defined 
by the equation

 
erf d( ) exp( )z y y

z

= −∫2 2

0π

The function is shown graphically in Fig. 2.12a. More accurate values can be 
obtained from books of standard mathematical functions. Note that since erf 
( . ) .0 5 0 5o the depth at which the carbon concentration is midway between Cs 
and C0 is given by ( / ( )) . ,x Dt2 0 5√ o that is

 x Dto √( )  (2.24)

C

Cs t1

t2

t3
½ (Cs + C0)

X0

Dt1
C0

Figure 2.11
Concentration profiles at successive times (t3 > t2 > t1) for diffusion into a semi-infinite bar 
when the surface concentration Cs is maintained constant.

C

C1

C2

t1

t2

t = 0

X0(b)(a)

–1

+1

–0.5

–0.5
+0.5

+0.5

erf (Z)

Z

Figure 2.12
(a) Schematic diagram illustrating the main features of the error function. (b) Concentration 
profiles at successive times (t2 > t1 > 0) when two semi-infinite bars of different composition are 
annealed after welding.
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Thus the thickness of the carburized layer is ~ ( )√ Dt . Note also that the depth 
of any isoconcentration line is directly proportional to √( )Dt , i.e. to obtain a 
twofold increase in penetration requires a fourfold increase in time.

For the case of carbon diffusion in austenite at 1000°C, Do m s4 10 11 2 1× − − , 
which means that a carburized layer 0.2 mm thick requires a time of 
( . ) / ,0 2 10 4 103 2 11× ×− − i.e. 1000 s (17 min).

There are other situations in which the solution to the diffusion equation 
is very similar to Equation 2.23. For example during decarburization of steel 
the surface concentration is reduced to a very low value and carbon diffuses 
out of the specimen. The carbon profile is then given by

 
C C

x
Dt

=
√





0 2

erf
( )

Another situation arises if two semi-infinite specimens of different compo-
sitions C1 and C2 are joined together and annealed. The profiles in this case 
are shown in Fig. 2.12b and the relevant solution is

 
C

C C C C x
Dt

=
+





−
−



 √







1 2 1 2

2 2 2
erf

( )
 

(2.26)

2.3  Substitutional Diffusion

Diffusion in dilute interstitial alloys was relatively simple because the dif-
fusing atoms are always surrounded by ‘vacant’ sites to which they can 
jump whenever they have enough energy to overcome the energy barrier 
for migration. In substitutional diffusion, however, an atom can only jump 
if there happens to be a vacant site at one of the adjacent lattice positions as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The simplest case of substitutional diffusion is the self-
diffusion of atoms in a pure metal. This is amenable to a simple atomic 
model similar to the case of interstitial diffusion and will be treated first. 
Substitutional diffusion in binary alloys is more complex and will be dealt 
with separately.

2.3.1  Self-Diffusion

The rate of self-diffusion can be measured experimentally by introducing a 
few radioactive A atoms (A*) into pure A and measuring the rate at which pen-
etration occurs at various temperatures. Since A* and A atoms are chemically 
identical their jump frequencies are also almost identical. Thus the diffusion 
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coefficient can be related to the jump frequency by Equation 2.3, that is

 
D DA A

* = = 1
6

2α Γ
 

(2.27)

where Γ is the jump frequency of both the A* and A atoms. Strictly speak-
ing, Equation 2.3 was derived on the assumption that each atomic jump is 
unrelated to the previous jump. This is a good assumption for interstitial dif-
fusion, but it is less valid for substitutional diffusion. The difference is that 
once an atom has jumped into a vacancy the next jump is not equally prob-
able in all directions, but is most likely to occur back into the same vacancy. 
Such jumps do not contribute to the diffusive flux and therefore Equation 2.27 
should be replaced by D fD fA A

* /= = ⋅α 2 6Γ where f (known as a correlation 
factor) is less than unity. However, the effect is small and f is close to unity. 
(See P.G. Shewmon Diffusion in Solids McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963, p. 100.)

Consider the atomic jump shown in Fig. 2.2. An atom next to a vacancy can 
make a jump provided it has enough thermal energy to overcome the acti-
vation energy barrier to migration, ΔGm. Therefore the probability that any 
attempt at jumping will be successful is given by exp( / )−∆G RTm as in the 
case of interstitial migration. However, most of the time the adjacent site will 
not be vacant and the jump will not be possible. The probability that an adja-
cent site is vacant is given by zXv where z is the number of nearest neighbours 
and Xv is the probability that any one site is vacant, which is just the mole 
fraction of vacancies in the metal. Combining all these probabilities gives 
the probability of a successful jump as zXv exp(–ΔGm/RT). Since the atoms 
are vibrating with a temperature-independent frequency υ the number of 
successful jumps any given atom will make in 1 s is given by

 
Γ

∆
=

−υz X
G

RTv
mexp

 
(2.28)

But, if the vacancies are in thermodynamic equilibrium, Xv = Xe
v as given by 

Equation 1.57, i.e.

 
X

G
RTv

e v=
−

exp
∆

 
(2.29)

Combining these last three equations gives

 
D z

G G
RTA
m v=

− +1
6

2α υ exp
( )∆ ∆

 
(2.30)

Substituting ΔG = ΔH – TΔS gives

 
D z

S S
R

H H
RTA

m v m V=
+

−
+





1
6

2α υ exp exp
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

 
(2.31)
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For most metals υ is ~1013. In fcc metals z = 12 andα = √a/ 2 the jump distance. 
This equation can be written more concisely as

 
D D

Q
RTA

SD=
−

0 exp
 (2.32)

where

 
D z

S S
R

m v
0

21
6

=
+α υ exp

∆ ∆

 
(2.33)

and

 Q H HSD m V= +∆ ∆  (2.34)

Equation 2.32 is the same as was obtained for interstitial diffusion except 
that the activation energy for self-diffusion has an extra term (ΔHv). This is 
because self-diffusion requires the presence of vacancies whose concentra-
tion depends on ΔHv.

Some of the experimental data on substitutional self-diffusion are sum-
marised in Table 2.2. It can be seen that for a given crystal structure and 
bond type Q/RTm is roughly constant; that is, the activation enthalphy for 
self-diffusion, Q, is roughly proportional to the equilibrium melting temper-
ature, Tm. Also, within each class, the diffusivity at the melting temperature, 
D(Tm), and D0 are approximately constants. For example, for most close-
packed metals (fcc and hcp) Q/RTm ~ 18 and D(Tm) 1 µm–2 s–1 (10–12 s–1). The 
Q/RTm and D(Tm) data are also plotted in Fig. 2.13 along with data for other 
materials for comparison. An immediate consequence of these correlations 
is that the diffusion coefficients of all materials with a given crystal structure 
and bond type will be approximately the same at the same fraction of their 
melting temperature, i.e. D(T/Tm) = constant. (T/Tm is known as the homolo-
gous temperature.)

The above correlations have been evaluated for atmospheric pressure. There 
are, however, limited experimental data that suggest the same correlations hold 
independently of pressure, provided of course the effect of pressure on Tm is 
taken into account. Since volume usually increases on melting, raising the pres-
sure increases Tm and thereby lowers the diffusivity at a given temperature.

That a rough correlation exists between Q and Tm is not surprising: increas-
ing the interatomic bond strength makes the process of melting more diffi-
cult; that is, Tm is raised. It also makes diffusion more difficult by increasing 
ΔHv and ΔHm.

Consider the effect of temperature on self-diffusion in Cu as an example. 
At 800°C (1073 K) the data in Table 2.2 give Dcu = 5 × 10–9 mm2 s–1. The jump 
distance α in Cu is 0.25 nm and Equation 2.3 therefore gives ΓCu = 5 × 10–5 
jumps s−1. After an hour at this temperature, √( ) ~Dt 4µm. Extrapolating the 
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TABle 2.2

Pressure Experimental Data for Substitutional Self-Diffusion in Pure Metals 
at Atmospheric

Class Metal

T
K

m D0
2 1mm s−

Q
kJ mol 1−

Q
RTm

D T( )m

µm s2 1−

bcc (rare earths) e-Pu 914 0.3 65.7 8.7 53

δ-Ce 1071 1.2 90.0 10.1 49

γ-La 1193 1.3 102.6 10.4 42

γ-Yb 1796 1.2 121.0 8.1 3600

bcc (alkali metals) Rb 312 23 39.4 15.2 5.8
K 337 31 40.8 14.6 15
Na 371 24.2 43.8 14.2 16
Li 454 23 55.3 14.7 9.9

bcc (transition metals) β-Tl 577 40 94.6 19.7 0.11
Eu 1095 100 143.5 15.8 14
Er 1795 451 302.4 20.3 0.71
α-Fe* 1811 200 239.7 15.9 26

δ-Fe* 1811 190 238.5 15.8 26

β-Ti 1933 109 251.2 15.6 18

γ-Zr 2125 134 273.5 15.5 25
Cr 2130 20 308.6 17.4 0.54
V 2163 28.8 309.2 17.2 0.97
Nb 2741 1240 439.6 19.3 5.2
Mo 2890 180 460.6 19.2 0.84
Ta 3269 124 413.3 15.2 31
W 3683 4280 641.0 20.9 3.4

hcp* Cd 594 ||c 5 76.2 15.4 0.99
⊥ c 10 79.9 16.2 0.94

Zn 692 ||c 13 91.6 15.9 1.6
⊥ c 18 96.2 16.7 0.98

Mg 922 ||c 100 134.7 17.6 2.3

⊥ c l50 136.0 17.8 2.9
fcc Pb 601 137 109.1 21.8 0.045

Al 933 170 142.0 18.3 1.9
Ag 1234 40 184.6 18.0 0.61
Au 1336 10.7 176.9 15.9 1.3
Cu 1356 31 200.3 17.8 0.59
Ni 1726 190 279.7 19.5 0.65

(continued)
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TABle 2.2 (CONTiNueD)

Pressure Experimental Data for Substitutional Self-Diffusion in Pure Metals 
at Atmospheric

Class Metal

T
K

m D0
2 1mm s−

Q
kJ mol 1−

Q
RTm

D T( )m

µm s2 1−

β-Co 1768 83 283.4 19.3 0.35

γ-Fe† 1805 49 284.1 18.9 0.29
Pd 1825 20.5 266.3 17.6 0.49
Th 2023 120 319.7 19.0 6.6
Pt 2046 22 278.4 16.4 0.17

tet* β-Sn   505||c 770 107.1 25.5 0.0064

          ⊥ c 1070 105.0 25.0 0.015

diamond cubic Ge 1211 440 324.5 32.3 4.4 × 10−5

Si 1683 0.9 × 106 496.0 35.5 3.6 × 10−4

Source: Data Selected Mainly from A.M. Brown and M.F. Ashby, ‘Correlations for Diffusion 
Constants’, Acta Metallurgica, 28:1085 (1980)

* Data selected from N.L. Peterson, Solid State Physics, Vol. 22, D. Turnbull and H. Ehrenreich 
(Eds.), Academic Press, New York, 1968.

‡ Tm for γ-Fe is the temperature at which γ-Fe would melt if δ-Fe did not intervene.

10–16 10–15 10–14 10–13 10–12 10–11 10–10 10–9

bcc rare earth

Metal carbides

hcp
bcc transition metals

Melting point diffusivity, D (Tm)/m2 s–1(a)

fcc metals
Graphite

Alkali
halides

Oxide

Ice
Trigonal

Indium

Diamond cubic

bcc alkali

Figure 2.13
(a) Melting point diffusivities and (b) normalised activation energies for various classes of 
materials. (After A.M. Brown and M.F. Ashby, Acta Metallurgica 28 (1980) 1085.
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data to 20°C, however, gives DCu, ~10–34, i.e. Γ, 10–20 jumps s−1. Alternatively, 
each atom would make one jump every 1012 years!

Experimentally the usual method for determining the self-diffusion coef-
ficient is to deposit a known quantity (M) of a radioactive isotope A* onto 
the ends of two bars of A which are then joined as shown in Fig. 2.14a. After 
annealing for a known time at a fixed temperature, A* will have diffused 
into A and the concentration profile can be determined by machining away 
thin layers of the bar and measuring the radioactivity as a function of posi-
tion. Since A and A* are chemically identical the diffusion of A* into A will 
occur according to Equation 2.18. The solution of this equation for the pres-
ent boundary conditions is

 
C

M
Dt

x
Dt

=
√

−




2 4

2

( )
exp

π  
(2.35)

M has units [quantity m−2] and C [quantity m−3]. Figure 2.14b shows the form 
of this equation fitted to experimental points for self-diffusion in gold.

2.3.2  Vacancy Diffusion

The jumping of atoms into vacant sites can equally well be considered as the 
jumping of vacancies onto atom sites. If excess vacancies are introduced into 

Normalized activation energy, Q/RTm

10
(b)

15 20 25 30 35

bcc rare
earth

bcc alkali
metals

hcp
bcc transition

fcc metals
Graphite

Tetragonal

Alkali
halides

Oxides
Carbides

Ice
Trigonal

Olivine
Diamond cubic

Figure 2.13
(Continued)
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86 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

the lattice they will diffuse at a rate which depends on the jump frequency. 
However, a vacancy is always surrounded by sites to which it can jump and 
it is thus analogous to an interstitial atom (see Section 2.2.2). Therefore a 
vacancy can be considered to have its own diffusion coefficient given by

 
DV v= 1

6
2α Γ

 
(2.36)

By analogy with Equation 2.8

 
D z

S
R

H
RTV

m m=
−1

6
2α υ exp exp

∆ ∆

 
(2.37)

In this case ΔHm and ΔSm apply to the migration of a vacancy, and are therefore 
the same as for the migration of a substitutional atom. Comparing Equations 
2.37 and 2.31 it can be seen that

 D D Xv A v
e= /  (2.38)

This shows in fact that Dv is many orders of magnitude greater than DA the 
diffusivity of substitutional atoms.

Thin layer of Au*

Gold crystalGold crystal
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Figure 2.14
Illustration of the principle of tracer diffusion and of the planar source method for determin-
ing the self-diffusion coefficient of gold, (a) Initial diffusion couple with planar source of radio-
active gold Au*. (b) Distribution of Au* after diffusion for 100 h at 920°C. (After A.G. Guy, 
Introduction to Materials Science, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971.)
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2.3.3 Diffusion in Substitutional Alloys

During self-diffusion all atoms are chemically identical. Thus the probability 
of finding a vacancy adjacent to any atom and the probability that the atom 
will make a jump into the vacancy is equal for all atoms. This leads to a sim-
ple relationship between jump frequency and diffusion coefficient. In binary 
substitutional alloys, however, the situation is more complex. In general, the 
rate at which solvent (A) and solute (B) atoms can move into a vacant site is 
not equal and each atomic species must be given its own intrinsic diffusion 
coefficient DA or DB.

The fact that the A and B atoms occupy the same sites has important con-
sequences on the form that Fick’s first and second laws assume for substi-
tutional alloys. It will be seen later that when the A and B atoms jump at 
different rates the presence of concentration gradients induces a movement 
of the lattice through which the A and B atoms are diffusing.

DA and DB are defined such that Fick’s first law applies to diffusion relative 
to the lattice, that is

 
J D

C
xA A

A= −
∂
∂  

(2.39)

 
J D

C
xB B

B= −
∂
∂  

(2.40)

where JA and JB are the fluxes of A and B atoms across a given lattice plane. This 
point did not need emphasizing in the case of interstitial diffusion because 
the lattice planes of the parent atoms were unaffected by the diffusion pro-
cess. It will be seen, however, that the situation is different in the case of 
substitutional diffusion.

In order to derive Fick’s second law let us consider the interdiffusion of A 
and B atoms in a diffusion couple that is made by welding together blocks 
of pure A and B as shown in Fig. 2.15a. If the couple is annealed at a high 
enough temperature, a concentration profile will develop as shown.

If we make the simplifying assumption that the total number of atoms per 
unit volume is a constant, C0, independent of composition, then

  C C CA B0 = +  (2.41)

and

  

∂
∂

= −
∂
∂

C
x

C
x

A B

 
(2.42)

Hence at a given position the concentration gradients driving the diffusion 
of A and B atoms are equal but opposite, and the fluxes of A and B relative to 
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the lattice can be written as

 
J D

C
xA A

A= −
∂
∂  

(2.43)

 
J D

C
xB B

A=
∂
∂

Vacancies
must be

destroyed

Vacancies
must be
created

X

X

XB

–

+
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+

0

(c)

(b)

(a)
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∂JV
∂X

∂CV
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J

0

0

JV
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X
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JV
P
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Figure 2.15
Interdiffusion and vacancy flow. (a) Composition profile after interdiffusion of A and B. (b) 
The corresponding fluxes of atoms and vacancies as a function of position x. (c) The rate at 
which the vacancy concentration would increase or decrease if vacancies were not created or 
destroyed by dislocation climb.
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These fluxes are shown schematically in Fig. 2.15 for the case DA > DB, i.e. 
| | | |.J JA B>

When atoms migrate by the vacancy process the jumping of an atom into 
a vacant site can equally well be regarded as the jumping of the vacancy 
onto the atom, as illustrated in Fig. 2.16. In other words, if there is a net flux 
of atoms in one direction there is an equal flux of vacancies in the opposite 
direction. Thus in Fig. 2.15a there is a flux of vacancies −JA due to the migra-
tion of A atoms plus a flux of vacancies −JB due to the diffusion of B atoms. As 
JA > JB there will be a net flux of vacancies

 J J Jv A B= − −  (2.44)

This is indicated in vector notation in Fig. 2.15a. In terms of DA and DB, 
therefore

 
J D D

C
xV A B

A= −
∂
∂

( )
 

(2.45)

This leads to a variation in Jv across the diffusion couple as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.15b.

Atoms

Vacancies

Figure 2.16
The jumping of atoms in one direction can be considered as the jumping of vacancies in the 
other direction.
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In order to maintain the vacancy concentration everywhere near equi-
librium vacancies must be created on the B-rich side and destroyed on the 
A-rich side. The rate at which vacancies are created or destroyed at any point is 
given by ∂ ∂ = −∂ ∂C t J xv v/ / (Equation 2.16) and this varies across the diffusion 
couple as shown in Fig. 2.15c.

It is the net flux of vacancies across the middle of the diffusion couple 
that gives rise to movement of the lattice. Jogged edge dislocations can 
provide a convenient source or sink for vacancies as shown in Fig. 2.17. 
Vacancies can be absorbed by the extra half-plane of the edge dislocation 
shrinking while growth of the plane can occur by the emission of vacan-
cies. If this or a similar mechanism operates on each side of the diffusion 
couple then the required flux of vacancies can be generated as illustrated 

(a) (b) (c)

⊥

⊥

Figure 2.17
(a) before, (b) after: a vacancy is absorbed at a jog on an edge dislocation (positive climb), (b) 
before, (a) after: a vacancy is created by negative climb of an edge dislocation, (c) Perspective 
drawing of a jogged edge dislocation.

x
Xx = 0

X

V

Atoms
Vacancies

Figure 2.18
A flux of vacancies causes the atomic planes to move through the specimen.
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in Fig. 2.18. This means that extra atomic planes will be introduced on the 
B-rich side while whole planes of atoms will be ‘eaten’ away on the A-rich 
side. Consequently the lattice planes in the middle of the couple will be 
shifted to the left.

The velocity at which any given lattice plane moves, v, can be related to 
the flux of vacancies crossing it. If the plane has an area A, during a small 
time interval δt, the plane will sweep out a volume of Avdt containing Av dt 
C0 atoms. This number of atoms is removed by the total number of vacancies 
crossing the plane in the same time interval, i.e. J A tv ⋅δ , giving

 J C vv = 0  (2.46)

Thus the velocity of the lattice planes will vary across the couple in the same 
way as Jv, see Fig. 2.15b. Substituting Equation 2.45 gives

 
v D D

X
xA B

A= −
∂
∂

( )
 

(2.47)

where the mole fraction of A, XA = CA/C0

In practice, of course, internal movements of lattice planes are usually not 
directly of interest. More practical questions concern how long homogeniza-
tion of an alloy takes, or how rapidly the composition will change at a fixed 
position relative to the ends of a specimen. To answer these questions we can 
derive Fick’s second law for substitutional alloys.

Consider a thin slice of material δx thick at a fixed distance x from one end of 
the couple which is outside the diffusion zone as shown in Fig. 2.19. If the total 
flux of A atoms entering this slice across plane 1 is J′A and the total flux leaving 
is ′ + ∂ ′ ∂J J x xA A( / )δ the same arguments as were used to derive Equation 2.16 

1 2

+

J Á

J Á
∂J Á
∂x

δxx

δx

Figure 2.19
Derivation of Fick’s second law for interdiffusion. (See text for details.)
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can be used to show that

 

∂
∂

= −
∂ ′
∂

C
t

J
x

A A

 
(2.48)

The total flux of A atoms across a stationary plane with respect to the speci‑
men is the sum of two contributions: (i) a diffusive flux J D C xA A A= − ∂ ∂/ due 
to diffusion relative to the lattice, and (ii) a flux υCA due to the velocity of the 
lattice in which diffusion is occurring.

Therefore:

 
′ = −

∂
∂

+J D
C
x

vCA A
A

A
 

(2.49)

By combining this equation with Equation 2.47 we obtain the equivalent of 
Fick’s first law for the flux relative to the specimen ends:

 
′ = − +

∂
∂

J X D X D
C
xA B A A B

A( )
 

(2.50)

where XA = CA/C0 and XB = CB/C0 are the mole fractions of A and B respec-
tively. This can be simplified by defining an interdiffusion coefficient D

~
 as

 
D X D X DB A A B= +  (2.51)

so that Fick’s first law becomes

 
′ = −

∂
∂

J D
C
xA

A
 

(2.52)

Likewise,

 
′ = −

∂
∂

=
∂
∂

J D
C
x

D
C
xB

B A 

i.e.

 ′ = − ′J JB A

Substitution of Equation 2.52 into Equation 2.48 gives

 

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

∂
∂







C
t x

D
C
x

A A

 
(2.53)

This equation is Fick’s second law for diffusion in substitutional alloys. The 
only difference between this equation and Equation 2.18 (for interstitial 
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diffusion) is that the interdiffusion coefficient D for substitutional alloys 
depends on DA and DB whereas in interstitial diffusion DB alone is needed. 
Equations 2.47 and 2.51 were first derived by Darken5 and are usually known 
as Darken’s equations.

By solving Equation 2.53 with appropriate boundary conditions it is pos-
sible to obtain CA(x, t) and CB(x, t), i.e. the concentration of A and B at any 
position (x) after any given annealing time (t). The solutions that were given 
in Section 2.2.5 will be applicable to substitutional alloys provided the range 
of compositions is small enough that any effect of composition on D

~
 can be 

ignored. For example, if D
~
 is known the characteristic relaxation time for an 

homogenization anneal would be given by Equation 2.21 using D
~
 in place 

of DB, i.e.

 
τ

π
= l

D

2

2   
(2.54)

If the initial composition differences are so great that changes in D
~
 become 

important then more complex solutions to Equation 2.53 must be used. These 
will not be dealt with here, however, as they only add mathematical com-
plexities without increasing our understanding of the basic principles6.

Experimentally it is possible to measure D
~
 by determining the variation 

of XA or XB after annealing a diffusion couple for a given time such as that 
shown in Fig. 2.15a. In cases where D

~
 can be assumed constant a comparison 

of Equation 2.26 and the measured concentration profile would give. When D
~  

is not constant there are graphical solutions to Fick’s second law that enable 
D
~ 

to be determined at any composition. In order to determine DA and DB 
separately it is also necessary to measure the velocity of the lattice at a given 
point in the couple. This can be achieved in practice by inserting insoluble 
wires at the interface before welding the two blocks together. These wires 
remain in effect ‘fixed’ to the lattice planes and their displacement after a 
given annealing time can be used to calculate v. When v and D

~
 are known, 

Equations 2.47 and 2.51 can be used to calculate DA and DB for the composi-
tion at the markers.

The displacement of inert wires during diffusion was first observed by 
Smigelskas and Kirkendall in 19477 and is usually known as the Kirkendall 
effect. In this experiment a block of α-brass (Cu-30wt% Zn) was wound 
with molybdenum wire and encapsuled in a block of pure Cu, as shown in 
Fig. 2.20. After annealing at a high temperature it was found that the sepa-
ration of the markers (w) had decreased. This is because DZn > DCu and the 
zinc atoms diffuse out of the central block faster than they are replaced by 
copper atoms diffusing in the opposite direction. Similar effects have since 
been demonstrated in many other alloy systems. In general it is found that 
in any given couple, atoms with the lower melting point possess a higher D. 
The exact value of D, however, varies with the composition of the alloy. Thus 
in Cu-Ni alloys DCu, DNi and D

~
 are all composition dependent, increasing as 

XCu increases, Fig. 2.21.
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α Brass

Copper
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Molybdenum wires

Figure 2.20
An experimental arrangement to show the Kirkendall effect.
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Figure 2.21
The relationship between the various diffusion coefficients in the Cu-Ni system at 1000°C 
(After A.G. Guy, Introduction to Materials Science, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971.)
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In Fig. 2.17 it was assumed that the extra half-planes of atoms that grew or 
shrank due to the addition or loss of atoms, were parallel to the original weld 
interface so that there were no constraints on the resultant local expansion or 
contraction of the lattice. In practice, however, these planes can be oriented 
in many directions and the lattice will also try to expand or contract parallel 
to the weld interface. Such volume changes are restricted by the surrounding 
material with the result that two-dimensional compressive stresses develop 
in regions where vacancies are created, while tensile stresses arise in regions 
where vacancies are destroyed. These stress fields can even induce plastic 
deformation resulting in microstructures characteristic of hot deformation.

Vacancies are not necessarily all annihilated at dislocations, but can also 
be absorbed by internal boundaries and free surfaces. However, those not 
absorbed at dislocations mainly agglomerate to form holes or voids in the lat-
tice. Void nucleation is difficult because it requires the creation of a new sur-
face and it is generally believed that voids are heterogeneously nucleated at 
impurity particles. The tensile stresses that arise in conjunction with vacancy 
destruction can also play a role in the nucleation of voids. When voids are 
formed the equations derived above cannot be used without modification.

In concentrated alloys the experimentally determined values of D
~

, DA and 
DB are also found to show the same form of temperature dependence as all 
other diffusivities, so that

 
 D D

Q
RT

= −
0 exp

 
(2.55)

 
D D

Q
RTA A

A=
−

0 exp
 

(2.56)

 
D D

Q
RTB B

B=
−

0 exp
 

(2.57)

However the factors that determine D0 and Q in these cases are uncertain 
and there is no simple atomistic model for concentrated solutions.

The variation of D
~
 with composition can be estimated in cases where it has 

not been measured, by utilizing two experimental observations8:

 1. For a given crystal structure, D
~
 at the melting point is roughly con-

stant. Therefore if adding B to A decreases the melting point, D
~
 will 

increase, at a given temperature, and vice versa.
 2. For a given solvent and temperature, both interstitial and substitu-

tional diffusion are more rapid in a bcc lattice than a close-packed 
lattice. For example, for the diffusion of carbon in Fe at 910°C, 
D Dc c

α γ/ ~ 100. At 850°C the self-diffusion coefficients for Fe are such 
that D DFe Fe

α γ/ ~ 100. The reason for this difference lies in the fact that 
the bcc structure is more open and the diffusion processes require 
less lattice distortion.
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2.3.4 Diffusion in Dilute Substitutional Alloys

Another special situation arises with diffusion in dilute alloys. When XB ~ 0 
and XA ~ 1, Equation 2.51 becomes

 
D DB=  

(2.58)

This is reasonable since it means that the rate of homogenization in dilute 
alloys is controlled by how fast the solute (B) atoms can diffuse. Indeed the 
only way homogenization can be achieved is by the migration of the B atoms 
into the solute-depleted regions. DB for a dilute solution of B in A is called 
the impurity diffusion coefficient. Such data is more readily available than 
interdiffusion data in concentrated alloys. One way in which impurity diffu-
sion coefficients can be measured is by using radioactive tracers.

It is often found that DB in a dilute solution of B in A is greater than DA. 
The reason for this is that the solute atoms can attract vacancies so that 
there is more than a random probability of finding a vacancy next to a sol-
ute atom with the result that they can diffuse faster than the solvent. An 
attraction between a solute atom and a vacancy can arise if the solute atom 
is larger than the solvent atoms or if it has higher valency. If the binding 
energy is very large the vacancy will be unable to ‘escape’ from the solute 
atom. In this case the solute-vacancy pair can diffuse through the lattice 
together.

2.4  Atomic Mobility

Fick’s first law is based on the assumption that diffusion eventually stops, 
that is equilibrium is reached, when the concentration is the same every-
where. Strictly speaking this situation is never true in practice because real 
materials always contain lattice defects such as grain boundaries, phase 
boundaries and dislocations. Some atoms can lower their free energies if 
they migrate to such defects and at ‘equilibrium’ their concentrations will be 
higher in the vicinity of the defect than in the matrix. Diffusion in the vicin-
ity of these defects is therefore affected by both the concentration gradient 
and the gradient of the interaction energy. Fick’s law alone is insufficient to 
describe how the concentration will vary with distance and time.

As an example consider the case of a solute atom that is too big or too 
small in comparison to the space available in the solvent lattice. The poten-
tial energy of the atom will then be relatively high due to the strain in the 
surrounding matrix. However, this strain energy can be reduced if the atom 
is located in a position where it better matches the space available, e.g. near 
dislocations and in boundaries, where the matrix is already distorted.
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Segregation of atoms to grain boundaries, interfaces and dislocations is 
of great technological importance. For example the diffusion of carbon or 
nitrogen to dislocations in mild steel is responsible for strain ageing and blue 
brittleness. The segregation of impurities such as Sb, Sn, P and As to grain 
boundaries in low-alloy steels produces temper embrittlement. Segregation 
to grain boundaries affects the mobility of the boundary and has pronounced 
effects on recrystallization, texture and grain growth. Similarly the rate at 
which phase transformations occur is sensitive to segregation at dislocations 
and interfaces.

The problem of atom migration can be solved by considering the thermo-
dynamic condition for equilibrium; namely that the chemical potential of an 
atom must be the same everywhere. Diffusion continues in fact until this con-
dition is satisfied. Therefore it seems reasonable to suppose that in general 
the flux of atoms at any point in the lattice is proportional to the chemical 
potential gradient. Fick’s first law is merely a special case of this more general 
approach.

An alternative way to describe a flux of atoms is to consider a net drift 
velocity (v) superimposed on the random jumping motion of each diffus-
ing atom. The drift velocity is simply related to the diffusive flux via the 
equation

 J v CB B B=  (2.59)

Since atoms always migrate so as to remove differences in chemical potential 
it is reasonable to suppose that the drift velocity is proportional to the local 
chemical potential gradient, i.e.

 
v M

xB B
B= −

∂
∂
µ

 
(2.60)

where MB is a constant of proportionality known as the atomic mobility. 
Since µB has units of energy the derivative of mB with respect to distance 
( / )∂ ∂µB x  is effectively the chemical ‘force’ causing the atom to migrate.

Combining Equations 2.59 and 2.60 gives

 
J M C

xB B B
B= −

∂
∂
µ

 
(2.61)

Intuitively it seems that the mobility of an atom and its diffusion coefficient 
must be closely related. The relationship can be obtained by relating ∂ ∂µ/ x 
to ∂ ∂C x/ for a stress-free solid solution. Using Equation 1.70 and CB = XB/Vm 

Equation 2.61 becomes

 
J M

X
V

RT
X

d In
d In X

X
xB B

B

m B

B

B

B= − ⋅ +










∂
∂

1
γ

 
(2.62)
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i.e.

 
J M RT

X
C
xB B

B

B

B= − +










∂
∂

1
d In
d In

γ

 

(2.63)

Comparison with Fick’s first law gives the required relationship:
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= +
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(2.64)

Similarly

 
D M RT

XA A
A

A

= +









1

d In
d In

γ

 

(2.65)

For ideal or dilute solutions ( )XB B→ 0 γ is a constant and the term in brackets 
is unity, i.e.

 D M RTB B=  (2.66)

For non-ideal concentrated solutions the terms in brackets, the so-called 
thermodynamic factor, must be included. As shown by Equation 1.71 this 
factor is the same for both A and B and is simply related to the curvature of 
the molar free energy-composition curve.

When diffusion occurs in the presence of a strain energy gradient, for 
example, the expression for the chemical potential can be modified to include 
the effect of an elastic strain energy term E which depends on the position (x) 
relative to a dislocation, say

 µ γB B B BG RT X E= + +In  (2.67)

Following the above procedure, this gives

 
J D

C
x

D C
RT

E
xB B

B B B= − ⋅
∂
∂

− ⋅ ∂
∂  

(2.68)

It can thus be seen that in addition to the effect of the concentration gradient 
the diffusive flux is also affected by the gradient of strain energy, ∂ ∂E x/ .

Other examples of atoms diffusing towards regions of high concentration 
can be found when diffusion occurs in the presence of an electric field or 
a temperature gradient. These are known as electromigration and thermo-
migration respectively9. Cases encountered in phase transformations can be 
found where atoms migrate across phase boundaries, or, as mentioned in the 
introduction, when the free energy curve has a negative curvature. The latter 
is known as spinodal decomposition.
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2.5  Tracer Diffusion in Binary Alloys

The use of radioactive tracers were described in connection with self-
diffusion in pure metals. It is, however, possible to use radioactive tracers to 
determine the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of the components in an alloy. 
The method is similar to that shown in Fig 2.14 except that a small quantity 
of a suitable radioactive tracer, e.g. B*, is allowed to diffuse into a homoge-
neous bar of J A/B solution. The value obtained for D from Equation 2.35 is 
the tracer diffusion coefficient D*

B.
Such experiments have been carried out on a whole series of gold-nickel 

alloys at 900°C10. At this temperature gold and nickel are completely soluble 
in each other, Fig. 2.22a. The results are shown in Fig. 2.22c. Since radioactive 
isotopes are chemically identical it might appear at first sight that the tracer 
diffusivities (D*

Au and D*
Ni) should be identical to the intrinsic diffusivities 

(DAu and DNi) determined by marker movement in a diffusion couple. This 
would be convenient as the intrinsic diffusivities are of more practical value 
whereas it is much easier to determine tracer diffusities. However, it can be 
demonstrated that this is not the case. D*

Au gives the rate at which Au* (or Au) 
atoms diffuse in a chemically homogeneous alloy, whereas DAu gives the diffu-
sion rate of Au when a concentration gradient is present.

The Au-Ni phase diagram contains a miscibility gap at low temperatures 
implying that ∆Hmix > 0 (the gold and nickel atoms ‘dislike’ each other). 
Therefore, whereas the jumps made by Au atoms in a chemically homo-
geneous alloy will be equally probable in all directions, in a concentration 
gradient they will be biased away from the Ni-rich regions. The rate of 
homogenization will therefore be slower in the second case, i.e. D DAu Au< *  
and D DNi Ni< * . On the other hand since the chemical potential gradient is 
the driving force for diffusion in both types of experiment it is reasonable 
to suppose that the atomic mobilities are not affected by the concentration 
gradient. If this is true the intrinsic chemical diffusivities and tracer diffu-
sivities can be related as follows.

In the tracer diffusion experiment the tracer essentially forms a dilute solu-
tion in the alloy. Therefore from Equation 2.66

 D M RT M RTB B B
* *= =  (2.69)

The second equality has been obtained by assuming M*
B in the tracer experi-

ment equals MB in the chemical diffusion case. Substitution into Equations 
2.64 and 2.51 therefore leads to the following relationships

 D FDA A= *
 (2.70)

 D FDB B= *
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Figure 2.22
Interdiffusion in Au-Ni alloys at 900°C (a) Au-Ni phase diagram, (b) the thermodynamic fac-
tor, F, at 900°C, (c) experimentally measured tracer diffusivities at 900°C, (d) experimentally 
measured interdiffusion coefficients compared with values calculated from (b) and (c). (From 
J.E. Reynolds, B.L. Averbach and Morris Cohen, Acta Metallurgical 5 (1957) 29.)
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and

 
D F X D X DB A A B= +( )* *  (2.71)

where F is the thermodynamic factor, i.e.
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d X

d
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= +
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γ γ








=

X X
RT

d G
dX

A B
2

2
 (2.72)

The last equality follows from Equation 1.71.
In the case of the Au-Ni system, diffusion couple experiments have also 

been carried out so that data are available for the interdiffusion coefficient 
D
~, the full line in Fig. 2.22d. In addition there is also enough thermody-
namic data on this system for the thermodynamic factor F to be evaluated, 
Fig. 2.22b. It is therefore possible to check the assumption leading to the sec-
ond equality in Equation 2.69 by combining the data in Fig. 2.22b and c using 
Equation 2.71. This produces the solid line in Fig. 2.22d. The agreement is 
within experimental error.

Before leaving Fig. 2.22 it is interesting to note how the diffusion coefficients 
are strongly composition dependent. There is a difference of about three 
orders of magnitude across the composition range. This can be explained by 
the lower liquidus temperature of the Au-rich compositions. Also in agree-
ment with the rules of thumb given earlier, Au, with the lower melting tem-
perature, diffuses faster than Ni at all compositions.

2.6  Diffusion in Ternary Alloys

The addition of a third diffusing species to a solid solution produces math-
ematical complexities which will not be considered here. Instead let us con-
sider an illustrative example of some of the additional effects that can arise. 
Fe-Si-C alloys are particularly instructive for two reasons. Firstly silicon 
raises the chemical potential (or activity) of carbon in solution, i.e. carbon 
will not only diffuse from regions of high carbon concentration but also 
from regions rich in silicon. Secondly the mobilities of carbon and silicon 
are widely different. Carbon, being an interstitial solute, is able to diffuse far 
more rapidly than the substitutionally dissolved silicon.

Consider two pieces of steel, one containing 3.8% silicon and 0.48% car-
bon and the other 0.44% carbon but no silicon. If the two pieces are welded 
together and austenitized at 1050°C, the carbon concentration profile shown 
in Fig. 2.23b is produced. The initial concentrations of silicon and carbon 
in the couple are shown in Fig. 2.23a and the resultant chemical poten-
tials of carbon by the dotted line in Fig. 2.23c. Therefore carbon atoms on 
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the silicon-rich side will jump over to the silicon-free side until the differ-
ence in concentration at the interface is sufficient to equalize the activity, 
or chemical potential, of carbon on both sides. The carbon atoms at the 
interface are therefore in local equilibrium and the interfacial compositions 
remain constant as long as the silicon atoms do not migrate. Within each 
half of the couple the silicon concentration is initially uniform and the car-
bon atoms diffuse down the concentration gradients as shown in Fig. 2.23b. 
The resultant chemical potential varies smoothly across the whole speci-
men Fig. 2.23c. If the total length of the diffusion couple is sufficiently small 
the carbon concentration in each block will eventually equal the interfacial 
compositions and the chemical potential of carbon will be the same every-
where. The alloy is now in a state of partial equilibrium. It is only partial 
because the chemical potential of the silicon is not uniform. Given sufficient 
time the silicon atoms will also diffuse over significant distances and the 
carbon atoms will continually redistribute themselves to maintain a con-
stant chemical potential. In the final equilibrium state the concentrations of 
carbon and silicon are uniform everywhere. The change in composition of 
two points on opposite sides of the weld will be as illustrated on the ternary 
diagram of Fig. 2.24.

The redistribution of carbon in the Fe-Si-C system is particularly interest-
ing since the mobilities of carbon and silicon are so different. Similar, though 
less striking effects can arise in ternary systems where all three components 
diffuse substitutionally if their diffusivities (or mobilities) are unequal.

(b)

C

C
0

x(a)

C

0
0 x

Csi

Cc

x(c)

0

µc

t  =  0

Time t

Figure 2.23
(a) Carbon and silicon distribution in iron at t = 0. (b) Carbon distribution after high-
temperature anneal, (c) Chemical potential of carbon v. distance.
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2.7  High-Diffusivity Paths

In Section 2.4 the diffusion of atoms towards or away from dislocations, 
interfaces, grain boundaries and free surfaces was considered. In this section 
diffusion along these defects will be discussed. All of these defects are asso-
ciated with a more open structure and it has been shown experimentally that 
the jump frequency for atoms migrating along these defects is higher than 
that for diffusion in the lattice. It will become apparent that under certain 
circumstances diffusion along these defects can be the dominant diffusion 
path.

2.7.1  Diffusion along grain Boundaries and Free Surfaces

It is found experimentally that diffusion along grain boundaries and free 
surfaces can be described by

 
D D

Q
RTb b

b=
−

0 exp  (2.73)

or

 
D D

Q
RTs s

s=
−

0 exp  (2.74)

Fe Si

A C

C

B

Figure 2.24
Schematic diagram showing the change in composition of two points (A and B) on opposite 
sides of the diffusion couple in Fig. 2.23. C is the final equilibrium composition of the whole 
bar. (After L.S. Darken, Trans. AIME, 180 (1949) 430, © American Society for Metals and the 
Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1949.)
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where Db and Ds are the grain boundary and surface diffusivities and Db0 and 
Ds0 are the frequency factors. Qb and Qs are the experimentally determined 
values of the activation energies for diffusion. In general, at any temperature 
the magnitudes of Db and Ds relative to the diffusivity through defect-free 
lattice D1, are such that

 D D DS b> > 1  (2.75)

This mainly reflects the relative ease with which atoms can migrate along 
free surfaces, interior boundaries and through the lattice. Surface diffusion 
can play an important role in many metallurgical phenomena, but in an aver-
age metallic specimen the total grain boundary area is much greater than the 
surface area so that grain boundary diffusion is usually most important.

The effect of grain boundary diffusion can be illustrated by considering a 
diffusion couple made by welding together two metals, A and B, as shown 
in Fig. 2.25. A atoms diffusing along the boundary will be able to penetrate 
much deeper than atoms which only diffuse through the lattice. In addition, 
as the concentration of solute builds up in the boundaries atoms will also 
diffuse from the boundary into the lattice. The process can be compared 
to the conduction of heat through a plastic in which a continuous network 
of aluminum sheets is embedded. The temperature at any point in such a 
specimen would be analogous to the concentration of solute in the diffusion 
couple. Points in the lattice close to grain boundaries can receive solute via 
the high conductivity path much more rapidly than if the boundaries were 
absent. Rapid diffusion along the grain boundaries increases the mean con-
centration in a slice such as dx in Fig. 2.25 and thereby produces an increase 
in the apparent diffusivity in the material as a whole. Consider now under 
what conditions grain boundary diffusion is important.

Weld interface
dx

Metal BMetal A

Figure 2.25
The effect of grain boundary diffusion combined with volume diffusion. (After R.E. Reed-Hill, 
Physical Metallurgy Principles, 2nd edn., Van Nostrand, New York, 1973.)
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For simplicity let us take a case of steady-state diffusion through a sheet 
of material in which the grain boundaries are perpendicular to the sheet as 
shown in Fig. 2.26. Assuming that the concentration gradients in the lattice 
and along the boundary are identical, the fluxes of solute through the lattice 
J1 and along the boundary Jb will be given by

 
J D

C
x

J D
C
xb b1 1= − = −d

d
d
d  

(2.76)

However the contribution of grain boundary diffusion to the total flux 
through the sheet will depend on the relative cross-sectional areas through 
which the solute is conducted.

If the grain boundary has an effective thickness δ and the grain size is d 
the total flux will be given by

 
J J J

D D C
xb

b= + = −
+





( )δ δ
1

1d /d
d

d
d
d

 

(2.77)

Thus the apparent diffusion coefficient in this case,

 
D D Dbapp /d= +1 δ

 (2.78)

x

x

δ

C

d

Jb

Jl

Figure 2.26
Combined lattice and boundary fluxes during steady-state diffusion through a thin slab of 
material.
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or

  

D

D
D
D

bapp

1 1d
= +1

δ  (2.79)

It can be seen that the relative importance of lattice and grain boundary 
diffusion depends on the ratio Dbδ/D1d. When Dbδ > D1d diffusion through 
the lattice can be ignored in comparison to grain boundary diffusion. Thus 
grain boundary diffusion makes a significant contribution to the total flux 
when

 D Dbδ >> 1d  (2.80)

The effective width of a grain boundary is ∼0.5 nm. Grain sizes on the other 
hand can vary from ∼1 to 1000 µm and the effectiveness of the grain bound-
aries will vary accordingly. The relative magnitudes of Dbd and D1d are 
most sensitive to temperature. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.27 which shows 
the effect of temperature on both D1, and Db. Note that although Db > D1, 
at all temperatures the difference increases as temperature decreases. This 
is because the activation energy for diffusion along grain boundaries (Qb) 
is lower than that for lattice diffusion (Qi). For example, in fcc metals it is 
generally found that Qb ~ 0.5 Q1. This means that when the grain boundary 
diffusivity is scaled by the factor δ/d (Equation 2.78) the grain boundary con-
tribution to the total, or apparent, diffusion coefficient is negligible in com-
parison to the lattice diffusivity at high temperatures, but dominates at low 
temperatures. In general it is found that grain boundary diffusion becomes 
important below about 0.75-0.8 Tm, where Tm is the equilibrium melting tem-
perature in degrees Kelvin.

lo
g 

D

Decreasing temperature

1/T

Db

Dapp
Db (δ/d)

Dl

Figure 2.27
Diffusion in a polycrystalline metal.
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The rate at which atoms diffuse along different boundaries is not the same, 
but depends on the atomic structure of the individual boundary. This in turn 
depends on the orientation of the adjoining crystals and the plane of the 
boundary. Also the diffusion coefficient can vary with direction within a 
given boundary plane. The reasons for these differences will become appar-
ent in Chapter 3.

2.7.2  Diffusion along Dislocations

If grain boundary diffusion is compared to the conduction of heat through 
a material made of sheets of aluminum in a plastic matrix, the analogy for 
diffusion along dislocations would be aluminum wires in a plastic matrix. 
The dislocations effectively act as pipes along which atoms can diffuse 
with a diffusion coefficient Dp. The contribution of dislocations to the total 
diffusive flux through a metal will of course depend on the relative cross-
sectional areas of pipe and matrix. Using the simple model illustrated in 
Fig. 2.28 it can easily be shown that the apparent diffusivity through a single 
crystal containing dislocations, Dapp, is related to the lattice diffusion coef-
ficient by

 

D

D
g

D

D
papp

1 1

1= + ⋅  (2.81)

where g is the cross-sectional area of ‘pipe’ per unit area of matrix. In a well-
annealed material there are roughly 105 dislocations mm−2. Assuming that 
the cross-section of a single pipe accommodates about 10 atoms while the 
matrix contains about 1013 atoms mm−2, makes g ≃ 10–7.

At high temperatures diffusion through the lattice is rapid and gDp/D1 is 
very small so that the dislocation contribution to the total flux of atoms is neg-
ligible. However, since the activation energy for pipe diffusion is less than for 
lattice diffusion, D1 decreases much more rapidly than Dp with decreasing 
temperature, and at low temperatures gDp/D1 can become so large that the 
apparent diffusivity is entirely due to diffusion along dislocations.

Dislocation

Total area of
pipe = g per unit area

of lattice
Dp
Dl

Unit area

Figure 2.28
Dislocations act as a high conductivity path through the lattice.
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2.8  Diffusion in Multiphase Binary Systems

So far only diffusion in single-phase systems has been considered. In most 
practical cases, however, diffusion occurs in the presence of more than one 
phase. For example diffusion is involved in solidification transformations 
and diffusional transformations in solids (Chapters 4 and 5). Another exam-
ple of multiphase diffusion arises when diffusion couples are made by weld-
ing together two metals that are not completely miscible in each other. This 
situation arises in practice with galvanized iron and hot-dipped tin plate for 
example. In order to understand what happens in these cases consider the 
hypothetical phase diagram in Fig. 2.29a. A diffusion couple made by weld-
ing together pure A and pure B will result in a layered structure containing 
α, β and γ. Annealing at temperature TB will produce a phase distribution 
and composition profile as shown in Fig. 2.29b. Usually XB varies as shown 
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Figure 2.29
(a) A hypothetical phase diagram, (b) A possible diffusion layer structure for pure A and B 
welded together and annealed at T1. (c) A possible variation of the activity of B (aB) across the 
diffusion couple.
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from 0 to a in the a phase, from b to c in the (3 phase, and from d to 1 in the 
γ phase, where a, b, c and d are the solubility limits of the phases at T1. The 
compositions a and b are seen to be the equilibrium compositions of the α 
and β phases in the α + β field of the phase diagram. The α and β phases 
are therefore in local equilibrium across the α/β interface. Similarly β and γ 
are in local equilibrium across the β/γ interface. A sketch of the free energy-
composition diagram for this system at T1 will show that the chemical poten-
tials (or activities) of A and B will vary continuously across the diffusion 
couple. Figure 2.29c shows how the activity of B varies across the couple (see 
problem 2.8). Clearly the equilibrium condition aα

B = aβ
B is satisfied at the α/β 

interface (point p in Fig. 2.29c). Similar considerations apply for A and for the 
β/γ interface.

The α/β and β/γ interfaces are not stationary but move as diffusion pro-
gresses. For example if the overall composition of the diffusion couple lies 
between b and c the final equilibrium state will be a single block of β.

A complete solution of the diffusion equations for this type of diffusion 
couple is complex. However an expression for the rate at which the bound-
aries move can be obtained as follows. Consider the planar α/β interface as 
shown in Fig. 2.30. If unit area of the interface moves a distance dx a volume 
(dx ∙ 1) will be converted from a containing Ca

B B-atoms m–3 to β containing 
Cb

B B-atoms m−3. This means that a total of

 
C C xB

b
B
a−( )d

B atoms must accumulate at the α/β interface (the shaded area in Fig. 2.30). 
There is a flux of B towards the interface from the β phase equal to 
− ∂ ∂D C xB

b( )β / and a similar flux away from the interface into the α phase 

CB

Ca
B

Cb
B

dx

b

a

x

β

Jβ Jα

α

v = dx/dt

Figure 2.30
Concentration profile across the α/β interface and its associated movement assuming diffusion 
control.
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equal to − ∂ ∂D C xB
a( ) /α . In a time dt, therefore, there will be an accumulation 

of B atoms given by
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Equating the above expressions gives the instantaneous velocity of the α/β 
interface v as
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 (2.82)

In the above treatment it has been assumed that the α/β interface moves as 
fast as allowed by the diffusive fluxes in the two adjacent phases. This is 
quite correct when the two phases are in local equilibrium, and is usually 
true in diffusion-couple experiments. However, it is not true for all mov-
ing interphase interfaces. By assuming local equilibrium at the interface 
it has also been assumed that atoms can be transferred across the inter-
face as easily as they can diffuse through the matrix. Under these circum-
stances mB and aB are continuous across the interface. However, in general 
this need not be true. If, for some reason, the interface has a low mobility 
the concentration difference across the boundary (Cb

B – Ca
B) will increase, 

thereby creating a discontinuity of chemical potential across the bound-
ary. The problem of evaluating the boundary velocity in this case is more 
complex. Not only must the flux of atoms to the interface balance the rate 
of accumulation due to the boundary migration and the rate of diffusion 
away into the other phase, but it must also balance with the rate of transfer 
across the interface. In extreme cases the interface reaction, as it is sometimes 
called, can be so slow that there are virtually no concentration gradients in 
the two phases. Under these circumstances the interface migration is said 
to be interface controlled. The subject of interface migration is treated further 
in Section 3.5.
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Exercises

 2.1 A thin sheet of iron is in contact with a carburizing gas on one side 
and a decarburizing gas on the other at temperature of 1000°C.

 (a) Sketch the resultant carbon concentration profile when a 
steady state has been reached assuming the surface concen-
trations are maintained at 0.15 and 1.4 wt% C.

 (b) If Dc increases from 2.5 × 10–11 m2 s–1 at 0.15% C to 7.7 × 10–11 

m2 s–1 at 1.4% C what will be the quantitative relationship 
between the concentration gradients at the surfaces?

 (c) Estimate an approximate value for the flux of carbon through 
the sheet if the thickness is 2 mm (0.8 wt% C = 60 kg m−3 at 
1000°C).

 2.2 It was stated in Section 2.2.1 that D = Γα2/6 applies to any diffus-
ing species in any cubic lattice. Show that this is true for vacancy 
diffusion in a pure fcc metal. (Hint: consider two adjacent {111} 
planes and determine what fraction of all possible jumps result 
in the transfer of a vacancy between the two planes. Is the same 
result obtained by considering adjacent {100} planes?)

 2.3 A small quantity of radioactive gold was deposited on the end of 
a gold cylinder. After holding for 24 h at a high temperature the 
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specimen was sectioned and the radioactivity of each slice was 
as follows:

Distance from end of bar to 
centre of slice/μm:

10 20 30 40 50

Activity: 83.8 66.4 42.0 23.6 8.74

     Use the data to determine D.
 2.4 Prove by differentiation that Equation 2.20 is a solution of Fick’s 

second law.
 2.5 Fourier analysis is a powerful tool for the solution of diffusion 

problems when the initial concentration profile is not sinusoidal. 
Consider for example the diffusion of hydrogen from an initially 
uniform sheet of iron. If the concentration outside the sheet is 
maintained at zero the resultant concentration profile is initially 
a top-hat function. Fourier analysis of this function shows that it 
can be considered as an infinite series of sine terms:

     
C x
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i x
l

i
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∑4 1
2 1

2 10
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π
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  where l is the thickness of the sheet and C0 is the initial 
concentration.

 (a) Plot the first two terms of this series. If during diffusion the 
surface concentration is maintained close to zero each Fourier 
component can be considered to decrease exponentially with 
time with a time constant τ πi l i D= +2 2 22 1/( ) . The solution to 
the diffusion equation therefore becomes
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 (b) Derive an equation for the time at which the amplitude of the 
second term is less than 5% of the first term.

 (c) Approximately how long will it take to remove 95% of all the 
hydrogen from an initially uniform plate of α-iron at 20 °C 
if (i) the plate is 10 mm thick and if (ii) it is 100 mm thick, 
assuming the surface concentration is maintained constant 
at zero?

     (Use data in Table 2.1.)
 2.6 Figure 2.31 shows the molar free energy-composition diagram 

for the A-B system at temperature T1. Imagine that a block of α 
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with composition (1) is welded to a block of β phase with compo-
sition (2). By considering the chemical potentials of the A and B 
atoms in both the α and β phases predict which way the atoms 
will move during a diffusion anneal at T1. Show that this leads 
to a reduction of the molar free energy of the couple. Indicate the 
compositions of the two phases when equilibrium is reached.

 2.7 A diffusion couple including inert wires was made by plat-
ing pure copper on to a block of α-brass with a composition 
Cu-30 wt% Zn, Fig. 2.20. After 56 days at 785°C the marker veloc-
ity was determined as 2.6 × 10–8. Microanalysis showed that the 
composition at the markers was XZn = 0.22, XCu = 0.78, and that
∂ ∂X xZn/ was 0.089 mm−1. From an analysis of the complete pene-
tration curve D

~
α at the markers was calculated as 4.5 × 10–13 m1 s–1. 

Use this data to calculate Dα
In and Dα

Cu in brass at 22 atomic % Zn. 
How would you expect Dα

In, D
α
Cu and D

~
α to vary as a function of 

composition?
 2.8 Draw possible free energy-composition curves for the system in 

Fig. 2.29 at T1. Derive from this a mB-XB and an aB-XB diagram 
(similar to Fig. 1.28). Mark the points corresponding to p and q 
in Fig. 2.29c. Sketch diagrams similar to Fig. 2.29c to show aA, mA 

and mB across the diffusion couple. What will be the final compo-
sition profile when the couple reaches equilibrium if the overall 
composition lies (i) between a and b, (ii) below a?

1 2
M
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ar

 fr
ee
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gy

XB
BA

Gα
Gβ

Figure 2.31
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114 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

 2.9 Figure 2.32 is a hypothetical phase diagram for the A-B system. 
At a temperature T1 B is practically insoluble in A, whereas B 
can dissolve 10 atomic % A. A diffusion couple made by welding 
together pure A and pure B is annealed at T1. Show by a series of 
sketches how the concentration profiles and α/β interface posi-
tion will vary with time. If the overall composition of the couple 
is 50 atomic % B what will be the maximum displacement of the 
α/β interface? (Assume α and β have equal molar volumes.)

α β

T1

A B

Figure 2.32
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3
Crystal Interfaces and Microstructure

Basically three different types of interface are important in metallic systems:

 1. The free surfaces of a crystal (solid/vapour interface)
 2. Grain boundaries (α/α interfaces)
 3. Interphase interfaces (α/γ interfaces)

All crystals possess the first type of interface. The second type separates 
crystals with essentially the same composition and crystal structure, but 
a different orientation in space. The third interface separates two different 
phases that can have different crystal structures and/or compositions and 
therefore also includes solid/liquid interfaces.

The great majority of phase transformations in metals occur by the growth 
of a new phase (β) from a few nucleation sites within the parent phase (α)—a 
nucleation and growth process. The α/β interface therefore plays an impor-
tant role in determining the kinetics of phase transformations and is the 
most important class of interface listed. It is, however, also the most complex 
and least understood, and this chapter thus begins by first considering the 
simpler interfaces, (1) and (2).

The solid/vapour interface is of course itself important in vaporization 
and condensation transformations, while grain boundaries are important in 
recrystallization, i.e. the transformation of a highly deformed grain struc-
ture into new undeformed grains. Although no new phase is involved 
in recrystallization it does have many features in common with phase 
transformations.

The importance of interfaces is not restricted to what can be called the 
primary transformation. Since interfaces are an almost essential feature of 
the transformed microstructure, a second (slower) stage of most transfor-
mations is the microstructural coarsening that occurs with time1. This is 
precisely analogous to the grain coarsening or grain growth that follows a 
recrystallization transformation.
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116 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

3.1  Interfacial Free Energy

It is common practice to talk of interfacial energy. In reality, however, what is 
usually meant and measured by experiment is the interfacial free energy, γ. 
The free energy of a system containing an interface of area A and free energy 
γ per unit area is given by

 G G A= +0 γ  (3.1)

where G0 is the free energy of the system assuming that all material in the 
system has the properties of the bulk—γ is therefore the excess free energy 
arising from the fact that some material lies in or close to the interface. It is 
also the work that must be done at constant T and P to create unit area of 
interface.

Consider for simplicity a wire frame suspending a liquid film, Fig. 3.1. If 
one bar of the frame is movable it is found that a force F per unit length must 
be applied to maintain the bar in position. If this force moves a small dis-
tance so that the total area of the film is increased by dA the work done by 
the force is FdA. This work is used to increase the free energy of the system 
by dG. From Equation 3.1

 d d dG A A= +γ γ

Equating this with FdA gives

 
F A

A
= +γ γd

d
 (3.2)

In the case of a liquid film the surface energy is independent of the area of 
the interface and dγ/dA = 0. This leads to the well-known result

 F = γ  (3.3)

i.e. a surface with a free energy γ J m−2 exerts a surface tension of γ N m−1.

Liquid
film F

Figure 3.1
A liquid film on a wire frame.
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Crystal Interfaces and Microstructure 117

In the case of interfaces involving solids, however, it is not immediately 
obvious that γ is independent of area. Since a liquid is unable to support shear 
stresses, the atoms within the liquid can rearrange during the stretching pro-
cess and thereby maintain a constant surface structure. Solids, however, are 
much more viscous and the transfer of atoms from the bulk to the surface, 
which is necessary to maintain an unchanged surface structure and energy, 
will take much longer. If this time is long in comparison to the time of the 
experiment then dγ/dA ≠ 0 and surface free energy and surface tension will 
not be identical. Nevertheless, at temperatures near the melting point the 
atomic mobility is usually high enough for Equation 3.3 to be applicable.

3.2  Solid/Vapour Interfaces

To a first approximation the structure of solid surfaces can be discussed in 
terms of a hard sphere model. If the surface is parallel to a low-index crystal 
plane the atomic arrangement will be the same as in the bulk, apart from 
perhaps a small change in lattice parameter. (This assumes that the surface 
is uncontaminated: in real systems surfaces will reduce their free energies 
by the adsorption of impurities.) Figure 3.2 for example shows the {111} {200} 
{220} atom planes in the fcc metals. Note how the density of atoms in these 
planes decreases as (h2 + k2 + l2) increases. (The notation {200} and {220} has 
been used instead of {100} and {110} because the spacing of equivalent atom 
planes is then given by a/Î (h2 + k2 + l2) where a is the lattice parameter.)

The origin of the surface free energy is that atoms in the layers nearest 
the surface are without some of their neighbours. Considering only near-
est neighbours it can be seen that the atoms on a {111} surface, for example, 
are deprived of three of their twelve neighbours. If the bond strength of the 
metal is e each bond can be considered as lowering the internal energy of 
each atom by ε/2. Therefore every surface atom with three ‘broken bonds’ 
has an excess internal energy of 3ε/2 over that of the atoms in the bulk. For 
a pure metal ε can be estimated from the heat of sublimation Ls. (The latent 
heat of sublimation is equal to the sum of the latent heat of melting (or fusion) 
and the latent heat of vaporization.) If 1 mol of solid is vaporized 12 Na bro-
ken bonds are formed. Therefore Ls = 12 Na ε/2. Consequently the energy of 

200 220111

Figure 3.2
Atomic configurations on the three closest-packed planes in fcc crystals: (111), (200) and (220).
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118 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

a {111} surface should be given by

 Esv = 0.25 Ls/Na J/surface atom (3.4)

This result will only be approximate since second nearest neighbours have 
been ignored and it has also been assumed that the strengths of the remain-
ing bonds in the surface are unchanged from the bulk values.

From the definition of Gibbs free energy the surface free energy will be 
given by

 γ = E + PV − TS (3.5)

Thus even if the ‘PV’ term is ignored surface entropy effects must be taken 
into account. It might be expected that the surface atoms will have more 
freedom of movement and therefore a higher thermal entropy compared 
to atoms in the bulk. Extra configurational entropy can also be introduced 
into the surface by the formation of surface vacancies for example. The 
surface of a crystal should therefore be associated with a positive excess 
entropy which will partly compensate for the high internal energy of 
Equation 3.4.

Experimental determination of γsv is difficult2 but the measured values 
for pure metals indicate that near the melting temperature the surface free 
energy averaged over many surface planes is given by

 γ sv s aL N= 0 15. / J/surface atom  (3.6)

As a result of entropy effects γsv is slightly dependent on temperature. From 
Equation 1.10

 

∂
∂





 = −γ

T
S

P
 (3.7)

Measured values of S are positive and vary between 0 and 3 mJ m−2 K−1. Some 
selected values of γsv at the melting point are listed in Table 3.1. Note that met-
als with high melting temperatures have high values for Ls and high surface 
energies.

It can be seen from the above simple model that different crystal surfaces 
should have different values for Esv depending on the number of broken 
bonds (see exercise 3.1). A little consideration will show that for the surfaces 
shown in Fig. 3.2 the number of broken bonds at the surface will increase 
through the series {111} {200} {220}. Therefore ignoring possible differences in 
the entropy terms γsv should also increase along the same series.

When the macroscopic surface plane has a high or irrational {hkl} index 
the surface will appear as a stepped layer structure where each layer is a 
closepacked plane. This is illustrated for a simple cubic crystal in Fig. 3.3.

A crystal plane at an angle θ to the close-packed plane will contain broken 
bonds in excess of the close-packed plane due to the atoms at the steps. For 
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unit length of interface in the plane of the diagram and unit length out of the 
paper (parallel to the steps) there will be (cos u/a)(1/a) broken bonds out of 
the close-packed plane and (sin |θ|/a)(l/a) additional broken bonds from the 
atoms on the steps. Again attributing ε/2 energy to each broken bond, then

 E asv = +(cos sin||) /θ θ ε 2 2  (3.8)

This is plotted as a function of θ in Fig. 3.4. Note that the close-packed orien-
tation (θ = 0) lies at a cusped minimum in the energy plot. Similar arguments 
can be applied to any crystal structure for rotations about any axis from any 
reasonably close-packed plane. All low-index planes should therefore be 
located at low-energy cusps.

TABle 3.1

Average Surface Free Energies of Selected Metals

Crystal Tm/°C γsv/mJ m−2

Sn 232 680
Al 660 1080
Ag 961 1120
Au 1063 1390
Cu 1084 1720

δ-Fe 1536 2080

Pt 1769 2280
W 3407 2650

Source: Values selected from H. Jones ‘The surface energy of solid metals’, Metal 
Science Journal, 5:15 (1971). Experimental errors are generally about 10%. 
The values have been extrapolated to the melting temperature, Tm.

sin
|θ

|/
a 

br
ok

en
 b

on
ds

cos θ/a broken bonds

θ

a

Unit length

Figure 3.3
The ‘broken-bond’ model for surface energy.
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120 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

If γ is plotted versus θ similar cusps are found, but as a result of entropy 
effectsthey are less prominent than in the E - θ plot, and for the higher index 
planes they can even disappear.

A convenient method for plotting the variation of γ with surface orienta-
tion in three dimensions is to construct a surface about an origin such that 
the free energy of any plane is equal to the distance between the surface 
and the origin when measured along the normal to the plane in question. 
A section through such a surface is shown in Fig. 3.5a. This type of polar 
representation of γ is known as a γ-plot and has the useful property of being 
able to predict the equilibrium shape of an isolated single crystal.

For an isolated crystal bounded by several planes A1, A2, etc. with energiesγ1 
γ2, etc. the total surface energy will be given by the sum A1γ1 + A2γ2 + … The 
equilibrium shape has the property that ΣA i iγ  is a minimum and the shape 
that satisfies this condition is given by the following, so-called Wulff con-
struction3. For every point on the γ surface, such as A in Fig. 3.5a, a plane is 
drawn through the point and normal to the radius vector OA. The equilib-
rium shape is then simply the inner envelope of all such planes. Therefore 
when the γ-plot contains sharp cusps the equilibrium shape is a polyhedron 
with the largest facets having the lowest interfacial free energy.

Equilibrium shapes can be determined experimentally by annealing small 
single crystals at high temperatures in an inert atmosphere, or by anneal-
ing small voids inside a crystal4. Fcc crystals for example usually assume a 
form showing {100} and {111} facets as shown in Fig. 3.5b. Of course when γ 
is isotropic, as for liquid droplets, both the γ-plot and equilibrium shapes are 
spheres.

When the equilibrium shape is known it is possible to use the Wulff theo-
rem in reverse to give the relative interfacial free energies of the observed 
facet planes. In Fig. 3.5 for example the widths of the crystal in the (111) and 

E

0 θ– +

Figure 3.4
Variation of surface energy as a function of 6 in Fig. 3.3.
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(100) directions will be in the ratio of γ (111): γ (100). {110} facets are usually 
missing from the equilibrium shape of fcc metals, but do however appear for 
bcc metals5.

The aim of this section has been to show, using the simplest type of inter-
face, the origin of interfacial free energy, and to show some of the methods 
available for estimating this energy. Let us now consider the second type of 
interface, grain boundaries.

3.3  Boundaries in Single-Phase Solids

The grains in a single-phase polycrystalline specimen are generally in many 
different orientations and many different types of grain boundary are there-
fore possible. The nature of any given boundary depends on the misorienta-
tion of the two adjoining grains and the orientation of the boundary plane 
relative to them. The lattices of any two grains can be made to coincide by 
rotating one of them through a suitable angle about a single axis. In general 
the axis of rotation will not be simply oriented with respect to either grain or 
the grain-boundary plane, but there are two special types of boundary that 

A Wulff plane

A B

C

(001)

(111)

(110)

γ plot

γ(001)

γ(111)

γA

(a)

(b)

Equilibrium
shape

0

Figure 3.5
(a) A possible [ ]110  section through the γ-plot of an fcc crystal. The length OA represents the 
free energy of a surface plane whose normal lies in the direction OA. Thus OB = γ(001), OC = γ(111) 
etc. Wulff planes are those such as that which lies normal to the vector OA. In this case the 
Wulff planes at the cusps (B, C, etc.) give the inner envelope of all Wulff planes and thus the 
equilibrium shape, (b) The equilibrium shape in three dimensions showing {100} (square faces) 
and {111} (hexagonal faces).
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122 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

are relatively simple. These are pure tilt boundaries and pure twist boundar-
ies, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. A tilt boundary occurs when the axis of rotation 
is parallel to the plane of the boundary, Fig. 3.6a, whereas a twist boundary is 
formed when the rotation axis is perpendicular to the boundary, Fig. 3.6b.

3.3.1  low-Angle and High-Angle Boundaries

It is simplest to first consider what happens when the misorientation between 
two grains is small. This type of boundary can be simply considered as an 
array of dislocations. Two idealized boundaries are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. 

(a) (b)

  b
θ

θ

b

D =

Figure 3.7
(a) Low-angle tilt boundary, (b) low-angle twist boundary: ⚬ atoms in crystal below boundary, 
• atoms in crystal above boundary. (After W.T. Read Jr., Dislocations in Crystals, McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1953.)

AU: Check symbols

θθ

Rotation axis

Rotation 
axis

Boundary
plane

Boundary
plane(a) (b)

Figure 3.6
The relative orientations of the crystals and the boundary forming (a) a tilt boundary (b) a twist 
boundary.
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These are symmetrical low‑angle tilt and low‑angle twist boundaries. The low-
angle tilt boundary is an array of parallel edge dislocations, whereas the 
twist boundary is a cross-grid of two sets of screw dislocations. In each case 
the atoms in the regions between the dislocations fit almost perfectly into 
both adjoining crystals whereas the dislocation cores are regions of poor fit 
in which the crystal structure is highly distorted.

The tilt boundary need not be symmetrical with respect to the two adjoin-
ing crystals. However, if the boundary is unsymmetrical dislocations with 
different Burgers vectors are required to accommodate the misfit, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.8. In general boundaries can be a mixture of the tilt and twist 
type in which case they must contain several sets of different edge and screw 
dislocations.

The energy of a low-angle grain boundary is simply the total energy of 
the dislocations within unit area of boundary. (For brevity the distinction 
between internal energy and free energy will usually not be made from now 

Figure 3.8
An unsymmetric tilt boundary. Dislocations with two different Burgers vectors are present. 
(After W.T. Read Jr., Dislocations in Crystals, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953.)
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on except where essential to understanding.) This depends on the spacing of 
the dislocations which, for the simple arrays in Fig. 3.7, is given by

 
D

b b=
sin

.
θ θ
  (3.9)

where b is the Burgers vector of the dislocations and θ is the angular 
misorientation across the boundary. At very small values of θ the dislocation 
spacing is very large and the grain boundary energy γ is approximately pro-
portional to the density of dislocations in the boundary (1/D), i.e.

 γ θ∝  (3.10)

However as θ increases the strain fields of the dislocations progressively can-
cel out so that γ increases at a decreasing rate as shown in Fig. 3.9. In general 
when θ exceeds 10-15º the dislocation spacing is so small that the dislocation 
cores overlap and it is then impossible to physically identify the individual 
dislocations (see Fig. 3.10). At this stage the grain-boundary energy is almost 
independent of misorientation, Fig. 3.9.

When θ > 10–15º the boundary is known as a random high‑angle grain bound‑
ary. The difference in structure between low-angle and high-angle grain 
boundaries is lucidly illustrated by the bubble-raft model in Fig. 3.11. High-
angle boundaries contain large areas of poor fit and have a relatively open 
structure. The bonds between the atoms are broken or highly distorted and 
consequently the boundary is associated with a relatively high energy. In 
low-angle boundaries, however, most of the atoms fit very well into both 
lattices so that there is very little free volume and the interatomic bonds are 
only slightly distorted. The regions of poor fit are restricted to the disloca-
tion cores which are associated with a higher energy similar to that of the 
random high-angle boundary.
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Figure 3.9
Variation of grain boundary energy with misorientation (schematic).
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Grain-
boundary
transition

zone

Figure 3.10
Disordered grain boundary structure (schematic).

Figure 3.11
Rafts of soap bubbles showing several grains of varying misorientation. Note that the boundary 
with the smallest misorientation is made up of a row of dislocations, whereas the high-angle 
boundaries have a disordered structure in which individual dislocations cannot be identi-
fied. (After P.G. Shewmon, Transformations in Metals, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1969, from C.S. 
Smith.)
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Measured high-angle grain boundary energies γb are often found to be 
roughly given by

 
γ γb sv

1
3

.  (3.11)

Some selected values for γb and γb/γsv are listed in Table 3.2. As for surface 
energies γb is temperature dependent decreasing somewhat with increasing 
temperature.

3.3.2  Special High-Angle grain Boundaries

Not all high-angle boundaries have an open disordered structure. There 
are some special high‑angle boundaries which have significantly lower ener-
gies than the random boundaries. These boundaries only occur at particular 
misorientations and boundary planes which allow the two adjoining lattices 
to fit together with relatively little distortion of the interatomic bonds.

The simplest special high-angle grain boundary is the boundary between 
two twins. If the twin boundary is parallel to the twinning plane the atoms 
in the boundary fit perfectly into both grains. The result is a coherent twin 
boundary as illustrated in Fig. 3.12a. In fcc metals this is a {111} close-packed 
plane. Because the atoms in the boundary are essentially in undistorted posi-
tions the energy of a coherent twin boundary is extremely low in comparison 
to the energy of a random high-angle boundary.

If the twin boundary does not lie exactly parallel to the twinning plane, 
Fig. 3.12b, the atoms do not fit perfectly into each grain and the boundary 
energy is much higher. This is known as an incoherent twin boundary. The 
energy of a twin boundary is therefore very sensitive to the orientation of 

TABle 3.2

Measured Grain Boundary Free Energies

Crystal γb/mJ m −2 T/°C γb/γsv

Sn 164 223 0.24
Al 324 450 0.30
Ag 375 950 0.33
Au 378 1000 0.27
Cu 625 925 0.36
7-Fe 756 1350 0.40
γ-Fe 468 1450 0.23

δt 660 1300 0.29

W 1080 2000 0.41

Source: Values selected from compilation given in Interfacial Phenomena in Metals and Alloys, by 
L.E. Murr, Addison-Wesley, London, 1975.
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the boundary plane. If γ is plotted as a function of the boundary orientation 
a sharp cusped minimum is obtained at the coherent boundary position as 
shown in Fig. 3.12c. Table 3.3 lists some experimentally measured values of 
coherent and incoherent twins along with high-angle grain boundary ener-
gies for comparison.

Twin orientations in fcc metals correspond to a misorientation of 70.5º 
about a 7(110) axis. Therefore a twin boundary is a special high-angle grain 

Incoherent

boundary

Twinning
plane

Rows of
atoms

(a) (b)

φ

Incoherent
twin

Coherent twin

0 + ϕ

γ

–(c)

Figure 3.12
(a) A coherent twin boundary, (b) An incoherent twin boundary, (c) Twin-boundary energy as 
a function of the grain boundary orientation.

TABle 3.3

Measured Boundary Free Energies for Crystals in Twin Relationships (Units mj m−2)

Crystal
Coherent Twin 

Boundary Energy
Incoherent Twin 
Boundary Energy

Grain Boundary 
Energy

Cu 21 498 623
Ag 8 126 377
Fe-Cr-Ni 19 209 835
(stainless
steel type 304)

Source: Values selected from compilation given in Interfacial Phenomena in Metals and Alloys, by 
L.E. Murr, Addison-Wesley, London, 1975.
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boundary, and a coherent twin boundary is a symmetrical tilt boundary 
between the two twin-related crystals. Figure 3.13 shows measured grain 
boundary energies for various symmetric tilt boundaries in aluminium. 
When the two grains are related by a rotation about a (100) axis, Fig. 3.13a, 
it can be seen that most high-angle boundaries have about the same energy 
and should therefore have a relatively disordered structure characteristic of 
random boundaries. However, when the two grains are related by a rotation 
about a (1108) axis there are several large-angle orientations which have sig-
nificantly lower energies than the random boundaries (Fig. 3.13b). θ = 70.5° 
corresponds to the coherent twin boundary discussed above, but low-energy 
boundaries are also found for several other values of θ. The reasons for these 
other special grain boundaries are not well understood. However, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the atomic structure of these boundaries is such 
that they contain extensive areas of good fit. A two-dimensional example 
is shown in Fig. 3.14. This is a symmetrical tilt boundary between grains 
with a misorientation of 38.2°. The boundary atoms fit rather well into both 
grains leaving relatively little free volume. Moreover, a small group of atoms 
(shaded) are repeated at regular intervals along the boundary.

3.3.3  equilibrium in Poly Crystalline Materials

Let us now examine how the possibility of different grain-boundary energies 
affects the microstructure of a polycrystalline material. Figure 3.15 shows 
the microstructure of an annealed austenitic stainless steel (fcc). The mate-
rial contains high- and low-angle grain boundaries as well as coherent and 
incoherent twin boundaries. This microstructure is determined by how the 
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Figure 3.13
Measured grain boundary energies for symmetric tilt boundaries in Al (a) when the rotation 
axis is parallel to 71008, (b) when the rotation axis is parallel to 71008. (After G. Hasson and 
C. Goux, Scripta Metallurgica, 5 (1971) 889.)
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Figure 3.14
Special grain boundary. (After H. Gleiter, Physica Status Solidi (b) 45 (1971) 9.)

Figure 3.15
Microstructure of an annealed crystal of austenitic stainless steel. (After P.G. Shewmon, 
Transformations in Metals, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1969.)
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different grain boundaries join together in space. When looking at two dimen-
sional microstructures like this it is important to remember that in reality the 
grains fill three dimensions, and only one section of the three dimensional 
network of internal boundaries is apparent. Note that two grains meet in a 
plane (a grain boundary) three grains meet in a line (a grain edge) and four 
grains meet at a point (a grain corner). Let us now consider the factors that 
control the grain shapes in a recrystallized polycrystal.

The first problem to be solved is why grain boundaries exist at all in 
annealed materials. The boundaries are all high-energy regions that increase 
the free energy of a polycrystal relative to a single crystal. Therefore a poly-
crystalline material is never a true equilibrium structure. However the grain 
boundaries in a polycrystal can adjust themselves during annealing to pro-
duce a metastable equilibrium at the grain boundary intersections.

The conditions for equilibrium at a grain-boundary junction can be 
obtained either by considering the total grain boundary energy associated 
with a particular configuration or, more simply, by considering the forces that 
each boundary exerts on the junction. Let us first consider a grain-boundary 
segment of unit width and length OP as shown in Fig. 3.16. If the boundary is 
mobile then forces Fx and Fy must act at O and P to maintain the boundary in 
equilibrium. From Equation 3.3, Fx = γ. Fy can be calculated as follows: if P is 
moved a small distance by while O remains stationary, the work done will 
be Fyδy. This must balance the increase in boundary energy caused by the 
change in orientation δθ, i.e.

 
F ly yδ γ

θ
δθ= d

d

Since =δ δθI

 
F

y
y = d

dθ
 (3.12)
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Figure 3.16
(a) Equilibrium forces Fx and Fy supporting a length I of boundary OP. (b) The origin of Fy.
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This means that if the grain-boundary energy is dependent on the orienta-
tion of the boundary (Fig. 3.16b) a force dγ/dθ must be applied to the ends 
of the boundary to prevent it rotating into a lower energy orientation. dγ/
dθ is therefore known as a torque term. Since the segment OP must be sup-
ported by forces Fx and Fy the boundary exerts equal but opposite forces –Fx 
and –Fy on the ends of the segment which can be junctions with other grain 
boundaries.

If the boundary happens to be at the orientation of a cusp in the free energy, 
e.g. as shown in Fig. 3.12c, there will be no torque acting on the boundary 
since the energy is a minimum in that orientation. However, the boundary 
will be able to resist a pulling force Fy of up to (dγ/dθ)cusp without rotating.

If the boundary energy is independent of orientation the torque term is 
zero and the grain boundary behaves like a soap film. Under these condi-
tions the requirement for metastable equilibrium at a junction between three 
grains, Fig. 3.17, is that the boundary tensions γ1, γ2 and γ3 must balance. In 
mathematical terms

 

γ
θ

γ
θ

γ
θ

23

1

13

2

12

3sin sin sin
+ =  (3.13)

Equation 3.13 applies to any three boundaries so that grain 1 for example 
could be a different phase to grains 2 and 3. Alternatively grain 1 could be a 
vapour phase in which case γ13 and γ12 would be the surface energies of the 
solid. This relationship is therefore useful for determining relative boundary 
energies.

One method of measuring grain-boundary energy is to anneal a specimen 
at a high temperature and then measure the angle at the intersection of the 

γ23

γ13

γ12

θ3

θ2

θ1

Grain 3

Grain 2

Grain 1

Figure 3.17
The balance of grain boundary tensions for a grain boundary intersection in metastable 
equilibrium.
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surface with the boundary, see Fig. 3.18. If the solid-vapour energy (γsv) is the 
same for both grains, balancing the interfacial tensions gives

 
2

2
γ θ γsv bcos =  (3.14)

Therefore if γsv is known γb can be calculated.
When using Equation 3.14 it must be remembered that the presence of any 

torque terms has been neglected and such an approximation may introduce 
large errors. To illustrate the importance of such effects let us consider the 
junction between coherent and incoherent twin boundary segments, Fig. 3.19. 
As a result of the orientation dependence of twin boundary energy, Fig. 3.12c, 
it is energetically favourable for twin boundaries to align themselves parallel 
to the twinning plane. If, however, the boundary is constrained to follow a 
macroscopic plane that is near but not exactly parallel to the twinning plane 
the boundary will usually develop a stepped appearance with large coherent 
low-energy facets and small incoherent high-energy risers as shown in Fig. 
3.19. Although this configuration does not minimize the total twin boundary 
area it does minimize the total free energy.

It is clear that at the coherent/incoherent twin junction the incoherent twin 
boundary tension γi must be balanced by a torque term. Since the maximum 
value of the resisting force is dγc/dθ, the condition that the configuration 
shown in Fig. 3.19 is stable is

 
γ γ

θi
c≤ d

d
 (3.15)

Likewise the ‘incoherent’ facet must also be a special boundary showing 
rather good fit in order to provide a force resisting γc. That is

 
γ γ

θc
i≤ d

d
 (3.16)

Solid

Vapor
Solid

γsv
γsv

γb

θ

Figure 3.18
The balance of surface and grain boundary tensions at the intersection of a grain boundary 
with a free surface.
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However, since γc is usually very small the incoherent interface need only lie 
in a rather shallow energy cusp.

The above can be obtained in another way from energy considerations. If 
(metastable) equilibrium exists at P in Fig. 3.19c, then a small displacement 
such as that shown should either produce no change, or an increase in the 
total free energy of the system, i.e.

 dG > 0

Considering unit depth a small displacement δγ at P will increase the total 
free energy by an amount

 
d

d
d

G l yc
i= −γ

θ
δθ γ δ > 0

Since lδθ = δy this leads to the same result as given by Equation 3.15

3.3.4  Thermally Activated Migration of grain Boundaries

In the previous section it was shown that metastable equilibrium at the grain 
boundary junctions requires certain conditions to be satisfied for the angles 

Incoherent

Coherent

Coherent

γc
γi

Torque forces

Incoherent

P
δyδθ

l
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.19
(a) A twin boundary in a thin foil specimen as imaged in the transmission electron micro-
scope. (After M.N. Thompson and C.W. Chen, Philips Electron Optics Bulletin, EM 112-1979/1 
Eindhoven, 1979.) (b) and (c), the coherent and incoherent segments of the twin boundary.
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at which three boundaries intersect. For simplicity, if all grain boundaries 
in a polycrystal are assumed to have the same grain-boundary energy inde-
pendent of boundary orientation, Equation 3.13 predicts that θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = 
120°. It can be similarly shown that the grain-boundary edges meeting at 
a corner formed by four grains will make an angle of 109° 28′. If these, or 
similar, angular conditions are satisfied then metastable equilibrium can 
be established at all grain boundary junctions. However, for a grain struc-
ture to be in complete metastable equilibrium the surface tensions must also 
balance over all the boundary faces between the junctions. If a boundary 
is curved in the shape of a cylinder, Fig. 3.20a, it is acted on by a force of 
magnitude γ/r towards its centre of curvature. Therefore the only way the 
boundary tension forces can balance in three dimensions is if the bound-
ary is planar (r = ∞) or if it is curved with equal radii in opposite directions, 
Fig. 3.20b and c. It is theoretically possible to construct a three-dimensional 
polycrystal in which the boundary tension forces balance at all faces and 
junctions, but in a random polycrystalline aggregate, typical of real metal-
lurgical specimens, there are always boundaries with a net curvature in one 
direction. Consequently a random grain structure is inherently unstable 
and, on annealing at high temperatures, the unbalanced forces will cause 
the boundaries to migrate towards their centres of curvature.

The effect of different boundary curvatures in two dimensions is shown 
in Fig. 3.21. Again for simplicity it has been assumed that equilibrium at 
each boundary junction results in angles of 120°. Therefore if a grain has six 
boundaries they will be planar and the structure metastable. However, if the 
total number of boundaries around a grain is less than six each boundary 
must be concave inwards, Fig. 3.21. These grains will therefore shrink and 
eventually disappear during annealing. Larger grains, on the other hand, 
will have more than six boundaries and will grow. The overall result of such 
boundary migration is to reduce the number of grains, thereby increasing 
the mean grain size and reducing the total grain boundary energy. This 

(c)(a) (b)

γ γγ/r

Figure 3.20
(a) A cylindrical boundary with a radius of curvature r is acted on by a force γ/r. (b) A planar 
boundary with no net force, (c) A doubly curved boundary with no net force.
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phenomenon is known as grain growth or grain coarsening. It occurs in metals 
at temperatures above about 0.5 Tm where the boundaries have significant 
mobility. A soap froth serves as a convenient analogue to demonstrate grain 
growth as shown in Fig. 3.22.

In the case of the cells in a soap froth the higher pressure on the concave 
side of the films induces the air molecules in the smaller cells to diffuse 
through the film into the larger cells, so that the small cells eventually dis-
appear. A similar effect occurs in metal grains. In this case the atoms in 
the shrinking grain detach themselves from the lattice on the high pressure 
side of the boundary and relocate themselves on a lattice site of the growing 
grain. For example in Fig. 3.23a if atom C jumps from grain 1 to grain 2 the 
boundary locally advances a small distance.

The effect of the pressure difference caused by a curved boundary is to 
create a difference in free energy (ΔG) or chemical potential (Δμ) that drives the 
atoms across the boundary, see Fig. 3.24. In a pure metal Δ G and Δμ are iden-
tical and are given by Equation 1.58 as

 
∆ ∆G

V
r

m= =2γ µ  (3.17)

This free energy difference can be thought of as a force pulling the grain 
boundary towards the grain with the higher free energy. As shown in 

120°

120° 

120°

120°

Figure 3.21
Two-dimensional grain boundary configurations. The arrows indicate the directions boundar-
ies will migrate during grain growth.
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Figure 3.22
Two-dimensional cells of a soap solution illustrating the process of grain growth. Numbers are 
time in minutes. (After C.S. Smith, Metal Interfaces, American Society for Metals, 1952, p. 81.)
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Figure 3.23
(a) The atomic mechanism of boundary migration. The boundary migrates to the left if the jump 
rate from grain 1 → 2 is greater than 2 → 1. Note that the free volume within the boundary has 
been exaggerated for clarity, (b) Step-like structure where close-packed planes protrude into 
the boundary.
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Fig. 3.25, if unit area of grain boundary advances a distance ox the number 
of moles of material that enter grain B is δx.l/Vm and the free energy released 
is given by

 ∆G x Vm⋅δ /

This can be equated to the work done by the pulling force fdx. Thus the pull-
ing force per unit area of boundary is given by

 
F

G
Vm

= −∆
N m 2  (3.18)

In other words the force on the boundary is simply the free energy difference 
per unit volume of material.

In the case of grain growth ΔG arises from the boundary curvature, but 
Equation 3.18 applies equally to any boundary whose migration causes a 
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Figure 3.24
The free energy of an atom during the process of jumping from one grain to the other.
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Low-energy grainHigh-energy grain

Grain boundary
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F

Figure 3.25
A boundary separating grains with different free energies is subjected to a pulling force F.
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decrease in free energy. During recrystallization, for example, the bound-
aries between the new strain-free grains and the original deformed grains 
are acted on by a force ΔG/Vm where, in this case, ΔG is due to the difference 
in dislocation strain energy between the two grains. Figure 3.26 shows a 
dislocation-free recrystallized grain expanding into the heavily deformed 
surroundings. In this case the total grain-boundary area is increasing, 
therefore the driving force for recrystallization must be greater than the 
opposing boundary tension forces. Such forces are greatest when the new 
grain is smallest, and the effect is therefore important in the early stages of 
recrystallization.

Let us now consider the effect of the driving force on the kinetics of bound-
ary migration. In order for an atom to be able to break away from grain 1 it 
must acquire, by thermal activation, an activation energy ΔGa, Fig 3.24. If the 
atoms vibrate with a frequency υ1 the number of times per second that an atom 
has this energy is υ1 exp (–ΔGa/RT). If there are on average n1 atoms per unit 
area in a favourable position to make a jump there will be n1v1 exp (−ΔGa/RT) 
jumps m−2 s−1 away from grain 1. It is possible that not all these atoms will find 
a suitable site and ‘stick’ to grain 2. If the probability of being accommodated 
in grain 2 is A2 the effective flux of atoms from grain 1 to 2 will be

 A n v G RTa
2 1 1

2 12exp( / )∆ m s− −

Figure 3.26
Grain boundary migration in nickel pulled 10% and annealed 10 min at 425°C. The region 
behind the advancing boundary is dislocation-free. (After J. Bailey and P. Hirsch, Proceedings of 
the Royal Society, London, A267 (1962) 11.)
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There will also be a similar flux in the reverse direction, but if the atoms in 
grain 2 have a lower free energy than the atoms in grain 1 by ΔG (mol−1) the 
flux from 2 to 1 will be

 A n v G G RTa
1 2 2

2 1exp ( )/− + − −∆ ∆ m s

When ΔG = 0 the two grains are in equilibrium and there should therefore 
be no net boundary movement, i.e. the rates at which atoms cross the bound-
ary in opposite directions must be equal. Equating the above expressions 
then gives

 A n v A n v1 2 2 2 1 1=

For a high-angle grain boundary it seems reasonable to expect that there will 
not be great problems with accommodation so that A A1 2 1  . Assuming 
the above equality also holds for small non-zero driving forces, with ΔG > 0 
there will be a net flux from grain 1 to 2 given by
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 − −










2 1 1 1exp exp
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 (3.19)

If the boundary is moving with a velocity v the above flux must also be equal 
to v/(Vm/Na), where (Vm/Na) is the atomic volume. Therefore expanding exp 
(–ΔG/RT) for the usual case of ΔG!RT gives

 
v
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 (3.20)

In other words v should be proportional to the driving force ΔG/Vm (N m−2). 
Equation 3.20 can be written more simply as

 v M G Vm= ⋅ ∆ /  (3.21)

where M is the mobility of the boundary, i.e. the velocity under unit driving 
force. Substituting for ΔGa gives
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−



  (3.22)

Note how this simple model predicts an exponential increase in mobility with 
temperature. This result should of course be intuitively obvious since the 
boundary migration is a thermally activated process like diffusion. Indeed 
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boundary migration and boundary diffusion are closely related processes. 
The only difference is that diffusion involves transport along the boundary 
whereas migration requires atomic movement across the boundary.

The model used to derive Equations 3.20 and 3.22 is particularly simple 
and gross assumptions are involved. In real grain boundaries it is likely that 
not all atoms in the boundary are equivalent and some will jump more eas-
ily than others. For example atoms may jump preferably to and from atomic 
steps or ledges, like atoms A, B and C in Fig. 3.23a. In fcc metals such ledges 
should exist where the close-packed {111} planes protrude into the boundary. 
Boundary migration could then be effected by the growth of the ledges in 
one grain combined with the shrinking of corresponding ledges in the other 
grain as shown in Fig. 3.23b.

From our discussion of grain-boundary structure it might be argued 
that the relatively open structure of a random high-angle boundary should 
lead to a high mobility whereas the denser packing of the special bound-
aries should be associated with a low mobility. Indeed, the coherent twin 
boundary, in which the atoms fit perfectly into both grains, has been found 
to be almost entirely immobile6. However, experiments have shown that the 
other special boundaries are usually more mobile than random high-angle 
boundaries. The reason for this is associated with the presence of impurity 
or alloying elements in the metal. Figure 3.27 shows data for the migration 
of various boundaries in zone-refined lead alloyed with different concentra-
tions of tin. For a given driving force the velocity of the random boundar-
ies decreases rapidly with increasing alloy content. Note that only very low 
concentrations of impurity are required to change the boundary mobility by 
orders of magnitude. The special grain boundaries on the other hand are less 
sensitive to impurities. It is possible that if the metal were ‘perfectly’ pure the 
random boundaries would have the higher mobility. The reason for this type 
of behaviour arises from differences in the interactions of alloy elements or 
impurities with different boundaries.

Generally the grain boundary energy of a pure metal changes on alloy-
ing. Often (though not always) it is reduced. Under these circumstances the 
concentration of alloying element in the boundary is higher than that in the 
matrix. In grain boundary segregation theory, grain boundary solute con-
centrations (Xb) are expressed as fractions of a monolayer. One monolayer 
(Xb = 1) means that the solute atoms in the boundary could be arranged 
to form a single close-packed layer of atoms. Approximately, for low mole 
fractions of solute in the matrix (X0), the boundary solute concentration Xb 

is given by

 
X X

G
RTb

b 0 exp
∆

 (3.23)

ΔGb is the free energy released per mole when a solute atom is moved from 
the matrix to the boundary. ΔGb is usually positive and roughly increases as 
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the size misfit between the solute and matrix increases and as the solute–
solute bond strength decreases.

Equation 3.23 shows how grain boundary segregation decreases as tem-
perature increases, i.e. the solute ‘evaporates’ into the matrix. For sufficiently 
low temperatures or high values of ΔGb, Xb increases towards unity and 
Equation 3.23 breaks down as Xb approaches a maximum saturation value.

The variation of boundary mobility with alloy concentration varies mark-
edly from one element to another. It is a general rule that ΔGb, which measures 
the tendency for segregation, increases as the matrix solubility decreases. 
This is illustrated by the experimental data in Fig. 3.28.

When the boundary moves the solute atoms migrate along with the bound-
ary and exert a drag that reduces the boundary velocity. The magnitude of 
the drag will depend on the binding energy and the concentration in the 
boundary. The higher mobility of special boundaries can, therefore, possibly 
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Figure 3.27
Migration rates of special and random boundaries at 300°C in zone-refined lead alloyed with 
tin under equal driving forces, (After K. Aust and J.W. Rutter, Transactions of the Metallurgical 
Society of AIME, 215 (1959) 119.)
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be attributed to a low solute drag on account of the relatively more close-
packed structure of the special boundaries.

The variation of boundary mobility with alloy concentration varies mark-
edly from one element to another. It is a general rule that QB, which measures 
the tendency for segregation, increases as the matrix solubility decreases. 
This is illustrated by the experimental data in Fig. 3.28.

It is possible that the higher mobility of special grain boundaries plays a 
role in the development of recrystallization textures. If a polycrystalline metal 
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Figure 3.28
Increasing grain boundary enrichment with decreasing solid solubility in a range of 
systems. (After E.D. Hondras and M.P. Seah, International Metallurgical Reviews, December 
1977, Review 222.)
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is heavily deformed, by say rolling to a 90% reduction, a deformation texture 
develops such that the rolled material resembles a deformed single crystal. 
On heating to a sufficiently high temperature new grains nucleate and begin 
to grow. However, not all grains will grow at the same rate: those grains 
which are specially oriented with respect to the matrix should have higher 
mobility boundaries and should overgrow the boundaries of the randomly 
oriented grains. Consequently the recrystallized structure should have a 
special orientation with respect to the original ‘single crystal’. Thus a new 
texture results which is called the recrystallization texture. Recrystallization 
is, however, incompletely understood and the above explanation of recrys-
tallization texture may be an oversimplification. It is possible for example 
that the nuclei for recrystallization are themselves specially oriented with 
respect to the deformed matrix.

A recrystallization texture is sometimes an advantage. For example the 
proper texture in Fe–3wt% Si alloys makes them much better soft magnets 
for use in transformers. Another application is in the production of textured 
sheet for the deep drawing of such materials as low-carbon steel. The only 
way to avoid a recrystallization texture is to give an intermediate anneal 
before a deformation texture has been produced.

3.3.5  The Kinetics of grain growth

It was shown in the previous section that at sufficiently high temperatures the 
grain boundaries in a recrystallized specimen will migrate so as to reduce 
the total number of grains and thereby increase the mean grain diameter. In 
a single-phase metal the rate at which the mean grain diameter D  increases 
with time will depend on the grain boundary mobility and the driving force 
for boundary migration.

If we assume that the mean radius of curvature of all the grain boundar-
ies is proportional to the mean grain diameter D  the mean driving force for 
grain growth will be proportional to 2γ/D  (Equation 3.17). Therefore

 
v M

D
D
t

= α γ2


d
d

.  (3.24)

where α is a proportionality constant of the order of unity.
Note that this equation implies that the rate of grain growth is inversely 

proportional to D  and increases rapidly with increasing temperature due to 
increased boundary mobility, M. Integration of Equation 3.24 taking D = D0 

when t = 0 gives

 D D Kt2
0
2= +  (3.25)

where K M= 4α γ .
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Experimentally it is found that grain growth in single-phase metals follows 
a relationship of the form

 D K tn= ′  (3.26)

where K’ is a proportionality constant which increases with temperature. 
This is equivalent to Equation 3.25 with n = 0.5 if D 3 ≥ D0. However, the 
experimentally determined values of n are usually much less than 0.5 and 
only approach 0.5 in very pure metals or at very high temperatures. The 
reasons for this are not fully understood, but the most likely explanation is 
that the velocity of grain boundary migration, v, is not a linear function of 
the driving force, ΔG, i.e the mobility in Equation 3.21 is not a constant but 
varies with ΔG and therefore also with D. It has been suggested that such a 
variation of M could arise from solute drag effects7.

The above type of grain growth is referred to as normal. Occasionally so-
called abnormal grain growth can occur. This situation is characterized by 
the growth of just a few grains to very large diameters. These grains then 
expand consuming the surrounding grains, until the fine grains are entirely 
replaced by a coarse-grained array. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.29 and 
is also known as discontinuous grain growth, coarsening, or secondary 

Figure 3.29
Optical micrograph (× 130) showing abnormal grain growth in a fine-grained steel contain-
ing 0.4 wt% carbon. The matrix grains are prevented from growing by a fine dispersion of 
unresolved carbide particles. (After D.T. Gawne and G.T. Higgins, Journal of the Iron and Steel 
Institute, 209 (1971), 562.)
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recrystallization. It can occur when normal grain growth ceases due to the 
presence of a fine precipitate array.

The nature of normal grain growth in the presence of a second phase 
deserves special consideration. The moving boundaries will be attached to 
the particles as shown in Fig. 3.30a, so that the particles exert a pulling force 
on the boundary restricting its motion. The boundary shown in Fig. 3.30b will 
be attached to the particle along a length 2πr cosθ. Therefore if the boundary 
intersects the particle surface at 90° the particle will feel a pull of (2πr cosθ r) 
sin θ. This will be counterbalanced by an equal and opposite force acting on 
the boundary. As the boundary moves over the particle surface θ changes 
and the drag reaches a maximum value when sin θ cos θ is a maximum, i.e. 
at 9 = 45°. The maximum force exerted by a single particle is therefore given 
by πrg.

If there is a volume fraction f of particles all with a radius r the mean num-
ber of particles intersecting unit area of a random plane is 3f/2πr2 so that the 
restraining force per unit area of boundary is approximately

 
P

f
r

r
f
r

= ⋅ =3
2

3
22π

π γ γ  (3.27)

This force will oppose the driving force for grain growth, namely ∼ 2γ/D  as 
shown in Fig. 3.30a. When D  is small P will be relatively insignificant, but 
as D increases the driving force 2γ /D decreases and when
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γ γ
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the driving force will be insufficient to overcome the drag of the particles 
and grain growth stagnates. A maximum grain size will be given by

 
D

r
fmax = 4

3
 (3.28)
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Figure 3.30
The effect of spherical particles on grain boundary migration.
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The effect of a particle dispersion on grain growth is illustrated in Fig. 3.31. 
It can be seen that the stabilization of a fine grain size during heating at 
high temperatures requires a large volume fraction of very small particles. 
Unfortunately, if the temperature is too high, the particles tend to coarsen 
or dissolve. When this occurs some boundaries can break away before the 
others and abnormal grain growth occurs, transforming the fine-grain array 
into a very coarse-grain structure. For example aluminum-killed steels 
contain aluminum nitride precipitates which stabilize the austenite grain 
size during heating. However, their effectiveness disappears above about 
1000°C when the aluminum nitride precipitates start to dissolve.

3.4  Interphase Interfaces in Solids

The previous section dealt in some detail with the structure and proper-
ties of boundaries between crystals of the same solid phase. In this section 
we will be dealing with boundaries between different solid phases, i.e. 
where the two adjoining crystals can have different crystal structures and/
or compositions. Interphase boundaries in solids can be divided on the 
basis of their atomic structure into three classes: coherent, semicoherent and 
incoherent.

3.4.1  interface Coherence

Fully Coherent Interfaces

A coherent interface arises when the two crystals match perfectly at the inter-
face plane so that the two lattices are continuous across the interface, Fig. 3.32. 
This can only be achieved if, disregarding chemical species, the interfacial 

Single phase

With particle
dispersion

t

r
f~

D

Figure 3.31
Effect of second-phase particles on grain growth.
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plane has the same atomic configuration in both phases, and this requires the two 
crystals to be oriented relative to each other in a special way. For example 
such an interface is formed between the hap silicon-rich k phase and the fcc 
copper-rich ε a-matrix in Cu-Si alloys. The lattice parameters of these two 
phases are such that the (111)fcc plane is identical to the (0001)hcp plane. Both 
planes are hexagonally close-packed (Fig. 3.33) and in this particular case 
the interatomic distances are also identical. Therefore when the two crystals 
are joined along their close-packed planes with the close-packed directions 
parallel the resultant interface is completely coherent. The requirement that 

Figure 3.32
Strain-free coherent interfaces, (a) Each crystal has a different chemical composition but the 
same crystal structure, (b) The two phases have different lattices.

Plane (III) fcc
(0001) hcp

Directions <110> fcc
<1120> hcp–

Figure 3.33
The close-packed plane and directions in fcc and hap structures.
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the close-packed planes and directions are parallel produces an orientation 
relationship between the two phases such that

 ( ) //( )111 0001α κ

 [ ] //( ]110 1120α κ

Note that the relative orientation of two crystals can always be specified by 
giving two parallel planes (hkl) and two parallel directions [uvw] that lie in 
those planes.

Within the bulk of each phase every atom has an optimum arrangement 
of nearest neighbours that produces a low energy. At the interface, how-
ever, there is usually a change in composition so that each atom is partly 
bonded to wrong neighbours across the interface. This increases the energy 
of the interfacial atoms and leads to a chemical contribution to the interfacial 
energy (γch). For a coherent interface this is the only contribution, i.e.

 γ γ( )coherent = ch  (3.29)

In the case of the α − k interface in Cu-Si alloys the interfacial energy has 
been estimated to be as low as 1 mJ m−2. In general coherent interfacial ener-
gies range up to about 200 mJ m−2.

In the case of a hcp/fcc interface there is only one plane that can form a coher-
ent interface: no other plane is identical in both crystal lattices. If, however, the 
two adjoining phases have the same crystal structure and lattice parameter 
then, apart from differences in composition, all lattice planes are identical.

When the distance between the atoms in the interface is not identical it 
is still possible to maintain coherency by straining one or both of the two 
lattices as illustrated in Fig. 3.34. The resultant lattice distortions are known 
as coherency strains.

α

β

Figure 3.34
A coherent interface with slight mismatch leads to coherency strains in the adjoining lattices.
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Semicoherent Interfaces

The strains associated with a coherent interface raise the total energy of 
the system, and for sufficiently large atomic misfit, or interfacial area, it 
becomes energetically more favourable to replace the coherent interface with 
a semicoherent interface in which the disregistry is periodically taken up by 
misfit dislocations, Fig. 3.35.

If dα and db are the unstressed interplanar spacings of matching planes 
in the α and β phases respectively, the disregistry, or misfit between the two 
lattices (d) is defined by

 
δ β α

α
=

−d d
d

 (3.30)

It can be shown that in one dimension the lattice misfit can be completely 
accommodated without any long-range strain fields by a set of edge disloca-
tions with a spacing D given by

 
D

d
= β

δ
 (3.31)

Or approximately, for small d

 
D

b


δ
.  (3.32)

dα

dβ

D

α

β

Figure 3.35
A semicoherent interface. The misfit parallel to the interface is accommodated by a series of 
edge dislocations.
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where b = (dα + dβ)/2 is the Burgers vector of the dislocations. The matching in 
the interface is now almost perfect except around the dislocation cores where 
the structure is highly distorted and the lattice planes are discontinuous.

In practice misfit usually exists in two dimensions and in this case the 
coherency strain fields can be completely relieved if the interface contains 
two non-parallel sets of dislocations with spacings D1 = b1/δ1 and D2 = b2/δ2, 
as shown in Fig. 3.36. If, for some reason, the dislocation spacing is greater 
than given by Equation 3.32, the coherency strains will have been only par-
tially relieved by the misfit dislocations and residual long-range strain fields 
will still be present.

The interfacial energy of a semicoherent interface can be approximately 
considered as the sum of two parts: (a) a chemical contribution, γch, as for a 
fully coherent interface, and (b) a structural term γst, which is the extra energy 
due to the structural distortions caused by the misfit dislocations, i.e.

 γ γ γ( )semicoherent = +ch st  (3.33)

Equation 3.32 shows that as the misfit δ increases the dislocation spacing 
diminishes. For small values of d the structural contribution to the interfacial 
energy is approximately proportional to the density of dislocations in the 
interface, i.e.

 γ δ δst ∝ ( )for small  (3.34)

However γst increases less rapidly as δ becomes larger and it levels out when 
δ ⋅ 0.25 in a similar way to the variation of grain-boundary energy with 
θ shown in Fig. 3.9. The reason for such behaviour is that as the misfit dis-
location spacing decreases the associated strain fields increasingly overlap 
and annul each other. The energies of semicoherent interfaces are generally 
in the range 200–500 mJ m−2.

D2  =  b2/δ2

D1  =  b1/δ1

δ1

δ2

Misfit

Figure 3.36
Misfit in two directions (δi and δi) can be accommodated by a cross-grid of edge dislocations 
with spacings D b D b1 1 1 2 2 2= =/ / .δ δand
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When δ > 0.25, i.e. one dislocation every four interplanar spacings, the 
regions of poor fit around the dislocation cores overlap and the interface can-
not be considered as coherent, i.e. it is incoherent.

Incoherent Interfaces

When the interfacial plane has a very different atomic configuration in the 
two adjoining phases there is no possibility of good matching across the 
interface. The pattern of atoms may either be very different in the two phases 
or, if it is similar, the interatomic distances may differ by more than 25%. 
In both cases the interface is said to be incoherent. In general, incoherent 
interfaces result when two randomly oriented crystals are joined across 
any interfacial plane as shown in Fig. 3.37. They may, however, also exist 
between crystals with an orientation relationship if the interface has a differ-
ent structure in the two crystals.

Very little is known about the detailed atomic structure of incoherent inter-
faces, but they have many features in common with high-angle grain bound-
aries. For example they are characterized by a high energy (~500–1000 mJ m−2) 
which is relatively insensitive to the orientation of the interfacial plane. They 
probably have a disordered atomic structure in that the interface lacks the 
long-range periodicity of coherent and semicoherent interfaces; although, 
like high-angle grain boundaries, they may have a step-like structure caused 
by low-index planes protruding into the interface, as in Fig. 3.23b.

Figure 3.37
An incoherent interface.
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Complex Semicoherent Interfaces

The semicoherent interfaces considered above have been observed at bound-
aries formed by low-index planes whose atom patterns and spacings are 
clearly almost the same. However, semicoherent interfaces, i.e. interfaces 
containing misfit dislocations, can also form between phases when good 
lattice matching is not initially obvious. For example, fcc and bcc crystals 
often appear with the closest-packed planes in each phase, (111)fcc and (110)bcc, 
almost parallel to each other. Two variants of this relationship are found: the 
so-called Nishiyama-Wasserman (N–W) relationship:

 ( ) //( ) ,[ ] //[ ]110 111 001 101bcc fcc bcc fcc

and the so-called Kurdjumov-Sachs (K−S) relationship:

 ( ) //( ) ,[ ] //[ ]110 111 111 011bcc fcc bcc fcc

(The only difference between these two is a rotation in the closest-packed 
planes of 5.26°.) Figure 3.38 shows that the matching between a {111}fcc and 
{110}bcc plane bearing the N–W relationship is very poor. Good fit is restricted 
to small diamond-shaped areas that only contain ~8% of the interfacial atoms. 
A similar situation can be shown to exist for the K-S orientation relationship. 
Thus it can be seen that a coherent or semicoherent interface between the 

(111) bcc

(111) bcc

(110) fcc

(110) fcc

bcc
fcc

Figure 3.38
Atomic matching across a (111)fcc/(110)bcc interface bearing the NW orientation relationship for 
lattice parameters closely corresponding to the case of fcc and bcc iron (M.G. Hall et al., Surface 
Science, 31 (1972) 257).
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two phases is impossible for large interfaces parallel to {111}fcc and {110}bcc. 
Such interfaces would be incoherent.

The degree of coherency can, however, be greatly increased if a macroscop-
ically irrational interface is formed, (i.e. the indices of the interfacial plane in 
either crystal structure are not small integers). The detailed structure of such 
interfaces is, however, uncertain due to their complex nature8,9.

3.4.2  Second-Phase Shape: interfacial energy effects

In a two-phase microstructure one of the phases is often dispersed within 
the other, for example β-precipitates in an α-matrix. Consider for simplicity 
a system containing one β-precipitate embedded in a single α crystal, and 
assume for the moment that both the precipitate and matrix are strain free. 
Such a system will have a minimum free energy when the shape of the pre-
cipitate and its orientation relationship to the matrix are optimized to give 
the lowest total interfacial free energy ( ∑ Ai iγ ). Let us see how this can be 
achieved for different types of precipitate.

Fully Coherent Precipitates

If the precipitate (β) has the same crystal structure and a similar lattice 
parameter to the parent α phase the two phases can form low-energy coher-
ent interfaces on all sides—provided the two lattices are in a parallel ori-
entation relationship—as shown in Fig. 3.39a. This situation arises during 

0.1 μ

(a) (b)

Figure 3.39
(a) A zone with no misfit (O Al, • Ag, for example), (b) Electron micrograph of Ag-rich zones in 
an Al-4 atomic % Ag alloy (× 300 000), (After R.B. Nicholson, G. Thomas and J. Nutting, Journal 
of the Institute of Metals, 87 (19581959) 431.)
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the early stages of many precipitation hardening heat treatments, and the β 
phase is then termed & fully coherent precipitate or a GP zone. (GP for Guinier 
and Preston who first discovered their existence. This discovery was made 
independently by Preston in the USA and Guinier in France, both employing 
X-ray diffraction techniques. Their work was later confirmed by transmission 
electron microscopy.) Since the two crystal structures match more or less per-
fectly across all interfacial planes the zone can be any shape and remain fully 
coherent. Thus a γ-plot of the α/β interfacial energy would be largely spherical 
and, ignoring coherency strains, the equilibrium shape of a zone should be 
a sphere. Figure 3.39b shows an example of GP zones, ~10 nm in diameter, in 
an Al–4 atomic % Ag alloy. The zones are a silver-rich fcc region within the 
aluminium-rich fcc matrix. Since the atomic diameters of aluminium and sil-
ver differ by only 0.7% the coherency strains make a negligible contribution 
to the total free energy of the alloy. In other systems such as Al–Cu where the 
atomic size difference is much larger strain energy is found to be more impor-
tant than interfacial energy in determining the equilibrium shape of the zone. 
This point will be discussed further in Section 3.4.3.

Partially Coherent Precipitates

From an interfacial energy standpoint it is favourable for a precipitate to be 
surrounded by low-energy coherent interfaces. However, when the precipi-
tate and matrix have different crystal structures it is usually difficult to find 
a lattice plane that is common to both phases. Nevertheless, for certain phase 
combinations there may be one plane that is more or less identical in each 
crystal, and by choosing the correct orientation relationship it is then possible 
for a low-energy coherent or semicoherent interface to be formed. There are, 
however, usually no other planes of good matching and the precipitate must 
consequently also be bounded by high-energy incoherent interfaces.

A γ-plot of the interfacial energy in this case could look like that in Fig. 3.40, 
i.e. roughly a sphere with two deep cusps normal to the coherent interface. 

γc
γi0

Equilibrium
shape

Figure 3.40
A section through a γ-plot for a precipitate showing one coherent or semicoherent interface, 
together with the equilibrium shape (a disc).
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The Wulff theorem would then predict the equilibrium shape to be a disc 
with a thickness/diameter ratio of γc/γi where γc and γi are the energies of the 
(semi-) coherent and incoherent interfaces. Triangular, square, or hexagonal 
plate shapes would be predicted if the γ plot also contained smaller cusps at 
symmetrically disposed positions in the plane of the plate.

The precipitate shapes observed in practice may deviate from this shape 
for two main reasons. Firstly the above construction only predicts the equi-
librium shape if misfit strain energy effects can be ignored. Secondly the pre-
cipitate may not be able to achieve an equilibrium shape due to constraints 
on how it can grow. For example disc-shaped precipitates may be much 
wider than the equilibrium shape if the incoherent edges grow faster than 
the broad faces.

Plate-like precipitates occur in many systems. For example the hap γ ’ 
phase in aged Al-4 atomic % Ag alloys forms as plates with semicoherent 
broad faces parallel to the {111}α matrix planes and with the usual hcp/fcc 
orientation relationship. The tetragonal θ′ phase in aged Al-4 wt% Cu alloys 
are also plate-shaped, but in this case the broad faces of the plate (known as 
the habit plane) are parallel to {100}α matrix planes. Figure 3.41 shows that the 
{111}α planes are almost identical to the {111}θ ′ plane so that the orientation 
relationship between the 9’ and the aluminium-rich matrix (α) is

 ( ) //( )001 001′θ α

 [ ] //[ ]100 100′θ α

Examples of the precipitate shapes that are formed in these two systems are 
shown in Figs. 3.42 and 3.43. Note that as a result of the cubic symmetry 

Al

X

Y

Z

4.04 Å

Cu 5.8 Å 

4.04 Å

4.04 Å

(a) (b)

Figure 3.41
(a) The unit cell of the θ ′ precipitate in Al-Cu alloys, (b) The unit cell of the matrix. (After J.M. 
Silcock, T.J. Heal and H.K. Hardy, Journal of the Institute of Metals, 82 (1953-1954) 239.)
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H

Figure 3.42
Electron micrograph showing the Widmanstatten morphology of γ′ precipitates in an Al-4 
atomic % Ag alloy. GP zones can be seen between the γ′, e.g. at H (× 7000). (R.B. Nicholson and 
J. Nutting, Acta Metallurgica, 9 (1961) 332.)

220

0.2 μ

Figure 3.43
Electron micrograph of a single coherent θ ′ plate in an Al-3.9 wt% Cu alloy aged 24 h at 200°C. 
(× 80 000) (R. Sankaran and C. Laird, Acta Metallurgica 22 (1974) 957.)
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of the aluminum-rich matrix there are many possible orientations for the 
precipitate plates within any given grain. This leads to a very characteristic 
crystallographic microstructure known after its discoverer as a Widmanstdtten 
morphology.

Besides plate-like habits precipitates have also been observed to be lath-
shaped (a plate elongated in one direction) and needle-like. For example the 
S phase in Al–Cu–Mg alloys forms as laths and the β′ phase in Al–Mg–Si 
alloys as needles10. In both cases the precipitates are also crystallographically 
related to the matrix and produce a Widmanstatten structure.

Incoherent Precipitates

When the two phases have completely different crystal structures, or when 
the two lattices are in a random orientation, it is unlikely that any coherent 
or semicoherent interfaces form and the precipitate is said to be incoherent. 
Since the interfacial energy should be high for all interfacial planes, the γ-plot 
and the equilibrium inclusion shape will be roughly spherical. It is possible 
that certain crystallographic planes of the inclusion lie at cusps in the γ-plot 
so that polyhedral shapes are also possible. Such faceting, however, need not 
imply the existence of coherent or semicoherent interfaces.

The θ (CuAl2) precipitate in Al-Cu alloys is an example of an incoher-
ent precipitate, Fig. 3.44. It is found that there is an orientation relationship 

Figure 3.44
Electron micrograph showing incoherent particles of θ in an Al-Cu alloy. (After G.A. Chadwick, 
Metallography of Phase Transformations, Butterworths, London, 1972, from C. Laird.)
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between the θ and aluminum matrix but this is probably because θ forms from 
the θ′ phase and does not imply that θ is semicoherent with the matrix.

Precipitates on Grain Boundaries

Rather special situations arise when a second-phase particle is located on a 
grain boundary as it is necessary to consider the formation of interfaces with 
two differently oriented grains. Three possibilities now arise (Fig. 3.45): the 
precipitate can have (i) incoherent interfaces with both grains, (ii) a coherent 
or semicoherent interface with one grain and an incoherent interface with 
the other, or (iii) it can have a coherent or semicoherent interface with both 
grains. The first two cases are commonly encountered but the third possibil-
ity is unlikely since the very restrictive crystallographic conditions imposed 
by coherency with one grain are unlikely to yield a favourable orientation 
relationship towards the other grain.

The minimization of interfacial energy in these cases also leads to pla-
nar semicoherent for coherent) interfaces and smoothly curved incoherent 
interfaces as before, but now the interfacial tensions and torques must also 
balance at the intersection between the precipitate and the boundary. (The 
shape that produces the minimum free energy can in fact be obtained by 
superimposing the γ plots for both grains in a certain way11.) An example of 
a grainboundary precipitate is shown in Fig. 3.46.

3.4.3  Second-Phase Shape: Misfit Strain effects

Fully Coherent Precipitates

It was pointed out in the previous section that the equilibrium shape of a 
coherent precipitate or zone can only be predicted from the γ-plot when the 
misfit between the precipitate and matrix is small. When misfit is present 
the formation of coherent interfaces raises the free energy of the system on 
account of the elastic strain fields that arise. If this elastic strain energy is 
denoted by ΔGs the condition for equilibrium becomes

 Σ ∆A Gi i sγ + = minimum  (3.35)

Semicoherent

Incoherent
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.45
Possible morphologies for grain boundary precipitates. Incoherent interfaces smoothly curved. 
Coherent or semicoherent interfaces planar.
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The origin of the coherency strains for a misfitting precipitate is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 3.47. If the volume of matrix encircled in Fig. 3.47a is cut 
out and the atoms are replaced by smaller atoms the cut-out volume will 
undergo a uniform negative dilatational strain to an inclusion with a smaller 
lattice parameter, Fig. 3.47b. In order to produce a fully coherent precipitate 
the matrix and inclusion must be strained by equal and opposite forces as 
shown in Fig. 3.47c12.

A

C

B

Figure 3.46
A precipitate at a grain boundary triple point in an α‑β Cu-In alloy. Interfaces A and B are 
incoherent while C is semicoherent (× 310). (After G.A. Chadwick, Metallography of Phase 
Transformations, Butterworths, London, 1972.)

aα aβ

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 3.47
The origin of coherency strains. The number of lattice points in the hole is conserved.
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If the lattice parameters of the unstrained precipitate and matrix are aβ and 
aα respectively the unconstrained misfit d is denned by

 
δ β α

α
=

−a a
a  (3.36)

However, the stresses maintaining coherency at the interfaces distort the 
precipitate lattice, and in the case of a spherical inclusion the distortion is 
purely hydrostatic, i.e. it is uniform in all directions, giving a new lattice 
parameter ′αβ . The in situ or constrained misfit e is defined by

 
ε β α

α
=

′ −a a
a  (3.37)

If the elastic moduli of the matrix and inclusion are equal and Poisson’s 
ratio is 1/3, ε and δ are simply related by

 
ε δ= 2

3
 (3.38)

In practice the inclusion has different elastic constants to the matrix, never-
theless ε still usually lies in the range 0.5 δ < ε < δ.

When the precipitate is a thin disc the in situ misfit is no longer equal in all 
directions, but instead it is large perpendicular to the disc and almost zero 
in the plane of the broad faces, as shown in Fig. 3.48.

In general the total elastic energy depends on the shape and elastic proper-
ties of both matrix and inclusion. However, if the matrix is elastically isotropic 

ε large

ε = 0

Figure 3.48
For a coherent thin disc there is little misfit parallel to the plane of the disc. Maximum misfit 
is perpendicular to the disc.
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and both precipitate and matrix have equal elastic moduli, the total elastic 
strain energy ΔGs is independent of the shape of the precipitate, and assuming 
Poissons ratio (v) = 1/3 it is given by

 ∆G Vs  4 2µδ ⋅ .  (3.39)

where μ is the shear modulus of the matrix and V is the volume of the 
unconstrained hole in the matrix. Therefore coherency strains produce an 
elastic strain energy which is proportional to the volume of the precipitate 
and increases as the square of the lattice misfit (δ2). If the precipitate and 
inclusion have different elastic moduli the elastic strain energy is no longer 
shape independent but is a minimum for a sphere if the inclusion is hard and 
a disc if the inclusion is soft.

The above comments applied to isotropic matrices. In general, however, 
most metals are elastically anisotropic. For example, most cubic metals (except 
molybdenum) are soft in (100) directions and hard in <111>. The shape with 
a minimum strain energy under these conditions is a disc parallel to {100} 
since most of the misfit is then accommodated in the soft directions perpen-
dicular to the disc.

The influence of strain energy on the equilibrium shape of coherent pre-
cipitates can be illustrated by reference to zones in various aluminum-rich 
precipitation hardening alloys: Al−Ag, Al−Zn and Al−Cu. In each case zones 
containing 50−100% solute can be produced. Assuming the zone is pure solute 
the misfit can be calculated directly from the atomic radii as shown below.

Atom radius (Å) Al:1.43 Ag:1.44 Zn:1.38 Cu:1.28
Zone misfit (δ) — + 0.7% −3.5% −10.5%
Zone shape — sphere sphere disc

When δ < 5% strain energy effects are less important than interfacial energy 
effects and spherical zones minimize the total free energy. For δ ≳ 5%, as in 
the case of zones in Al-Cu, the small increase in interfacial energy caused 
by choosing a disc shape is more than compensated by the reduction in 
coherency strain energy.

Incoherent Inclusions

When the inclusion is incoherent with the matrix, there is no attempt at 
matching the two lattices and lattice sites are not conserved across the inter-
face. Under these circumstances there are no coherency strains. Misfit strains 
can, however, still arise if the inclusion is the wrong size for the hole it is 
located in, Fig. 3.49. In this case the lattice misfit δ has no significance and it 
is better to consider the volume misfit Δ as defined by

 
∆ ∆= V

V  (3.40)
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where V is the volume of the unconstrained hole in the matrix and (V − 
DV) the volume of the unconstrained inclusion. (For a coherent spherical 
inclusion the volume misfit and the linear lattice misfit are related by Δ = 
3δ. But for a non-coherent sphere the number of lattice sites within the hole 
is not preserved (see Fig. 3.49) and in this case Δ ≠ 3δ) When the matrix 
hole and inclusion are constrained to occupy the same volume the elastic 
strain fields again result as shown in Fig. 3.49b. The elasticity problem in 
this case has been solved for spheroidal inclusions which are described by 
the equation

 

x
a

y
a

z
c

2

2

2

2

2

2
1+ + =  (3.41)

Nabarro13 gives the elastic strain energy for a homogeneous incompressible 
inclusion in an isotropic matrix as

 
∆ ∆G V f c as = ⋅ ⋅2

3
2µ ( / )  (3.42)

where μ is the shear modulus of the matrix. Thus the elastic strain energy 
is proportional to the square of the volume misfit Δ2. The function f(cla) is 
a factor that takes into account the shape effects and is shown in Fig. 3.50. 
Notice that, for a given volume, a sphere (c/a = 1) has the highest strain 
energy while a thin, oblate spheroid ( / )c a → 0  has a very low strain energy, 
and a needle shape (c/a = ∞) lies between the two. If elastic anisotropy is 
included14 it is found that the same general form for f(cla) is preserved and 
only small changes in the exact values are required. Therefore the equilib-
rium shape of an incoherent inclusion will be an oblate spheroid with c/a 
value that balances the opposing effects of interfacial energy and strain 
energy. When Δ is small interfacial energy effects should dominate and the 
inclusion should be roughly sphercial.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.49
The origin of misfit strain for an incoherent inclusion (no lattice matching).
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Plate-Like Precipitates

Consider a plate-like precipitate with coherent broad faces and incoherent 
or semicoherent edges, Fig. 3.51. (The criterion for whether these interfaces 
are coherent or semicoherent is discussed in the following section.) Misfit 
across the broad faces then results in large coherency strains parallel to the 
plate, but no coherency strains will exist across the edges. The in situ misfit 
across the broad faces increases with increasing plate thickness which leads 
to greater strains in the matrix and higher shear stresses at the corners of the 
plates15. Eventually it becomes energetically favourable for the broad faces 
to become semicoherent. Thereafter the precipitate behaves as an incoher-
ent inclusion with comparatively little misfit strain energy. An example of 
a precipitate that can be either coherent or semicoherent in this way is θ′ in 
Al–Cu alloys (see Section 5.5.1).

1

0.5

0 0 1 2

f (
c/

a)

Disk

c/a

Needle
c/a = ∞

Sphere

Figure 3.50
The variation of misfit strain energy with ellipsoid shape, f(c/a). (After F.R.N. Nabarro, 
Proceedings of the Royal Society A, 175 (1940) 519.)

Figure 3.51
Coherency strains caused by the coherent broad faces of θ ′ precipitates.
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3.4.4  Coherency loss

Precipitates with coherent interfaces have a low interfacial energy, but in the 
presence of misfit, they are associated with a coherency strain energy. On the 
other hand, if the same precipitate has non-coherent interfaces it will have a 
higher interfacial energy but the coherency strain energy will be absent. Let 
us now consider which state produces the lowest total energy for a spherical 
precipitate with a misfit δ and a radius r.

The free energy of a crystal containing a fully coherent spherical precipi-
tate has contributions from (i) the coherency strain energy given by Equation 
3.39, and (ii) the chemical interfacial energy γch. The sum of these two terms 
is given by

 
∆G r r ch( )coherent = ⋅ + ⋅4

4
3

42 3 2µδ π π γ  (3.43)

If the same precipitate has incoherent or semicoherent interfaces that 
completely relieve the unconstrained misfit there will be no misfit energy, 
but there will be an extra structural contribution to the interfacial energy γst. 
The total energy in this case is given by

 ∆G r( ) ( )non-coherent ch st= + +0 4 3π γ γ  (3.44)

For a given δ, ΔG (coherent) and ΔG (non-coherent) vary with r as shown 
in Fig. 3.52. When small, therefore, the coherent state gives the lowest total 
energy, while it is more favourable for large precipitates to be semicoherent 

rcrit

r

0

∆G Coherent Noncoherent

Figure 3.52
The total energy of matrix + precipitate v. precipitate radius for spherical coherent and non-
coherent (semicoherent or incoherent) precipitates.
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or incoherent (depending on the magnitude of δ). At the critical radius (rcrit) 
ΔG(coherent) = ΔG (non-coherent) giving

 
r st
crit = 3

4 2

γ
µδ  (3.45)

If we assume that δ is small, a semicoherent interface will be formed with a 
structural energy rst ∞ δ. In which case

 
rcrit ∝ 1

δ
 (3.46)

If a coherent precipitate grows, during ageing for example, it should lose 
coherency when it exceeds rcrit. However, as shown in Fig. 3.53 loss of coher-
ency requires the introduction of dislocation loops around the precipitate 
and in practice this can be rather difficult to achieve. Consequently coherent 
precipitates are often found with sizes much larger than rcrit.

There are several ways in which coherency may be lost and some of them 
are illustrated in Fig. 3.54. The most straightforward way is for a dislocation 
loop to be punched out at the interface as shown in Fig. 3.54a. This requires 
the stresses at the interface to exceed the theoretical strength of the matrix. 
However, it can be shown that the punching stress ps is independent of the 
precipitate size and depends only on the constrained misfit ε. If the shear 
modulus of the matrix is μ

 ps = 3µε  (3.47)

Dislocation

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.53
Coherency loss for a spherical precipitate, (a) Coherent, (b) Coherency strains replaced by 
dislocation loop, (c) In perspective.
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166 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

It has been estimated that the critical value of ε that can cause the theoretical 
strength of the matrix to be exceeded is approximately given by

 εcrit = 0 05.  (3.48)

Consequently precipitates with a smaller value of ε cannot lose coherency by 
this mechanism, no matter how large.

There are several alternative mechanisms but all require the precipitate to 
reach a larger size than rcrit

16. For example, the precipitate can attract a matrix 
dislocation with a suitable Burgers vector, and cause it to wrap itself around 
the precipitate, Fig. 3.54b. This mechanism is difficult in annealed specimens 
but is assisted by mechanical deformation.

In the case of plate-like precipitates the situation is different and it is now 
possible for the high stresses at the edges of the plates to nucleate disloca-
tions by exceeding the theoretical strength of the matrix. The process can be 
repeated as the plate lengthens so as to maintain a roughly constant interdis-
location spacing, Fig. 3.54c. Another mechanism that has been observed for 

Dislocation

Precipitate

Interfacial
dislocation

Punched-out
loop

Matrix
dislocation wraps 

around

(a) (b)

New dislocation
as plate

lengthens

Misfit 
dislocation

(c) (d)

Figure 3.54
Mechanisms for coherency loss, (a) Dislocation punching from interface, (b) Capture of matrix 
dislocation, (c) Nucleation at edge of plate repeated as plate lengthens, (d) Loop expansion by 
vacancy condensation in the precipitate.
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plate-like precipitates is the nucleation of dislocation loops within the pre-
cipitate17. Vacancies can be attracted to coherent interfaces18 and ‘condense’ to 
form a prismatic dislocation loop which can expand across the precipitate, as 
shown in Fig. 3.54d.

3.4.5  glissile interfaces

In the treatment of semicoherent interfaces that has been presented in the 
previous sections it has been assumed that the misfit dislocations have 
Burgers vectors parallel to the interfacial plane. This type of interface is 
referred to as epitaxial. Glide of the interfacial dislocations cannot cause the 
interface to advance and the interface is therefore non-glissile. It is however 
possible, under certain circumstances, to have glissile semicoherent inter-
faces which can advance by the coordinated glide of the interfacial disloca-
tions. This is possible if the dislocations have a Burgers vector that can glide 
on matching planes in the adjacent lattices as illustrated in Fig. 3.55. The slip 
planes must be continuous across the interface, but not necessarily parallel. 
Any gliding dislocation shears the lattice above the slip plane relative to that 
below by the Burgers vector of the dislocation. In the same way the gliding 
of the dislocations in a glissile interface causes the receding lattice, α say, to 
be sheared into the β-structure.

As an aid to understanding the nature of glissile boundaries consider two 
simple cases. The first is the low-angle symmetric tilt boundary, shown in 
Figs. 3.7a and 3.11. In this case the Burgers vectors are all pure edge in nature 
and as they glide one grain is rotated into the other grain. Strictly speaking 
this is not an interphase interface as there is no change in crystal structure, 
just a rotation of the lattice. A slightly more complex example of a glissile 
interface between two different lattices is that which can arise between the 
cubic and hexagonal close-packed lattices. To understand the structure of 
this interface requires a slight digression to consider the nature of Shockley 
partial dislocations.

Interfacial dislocations

Macroscopic
plane of 
interface

Corresponding 
slip planes

b
α

β

Figure 3.55
The nature of a glissile interface.
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Both fcc and hap lattices can be formed by stacking close-packed layers 
of atoms one above the other. If the centres of the atoms in the first layer 
are denoted as A-positions, the second layer of atoms can be formed either 
by filling the B-positions, or C-positions as shown in Fig. 3.56. Either posi-
tion produces the same atomic configuration at this stage. Let us assume 
therefore that the atoms in the second layer occupy B-sites. There are now 
two nonequivalent ways of stacking the third layer. If the third layer is placed 
directly above the first layer the resulting stacking sequence is ABA and 
the addition of further layers in the same sequence ABABABABAB … has 
hexagonal symmetry and is known as a hexagonal close-packed arrange-
ment. The unit cell and stacking sequence of this structure are shown in 
Fig. 3.57. The close-packed plane can therefore be indexed as (0001) and the 
close-packed directions are of the type 〈 〉1120 .

If the atoms in the third layer are placed on the C-sites to form ABC and the 
same sequence is then repeated, the stacking sequence becomes ABCABCAB … 
which produces a cubic close-packed arrangement with a face-centred cubic 
unit cell as shown in Fig. 3.58. The close-packed atomic planes in this case 
become the {111} type and the close-packed directions the <110> type.

In terms of the fcc unit cell the distance between the B- and C-sites mea-
sured parallel to the close-packed planes corresponds to vectors of the 
type a

6 112〈 〉 . Therefore if a dislocation with a Burgers vector a
6 112[ ]  glides 

A

A A AA

A A A AA

AA A A

A A A A A

A

B

B

B B B B

BBB

B B

C

C C

C C C

C C C C

C C

C C
B B B

A A A

Figure 3.56
The location of A, B and C sites in a close-packed layer of atoms. See also Figs. 3.57 and 3.58. 
(After J.W. Martin and R.D. Doherty, Stability of Microstructure in Metallic Systems, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1976.)
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between two (111) layers of an fcc lattice, say layers 4 and 5 in Fig. 3.59, all 
layers above the glide plane (5, 6, 7 …) will be shifted relative to those below 
the glide plane by a vector a

6 112[ ] . Therefore all atoms above the glide plane 
in B-sites are moved to C-sites, atoms in C-sites move to A-sites, and atoms 
in A-sites move to B-sites, as shown in Fig. 3.59. This type of dislocation with 
b a= 6 112[ ]  is known as Shockley partial dislocation. They are called partial 
dislocations because vectors of the type a

6 112[ ]  do not connect lattice points 
in the fcc structure. The gliding of Shockley partial dislocations therefore 
disrupts the crystal lattice and causes a stacking fault over the area of glide 
plane swept by the dislocation. Figure 3.59 shows that the nature of this fault 
is such that four layers of material are converted into a hexagonal close-
packed sequence CACA. Therefore in thermodynamically stable fcc lattices 
the stacking fault is a region of high free energy. On the other hand if the fcc 
lattice is only metastable with respect to the hap structure the stacking fault 

z

A

A

B

y

x

A

B

A

Figure 3.57
A hexagonal close-packed unit cell and stacking sequence.

AA

A BB

B

B

C

C

C

C

Figure 3.58
A cubic close-packed structure showing fcc unit cell and stacking sequence.
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energy will be effectively negative and the gliding of Shockley partial dislo-
cations will decrease the free energy of the system.

Consider now the effect of passing another a
6 112[ ]  dislocation between 

layers 6 and 7 as shown in Fig. 3.60. It can be seen that the region of hap 
stacking is now extended by a further two layers. Therefore a sequence of 
Shockley partial dislocations between every other (111) plane will create a 
glissile interface separating fcc and hap crystals, Fig. 3.61.

The glide planes of the interfacial dislocations are continuous from the fcc to 
the hap lattice and the Burgers vectors of the dislocations, which necessarily 
lie in the glide plane, are at an angle to the macroscopic interfacial plane. If 
the dislocation network glides into the fcc crystal it results in a transforma-
tion of fcc → hap, whereas a hap → fcc transformation can be brought about 
by the reverse motion. Macroscopically the interfacial plane lies at an angle 

7
6

5
4
3
2
1

A
C

B
A
C
B
A

B

hcp

A

C
A
C
B
A

(b)(a)

Slip plane
(111)

b = [112]a
6

Figure 3.59
(a) An edge dislocation with a Burgers vector b = 6

a [ ]112 +on (111). (Shockley partial disloca-
tion.) (b) The same dislocation locally changes the stacking sequence from fcc to hap.
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A
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fcc
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C
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Figure 3.60
Two Shockley partial dislocations on alternate (111) planes create six layers of hap stacking.
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to the (111) or (0001) planes and need not be parallel to any low-index plane, 
i.e. it can be irrational. Microscopically, however, the interface is stepped into 
planar coherent facets parallel to (111)fcc and (0001)hcp with a step height the 
thickness of two closed-packed layers.

An important characteristic of glissile dislocation interfaces is that they can 
produce a macroscopic shape change in the crystal. This is illustrated for the 
fcc → hap transformation in Fig. 3.62a. If a single fcc crystal is transformed 
into an hap crystal by the passage of the same Shockley partial over every 

C
B
A
C
B
A
C
B

A
C
A
C
A
C
A
C

fcc

Macroscopic
interface plane

hcp

Figure 3.61
An array of Shockley partial dislocations forming a glissile interface between fcc and hap 
crystals.

fcc hcp(a)

(b)

Figure 3.62
Schematic representation of the different ways of shearing cubic closepacked planes into hex-
agonal close-packed (a) using only one Shockley partial, (b) using equal numbers of all three 
Shockley partials.
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(111) plane then there is a macroscopic shape change, in this case a simple 
shear, as shown. There are, however, two other Shockley partials which can 
also be used to transform fcc → hap stacking, and if the transformation is 
achieved using all three partials in equal numbers there will be no overall 
shape change, Fig. 3.62b.

The formation of martensite in steel and other alloy systems occurs by 
the motion of glissile-dislocation interfaces. These transformations are char-
acterized by a macroscopic shape change and no change in composition. 
Usually, however, the interface must be more complex than the fcc/hcp case 
discussed above, although the same principles will still apply. Martensitic 
transformations are dealt with further in Chapter 6.

3.4.6  Solid/liquid interfaces19

Many of the ideas that were discussed with regard to solid/vapour inter-
faces can be carried over to solid/liquid interfaces, only now the low density 
vapour phase is replaced by a high density liquid, and this has important 
consequences for the structure and energy of the interface.

There are basically two types of atomic structure for solid/liquid inter-
faces. One is essentially the same as the solid/vapour interfaces described in 
Section 3.1, i.e. an atomically flat close-packed interface, Fig. 3.63a. In this case 
the transition from liquid to solid occurs over a rather narrow transition zone 
approximately one atom layer thick. Such interfaces can also be described as 
smooth, faceted, or sharp. The other type is an atomically diffuse interface, 
Fig. 3.63b, in which the transition from liquid to solid occurs over several 
atom layers. Thus there is a gradual weakening of the interatomic bonds and 
an increasing disorder across the interface into the bulk liquid phase; or in 
thermodynamic terms, enthalpy and entropy gradually change from bulk 

(c)

(a)

Liquid Liquid

(b)

Solid

Liquid

Solid

Solid

D
iff

us
e

in
te

rfa
ce

Figure 3.63
Solid/liquid interfaces: (a) atomically smooth, (b) and (c) atomically rough, or diffuse inter-
faces. (After M.C. Flemings, Solidification Processing, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1974.)
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solid to bulk liquid values across the interface as shown in Fig. 3.64. When 
the solid and liquid are in equilibrium (at Tm) the high enthalpy of the liquid 
is balanced by a high entropy so that both phases have the same free energy. 
In the interface, however, the balance is disturbed thereby giving rise to an 
excess free energy, γSL.

Diffuse interfaces are also known as rough or non-faceted. The dotted line 
in Fig. 3.63b is an attempt to show the rough nature of the interface by divid-
ing the atoms into the ‘solid’ and ‘liquid’. If this is done the schematic repre-
sentation of Fig. 3.63c can be used.

The type of structure chosen by a particular system will be that which 
minimizes the interfacial free energy. According to a simple theory devel-
oped by Jackson20 the optimum atomic arrangement depends mainly on the 
latent heat of fusion (Lf) relative to the melting temperature (Tm). This theory 
predicts that there is a critical value of L T Rf m/  4  above which the inter-
face should be flat and below which it should be diffuse. Most metals have 
L T Rf m/   and are therefore predicted to have rough interfaces. On the other 
hand some intermetallic compounds and elements such as Si, Ge, Sb as well 
as most non-metals have high values of Lf/Tm and generally have flat close-
packed interfaces. If the model is applied to solid/vapour interfaces Ls (the 
heat of sublimation) should be used instead of Lf and then flat surfaces are 
predicted even for metals, in agreement with observations.

HS

HL

GS GL

γ

S

Distance across interface

L

–Tm S s

–Tm SL

0

Figure 3.64
The variation of H, –TmS and G across the solid/liquid interface at the equilibrium melting 
temperature Tm, showing the origin of the solid/liquid interfacial energy γ.
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If the broken-bond model is applied to the calculation of the energy of a 
solid/liquid interface it can be argued that the atoms in the interface are 
roughly half bonded to the solid and half to the liquid so that the inter-
facial enthalpy should be ~0.5 Lf/Na per atom. This appears to compare 
rather favourably with experimentally measured values of γSL which are 
~0.45 Lf/Na per atom for most metals. However the agreement is probably 
only fortuitous since entropy effects should also be taken into account, 
Fig. 3.64.

Some experimentally determined values of γSL are listed in Table 3.4. These 
values were determined by indirect means from homogeneous nucleation 
experiments (see Chapter 4) and may contain systematic errors. Comparison 
of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicates γSL = 0.30γb (for a grain boundary). More direct 
experiments21 imply that γSL ⋅ 0.45γb (.0.15γSV). Another useful empirical rela-
tionship is that

 γ γ γSV SL LV> +

which means that for a solid metal close to Tm it is energetically favourable 
for the surface to melt and replace the solid/vapour interface with solid/
liquid and liquid/vapour interfaces.

It is found experimentally that the free energies of diffuse interfaces do not 
vary with crystallographic orientation, i.e. γ-plots are spherical22. Materials 
with atomically flat interfaces, however, show strong crystallographic effects 
and solidify with low-index close-packed facets, Fig. 3.65.

TABle 3.4

Experimentally Determined Solid/Liquid Interfacial Free Energies

Material Tm/K γSL/mJ m−2

Sn 505.7 54.5
Pb 600.7 33.3
Al 931.7 93
Ag 1233.7 126
Au 1336 132
Cu 1356 177
Mn 1493 206
Ni 1725 255
Co 1763 234
Fe 1803 204
Pd 1828 209
Pt 2043 240

Source: Values selected from D. Turnbull, Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 21: 1022(1950).
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3.5  Interface Migration

The great majority of phase transformations in metals and alloys occur by a 
process known as nucleation and growth, i.e. the new phase (β) first appears 
at certain sites within the metastable parent (α) phase (nucleation) and this 
is subsequently followed by the growth of these nuclei into the surrounding 
matrix. In other words, an interface is created during the nucleation stage 
and then migrates into the surrounding parent phase during the growth 
stage. This type of transformation is therefore essentially heterogeneous, i.e. 
at any time during the transformation the system can be divided into parent 
and product phases. The nucleation stage is very important and determines 
many features of the transformation. However, most of the transformation 
product is formed during the growth stage by the transfer of atoms across 
the moving parent/product interface.

There are basically two different types of interface: glissile and non-glissile. 
Glissile interfaces migrate by dislocation glide that results in the shear-
ing of the parent lattice into the product. The motion of glissile interfaces 
is relatively insensitive to temperature and is therefore known as athermal 
migration. Most interfaces are non-glissile and migrate by the more or less 

Figure 3.65
Examples of solid-liquid interface structure in metallic systems, (a) Nonfaceted dendrites of 
silver in a copper-silver eutectic matrix (× 330); (b) faceted cuboids of β′-SnSb compound in a 
matrix of Sn-rich material (× 110). (After G.A. Chadwick, Metallography of Phase Transformations, 
Butterworths, London, 1972.)
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random jumps of individual atoms across the interface in a similar way to 
the migration of a random high-angle grain boundary. The extra energy 
that the atom needs to break free of one phase and attach itself to the other 
is supplied by thermal activation. The migration of non-glissile interfaces is 
therefore extremely sensitive to temperature.

A convenient way of classifying nucleation and growth transforma-
tions is to divide them according to the way in which the product grows. 
Therefore two major groupings can be made by dividing the transforma-
tions according the whether growth involves glissile or non-glissile inter-
faces. Transformations produced by the migration of a glissile interface are 
referred to as military transformations. This emphasizes the analogy between 
the coordinated motion of atoms crossing the interface and that of soldiers 
moving in ranks on the parade ground. In contrast the uncoordinated 
transfer of atoms across a non-glissile interface results in what is known as 
a civilian transformation.

During a military transformation the nearest neighbours of any atom are 
essentially unchanged. Therefore the parent and product phases must have 
the same composition and no diffusion is involved in the transformation. 
Martensitic transformations belong to this group. Glissile interfaces are also 
involved in the formation of mechanical twins and twinning therefore has 
much in common with martensitic transformations.

During civilian transformations the parent and product may or may not 
have the same composition. If there is no change in composition, e.g. the 
α → γ transformation in pure iron, the new phase will be able to grow as 
fast as the atoms can cross the interface. Such transformations are said to 
be interface controlled. When the parent and product phases have different 
compositions, growth of the new phase will require long-range diffusion. 
For example, the growth of the B-rich β phase into the A-rich α phase shown 
in Fig. 3.66 can only occur if diffusion is able to transport A away from, and 
B towards the advancing interface. If the interfacial reaction is fast, i.e. the 
transfer of atoms across the interface is an easy process, the rate at which 
the β phase can grow will be governed by the rate at which lattice diffusion 
can remove the excess atoms from ahead of the interface. This is therefore 
known as diffusion‑controlled growth. However, if for some reason the interfa-
cial reaction is slow, the growth rate will be governed by the interface kinet-
ics. Under these circumstances growth is said to be interface controlled and a 
very small concentration gradient in the matrix is sufficient to provide the 
necessary flux of atoms to and from the interface. It is also possible that the 
interface reaction and diffusion process occur at similar rates in which case 
the interface is said to migrate under mixed control.

The above discussion of interface migration and classification of nucleation 
and growth transformations (also known as heterogeneous transformations) 
is summarized in Table 3.5, together with some examples of each class. This 
classification is adapted from that first proposed by Christian23,24. Non-
glissile interfaces can be considered to include solid/liquid and solid/vapour 
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interfaces as well as solid/solid (coherent, semicoherent and incoherent) 
interfaces. Therefore solidification and melting can be included in the clas-
sification of civilian transformations under diffusion control (although the 
concept of diffusion may sometimes need to be extended to include the dif-
fusion of heat). Condensation and evaporation at a free solid surface are also 
included although they will not be treated in any depth25.

While many transformations can be easily classified into the above sys-
tem, there are other transformations where difficulties arise. For example, 
the bainite transformation takes place by thermally activated growth, but 
it also produces a shape change similar to that produced by the motion of 
a glissile interface. At present the exact nature of such transformations is 
unresolved.

v

x

CB CA

αβ

B
A

Figure 3.66
Composition changes in a substitutional alloy caused by interface migration when the two 
adjoining phases have different compositions.
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There is a small class of transformations, known as homogeneous transfor‑
mations that are not covered by Table 3.5. This is because they do not occur 
by the creation and migration of an interface, i.e. no nucleation stage is 
involved. Instead the transformation occurs homogeneously throughout the 
parent phase. Spinodal decomposition and certain ordering transformations 
are examples of this category and they will be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.5.7  Diffusion-Controlled and interface-Controlled growth26

Let us now look more closely at the migration of an interface separating two 
phases of different composition. Consider for simplicity a β precipitate of 
almost pure B growing behind a planar interface into A-rich α with an initial 
composition X0 as illustrated in Fig. 3.67. As the precipitate grows, the α adja-
cent to the interface becomes depleted of B so that the concentration of B in 
the α phase adjacent to the interface Xi decreases below the bulk concentra-
tion, Fig. 3.67a. Since growth of the precipitate requires a net flux of B atoms 
from the α to the β phase there must be a positive driving force across the 
interface ∆µB

i  as shown in Fig. 3.67b. The origin of this chemical potential 
difference can be seen in Fig. 3.67c. Clearly for growth to occur the interface 
composition must be greater than the equilibrium concentration Xe. By anal-
ogy with the migration of a high-angle grain boundary (Section 3.3.4) the net 
flux of B across the interface will produce an interface velocity v given by

 v M VB
i

m= ∆µ /  (3.49)

where M is the interface mobility and Vm is the molar volume of the β phase. 
The corresponding flux across the interface will be given by

 J M V BB
i

B
i

m= − − −∆µ / 2 2 1moles of m s  (3.50)

(The negative sign indicates that the flux is in the negative direction along 
the x-axis.) As a result of the concentration gradient in the α phase there will 
also be a flux of B atoms towards the interface JB

α  given by

 
J D

C
xB

Bα = − ∂
∂





 interface

 (3.51)

If a steady state exists at the interface these two fluxes must balance, i.e.

 J JB
i

B= α  (3.52)

If the interface mobility is very high, e.g. an incoherent interface, ∆µB
i  can 

be very small and Xi ⋅ Xe. Under these circumstances there is effectively local 
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equilibrium at the interface. The interface will then move as fast as diffusion 
allows, and growth takes place under diffusion control. The growth rate can 
then be evaluated as a function of time, say, by solving the diffusion equation 
with the boundary conditions Xi = Xe and XB (∞) = X0. Simple examples of this 
problem will be given in subsequent chapters in connection with solidifica-
tion and diffusive transformations in solids.

When the interface has a lower mobility a greater chemical potential 
difference ( ∆µB

i ) is required to drive the interface reaction and there will 

α

(a)

(b)

(c)

G

Xβ

Gα

Xe0 1Xi X0 XB

Gβ

X0XB

v

x

x

Interface control

Diffusion control

Xi

Xe

β

μB

∆µB
i

∆µB
i

∆µB
a

Figure 3.67
Interface migration with long-range diffusion, (a) Composition profiles across the interface, (b) 
The origin of the driving force for boundary migration into the a phase, (c) A schematic molar 
free energy diagram showing the relationship between Au.B, X, and Xe. (Note that the solubil-
ity of A in the β phase is so low that the true shape of the free energy curve cannot be drawn 
on this scale.)
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be a departure from local equilibrium at the interface. The value of Xi that 
is chosen will be that which enables Equation 3.52 to be satisfied and the 
interface will then be migrating under mixed control. In the limit of a very low 
mobility it is possible that Xi ⋅ X0 and (δC/dx)interface is almost zero. Under these 
conditions growth is said to be interface controlled and there is a maximum 
possible driving force ∆µB

i  across the interface.
It can easily be shown that for a dilute or ideal solution, the driving force 

∆µB
i is given by

 
∆µB

i i

e e
i eRT

X
X

RT
X

X X= − ⋅ln ( )  (3.53)

provided (Xi – Xe) << Xe (see exercise 3.20). Thus the rate at which the inter-
face moves under interface control should be proportional to the deviation of 
the interface concentration from equilibrium (Xf – Xe).

Let us now consider the question of why interface control should occur at all 
when the two phases have a different composition. At first sight it may appear 
that interface control should be very unlikely in practice. After all, the necessary 
long-range diffusion involves a great many atom jumps while the interface reac-
tion essentially involves only one jump. Furthermore the activation energy for 
diffusion across the interface is not likely to be greater than for diffusion through 
the lattice—quite the contrary. On this basis, therefore, all interface reactions 
should be very rapid in comparison to lattice diffusion, i.e. all growth should 
be diffusion controlled. In many cases the above arguments are quite valid, but 
under certain conditions they are insufficient and may even be misleading.

Consider again the expression that was derived for the mobility of a high-
angle grain boundary, Equation 3.22. A similar expression can be derived 
for the case of an interphase interface with ∆µB

i  replacing ΔG, (see exercise 
3.19). It can be seen, therefore, that the above arguments neglect the effect of 
the accommodation factor (A), i.e. the probability that an atom crossing the 
boundary will be accommodated on arrival at the new phase. It is likely that 
incoherent interfaces and diffuse solid/liquid interfaces, as highangle grain 
boundaries, will have values of A close to unity. These interfaces should 
therefore migrate under diffusion control. However, as will be demonstrated 
later, it is possible for certain types of coherent or semicoherent interfaces, as 
well as smooth solid/liquid interfaces to have such low values of A that some 
degree of interface control is easily possible.

If two phases with different compositions, but the same crystal structure are 
separated by a coherent interface as shown in Fig. 3.32a, the interface can 
advance by the replacement of the α atoms in plane AA′ with β atoms by 
normal lattice diffusion involving vacancies. There is no need for a separate 
interface reaction and the migration of this type of interface is therefore dif-
fusion controlled. This situation arises during the growth of GP zones for 
example. The same arguments will apply if the interface is semicoherent pro-
vided the misfit dislocations can climb by vacancy creation or annihilation.
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Quite a different situation arises when the two phases forming a coher-
ent or semicoherent interface have different crystal structures. Consider for 
example the coherent close-packed interface between fcc and hap crystals, 
Fig. 3.68a. If growth of the hap phase is to occur by individual atomic jumps 
(i.e. so-called continuous growth) then an atom on a C site in the fcc phase 
must change into a B position as shown in Fig. 3.68b. It can be seen, how-
ever, that this results in a very high energy, unstable configuration with two 
atoms directly above each other on B sites. In addition a loop of Shockley 
partial dislocation is effectively created around the atom. An atom attempt-
ing such a jump will, therefore, be unstable and be forced back to its original 
position. The same situation will be encountered over the coherent regions of 
semicoherent interfaces separating phases with different crystal structures. 
Solid/vapour as well as smooth solid/liquid interfaces should behave in a 
similar manner, though perhaps to a lesser extent. If a single atom attaches 
itself to a flat close-packed interface it will raise the interfacial free energy 
and will therefore tend to detach itself again. It can thus be seen that continu-
ous growth at the above type of interfaces will be very difficult, i.e. very low 
accommodation factors and low mobility are expected.

A way of avoiding the difficulties of continuous growth encountered in 
the above cases is provided by the ‘ledge’ mechanism shown in Fig. 3.69. 

A

fcc

hcp

A A

B B B

C C C

A A A

B B B

C B C

A A A

B B B

A

(a) (b)

A A

A A A

B B B

A A A

Figure 3.68
Problems associated with the continuous growth of coherent interfaces between phases with 
different crystal structures. (After J.W. Martin and R.D. Doherty, Stability of Microstructure in 
Metallic Systems, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1976.)

A B

C D

E F

Figure 3.69
The ledge mechanism.
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If the interface contains a series of ledges BC, DE normal to the facets AB, 
CD, EF, atoms will be able to transfer more easily across the ledges than the 
immobile facets and interface migration is therefore effected by the trans-
verse migration of the ledges as shown.

Growth ledges have in fact been seen with the aid of the electron micro-
scope on the surfaces of growing precipitates. For example Fig. 3.70 shows 
an electron micrograph and a schematic drawing of the growth ledges on 
an Mg2Si plate in an Al-Mg-Si alloy27. Note that growth ledges are usually 
hundreds of atom layers high.

When existing ledges have grown across the interface there is a problem 
of generating new ones. In Fig. 3.70 the source of new ledges is thought to 
be heterogeneous nucleation at the point of contact with another precipi-
tate. The same problem will not be encountered if the precipitate is dissolv-
ing, however, since the edges of the plate will provide a continual source of 
ledges28. It is thought that once nucleated, the rate at which ledges migrate 
across the planar facets should be diffusion controlled, i.e. controlled by 

1 μm

[110]Al

[110]Al

(110)Al

(110)Al

(a)

(b)

(100)Al
(110)β

(100)β

(010)Al

(010)β

(110)β

Figure 3.70
(a) Growth ledges at an Mg2Si plate in Al-1.5 wt% Mg2Si, solution treated and aged 2 h at 350°C. 
Dark field micrograph, (b) Schematic diagram of (a) showing ledges on Mg2Si plate. (After G.C. 
Weatherly, Acta Metallurgica, 19 (1971) 181.)
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how fast diffusion can occur to and from the ledges. However, the problem 
of nucleating new ledges may often lead to a degree of interface control on 
the overall rate at which the coherent or semicoherent interface can advance 
perpendicular to itself.

Growth ledges are by no means restricted to solid/solid systems. The 
first evidence for the existence of growth ledges came from studies of 
solid/vapour interfaces. They are also found on faceted solid/liquid 
interfaces.

The mechanism of interface migration can have important effects on the 
shape of second-phase inclusions. It was shown in Section 3.4.2 that in the 
absence of strain energy effects the equilibrium shape of a precipitate should 
be determined by the relative energies of the bounding interfaces. For exam-
ple, a partially coherent precipitate should be disc or plate shaped with an 
aspect ratio of γi/γc where γi is the energy of the incoherent edges and γc is 
the energy of the coherent or semicoherent broad faces. However, the pre-
cipitate shape observed in practice may be prevented from achieving this 
equilibrium shape by the relative rates at which the coherent and incoherent 
interfaces can migrate. For example if there are problems of ledge nucleation 
the easier growth of the incoherent plate edges may lead to a larger aspect 
ratio than the equilibrium.
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Exercises

 3.1 Use the method of Section 3.1 to estimate the surface energy of 
{111}, {200} and {220} surface planes in an fcc crystal. Express your 
answer in J/surface atom and in J/m2.

 3.2 Differentiate Equation 3.8 to obtain the slope of the Esv–θ curve at 
θ = 0.

 3.3 If a two-dimensional rectangular crystal is bounded by sides 
of lengths lx and l2 show by differentiation that the equilibrium 
shape is given by

 

I
I

1

2

= γ
γ

2

1

  where γ1 and γ2 are the energies of the sides l1 and l2 respectively. 
(The area of the crystal l1l2 is constant.)

 3.4 (a)  Measure θ for the low-angle tilt boundary in Fig. 3.11.
 (b) Determine the Burgers vector of the interface dislocations 

by making a Burgers circuit around one of the dislocations. 
Does the mean spacing of the dislocations agree with that 
predicted by Equation 3.9?

 3.5 Explain why grain boundaries move towards their centre of cur-
vature during grain growth but away from their centre of curva-
ture during recrystallization.

 3.6 (a)   Suppose a recrystallized, dislocation-free grain is growing 
into a deformed matrix containing a dislocation density of 
1016 m−2 (i.e. 1016 m/m3). If the dislocations have an energy of 
μb2/4 J m−1 calculate the pulling force acting on the recrys-
tallized grain boundary. (Assume a shear modulus μ = 1010 
N m−2 and a Burgers vector b = 0.28 nm.)

 (b) If the recrystallized grains grow from spherically shaped 
nuclei, what is the diameter of the smallest nucleus that 
can expand into the surrounding matrix? (Assume a grain 
boundary energy of 0.5 J m−2.)

 3.7 Look up the equilibrium phase diagrams for the Al-Fe and Al-Mg 
systems. On the basis of these diagrams would you expect the 
grain boundary enrichment of Fe in dilute Al-Fe alloys to be 
greater or less than for Mg in dilute Al-Mg alloys at the same 
temperatures?

 3.8 Derive Equation 3.31.
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 3.9 When a precipitate is surrounded by a spherical interface of 
radius r it is subjected to a pressure above that of the matrix by 
2g/r. Consider a faceted precipitate with an equilibrium shape 
that of a square plate with a thickness of 2x1 and width 2x2 If the 
free energies of the broad faces and edges are respectively γ1 and 
–γ 2 show that the broad faces exert a pressure on the precipitate 
(ΔP) given by

 ∆P x= 2 2 2γ /

  (Hint: consider the total force acting on the periphery of the broad 
faces.) Show that the same result can be obtained by considering 
the pressure exerted by one of the edge faces of the plate.

 3.10 Explain the structure and energies of coherent, semicoherent 
and incoherent interfaces, with particular reference to the role of 
orientation relationships and misfit.

 3.11 Fe-rich GP zones can form in dilute Al-Fe alloys. Given that the 
atomic radii are 1.43 Å for Al and 1.26 Å Fe, would you expect the 
zones to be spherical or disc shaped?

 3.12 Mg can dissolve in Al to form a substitutional solid solution. 
Mg atoms are, however, bigger than Al atoms and each Mg 
atom therefore distorts the surrounding Al lattice, i.e. a coher-
ency strain field effectively exists around each Mg atom. Using 
Equation 3.39 estimate the misfit strain energy. Express the 
answer in kJ mol−1 and eV atom−1. (The shear modulus of Al = 25 
GPa, the radius of an Al atom = 1.43 Å, the radius of a Mg atom = 
1.60 Å.) What assumptions are implicit in this calculation?

 3.13 Explain why fully coherent precipitates tend to lose coherency as 
they grow.

 3.14 Show that the passage of a Shockley partial dislocation over 
every one of a given set of close-packed planes in fcc crystals 
produces a twin of the original crystal.

 3.15 If the ledges on the planar semicoherent interface in Fig. 3.69 
move with a transverse velocity u what will be the overall veloc-
ity of the interface perpendicular to CD. Assume an infinite array 
of identical ledges of height (BC) = h and spacing (CD) = /.

 3.16 Using arguments similar to those used in connection with 
Fig. 3.68 show that a coherent twin boundary in an fcc metal will 
not migrate by the random jumping of atoms across the interface. 
Suggest an interfacial structure that would result in a highly 
mobile interface (see exercise 3.15).
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 3.17 What are the most likely atomic processes involved in the migra-
tion of (i) solid/vapour interfaces, (ii) solid/liquid interfaces in 
non-metals, (iii) solid/liquid interfaces in metals.

 3.18 By using a similar approach to the derivation of Equation 3.20 for 
a high-angle grain boundary, show that the net flux of B atoms 
across the α/β interface in Fig. 3.67 is given by

 
J

A n v
RT RTB

i
a

B
i= −





β α α µ µexp
∆ ∆

 3.19 Derive Equation 3.53 for an ideal or dilute solution.
 3.20 If an alloy containing β precipitates in an α matrix is given a 

solution treatment by heating to a temperature above the equi-
librium β solvus the precipitates will dissolve. (See for example 
the phase diagram in Fig. 1.36.) Show with diagrams how the 
composition will change in the vicinity of an α/β interface dur-
ing dissolution if the dissolution is (i) diffusion controlled, (ii) 
interface controlled, (iii),under mixed control. Indicate composi-
tions by reference to a phase diagram where appropriate.
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4
Solidification

Solidification and melting are transformations between crystallographic and 
non-crystallographic states of a metal or alloy. These transformations are of 
course basic to such technological applications as ingot casting, foundry cast-
ing, continuous casting, single-crystal growth for semiconductors, direction-
ally solidified composite alloys, and more recently rapidly solidified alloys and 
glasses. Another important and complex solidification and melting process, 
often neglected in textbooks on solidification, concerns the process of fusion 
welding. An understanding of the mechanism of solidification and how it 
is affected by such parameters as temperature distribution, cooling rate and 
alloying, is important in the control of mechanical properties of cast metals 
and fusion welds. It is the objective of this chapter to develop some of the basic 
concepts of solidification, and apply these to some of the more important prac-
tical processes such as ingot casting, continuous casting and fusion welding. 
We then consider a few practical examples illustrating the casting or welding 
of engineering alloys in the light of the theoretical introduction.

4.1 Nucleation in Pure Metals

If a liquid is cooled below its equilibrium melting temperature (Tm) there is 
a driving force for solidification (GL – Gs) and it might be expected that the 
liquid phase would spontaneously solidify. However, this is not always the 
case. For example under suitable conditions liquid nickel can be undercooled 
(or supercooled) to 250 K below Tm (1453°C) and held there indefinitely with-
out any transformation occurring. The reason for this behaviour is that the 
transformation begins by the formation of very small solid particles or nuclei. 
Normally undercoolings as large as 250 K are not observed, since in practice 
the walls of the liquid container and solid impurity particles in the liquid 
catalyse the nucleation of solid at undercoolings of only ∼1 K. This is known 
as heterogeneous nucleation. The large undercoolings mentioned above are 
only obtained when no heterogeneous nucleation sites are available, i.e. 
when solid nuclei must form homogeneously from the liquid. Experimentally 
this can be achieved by dividing the liquid into tiny droplets, many of which 
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remain impurity-free and do not solidify until very large undercoolings are 
reached1.

4.1.1 Homogeneous Nucleation

Consider a given volume of liquid at a temperature ΔT below Tm with a free 
energy G1, Fig. 4.1a. If some of the atoms of the liquid cluster together to form 
a small sphere of solid, Fig. 4.1b, the free energy of the system will change to 
G2 given by:

 
G V G V G AS v

S
L v

L
SL SL2 = + + γ

where VS is the volume of the solid sphere, VL the volume of liquid, ASL is the 
solid/liquid interfacial area, Gv

S  and Gv
L  are the free energies per unit vol-

ume of solid and liquid respectively, and γSL the solid/liquid interfacial free 
energy. The free energy of the system without any solid present is given by

 
G V V GS L v

L
1 = +( )

The formation of solid therefore results in a free energy change ΔG = G2 − G1 
where:

 
∆ ∆G V G As v SL SL= − + γ  (4.1)

and

 
∆G G Gv v

L
v
S= −  (4.2)

For an undercooling ΔT, ΔGv is given by Equation 1.17 as

 

∆
∆

G
L T

Tv
v

m

=
 

(4.3)

Liquid

Liquid

Solid

(b) G2 = G1 + ∆GG1(a)

Figure 4.1
Homogeneous nucleation.
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where Lv is the latent heat of fusion per unit volume. Below Tm, ΔGvV is posi-
tive so that the free energy change associated with the formation of a small 
volume of solid has a negative contribution due to the lower free energy of 
a bulk solid, but there is also a positive contribution due to the creation of a 
solid/liquid interface. The excess free energy associated with the solid parti-
cle can be minimized by the correct choice of particle shape. If γSL is isotropic 
this is a sphere of radius r. Equation 4.1 then becomes

 

∆ ∆G r G rr v SL= − +4
3

43 2π π γ
 

(4.4)

This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Since the interfacial term increases as r2 whereas 
the volume free energy released only increases as r3, the creation of small 
particles of solid always leads to a free energy increase. It is this increase that 
is able to maintain the liquid phase in a metastable state almost indefinitely 
at temperatures below Tm. It can be seen from Fig. 4.2 that for a given under-
cooling there is a certain radius, r*, which is associated with a maximum 
excess free energy. If r < r* the system can lower its free energy by dissolu-
tion of the solid, whereas when r > r* the free energy of the system decreases 
if the solid grows. Unstable solid particles with r < r* are known as clusters 
or embryos while stable particles with r > r* are referred to as nuclei—r* 
is known as the critical nucleus size. Since dG = 0 when r = r* the critical 
nucleus is effectively in (unstable) equilibrium with the surrounding liquid.

It can easily be shown by differentiation of Equation 4.4 that

 

r
G

SL

v

* =
2γ
∆  

(4.5)

Interfacial
energy ∝r 

2

Volume free
energy ∝r3∆T

∆G*

∆G

∆Gr

r*
r

0

Figure 4.2
The free energy change associated with homogeneous nucleation of a sphere of radius r.
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and

 

∆
∆

G
G

SL

v

∗ =
16
3

3

2

πγ
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Substituting Equation 4.3 for ΔGv gives
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and
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(4.8)

Note how r* and ΔG* decrease with increasing undercooling (ΔT).
Equation 4.5 could also have been obtained from the Gibbs–Thomson 

equation. Since r* is the radius of the solid sphere that is in (unstable) equi-
librium with the surrounding liquid, the solidified sphere and liquid must 
then have the same free energy. From Equation 1.58 a solid sphere of radius 
r will have a free energy greater than that of bulk solid by 2γVm/r per mole 
or 2γ/r per unit volume. Therefore it can be seen from Fig. 4.3 that equality of 
free energy implies

 
∆G rv SL= 2γ / *

 (4.9)
which is identical to Equation 4.5.

G
V

GS
V

∆GV

GL
V

∆T

TTm

r  =  r*

2γ/r*

r  = ∞

Figure 4.3
Volume free energy as a function of temperature for solid and liquid phases, showing the 
origin of AGV and r*.
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To understand how it is possible for a stable solid nucleus to form homoge-
neously from the liquid it is first necessary to examine the atomic structure 
of the liquid phase. From dilatometric measurements it is known that at the 
melting point the liquid phase has a volume 2–4% greater than the solid. 
Therefore there is a great deal more freedom of movement of atoms in the 
liquid and when averaged over a period of time the atom positions appear 
completely random. However, an instantaneous picture of the liquid would 
reveal the presence of many small close-packed clusters of atoms which are 
temporarily in the same crystalline array as in the solid, Fig. 4.4. On average 
the number of spherical clusters of radius r is given by

 

n n
G

kTr
r= −





0 exp

∆

 
(4.10)

where n0 is the total number of atoms in the system, ΔGr is the excess free 
energy associated with the cluster, Equation 4.4, and k is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. For a liquid above Tm this relationship applies for all values of r. Below 
Tm it only applies for r ≤ r* because clusters greater than the critical size are 
stable nuclei of solid and no longer part of the liquid. Since nr decreases expo-
nentially with ΔGr (which itself increases rapidly with r) the probability of 
finding a given cluster decreases very rapidly as the cluster size increases. 
For example by combining Equations 4.4 and 4.10 it can be shown (exercise 
4.2) that 1 mm3 of copper at its melting point (∼1020 atoms) should on average 

Figure 4.4
A two-dimensional representation of an instantaneous picture of the liquid structure. Many 
close-packed crystal-like clusters (shaded) are present.
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contain ∼1014 clusters of 0.3 nm radius (i.e. ∼10 atoms) but only ∼10 clusters 
with a radius of 0.6 nm (i.e. ∼60 atoms). These numbers are of course only 
approximate. Such small clusters of atoms cannot be considered to be spheri-
cal, and even more important the effective value of γ  used in calculating ΔGr 
(equation 4.4) is very probably a function of the cluster size. However the 
above calculations do illustrate how sensitively cluster density depends on 
their size. Also, it can be seen that there is effectively a maximum cluster 
size, ∼100 atoms, which has a reasonable probability of occurring in the liq-
uid. The same sort of calculations can be made at temperatures other than Tm. 
Below Tm there is an increasing contribution from ΔGv in Equation 4.4 as the 
solid becomes progressively more stable and this has the effect of increasing 
the ‘maximum’ cluster size somewhat. Figure 4.5 shows schematically how 
rmax varies with ΔT. Of course larger clusters than rmax are possible in large 
enough systems or given sufficient time, but the probability of finding clus-
ters only slightly larger than rmax is extremely small.

The critical nucleus size r* is also shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that at 
small undercoolings, r* is so large that there will be virtually no chance of 
forming a stable nucleus. But as ΔT increases r* and ΔG* decrease, and for 
supercoolings of ΔTN or greater there is a very good chance of some clus-
ters reaching r* and growing into stable solid particles. In the small droplet 
experiment, therefore, homogeneous nucleation should occur when the liq-
uid is undercooled by ∼ΔTN.

The same conclusion can also be reached by an energy approach. The cre-
ation of a critical nucleus can be considered to be a thermally activated pro-
cess, i.e. a solid-like cluster must be able to cross the nucleation barrier ΔG* 
before it becomes a stable nucleus. Since the probability of achieving this 
energy is proportional to exp (—ΔG*/kT) nucleation will only become pos-
sible when ΔG* is reduced below some critical value which can be shown to 
be ∼78 kT (see below).

r
r*

rmax

– ∆TN ∆T+0

Figure 4.5
The variation of r* and rmax with undercooling ΔT.
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4.1.2 The Homogeneous Nucleation rate

Let us consider how fast solid nuclei will appear in the liquid at a given 
undercooling. If the liquid contains C0 atoms per unit volume, the number of 
clusters that have reached the critical size (C*) can be obtained from Equation 
4.10 as

 

C C
G
kT

* hom
*

exp=






−
0

3∆
clusters m

 
(4.11)

The addition of one more atom to each of these clusters will convert them 
into stable nuclei and, if this happens with a frequency f0, the homogeneous 
nucleation rate will be given by

 

N f C
G
kThom

hom
*

exp=






− −
0 0

3 1∆
nuclei m s

 
(4.12)

where f0 is a complex function that depends on the vibration frequency of the 
atoms, the activation energy for diffusion in the liquid, and the surface area 
of the critical nuclei. Its exact nature is not important here and it is sufficient 
to consider it a constant equal to ∼1011.* Since C0 is typically ∼1029 atoms m−3 a 
reasonable nucleation rate (1 cm−3 s−1) is obtained when ΔG* ∼ 78 kT.
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0 0 2∆  
(4.13)

where A is relatively insensitive to temperature and is given by

 

A
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L kT
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3 2
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πγ

Nhom is plotted as a function of ΔT in Fig. 4.6. As a result of the (ΔT)2 term, 
inside the exponential Nhom changes by orders of magnitude from essentially 
zero to very high values over a very narrow temperature range, i.e. there is 
effectively a critical undercooling for nucleation ΔTN. This is the same as ΔTN 

in Fig. 4.5, but Fig. 4.6 demonstrates more vividly how virtually no nuclei are 
formed until ΔTN is reached after which there is an ‘explosion’ of nuclei.

The small droplet experiments of Turnbull et al.l have shown that ΔTN 
is ∼0.2 Tm for most metals (i.e. ∼200 K). The measured values of ΔTN have in 
fact been used along with Equation 4.13 to derive the values of interfacial free 
energy given in Table 3.4.

In practice homogeneous nucleation is rarely encountered in solidification.
Instead heterogeneous nucleation occurs at crevices in mould walls, or at 

inpurity particles suspended in the liquid.
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196 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

4.1.3 Heterogeneous Nucleation

From the expression for ΔG* (Equation 4.8) it can be seen that if nucleation is 
to be made easier at small undercoolings the interfacial energy term must be 
reduced. A simple way of effectively achieving this is if the nucleus forms 
in contact with the mould wall. Consider a solid embryo forming in contact 
with a perfectly flat mould wall as depicted in Fig. 4.7. Assuming γSL is iso-
tropic it can be shown that for a given volume of solid the total interfacial 
energy of the system is minimized if the embryo has the shape of a spherical 
cap with a ‘wetting’ angle θ given by the condition that the interfacial ten-
sions γML, γSM and γSL balance in the plane of the mould wall.

 
γ γ γ θML SM SL= +  cos

or

 
cos ( )/θ γ γ γ= −ML SM SL  (4.14)

0 ∆TN

N
ho

m

∆T

Figure 4.6
The homogeneous nucleation rate as a function of undercooling ΔT. ΔTN is the critical under-
cooling for homogeneous nucleation.

Solid
Liquid

Mould

θγML

γSM

γSL

r

Figure 4.7
Heterogeneous nucleation of spherical cap on a flat mould wall.
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Note that the vertical component of γSL remains unbalanced. Given time this 
force would pull the mould surface upwards until the surface tension forces 
balance in all directions. Therefore Equation 4.14 only gives the optimum 
embryo shape on the condition that the mould walls remain planar.

The formation of such an embryo will be associated with an excess free 
energy given by

 
∆ ∆G V G A A As v SL SL SM SM SM MLhet = − + + −γ γ γ  (4.15)

where VS is the volume of the spherical cap, ASL and ASM are the areas of the 
solid/liquid and solid/mould interfaces, and γSL, γSM and γML are the free ener-
gies of the solid/liquid, solid/mould and mould/liquid interfaces. Note that 
there are now three interfacial energy contributions. The first two are posi-
tive as they arise from interfaces created during the nucleation process. The 
third, however, is due to the destruction of the mould/liquid interface under the 
spherical cap and results in a negative energy contribution.

It can be easily shown (see exercise 4.6) that the above equation can be writ-
ten in terms of the wetting angle (θ) and the cap radius (r) as

 

∆ ∆G r G r Sv SLhet = − +








4
3

43 2π π γ θ( )
 

(4.16)

where

 
S( ) ( cos )( cos ) /θ θ θ= + −2 1 42

 (4.17)

Note that except for factor S(θ) this expression is the same as that obtained 
for homogeneous nucleation, Equation 4.4. S(θ) has a numerical value ≤1 
dependent only on θ, i.e. the shape of the nucleus. It is therefore referred to as 
a shape factor. ΔGhet is shown in Fig. 4.8 along with ΔGhom for comparison. By 
differentiation of Equation 4.16 it can be shown that
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and
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(4.19)

Therefore the activation energy barrier against heterogeneous nucleation 
ΔG*

het is smaller than ΔG*
hom by the shape factor S(u). In addition the critical 

nucleus radius (r*) is unaffected by the mould wall and only depends on the 
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198 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

undercooling. This result was to be expected since equilibrium across the 
curved interface is unaffected by the presence of the mould wall. Combining 
Equations 4.6 and 4.19 gives

 
∆ ∆G S Ghet

*
hom
*= ( )θ  (4.20)

If for example θ = 10°, S(θ) ∼ 10−4, i.e. the energy barrier for heterogeneous 
nucleation can be very much smaller than for homogeneous nucleation. 
Significant reductions are also obtained for higher values of θ, e.g. when θ = 
30°, S = 0.02; even when θ = 90°, S = 0.5. It should be noted that the above 
model breaks down for θ = 0. In this case the nucleus must be modelled in 
some other way, e.g. as shown in Fig. 4.12.

The effect of undercooling on ΔG*
het and ΔG*

hom is shown schematically in 
Fig. 4.9. If there are n1 atoms in contact with the mould wall the number of 
nuclei should be given by

 

n n
G
kT

*
*

exp .= −



1

∆ het

 
(4.21)

Therefore heterogeneous nucleation should become feasible when ΔG*
het 

becomes sufficiently small. The critical value for ΔG*
het should not be very 

different from the critical value for homogeneous nucleation. It will mainly 
depend on the magnitude of n1 in the above equation. Assuming for the sake 
of simplicity that the critical value is again ∼78 kT it can be seen from Fig. 4.9 

∆G*hom

∆G*het

∆Ghet

∆Ghom

r*
r

∆G

Figure 4.8
The excess free energy of solid clusters for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Note 
r* is independent of the nucleation site.
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that heterogeneous nucleation will be possible at much lower undercoolings 
than are necessary for homogeneous nucleation.

To be more precise, the volume rate of heterogeneous nucleation ought to be 
given by an equation of the form

 

N f C
G
kThet

het= −




1 1 exp

*∆

 
(4.22)

where f1 is a frequency factor similar to f0 in Equation 4.12, C1 is the number 
of atoms in contact with heterogeneous nucleation sites per unit volume of 
liquid.

So far it has been assumed that the mould wall is microscopically flat. In 
practice however it is likely to contain many microscopic cracks or crevices. 
It is possible to write down equations for the formation of a nucleus on such 
a surface but the result can be obtained more easily as follows. In both of the 
nucleation types considered so far it can be shown that

 

∆ ∆G V Gv
* *= 1

2  
(4.23)

where V* is the volume of the critical nucleus (sphere or cap). This equation, 
as well as Equation 4.7, are in fact quite generally true for any nucleation 
geometry. Thus, if a nucleus forms at the root of a crack the critical volume 
can be very small even if the wetting angle θ is quite large. Figure 4.10 shows 

∆G*hom

∆G*het

Nhet Nhom

∆G
*

(a)

(b)

0

0

N

Critical value
for detectable

nucleation

∆T

∆T

Figure 4.9
(a) Variation of ΔG* with undercooling (ΔT) for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. 
(b) The corresponding nucleation rates assuming the same critical value of ΔG*.
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an example where θ = 90°. Therefore nucleation from cracks or crevices 
should be able to occur at very small undercoolings even when the wetting 
angle θ is relatively large. Note however that for the crack to be effective the 
crack opening must be large enough to allow the solid to grow out without 
the radius of the solid/liquid interface decreasing below r*.

In commercial practice heterogeneous nucleation is often enhanced by 
the addition of inoculants to the melt in order to refine the final grain size. 
The inoculating agent forms a solid compound with one of the components 
of the melt which then acts as a site for nucleation. According to the theory 
of heterogeneous nucleation outlined above the effectiveness of an inocu-
lant should depend on the wetting angle and the surface roughness. Low 
values of θ are favoured by a low-energy interface between the inoculant 
and solid nucleus, γSM which should in turn be favoured by good lattice 
matching between the particle and solid. However lattice matching alone is 
unable to account for the effectiveness of nucleants. Other contributing fac-
tors include chemical effects, as well as surface segregation and roughness. 
It is thus difficult at present to predict the effectiveness of a given nucleant. 
In practice the aim of inoculant additions is of course not to reduce under-
cooling but to achieve a fine grain size, and then other variables such as the 
concentration of nucleating particles also becomes important.

4.1.4 Nucleation of Melting

Although nucleation during solidification usually requires some undercool-
ing, melting invariably occurs at the equilibrium melting temperature even 
at relatively high rates of heating. This is due to the relative free energies 
of the solid/vapour, solid/liquid and liquid/vapour interfaces. It is always 
found that

 
γ γ γSL LV SV+ <  (4.24)

(a) (b)

Critical radius
for solid

Figure 4.10
Heterogeneous nucleation in mould-wall cracks, (a) The critical nuclei, (b) The upper nucleus 
cannot grow out of the crack while the lower one can. (After P.G. Shewmon, Transformations in 
Metals, © 1969 McGraw-Hill. Used with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.)
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Therefore the wetting angle θ = 0 and no superheating is required for nucle-
ation of the liquid. In fact this interfacial energy relationship implies that a 
thin liquid layer should even be able to form below Tm (see exercise 4.10). This 
phenomenon has not, however, been verified for metals as yet.

It is interesting to note that although Tm is a well-defined parameter in met-
allurgy, the actual atomic mechanism of melting is still not properly under-
stood (for a good discussion of this phenomenon see, e.g. Cahn, 19782). The 
solid → melt transformation in metals corresponds to an equivalent increase 
in vacancy concentration of as much as 10%, which is difficult to explain in 
the usual terms of defect structures. The melt, on this basis, might simply be 
considered to consist of an array of voids (condensed vacancies) surrounded 
by loose regions of disordered crystal (Frenkel’s theory3). The sudden change 
from long-range crystallographic order to this loose, disordered structure 
may be associated with the creation of avalanches of dislocations which effec-
tively break up the close-packed structure as melting occurs, as proposed by 
Cotterill et al. (1975)4 on the basis of computer simulation experiments. There 
are, however, problems of quantifying this dislocation mechanism with 
dilatometric observations, and a more refined theory of melting is awaited.

4.2 Growth of a Pure Solid

It was shown in Section 3.4.6 that there are basically two different types of 
solid/liquid interface: an atomically rough or diffuse interface associated 
with metallic systems, and an atomically flat or sharply defined interface 
often associated with non-metals. Because of the differences in atomic struc-
ture these two types of interface migrate in quite different ways. Rough 
interfaces migrate by a continuous growth process while flat interfaces migrate 
by a lateral growth process involving ledges.

4.2.1 Continuous growth

The migration of a diffuse solid/liquid interface can be treated in a simi-
lar way to the migration of a random high-angle grain boundary. The free 
energy of an atom crossing the S/L interface will vary as shown in Fig. 3.24 
except one solid grain is replaced by the liquid phase. The activation energy 
barrier ΔGa should be approximately the same as that for diffusion in the liq-
uid phase, and the driving force for solidification (ΔG) will then be given by

 

∆ ∆G
L

T
T

m
i= ⋅
 

(4.25)

where L is the latent heat of melting and ΔGi is the undercooling of the 
interface below the equilibrium melting temperature Tm. By analogy with 
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Equation 3.21 therefore, the net rate of solidification should be given by an 
equation of the form

 
v k Ti= 1∆   (4.26)

where k1 has the properties of boundary mobility. A full theoretical treat-
ment indicates that k1 has such a high value that normal rates of solidification 
can be achieved with interfacial undercoolings (ΔGi) of only a fraction of a 
degree Kelvin. For most purposes therefore ΔTi can be ignored and the solid/
liquid interface is assumed to be at the equilibrium melting temperature. In 
other words the solidification of metals is usually a diffusion controlled pro-
cess. For pure metals growth occurs at a rate controlled by heat conduction 
(diffusion) whereas alloy solidification is controlled by solute diffusion.

The above treatment is applicable to diffuse interfaces where it can be 
assumed that atoms can be received at any site on the solid surface, i.e. the 
accommodation factor A in Equation 3.22 is approximately unity. For this rea-
son it is known as continuous growth. Such a mode of growth is reasonable 
because the interface is disordered and atoms arriving at random positions 
on the solid will not significantly disrupt the equilibrium configuration of 
the interface. The situation is, however, more complex when the equilibrium 
interface structure is atomically smooth as in the case of many non-metals.

4.2.2 lateral growth

It will be recalled that materials with a high entropy of melting prefer to 
form atomically smooth, close-packed interfaces. For this type of interface 
the minimum free energy also corresponds to the minimum internal energy, 
i.e. a minimum number of broken ‘solid’ bonds. If a single atom leaves the 
liquid and attaches itself to the flat solid surface, Fig. 4.11a, it can be seen 
that the number of broken bonds associated with the interface, i.e. the interfa-
cial energy, will be increased. There is therefore little probability of the atom 

Ledge

Arriving atom
L

J

Arriving atom
LiquidLiquid

(a) (b)

Solid Solid

Figure 4.11
Atomically smooth solid/liquid interfaces with atoms represented by cubes, (a) Addition of a 
single atom onto a flat interface increases the number of ‘broken bonds’ by four, (b) Addition 
to a ledge (L) only increases the number of broken bonds by two, whereas at a jog in a ledge (J) 
there is no increase.
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remaining attached to the solid and it is likely to jump back into the liquid. 
In other words, atomically smooth interfaces have inherently low accommo-
dation factors. However, if the interface contains ledges, Fig. 4.11b, ‘liquid’ 
atoms will be able to join the ledges with a much lower resulting increase in 
interfacial energy. If the ledge contains a jog, J, atoms from the liquid can join 
the solid without any increase in the number of broken bonds and the inter-
facial energy remains unchanged. Consequently the probability of an atom 
remaining attached to the solid at these positions is much greater than for an 
atom joining a facet. Smooth solid/liquid interfaces can therefore be expected 
to advance by the lateral growth of ledges similar to that described for coher-
ent solid/solid interfaces in Section 3.5.1. Since the ledges and jogs are a non-
equilibrium feature of the interface, growth will be very dependent on how 
the ledges and jogs can be supplied. It is thought that there are basically three 
different ways in which this can be achieved. These are (i) by repeated surface 
nucleation, (ii) by spiral growth, and (iii) from twin boundaries.

Surface Nucleation

It was pointed out above that a single atom ‘solidifying’ on to a flat solid 
surface will be unstable and tend to rejoin the melt. However, if a sufficently 
large number of atoms can come together to form a disc-shaped layer as 
shown in Fig. 4.12 it is possible for the arrangement to become self-stabilized 
and continue to grow. The problem of disc creation is the two-dimensional 
analogue of cluster formation during homogeneous nucleation. In this case 
the edges of the disc contribute a positive energy which must be counterbal-
anced by the volume free energy released in the process. There will therefore 
be a critical radius (r*) associated with the two-dimensional nucleus which 
will decrease with increasing interface undercooling. Once nucleated the 
disc will spread rapidly over the surface and the rate of growth normal to 
the interface will be governed by the surface nucleation rate. A full theoreti-
cal treatment shows that

 
v k T∝ −exp( / )2 ∆ i  (4.27)

Figure 4.12
Ledge creation by surface nucleation.
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where k2 is roughly constant. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4.14. Note 
that this mechanism is very ineffective at small undercoolings where r* is 
very large.

Spiral Growth

If the solid contains dislocations that intersect the S/L interface the problem 
of creating new interfacial steps can be circumvented.

Consider for simplicity the introduction of a screw dislocation into a block 
of perfect crystal. The effect will be to create a step or ledge in the surface 
of the crystal as shown in Fig. 4.13a. The addition of atoms to the ledge will 
cause it to rotate about the point where the dislocation emerges, i.e. the ledge 
will never run out of the interface. If, on average, atoms add at an equal rate 
to all points along the step the angular velocity of the step will be initially 
greatest nearest to the dislocation core. Consequently as growth proceeds 
the ledge will develop into a growth spiral as shown in Fig. 4.13b. The spiral 
tightens until it reaches a minimum radius of curvature r* at which it is in 
equilibrium with the surrounding liquid and can decrease no more. Further 
out the radius of curvature is less and the spiral can advance at a greater rate. 
Eventually a steady state is reached when the spiral appears to be rotating 
with a constant angular velocity. A complete theoretical treatment of this sit-
uation shows that for spiral growth the normal growth rate v and the under-
cooling of the interface ΔTi, are related by an expression of the type

 
v k Ti= 3

2( )∆  (4.28)

(a) (b)

4
3
2
1

5
6

Figure 4.13
Spiral growth, (a) A screw dislocation terminating in the solid/liquid interface showing the 
associated ledge. (After W.T. Read Jr., Dislocations in Crystals, © 1953 McGraw-Hill. Used with 
the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) Addition of atoms at the ledge causes it to 
rotate with an angular velocity decreasing away from the dislocation core so that a growth spi-
ral develops as shown in (b). (After J.W. Christian, The Theory of Phase Transformations in Metals 
and Alloys, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1965.)
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where k3 is a materials constant. This variation is shown in Fig. 4.14 along with 
the variations for continuous growth and two-dimensional nucleation. Note 
that for a given solid growth rate the necessary undercooling at the interface is 
least for the continuous growth of rough interfaces. For a given undercooling, 
faceted interfaces are much less mobile and it is to be expected that the spiral 
growth mechanism will normally be more important than repeated nucleation.

Growth from Twin Intersections

Another permanent source of steps can arise where two crystals in different 
orientations are in contact. In solidification it is quite common for materials 
showing faceting to solidify as two crystals in twin orientations. Interfacial 
facets will therefore intersect at the twin boundary which can act as a per-
manent source of new steps thereby providing an easy growth mechanism 
similar to the growth spiral mechanism.

4.2.3 Heat Flow and interface Stability

In pure metals solidification is controlled by the rate at which the latent 
heat of solidification can be conducted away from the solid/liquid interface. 
Conduction can take place either through the solid or the liquid depend-
ing on the temperature gradients at the interface. Consider for example solid 
growing at a velocity v with a planar interface into a superheated liquid, 
Fig. 4.15a. The heat flow away from the interface through the solid must bal-
ance that from the liquid plus the latent heat generated at the interface, i.e.

 
K T K T vLS S L L v′ = ′ +  (4.29)

Continuous
growth

(rough interface)

Spiral growth
(smooth interface)

Surface nucleation
(smooth interface)

Interface undercooling, ∆Ti

G
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w
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, v

Figure 4.14
The influence of interface undercooling (ΔTi) on growth rate for atomically rough and smooth 
interfaces.
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where K is the thermal conductivity, T′ is the temperature gradient (dT/dx), 
the subscripts S and L stand for solid and liquid, v is the rate of growth of 
the solid, and Lv is the latent heat of fusion per unit volume. This equation is 
quite general for a planar interface and even holds when heat is conducted 
into the liquid (T′L < 0), Fig. 4.16a.

When a solid grows into a superheated liquid, a planar solid/liquid inter-
face is stable. This can be shown as follows. Suppose that as a result of a 
local increase in v a small protrusion forms at the interface, Fig. 4.15c. If the 
radius of curvature of the protrusion is so large that the Gibbs–Thomson 
effect can be ignored the solid/liquid interface remains isothermal at essen-
tially Tm. Therefore the temperature gradient in the liquid ahead of the nod-
ule will increase while that in the solid decreases. Consequently more heat 
will be conducted into the protruding solid and less away so that the growth 
rate will decrease below that of the planar regions and the protrusion will 
disappear.

T

Tm

x

Solid Liquid

y

x
Solid Liquid

y

x
Solid Liquid

V

(a) (b) (c)

Heat

Figure 4.15
(a) Temperature distribution for solidification when heat is extracted through the solid. 
Isotherms (b) for a planar S/L interface, and (c) for a protrusion.

Solid
Solid

Heat

Liquid
Liquid Solid Liquid

x x x

V

T y y

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.16
As Fig. 4.15, but for heat conduction into the liquid.
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The situation is, however, different for a solid growing into supercooled 
liquid, Fig. 4.16. If a protrusion forms on the solid in this case the negative 
temperature gradient in the liquid becomes even more negative. Therefore 
heat is removed more effectively from the tip of the protrusion than from the 
surrounding regions allowing it to grow preferentially. A solid/liquid inter-
face advancing into supercooled liquid is thus inherently unstable.

Heat conduction through the solid as depicted in Fig. 4.15, arises when 
solidification takes place from mould walls which are cooler than the melt. 
Heat flow into the liquid, however, can only arise if the liquid is supercooled 
below Tm. Such a situation can arise at the beginning of solidification if nucle-
ation occurs at impurity particles in the bulk of the liquid. Since a certain 
supercooling is required before nucleation can occur, the first solid particles 
will grow into supercooled liquid and the latent heat of solidification will be 
conducted away into the liquid. An originally spherical solid particle will 
therefore develop arms in many directions as shown in Fig. 4.17. As the pri-
mary arms elongate their surfaces will also become unstable and break up 
into secondary and even tertiary arms. This shape of solid is knowns as a 
dendrite. Dendrite comes from the Greek for tree. Dendrites in pure metals are 
usually called thermal dendrites to distinguish them from dendrites in alloys 

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Primary

Tertiary

Secondary

Figure 4.17
The development of thermal dendrites: (a) a spherical nucleus; (b) the interface becomes unsta-
ble; (c) primary arms develop in crystallographic directions (71008 in cubic crystals); (d) sec-
ondary and tertiary arms develop (after R.E. Reed-Hill, Physical Metallurgy Principles, 2nd. edn., 
Van Nostrand, New York, 1973.)
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(see below). It is found experimentally that the dendrite arms are always in 
certain crystallographic directions: e.g. 71008 in cubic metals, and 〈 〉1100  in 
hap metals5.

Let us now take a closer look at the tip of a growing dendrite. The situation 
is different from that of a planar interface because heat can be conducted 
away from the tip in three dimensions. If we assume the solid is isother-
mal (T’S = 0) the growth rate of the tip v will be given by a similar equation 
to Equation 4.29 provided T9L is measured in the direction of v. A solution 
to the heat-flow equations for a hemispherical tip shows that the (negative) 
temperature gradient T9L is approximately given by ΔTc/r where ΔTc is the 
difference between the interface temperature (Ti) and the temperature of the 
supercooled liquid far from the dendrite (T∞) as shown in Fig. 4.18. Equation 
4.29 therefore gives

 

v
K T
L

K
L

T
r

L L

v

L

v

=
− ′

⋅
∆

 
(4.30)

Thus for a given ΔT, rapid growth will be favoured by small values of r due to 
the increasing effectiveness of heat conduction as r diminishes. However ΔT 
is not independent of r. As a result of the Gibbs–Thomson effect equilibrium 
across a curved interface occurs at an undercooling ΔTr below Tm given by

 

∆T
T

L rr
m

v

=
2γ

The minimum possible radius of curvature of the tip is when ΔTr equals the 
total undercooling ΔT0 = Tm − T∞ This is just the critical nucleus radius r* 
given by (2γTm/LvΔT0) Therefore in general  ΔTr is given by ΔT0r*/r Finally since 

Liquid

Heat flow

Solid
r

x

T∞

Ti

∆Tc

∆T0

∆Tr

Tm

T

Figure 4.18
Temperature distribution at the tip of a growing thermal dendrite.
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ΔT0 = ΔTc + ΔTr Equation 4.30 becomes

 

v
K
L r

r
r

L
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 ⋅ −






1
1

*

 
(4.31)

It can thus be seen that the tip velocity tends to zero as r → r* due to the 
Gibbs–Thomson effect and as r → ∞ due to slower heat conduction. The max-
imum velocity is obtained when r = 2r*.

4.3 Alloy Solidification

The solidification of pure metals is rarely encountered in practice. Even commer-
cially pure metals contain sufficient impurities to change the characteristics of 
solidification from pure-metal to alloy behaviour. We now develop the theory a 
step further and examine the solidification of single-phase binary alloys. Following 
this we then consider the solidification of eutectic and peritectic alloys.

4.3.1 Solidification of Single-Phase Alloys

The alloys of interest in this section are those such as X0 in Fig. 4.19. This 
phase diagram has been idealized by assuming that the solidus and liquidus 
are straight lines. It is useful to define a partition coefficient k as

 

k
X
X

S

L

=
 

(4.32)

LiquidusSolidus

T1

T

T2

T3

XS

XEXmaxX0kX0 XSolute

XL

TE

X0
k

Figure 4.19
A hypothetical phase diagram, k = XS/XL is constant.
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where XS and XL are the mole fractions of solute in the solid and liquid in 
equilibrium at a given temperature. For the simple case shown in Fig. 4.19, k 
is independent of temperature.

The way in which such alloys solidify in practice depends in rather a 
complex way on temperature gradients, cooling rates and growth rates. 
Therefore let us simplify matters by considering the movement of a planar 
solid/liquid interface along a bar of alloy as shown in Fig. 4.20a. Such uni-
directional solidification can be achieved in practice by passing the alloy in 
a crucible through a steep temperature gradient in a specially constructed 
furnace in which heat is confined to flow along the axis of the bar.

Let us examine three limiting cases:

 1. Infinitely slow (equilibrium) solidification
 2. Solidification with no diffusion in the solid but perfect mixing in the 

liquid
 3. Solidification with no diffusion in the solid and only diffusional 

mixing in the liquid

Equilibrium Solidification

Alloy X0 in Fig. 4.19 begins to solidify at T1 with the formation of a small 
amount of solid with composition kX0. As the temperature is lowered more 
solid forms and, provided cooling is slow enough to allow extensive solidstate 
diffusion, the solid and liquid will always be homogeneous with composi-
tions following the solidus and liquidus lines, Fig. 4.20b. The relative amounts 
of solid and liquid at any temperature are simply given by the lever rule. Note 

(a)

(b)

Heat Solid Liquid

x

XL

X0
XS

X

x

Figure 4.20
Unidirectional solidification of alloy X0 in Fig. 4.19. (a) A planar S/L interface and axial heat flow, 
(b) Corresponding composition profile at T2 assuming complete equilibrium. Conservation of 
solute requires the two shaded areas to be equal.
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that, since solidification is one-dimensional, conservation of solute requires 
the two shaded areas in Fig. 4.20b to be equal (ignoring the differences in 
molar volume between the two phases). At T3 the last drop of liquid will have 
a composition X0/k and the bar of solid will have a composition X0 along its 
entire length.

No Diffusion in Solid, Perfect Mixing in Liquid

Very often the rate of cooling will be too rapid to allow substantial diffusion in 
the solid phase. Therefore let us assume no diffusion takes place in the solid 
but that the liquid composition is kept homogeneous during solidification by 
efficient stirring. Again, assuming unidirectional solidification, the first solid 
will appear when the cooled end of the bar reaches T1 in Fig. 4.21a, at which 
stage solid containing kX0 mol of solute forms. Since kX0 < X0, this first solid 
will be purer than the liquid from which it forms so that solute is rejected into 
the liquid and raises its concentration above X0, Fig. 4.21b. The temperature of 
the interface must therefore decrease below T1 before further solidification can 
occur, and the next layer of solid will be slightly richer in solute than the first. 
As this sequence of events continues the liquid becomes progressively richer 
in solute and solidification takes place at progressively lower temperatures, 
Fig. 4.21c. At any stage during solidification local equilibrium can be assumed 
to exist at the solid/liquid interface, i.e. for a given interface temperature the 
compositions of the solid and liquid in contact with one another will be given 
by the equilibrium phase diagram. However, since there is no diffusion in the 
solid, the separate layers of solid retain their original compositions. Thus the 
mean composition of the solid (X S) is always lower than the composition at the 
solid/liquid interface, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4.21a. The relative 
amounts of solid and liquid for a given interface temperature are thus given 
by the lever rule using X S and XL. It follows that the liquid can become much 
richer in solute than X0/k and it may even reach a eutectic composition, XE, for 
example. Solidification will thus tend to terminate close to TE with the forma-
tion of a eutectic structure of α + β. The completely solidified bar will then have 
a solute distribution as shown in Fig. 4.21d with X XS = 0 .

The variation of XS along the solidified bar can be obtained by equating 
the solute rejected into the liquid when a small amount of solid forms with 
the resulting solute increase in the liquid. Ignoring the difference in molar 
volume between the solid and liquid this gives

 ( ) ( )X X df f dXL S S S L− = −1

where fS is the volume fraction solidified. Integrating this equation using the 
boundary condition XS = kX0 when fS = 0 gives

 X kX fS S
k= − −

0
11( )( )
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T1

T

LT2

T3

Xs

XS

XEXmax

XSolute

X0

XL

TE

(a)

Solid Liquid

X0

X

kX0

(b)

(c)

Solid Liquid

X0

XL

XS

X

kX0

Figure 4.21
Planar front solidification of alloy X0 in Fig. 4.19 assuming no diffusion in the solid, but com-
plete mixing in the liquid, (a) As Fig. 4.19, but including the mean composition of the solid, 
(b) Composition profile just under T1. (c) Composition profile at T2 (compare with the profile and 
fraction solidified in Fig. 4.20b. (d) Composition profile at the eutectic temperature and below.
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and

 X X fL L
k= −

0
1( )

 (4.33)

These equations are known as the non‑equilibrium lever rule or the Scheil 
equations.

Note that for k < 1 these equations predict that when there is no diffusion in 
the solid there will always be some eutectic in the last drop of liquid to solid-
ify, no matter how little solute is present. Also the equation is quite generally 
applicable even for non-planar solid/liquid interfaces provided the liquid 
composition is uniform and that the Gibbs–Thomson effect is negligible.

No Diffusion in Solid, Diffusional Mixing in Liquid

If there is no stirring or convection in the liquid phase the solute rejected 
from the solid will only be transported away by diffusion. Hence there 
will be a rapid build up of solute ahead of the solid and a correspondingly 
rapid increase in the composition of the solid formed, Fig. 4.22a. This is 
known as the initial transient. If solidification is made to occur at a con-
stant rate, v, it can be shown that a steady state is finally obtained when 
the interface temperature reaches T3 in Fig. 4.196. The liquid adjacent to 
the solid then has a composition X0/k and the solid forms with the bulk 
composition X0.

During steady-state growth the concentration profile in the liquid must be 
such that the rate at which solute diffuses down the concentration gradient 
away from the interface is balanced by the rate at which solute is rejected 
from the solidifying liquid, i.e.

 
− ′ = −DC v C CL L S( )  (4.34)

(d)

Solid

X0

XE

Xmax

X

x

kX0

0 Distance along bar

Figure 4.21
(Continued).
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where D is diffusivity in the liquid, C′L stands for dCL/dx at the interface, CL 

and CS are the solute concentrations of the liquid and solid in equilibrium at 
the interface (units: m−3). Note the similarity of this equation to that describ-
ing the rate at which solidification occurs in pure metals, Equation 4.29.

If the diffusion equation is solved for steady-state solidification it can be 
shown that the concentration profile in the liquid is given by

 
X X

k
k

x
D vL = + − −






















0 1

1
exp

( / )
 

(4.35)

i.e. XL decreases exponentially from X0/k at x = 0, the interface, to X0 at large 
distances from the interface. The concentration profile has a characteristic 
width of D/v.

When the solid/liquid interface is within ~D/v of the end of the bar the bow-
wave of solute is compressed into a very small volume and the interface compo-
sition rises rapidly leading to a final transient and eutectic formation, Fig. 4.22c.

In practice alloy solidification will usually possess features from all three 
of the cases discussed above. There will usually be some stirring either due 
to liquid turbulence caused by pouring, or because of convection currents, or 
gravity effects. However, stirring will not usually be sufficiently effective to 
prevent the formation of a boundary layer and some liquid diffusion will there-
fore be involved. Partial stirring does, however, have the effect of reducing the 

Xmax

X0

XE

kX0

Final
transient

Initial
transient

Steady state

(c) Distance

L LSS
v

D/v

X0

kX0

X0
kX0

X0
k

(a) (b)

Figure 4.22
Planar front solidification of alloy X0 in Fig. 4,19 assuming no diffusion in the solid and no 
stirring in the liquid, (a) Composition profile when S/L interface temperature is between T2 
and T3 in Fig. 4.19. (b) Steady-state solidification at T3. The composition solidifying equals the 
composition of the liquid far ahead of the solid (X0). (c) Composition profile at TE and below, 
showing the final transient.
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boundary layer thickness. The concentration profiles found in practice may 
thus exhibit features between those shown in Fig. 4.21d and 4.22c. In many 
cases diffusion in the solid must also be taken into account, e.g. when intersti-
tial atoms or bcc metals are involved. In this case solute can diffuse away from 
the solidifying interface back into the solid as well as into the liquid, with the 
result that after solidification the alloy is more homogeneous.

Even when solidification is not unidirectional the above ideas can still often 
be applied at a microscopic level as will be discussed below. Unidirectional 
solidification has commercial importance in, for example, the production of 
creep resistant aligned microstructures for gas turbine blades. It is also used 
in the production of extremely pure metals (zone refining)7.

Cellular and Dendritic Solidification

So far we have considered solidification in which the growth front is planar. 
However, the diffusion of solute into the liquid during solidification of an 
alloy is analogous to the conduction of latent heat into the liquid during the 
solidification of a pure metal. At first sight therefore it would seem that the 
planar front should break up into dendrites. The problem is complicated, 
however, by the possibility of temperature gradients in the liquid.

Consider steady-state solidification at a planar interface as shown in 
Fig. 4.23. As a result of the varying solute concentration ahead of the solidi-
fication front there is a corresponding variation of the equilibrium solidi-
fication temperature, i.e. the liquidus temperature, as given by the line Te 
in Fig. 4.23b. However, apart from the temperature of the interface, which 
is fixed by local equilibrium requirements, the actual temperature of the 
liquid can follow any line such as TL. At the interface TL = Te = T3 (defined in 
Fig. 4.19). If the temperature gradient is less than the critical value shown in 
Fig. 4.23b the liquid in front of the solidification front exists below its equi-
librium freezing temperature, i.e. it is supercooled. Since the supercooling 
arises from compositional, or constitutional effects it is known as constitu‑
tional supercooling.

A necessary condition for the formation of stable protrusions on a planar 
interface is that there must exist a region of constitutional supercooling in 
the liquid. Assuming the TL variation in Fig. 4.23b the temperature at the 
tip of any protrusion that forms will be higher than that of the surrounding 
interface. (In contrast to pure metals the interface in alloys need not be iso-
thermal.) However, provided the tip remains below the local liquidus tem-
perature (Te) solidification is still possible and the protrusion can develop. On 
the other hand if the temperature gradient ahead of the interface is steeper 
than the critical gradient in Fig. 4.23b the tip will be raised above the liquidus 
temperature and the protrusion will melt back.

Under steady-state growth the critical gradient can be seen from Fig. 4.23 
to be given by (T1 – T3)/(D/v) where Tl and T3 are the liquidus and solidus 
temperatures for the bulk composition X0, Fig. 4.19. The condition for a stable 
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planar interface is therefore

 

′ >
−

T
T T

D vL

( )
( / )
1 3

where T′L stands for (dTL/dx) at the interface. Or, regrouping the experi-
mentally adjustable parameters T’L and v, the condition for no constitutional 
supercooling is

 
( / ) ( )/′ > −T v T T DL 1 3  (4.36)

(T1 – T3) is known as the equilibrium freezing range of the alloy. Clearly planar 
front solidification is most difficult for alloys with a large soldification range 
and high rates of solidification. Except under well-controlled experimental 
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(a)
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Figure 4.23
The origin of constitutional supercooling ahead of a planar solidification front, (a) Composition 
profile across the solid/liquid interface during steady-state solidification. The dashed line 
shows dXL/dx at the S/L interface, (b) The temperature of the liquid ahead of the solidification 
front follows line TL. The equilibrium liquidus temperature for the liquid adjacent to the inter-
face varies as Te. Constitutional supercooling arises when TL lies under the critical gradient.
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conditions alloys rarely solidify with planar solid/liquid interfaces. Normally 
the temperature gradients and growth rates are not individually controllable 
but are determined by the rate at which heat is conducted away from the 
solidifying alloy.

If the temperature gradient ahead of an initially planar interface is gradually 
reduced below the critical value the first stage in the breakdown of the inter-
face is the formation of a cellular structure, Fig. 4.24. The formation of the first 
protrusion causes solute to be rejected laterally and pile up at the root of the 
protrusion (b). This lowers the equilibrium soldification temperature causing 
recesses to form (c), which in turn trigger the formation of other protrusions 
(d). Eventually the protrusions develop into long arms or cells growing paral-
lel to the direction of heat flow (e). The solute rejected from the solidifying liq-
uid concentrates into the cell walls which solidify at the lowest temperatures. 
The tips of the cells, however, grow into the hottest liquid and therefore con-
tain the least solute. Even if X0 << Xmax (Fig. 4.19) the liquid between the cells 
may reach the eutectic composition in which case the cell walls will contain a 
second phase. The interaction between temperature gradient, cell shape and 
solute segregation is shown in Fig. 4.25. Figure 4.26 shows the appearance of 
the cellular structure. Note that each cell has virtually the same orientation as 
its neighbours and together they form a single grain.

Cellular microstructures are only stable for a certain range of temperature 
gradients. At sufficiently low temperature gradients the cells, or primary 
arms of solid, are observed to develop secondary arms, and at still lower tem-
perature gradients tertiary arms develop, i.e. dendrites form. Concomitant 
with this change in morphology there is a change in the direction of the 
primar} arms away from the direction of heat flow into the crystallographi-
cally preferred directions such as (100) for cubic metals. The change in mor-
pholog) from cells to dendrites can be seen in Figs. 4.26b, 4.27 and 4.28. These 
pictures have been taken during in situ solidification of special transparent 
organic compounds using a transmission light microscope8. The compounds 

Heat flow
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.24
The breakdown of an initially planar solidification front into cells.
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used have low entropies of melting and solidify in the same way as metals. 
Alloys have been simulated by suitable combinations of such compounds.

In general the tendency to form dendrites increases as the solidification range 
increases. Therefore the effectiveness of different solutes can vary widely. For 
solutes with a very small partition coefficient (k) cellular or dendritic growth 
can be caused by the addition of a very small fraction of a per cent solute.

The reason for the change from cells to dendrites is not fully understood. 
However it is probably associated with the creation of constitutional super-
cooling in the liquid between the cells causing interface instabilities in the 
transverse direction. Note that for unidirectional solidification there is approx-
imately no temperature gradient perpendicular to the growth direction. The 
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Figure 4.25
Temperature and solute distributions associated with cellular solidification. Note that solute 
enrichment in the liquid between the cells, and coring in the cells with eutectic in the cell walls.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.26
Cellular microstructures. (a) A decanted interface of a cellularly solidified Pb-Sn alloy (θ 120) 
(after J.W. Rutter in Liquid Metals and Solidification, American Society for Metals, 1958, p. 243). 
(b) Longitudinal view of cells in carbon tetrabromide (θ 100) (after K.A. Jackson and J.D. Hunt, 
Acta Metallurgica 13 (1965) 1212).

Figure 4.27
Cellular dendrites in carbon tetrabromide. (After L.R. Morris and W.C. Winegard, Journal of 
Crystal Growth 6 (1969) 61.)
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cell or dendrite arm spacing developing is probably that which reduces the 
constitutional supercooling in the intervening liquid to a very low level. This 
would be consistent with the observation that cell and dendrite arm spacings 
both decrease with increasing cooling rate: higher cooling rates allow less 
time for lateral diffusion of the rejected solute and therefore require smaller” 
cell or dendrite arm spacings to avoid constitutional supercooling.

Finally it should be noted that although the discussion of alloy solidifica-
tion has been limited to the case k < 1, similar arguments can be advanced for 
the case of k > 1. (See exercise 4.13.)

4.3.2 eutectic Solidification9

In the solidification of a binary eutectic composition two solid phases form 
cooperatively from the liquid, i.e. L → α + β Various different types of eutec-
tic solidification are possible and these are usually classified as normal and 
anomalous. In normal structures the two phases appear either as alternate 
lamellae, Fig. 4.29, or as rods of the minor phase embedded in the other 
phase, Fig. 4.30. During solidification both phases grow simultaneously 
behind an essentially planar solid/liquid interface. Normal structures occur 
when both phases have low entropies of fusion. Anomalous structures, on 

100 µ 

Figure 4.28
Columnar dendrites in a transparent organic alloy. (After K.A. Jacksor in Solidification, 
American Society for Metals, 1971, p. 121.)
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the other hand, occur in systems when one of the solid phases is capable 
of faceting, i.e. has a high entropy of melting. There are many variants of 
these structures the most important commercially being the flake structure 
of Al—Si alloys. This section will only be concerned with normal structures, 
and deal mainly with lamellar morphologies.

Figure 4.29
Al-Cu Al2 lamellar eutectic normal to the growth direction (θ 680). (Courtesy of J. Strid, 
University of Luleå, Sweden.)

Figure 4.30
Rod-like eutectic. Al6Fe rods in Al matrix. Transverse section. Transmission electron micro-
graph (θ  70000). (Courtesy of J. Strid, University of Luleå, Sweden.)
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Growth of Lamellar Eutectics

Figure 4.31 shows how two phases can grow cooperatively behind an essen-
tially planar solidification front. As the A-rich α phase solidifies excess B 
diffuses a short distance laterally where it is incorporated in the B-rich β 
phase. Similarly the A atoms rejected ahead of the β diffuse to the tips of the 
adjacent α lamellae. The rate at which the eutectic grows will depend on how 
fast this diffusion can occur and this in turn will depend on the interlamel-
lar spacing λ. Thus small interlamellar spacings should lead to rapid growth. 
However there is a lower limit to λ determined by the need to supply the α/β 
interfacial energy, γαβ.

For an interlamellar spacing, λ, there is a total of (2/λ) m2 of α/β interface 
per m3 of eutectic. Thus the free energy change associated with the solidifica-
tion of 1 mol of liquid is given by

 

∆ ∆G G
V

( ) ( )λ
γ

λ
αβ= − ∞ +

2 m

 
(4.37)

where Vm is the molar volume of the eutectic and ΔG(∞) is the free energy 
decrease for very large values of λ. Since solidification will not take place 
if Δλ (λ) is positive, ΔG(∞) must be large enough to compensate for the 
interfacial energy term, i.e. the eutectic/liquid interface must be under-
cooled below the equilibrium eutectic temperature TE, Fig. 4.32. If the 
total undercooling is ΔT0 it can be shown that ΔG(∞) is then given approx-
imately by
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∆ ∆
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Figure 4.31
Interdiffusion in the liquid ahead of a eutectic front.
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where ΔH is an enthalpy term. The minimum possible spacing (λ*) is obtained 
by using the relation ΔG (λ*) = 0, whence

 

λ
γ αβ* =

⋅
2

0

V T

H T
m E

∆ ∆  
(4.39)

When the eutectic has this spacing the free energy of the liquid and eutectic 
is the same, i.e. all three phases are in equilibrium. This is because the α/β 
interface raises the free energies of the α and β from Gα(∞)and Gβ(∞) to Gα(λ*) 
and Γ β(λ*) as shown in Fig. 4.32. The cause of the increase is the curvature 
of the α/L and β/L interfaces arising from the need to balance the interfacial 
tensions at the α/β/L triple point, Fig. 4.31. In general, therefore, the increase 
will be different for the two phases, but for simple cases it can be shown to 
be 2γαβV/λ for both, Fig. 4.32.

Let us now turn to the mechanism of growth. If solidification is to occur 
at a finite rate there must be a flux of atoms between the tips of the α and β 
lamellae and this requires a finite composition difference. For example the 
concentration of B must be higher ahead of the α phase than ahead of the β 
phase so that B rejected from the α can diffuse to the tips of the growing β. If 
λ = λ* growth will be infinitely slow because the liquid in contact with both 
phases has the same composition, XE in Fig. 4.32. However if the chosen spac-
ing is greater than λ* less free energy is locked in the interfaces and Gα and 
Gβ are correspondingly reduced, Fig. 4.33a. Under these circumstances the 
liquid in local equilibrium with the α has a composition XB

L/α  which is richer 
in B than the composition in equilibrium with the β phase XB

L/β .

A BXE XB

@ TE − ∆T0

GL

Gβ(λ*)Gα(λ*)

λ*
Gβ(∞)Gα(∞)

∆G (∞) 2γαβVm

Figure 4.32
Molar free energy diagram at a temperature ΔT0 below the eutectic temperature, for the case 
λ = λ*.
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224 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

If the α/L and β/L interfaces are highly mobile it is reasonable to assume that 
growth is diffusion controlled in which case the eutectic growth rate (v) should 
be proportional to the flux of solute through the liquid. This in turn will vary 
as D dC/dl where D is the liquid diffusivity and dC/dl is the concentration gra-
dient driving the diffusion. (l is measured along the direction of diffusion as 
shown in Fig. 4.33b. In practice dC/dl will not have a single value but will vary 
from place to place within the diffusion zone.) dC/dl should be roughly pro-
portional to the maximum composition difference ( )/ /X XB

L
B
Lα β−  and inversely 

proportional to the effective diffusion distance, which, in turn, will be linearly 
related to the interlamellar spacing (λ). Thus we can write

 

v k D
X= 1

∆
λ  

(4.40)

where k1 is a proportionality constant and ΔX = XB
L/α – XB

L/β  as given in Fig. 4.33.
ΔX will itself depend on λ for when λ = λ*, ΔX = 0, and as λ increases ΔX will 

tend to a maximum value, ΔX0, say. Therefore it is reasonable to write

 

∆ ∆X X= −



0 1

λ
λ

*

 
(4.41)

(a)

@ TE −∆T0 

Gβ(λ)Gα(λ)

Gβ(∞)Gα(∞)

∆X

G

GL

XB

XL
B

/β XL
B

/α

2γαβVm

B

B

A

LV
B

l

β α

λ

λ

(b)

Figure 4.33
(a) Molar free energy diagram at (TE —ΔT0) for the case λ* < λ < ∞, showing the composition 
difference available to drive diffusion through the liquid (ΔX), (b) Model used to calculate the 
growth rate.
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The magnitude of ΔX0 can be obtained by extrapolating the equilibrium liq-
uidus lines of the phase diagram (λ = ∞) as shown in Fig. 4.34. For small 
undercoolings

 
∆ ∆X T0 0∝  (4.42)

The dashed lines in Fig. 4.34 are the liquidus lines for λ* < λ < ∞. ΔX is simply 
given by the extrapolation of these lines as shown. Combining the above 
equations gives

 

v k D T= −




2 0

1
1∆

λ
λ
λ

*

 
(4.43)

where k2 is another proportionality constant. This equation shows that by 
varying the interface undercooling (ΔT0) it is possible to vary the growth rate 
(v) and spacing (λ) independently. It is therefore impossible to predict the 
spacing that will be observed for a given growth rate. However, controlled 
growth experiments show that a specific value of λ. is always associated with 
a given growth rate. Examination of Equation 4.43 shows that when λ = 2λ*, 
the growth rate is a maximum for a given undercooling, or, alternatively, the 
required undercooling is a minimum for a given growth rate. If it is assumed 
that growth occurs under these optimum conditions the observed spacing 
λ0 = 2λ* and the observed growth rate is given by

 
v k D T0 2 0 2= ∆ / *λ

A B

L

T

TE

XB

(λ =∞)
∆X0

∆T0
∆TD

∆X

∆Tr

λ

λ =∞

Figure 4.34
Eutectic phase diagram showing the relationship between ΔX and ΔX0 (exaggerated for 
clarity).
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However, from Equation 4.39, it is seen that ΔT0 ∞ 1/λ* so that the following 
relationships are predicted:

 
v k0 0

2
3λ = (constant)  (4.44)

and

 

v
T

k0

0
2 4( )∆

= (constant)
 

(4.45)

There is in fact no physical basis for choosing λ = λ2* and similar expres-
sions can also be obtained using other assumptions concerning the spacing. 
Equations 4.44 and 4.45 are often found to be obeyed experimentally. For 
example measurements on the lamellar eutectic in the Pb-Sn system10 show 
that k3 ~ 33 µm3 s−1 and k4 ∼ 1 µm s−1 K−2. Therefore for a solidification rate of 
1 μm s−1, λ0 ∼ 5 µm and ΔT0 ∼ 1 K.

The total undercooling at the eutectic front (ΔT0) has two contributions, i.e.

 
∆ ∆ ∆T T Tr D0 = +  (4.46)

ΔTr is the undercooling required to overcome the interfacial curvature effects 
and ΔTD is the undercooling required to. give a sufficient composition differ-
ence to drive the diffusion. (Strictly speaking a ΔTi term should also be added 
since a driving force is required to move the atoms across the interfaces, but 
this is negligible for high mobility interfaces.) A better theoretical treatment 
of eutectic solidification should take into account the fact that the composition 
of the liquid in contact with the interface and therefore ΔTD vary continuously 
from the middle of the α to the middle of the β lamellae. Since the interface 
is essentially isothermal (ΔT0 constant) the variation of ΔTD must be compen-
sated by a variation in ΔTr, i.e. the interface curvature will change across the 
interface11.

A planar eutectic front is not always stable. If for example the binary eutec-
tic alloy contains impurities, or if other alloying elements are present, the 
interface tends to break up to form a cellular morphology. The solidification 
direction thus changes as the cell walls are approached and the lamellar 
or rod structure fans out and may even change to an irregular structure, 
Fig. 4.35. The impurity elements diffuse laterally and concentrate at the cell 
walls. In the case of the Al6Fe—Al rod-like eutectic shown in Fig. 4.35 the 
impurity causing the cellular structure is mainly copper. Figure 4.36 shows 
how the concentration of copper and iron in the aluminum matrix increases 
in the cell walls and boundary nodes.

Cell formation in eutectic structures is analogous to that in single-phase 
solidification, and under controlled conditions it is possible to stabilize a pla-
nar interface by solidifying in a sufficiently high temperature gradient.
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4.3.3 Off-eutectic Alloys

When the bulk alloy composition (X0) deviates from the equilibrium eutectic 
composition (XE) as shown in Fig. 4.37 solidification usually begins close to T1 
with the formation of primary (α) dendrites. As the dendrites thicken solute 
is rejected into the remaining liquid until its composition reaches XE and the 
eutectic solidifies. Under steady-state unidirectional solidification conditions 
in the presence of a shallow temperature gradient the solidification front 
could appear as in Fig. 4.37b. The tips of the dendrites are close to T1 and 
the eutectic front, most probably cellular, close to TE. Similar behaviour 
is found during the solidification of castings and ingots. In the absence 
of solid-state diffusion the centres of the dendrites, which solidified 

10 µ

(a) (b)

Figure 4.35
(a) Cellular eutectic solidification front in a transparent organic alloy. (After J.D. Hunt and 
K.A. Jackson, Transactions of the Metallurgical Society of AIME 236 (1966) 843. (b) Transverse 
section through the cellular structure of an Al-Al6Fe rod eutectic (θ 3500). (Courtesy of J. Strid, 
University of Lulea, Sweden.)
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Figure 4.36
Composition profiles across the cells in Fig. 4.35b.
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228 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

close to Tl, will contain less solute than the outer layers that solidify at pro-
gressively lower temperatures. This leads to what is known as coring in the 
final microstructure, Fig. 4.38. The eutectic does not always solidify as a two-
phase mixture. When the volume fraction of one of the phases in the micro-
structure is very small it can form a so-called divorced eutectic. The minor 
phase then often appears as isolated islands and the other phase forms by 
the thickening of the dendrites.

Under controlled solidification conditions, e.g. in unidirectional solidi-
fication experiments, it is possible to solidify an off-eutectic alloy without 
permitting the formation of the primary dendritic phase. If the temperature 
gradient in the liquid is raised above a critical level the dendrite tips are 
overgrown by the eutectic and the alloy solidifies as 100% ‘eutectic’ with an 
overall composition X0 instead of XE. A similar change can be brought about 
if the growth rate is raised above a critical level. In both cases the reason 
for the disappearance of the primary dendrites is that for a given growth 
velocity the eutectic is able to grow at a higher temperature than the den-
drite tips12. This phenomenon is of special interest in the production of in situ 
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Figure 4.37
Solidification of an off-eutectic alloy in a temperature gradient, (a) Alloy composition in rela-
tion to the phase diagram, (b) Schematic solidification front, (c) Temperature variation across 
solidification front (isotherms normal to x).
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composite materials because the volume fraction of the two phases in the 
composite can be controlled by the choice of X0

13.

4.3.4 Peritectic Solidification14

A typical phase diagram containing a peritectic reaction, i.e. L + α → β, is 
shown in Fig. 4.39a. During equilibrium solidification solid α with composi-
tion ‘a’ and liquid with composition ‘c’ react at the peritectic temperature Tp 

to give solid β of composition ‘b’. However, the transformation rarely goes to 
completion in practice.

Consider for example the solidification of an alloy X0 at a finite velocity in a 
shallow temperature gradient, Fig. 4.39b and c. As the temperature decreases 
the first phase to appear is α with the composition ~kX0 at a temperature 
close to T1. α grows dendritically with successive layers solidifying at compo-
sitions determined by the local temperature and the β solidus. If diffusion in 
the dendrites is slow the liquid will eventually reach point c in Fig. 4.39a and 
on further cooling it reacts with the α to produce a layer of β. However, the 
α dendrites are then often effectively isolated from further reaction and are 
retained to lower temperatures. Meanwhile the β phase continues to precipi-
tate from the liquid at compositions which follow the line bd. Again if there 
is no diffusion in the solid the liquid will finally reach point e and solidify 
as a β + α eutectic. The final solidified microstructure will then consist of 
cored a dendrites surrounded by a layer of β and islands of β + γ eutectic, or 
divorced eutectic.

If alloy X0 were directionally solidified at increasing values of ( ′TL
/v) the 

temperature of the dendrite tips would progressively fall from T1 towards 
T2 (Fig. 4.39a) while the temperature at which the last liquid solidifies would 
increase towards T2. Finally, solidification would take place behind a planar 
front at a temperature T2, as discussed earlier in Section 4.3.1.

Cored α 

Eutectic

Figure 4.38
Transverse section through a dendrite in Fig. 4.37.
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230 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

Planar-front solidification can also be obtained for alloys beyond ‘a’ in 
Fig. 4.39, provided a sufficiently high temperature-gradient/velocity ratio is 
used. Alloys between a and b then solidify with a ‘eutectic-like’ α + β struc-
ture. (The structure is better described as composite to avoid confusion con-
cerning the term eutectic). Between b and d single-phase β forms, and beyond 
d β + γ eutectic-like structures can be formed.

The Fe—C phase diagram also contains a peritectic, Fig. 4.53a. However 
due to the high diffusivity of carbon at these high temperatures the peritectic 
reaction is very rapid and is able to convert all of the primary (δ) dendrites 
into the more stable austenite.

4.4 Solidification of Ingots and Castings

This section is concerned with technological applications of the theory of 
solidification, as developed earlier. Two of the most important applications 
are casting and weld solidification and we shall first consider these. In mod-
ern constructions there is a tendency towards the use of stronger, heavier 
sections welded with higher energy techniques and faster speeds. It is thus 
important for the physical metallurgist to consider the effect of the various 
solidification parameters on the microstructure and properties of fusion 
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Figure 4.39
Periteetic solidification in a temperature gradient.
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welds. This will then be followed by some selected case studies of as-
solidified or as-welded engineering alloys and weld metals.

Most engineering alloys begin by being poured or cast into a fireproof 
container or mould. If the as-cast pieces are permitted to retain their shape 
afterwards, or are reshaped by machining, they are called castings. If they 
are later to be worked, e.g. by rolling, extrusion or forging, the pieces are 
called ingots, or blanks if they are relatively small. In either case the prin-
ciples of solidification, and the requirements for high density and strength 
are the same. The moulds used in casting are often made of a material that 
can be remoulded or discarded after a casting series, such as sand. In the 
case of long casting series or ingot casting, however, the mould is of a more 
permanent material such as cast iron. The technological aspects of pouring 
and casting will not be dealt with here, but we shall confine our discussion 
simply to the mechanics of solidification of metals in a mould.

4.4.1 ingot Structure

Generally speaking three different zones can be distinguished in solidified alloy 
ingots, Fig. 4.40. These are (i) an outer chill zone of equiaxed crystals, (ii) a colum‑
nar zone of elongated or column-like grains, and (iii) a central equiaxed zone.

Figure 4.40
Schematic cast grain structure. (After M.C. Flemings, Solidification Processing, McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1974.)
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Chill Zone

During pouring the liquid in contact with the cold mould wall is rapidly 
cooled below the liquidus temperature. Many solid nuclei then form on 
the mould wall and begin to grow into the liquid, Fig. 4.41. As the mould 
wall warms up it is possible for many of these solidified crystals to break 
away from the wall under the influence of the turbulent melt. If the pour-
ing temperature is low the whole of the liquid will be rapidly cooled below 
the liquidus temperature and the crystals swept into the melt may be able 
to continue to grow. This is known as ‘big-bang’ nucleation since the liquid 
is immediately filled with a myriad of crystals. This produces an entirely 
equiaxed ingot structure, i.e. no columnar zone forms. If the pouring tem-
perature is high, on the other hand, the liquid in the centre of the ingot will 
remain above the liquidus temperature for a long time and consequently the 
majority of crystals soon remelt after breaking away from the mould wall. 
Only those crystals remaining close to the wall will be able to grow to form 
the chill zone.

Columnar Zone

Very soon after pouring the temperature gradient at the mould walls 
decreases and the crystals in the chill zone grow dendritically in certain 
crystallographic directions, e.g. <100> in the case of cubic metals. Those 
crystals with a <100> direction close to the direction of heat flow, i.e. per-
pendicular to the mould walls, grow fastest and are able to outgrow less 

Nucleation
sites

Mold
wall

Heat flow

Figure 4.41
Competitive growth soon after pouring. Dendrites with primary arms normal to the mould 
wall, i.e. parallel to the maximum temperature gradient, outgrow less favourably oriented 
neighbours.
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favourably oriented neighbours, Fig. 4.42. This leads to the formation of the 
columnar grains all with <100> almost parallel to the column axis. Note that 
each columnar crystal contains many primary dendrite arms. As the diam-
eter of these grains increases additional primary dendrite arms appear by a 
mechanism in which some tertiary arms grow ahead of their neighbours as 
shown in the figure.

The volume fraction of the melt solidified increases with increasing dis-
tance behind the tips of the dendrites and, when the structure is mainly 
single-phase, the secondary and tertiary arms of adjacent dendrites can 
link up to form walls of solid containing many primary dendrite arms. The 
region between the tips of the dendrites and the point where the last drop of 
liquid is solidifying is known as the mushy or pasty zone. The length of this 
zone depends on the temperature gradient and the non-equilibrium freez-
ing range of the alloy. In general it is found that the secondary arms become 
coarser with distance behind the primary dendrite tips. This effect can be 
seen in Fig. 4.28. The primary and secondary dendrite arm spacing is also 
often found to increase with increasing distance from the mould wall. This 
is simply due to a corresponding decrease in the cooling rate with time after 
pouring.

Equiaxed Zone

The equiaxed zone consists of equiaxed grains randomly oriented in the cen-
tre of the ingot. An important origin of these grains is thought to be melted-
off dendrite side-arms. It can be seen from Fig. 4.28 that the sidearms are 
narrowest at their roots. Therefore, if the temperature around the dendrite 
increases after it has formed, it will begin to melt and may become detached 
from the main stem. Provided the temperature falls again before the arm 
completely disappears it can then act as a ‘seed’ for a new dendrite. An 
effective source of suitable temperature pulses is provided by the turbulent 

Mold 
wall

Nucleation
sites

New primary arm
grows from here

One
columnar

grain

Figure 4.42
Favourably oriented dendrites develop into columnar grains. Each columnar grain originates 
from the same heterogeneous nucleation site, but can contain many primary dendrite arms.
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convection currents in the liquid brought about by the temperature differ-
ences across the remaining melt. Convection currents also provide a means 
of carrying the melted-off arms away to where they can develop uninhib-
ited into equiaxed dendrites. If convection is reduced fewer seed crystals 
are created causing a larger final grain size and a greater preponderance of 
columnar grains. Convection also plays a dominant role in the formation of 
the outer chill zone. The mechanism whereby crystals are melted away from 
the mould walls is thought to be similar to the detachment of side-arms15 and 
when convection is absent no chill zone is observed.

Shrinkage Effects

Most metals shrink on solidification and this has important consequences for 
the final ingot structure. In alloys with a narrow freezing range the mushy 
zone is also narrow and as the outer shell of solid thickens the level of the 
remaining liquid continually decreases until finally when solidification is 
complete the ingot contains a deep central cavity or pipe.

In alloys with a wide freezing range the mushy zone can occupy the whole 
of the ingot. In this case no central pipe is formed. Instead the liquid level 
gradually falls across the width of the ingot as liquid flows down to compen-
sate for the shrinkage of the dendrites. However, as the interdendritic chan-
nels close up this liquid flow is inhibited so that the last pools of liquid to 
solidify leave small voids or pores.

4.4.2 Segregation in ingots and Castings

Two types of segregation can be distinguished in solidified structures. There 
is macrosegregation, i.e. composition changes over distances comparable to the 
size of the specimen, and there is microsegregation that occurs on the scale of 
the secondary dendrite arm spacing.

It has already been shown that large differences in composition can arise 
across the dendrites due to coring and the formation of non-equilibrium 
phases in the last solidifying drops of liquid. Experimentally it is found 
that while cooling rate affects the spacing of the dendrites it does not sub-
stantially alter the amplitude of the solute concentration profiles provided 
the dendrite morphology does not change and that diffusion in the solid is 
negligible. This result often applies to quite a wide range of practical cool-
ing rates.

There are four important factors that can lead to macrosegregation in 
ingots. These are: (i) shrinkage due to solidification and thermal contrac-
tion; (ii) density differences in the interdendritic liquid; (iii) density differ-
ences between the solid and liquid; and (iv) convection currents driven by 
temperature-induced density differences in the liquid. All of these factors 
can induce macrosegregation by causing mass flow over large distances dur-
ing solidification.
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Shrinkage effects can give rise to what is known as inverse segregation. As 
the columnar dendrites thicken solute-rich liquid (assuming k < 1) must flow 
back between the dendrites to compensate for shrinkage and this raises the 
solute content of the outer parts of the ingot relative to the centre. The effect 
is particularly marked in alloys with a wide freezing range, e.g. Al–Cu and 
Cu–Sn alloys.

Interdendritic liquid flow can also be induced by gravity effects. For exam-
ple during the solidification of Al–Cu alloys the copper rejected into the liq-
uid raises its density and causes it to sink. The effect can be reinforced by 
convection currents driven by temperature differences in the ingot.

Gravity effects can also be observed when equiaxed crystals are forming. 
The solid is usually denser than the liquid and sinks carrying with it less 
solute than the bulk composition (assuming k < 1). This can, therefore, lead 
to a region of negative segregation near the bottom of the ingot.

The combination of all the above effects can lead to complex patterns of 
macrosegregation. Fig. 4.43 for example illustrates the segregation patterns 
found in large steel ingots16.

In general segregation is undesirable as it has marked deleterious effects 
on mechanical properties. The effects of microsegregation can be mitigated 
by subsequent homogenization heat treatment, but diffusion in the solid is 
far too slow to be able to remove macrosegregation which can only be com-
bated by good control of the solidification process.

“A” Segregates

“V” Segregates

“Bands”

Concentrates
under hot-top

segregation

Cone of 
negative

segregation

Figure 4.43
Segregation pattern in a large killed steel ingot. + positive, − negative segregation. (After M.C. 
Flemings, Scandinavian Journal of Metallurgy 5 (1976) 1.)
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4.4.3 Continuous Casting

A number of industrial processes are nowadays employed in which cast-
ing is essentially a dynamic rather than a static process. In these cases, the 
molten metal is poured continuously into a water-cooled mould (e.g. copper) 
from which the solidified metal is continuously withdrawn in plate or rod 
form. This process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.44.

It is seen that the speed of withdrawal is such that the solid–liquid inter-
face is maintained in the shape and position illustrated. Ideally, the flow 
behaviour of the liquid should be vertically downwards, and if flow is main-
tained in this way the final composition across the ingot will be kept uni-
form. In practice, hydrodynamic effects do not allow this simple type of flow 
and there is a tendency for the flow lines to fan outwards (as shown by the 
arrows) producing negative segregation near the centre. Solidification fol-
lows the maximum temperature gradient in the melt as given by the normals 
to the isotherms. In certain respects weld solidification has much in common 
with continuous casting in that it is also a dynamic process. As illustrated in 
Fig. 4.45 the main difference is of course that in continuous casting the heat 
source (as defined by the mould) does not move, whereas in welding the 
heat source (the electrode) is moving. We shall now consider the latter case 
in more detail, but it will be found that certain conclusions concerning weld 
solidification behaviour can well be applied to both processes.

From ladle

Melt
Water-cooled
copper mold

Liquidus

Solidus

Solidified
plate

Figure 4.44
Schematic illustration of a continuous casting process.
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Heat Flow in Welding and Continuous Casting

As discussed earlier, there are many factors concerning heat distribution at 
the melt zone and the dynamics of the process, which are essentially fairly 
similar in both continuous casting and welding. As an example we shall 
first consider the welding process and then discuss how the results may be 
applied to continuous casting. In contrast to continuous casting, weld solidi-
fication involves a ‘mould’ that has approximately the same composition as 
the melt.

The most important variables in weld solidification or continuous casting 
are thus:

 1. The rate of heat input, q (determined by type of weld process, weld 
size, etc.); in terms of continuous casting q is represented effectively 
by the volume and temperature of the melt.

 2. Speed of arc movement along join, v; in continuous casting, v is the 
velocity of plate withdrawal.

 3. Thermal conductivity of the metal being welded or cast, Ks.
 4. Thickness of plate being welded or cast, t.

In the case of welding, assuming that the arc moves along the x coordinate, 
the resulting heat distribution in a three-dimensional solid plate is given by 
the solution to the heat flow equation19:
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where x, y, z are defined in Fig. 4.45 and t is time.

Fusion weld 

v = welding
   speed Isotherms
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Figure 4.45
Illustrating the essential equivalence of isotherms about the heat sources in fusion welding 
and continuous casting.
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Solving this equation gives the temperature distribution about the moving 
heat source in the form of isotherms in the solid metal, in which the distance 
between the isotherms in a given direction (x, y, z) is approximately given by:

 

λ( , , )x y z
s

q
K vt

∝
 

(4.48)

Gray et al. (1975) have solved Equation 4.47 and plotted isotherms for a num-
ber of different materials and welding speeds and some of their results are 
summarized in Fig. 4.46.

Assuming a similar isotherm distribution in the melt, it is likely that the 
parameters Ks, v, t and q will largely determine solidification morphology, in 
that dendrites always try to grow in directions as near normal to isotherms 
as their crystallography allows. It is seen in the above figure, for example, 
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Figure 4.46
Effect of various parameters in Equation 5.36 on the isotherm distribution at a point heat 
source, (a) Effect of changes in thermal conductivity, KS. (b) Effect of changes in plate thick-
ness, t. (c) Effect of changes in movement of heat source, v. (After T.G. Gray, J. Spence and T.H. 
North, Rational Welding Design, NewnesButterworth, London, 1975.)
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that holding q, v and t constant (Fig. 4.46a), the distance between isotherms, 
λ, increases substantially as a function of the change of heat conductivity, 
Ks, of the different materials: aluminum, carbon (ferritic) steel, and auste-
nitic steel. If the plate thickness is increased (Fig. 4.46b), or the weld speed is 
higher (Fig. 4.46c), λ also decreases proportionally.

These results can also be applied to continuous casting, in that the isotherm 
distributions shown in Fig. 4.46 are affected in a similar way by the conduc-
tivity of the solidifying metal and its speed of withdrawal from the mould. 
This means, for example, that the depth of the liquid pool in continuous cast-
ing is much greater for steel than for aluminum alloys under comparable 
condi-tions. This implies that in practice the maximum casting speed and 
billet cross-section are less for steel than for aluminum or copper. Another 
practical difficulty resulting from, a large depth of liquid is that the billet can 
not be cut until it reaches a point well beyond the solidus line (see Fig. 4.44), 
which requires in fact a very tall installation for high speed casting.
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Figure 4.46
(Continued)
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240 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

4.5 Solidification of Fusion Welds

Contact between the weld melt and the base metal will initially cause melt-
ing back of the base material and dilution of the filler metal as illustrated 
in Fig. 4.47. The amount of dilution involved is not insignificant. Jesseman 
(1975)17 reports for example that in microalloyed steel welds, the weld metal 
may contain 50–70% of the amount of Nb, Ti or V as analysed in the base 
material. The effect of dilution is in fact threefold, and affects the weld metal 
as follows:

 1. The composition of the melt is changed.
 2. The surface oxide layer of the base metal is removed (also into the 

melt).
 3. It cools down the melt.

Depending upon the type of material being welded as well as plate thick-
ness, the base metal behaves as a very efficient heat sink, and already at T = 
Te solidification nuclei form at the oxide-free surface of the melted-back base 
material. Since the melt has approximately the same composition as the base 
metal, ‘wetting’ of the base metal is very efficient and θ = 0 (see Fig. 4.7). This 
implies in turn that there is almost no nucleation barrier to solidification 
and hence very little undercooling occurs. Solidification is thus predicted to 
occur epitaxially, i.e. nuclei will have the same lattice structure and orienta-
tion as the grains at the solid–liquid surface of the base metal, and this is 
what is observed in practice.

Since the temperature of the melt beneath the arc is so high and the base 
material is such an efficient heat sink there is initially a steep temperature gra-
dient in the liquid and consequently the degree of constitutional supercooling 
is low. The actual thermal gradient is of course dependent upon the welding 
process and the plate thickness (Equation 4.48). For example TIG welding of 
thin plates will give steeper thermal gradients than submerged arc welding 
of thick plates, the latter process having the higher heat input. Since certain 
grains at the base metal are better oriented than others for 〈100〉 growth with 
respect to the isotherms of the melt, these quickly predominate and widen at 

Base
metal

Melt

Figure 4.47
Illustrating the effect of dilution. In high-energy welds, the weld metal typically exhibits 
50–70% of the analysis of microalloying elements of the base metal through dilution.
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the expense of the others. However, the general coarseness of the microstruc-
ture is largely determined at this stage by the grain size of the base metal. 
Unfortunately, the base metal at the transition zone receives the most severe 
thermal cycle and after high-energy welding in particular the grains in this 
zone tend to grow and become relatively coarse. The weld microstructure is 
thus inherently coarse grained.

Welding is essentially a dynamic process in which the heat source is con-
tinuously moving. This means that the maximum temperature gradients are 
constantly changing direction as the heat source moves away. The grow-
ing columnar crystals are thus faced with the necessity of trying to follow 
the maximum temperature gradients while still maintaining their preferred 
<100> growth direction. This often results in sudden changes in growth 
direction, as illustrated in Fig. 4.48a and b.

Few of the grains originating at the base metal survive to reach the weld 
centre line. The mechanism by which sudden changes in 〈100〉 growth direc-
tion are brought about is not fully understood. One suggestion is that renu-
cleation occurs by the help of dendritic fragments which have broken away 
from the growing interface due to turbulence in the weld pool, or simply 
from melted-off dendrite arms.

Influence of Welding Speed

An important effect of increasing the welding speed is that the shape of the
weld pool changes from an elliptical shape to a narrower, pear shape (see, 
e.g. Fig. 4.49). Since growing crystals try to follow the steepest temperature 
gradients, the effect of changing the welding speed is to alter the solidifica-
tion behaviour as illustrated in Fig. 4.49. As shown in 4.49b, the pear-shaped 
weld pool maintains fairly constant thermal gradients up to the weld centre-
line, corresponding to the more angular geometry of the melt in this case. On 
this basis growing crystals are not required to change growth direction as at 
slower speeds (Fig. 4.49a). Instead, appropriately oriented crystals stabilize 
and widen outgrowing crystals of less favourable orientation. The crystal 
morphology shown in Fig. 4.49b is in fact fairly typical of the high production 

Rmax
Rmax

Heat source
Weld

center line

Transition
line

Base metal(a) (b)

Isotherms

v
90°

90°
90° Melt

Figure 4.48
Illustrating the growth of columnar crystals in the weld, and how growth continues to occur 
approximately normal to the isotherms.
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242 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

rate welds based on modern submerged arc welding. An example of a sub-
merged arc weld is shown in Fig. 4.50b, and of a TIG weld of nickel in 4.50a.

While fairly linear dendritic growth is seen to predominate in this figure, it is 
also observed that dendrites suddenly change direction at the centre of the weld 
by as much as 60°. This feature of high-speed welding will now be clarified.

geometry of Crystal growth

Consider a welding process in which the arc is moving at a speed v. Crystal 
growth must occur such that it is able to keep pace with the welding speed, 
and this is illustrated in Fig. 4.51. It is seen that for crystal growth rate, R, to 
keep pace with the welding speed, v, the condition must be met that:

 R v= cosθ  (4.49)

In the figure, the arrows represent vectors of speed. The vector representing 
the welding speed, or the speed of movement of the isotherms, is constant. 
On the other hand, the vector representing crystal growth rate must con-
tinuously adjust itself as growth proceeds towards the weld centre-line. It 

(a) Low v High vA A

AA X X

(b)

Figure 4.49
Illustrating the effect of increasing welding speed on the shape of the melt pool and crystal 
growth in fusion welds.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.50
(a) TIG weld of nickel, illustrating low crystal growth speed θ 25 (by Gudrun Keikkala, 
University of Luleå, Sweden), (b) Submerged arc weld of steel, illustrating high growth speed 
θ 24 (by H. Åstrom, University of Luleå, Sweden).
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thus follows from Equation 4.49 that the solidification rate is greatest when 
θ = 0, i.e. at the weld centre-line, and lowest at the weld edge where θ is a 
maximum. On this basis the sudden change in crystal growth direction at 
the weld centre line illustrated in Fig. 4.50 is associated with high growth 
rates as solidification attempts to keep pace with the moving arc. In addition, 
the initial low rates of crystal growth are associated with a relatively planar 
solidification front, and as the growth rate increases, the morphology of the 
front changes to cellular and then cellular dendritic.

An example of weld solidification rates as measured on stainless steel as a 
function of different welding speeds is shown in Fig. 4.52. In confirmation of 
Equation 4.49, it was found that completion of weld solidification (y = 100%) 
corresponds to the highest growth rates. However, the higher welding speeds 
were associated with a transition from predominantly columnar crystal 
growth to equiaxed growth at the final stage of solidification. This transition is 
thought to be due to the high amounts of segregation associated with the final 
stages of weld solidification. This, coupled with the shallow thermal gradient 
at this stage leads to high degrees of constitutional supercooling and therefore 
the driving force for random dendritic growth to occur is large. However, it 
should be noted that in general dendritic and cellular substructures in welds 
tend to be on a finer scale than in casting, and this is mainly due to the com-
paratively high solidification rates of weld metal. Since higher welding speeds 
or thicker base metal give larger rates of solidification, it follows that the finest 
substructures are associated with these welds (see Equation 4.48).

When the arc is switched off at the completion of a weld run, an elliptical 
molten pool is left to solidify with a comparatively shallow thermal gradient. 
This leads to large constitutional supercooling and marked segregation. The 
final substructure of these weld ‘craters’ is thus usually equiaxed–dendritic.

Summarizing, weld solidification has the following features:

 1. Solidification initially occurs epitaxially at the melted-back grains of 
the base metal.

 2. To begin with crystal growth is relatively slow, forming first a planar 
and then a fine cellular substructure.

R΄

Ŕ

R
R

v

v
v

v
θ́

θ́

θ θ

Figure 4.51
Illustrating the relationship between crystal growth speed and welding speed in terms of rate 
vectors.
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244 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

 3. The intermediate stage of crystal growth is cellular-dendritic lead-
ing to coarse columnar crystal growth in the 71008 direction in the 
case of cubic crystals.

 4. Final solidification at the centre-line is associated with rapid crystal 
growth and marked segregation. Depending on welding conditions, 
final dendritic structure can be equiaxed.

In many ways, therefore, weld solidification and even continuous casting 
exhibit essentially different features to those of ingot casting (problem 4.22).

4.6 Solidification during Quenching from the Melt

The treatment of solidification presented in this chapter has been applicable 
for cooling rates of less than about 103 K/s. However, solidification can also 
occur at much higher rates of 104 – 107 K/s in such processes as liquid metal 
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Figure 4.52
Measurements of crystal growth rate in stainless steel as a function of per cent of weld solidi-
fied. (After T. Senda et al., Technical Report, Osaka University 20 (1970) 932.)
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atomization, melt spinning, roller-quenching or plasma spraying, as well as 
laser or electron beam surface treatment. By quenching melts it is possible to 
achieve various metastable solid states not predicted by equilibrium phase 
diagrams: solid phases with extended solute solubility, new metastable 
crystalline phases or, if the cooling rate is fast enough, amorphous metal-
lic glasses. Crystalline solidification can occur without microsegregation or 
with cells or secondary dendrites spaced much more finely than in conven-
tional solidification processes. Whether the solid is crystalline or amorphous, 
rapid solidification processing offers a way of producing new materials with 
improved magnetic or mechanical properties.

One consequence of rapid cooling can be that local equilibrium at the 
solid/liquid interface breaks down. Melts can solidify with no change in 
composition, i.e. partitionless solidification or solute trapping can occur. 
The thermodynamic principles involved in partitionless solidification are 
similar to those for the massive transformation in solids to be treated in 
Section 5.9.

4.7 Metallic Glasses

Early attempts to produce metallic glasses required rapid quenching of liq-
uid alloys with cooling rates of about 106 K s−1. The metastable glassy state 
obtained represents a noncrystalline amorphous alloy, which takes place 
below a glass temperature Tg. Upon cooling it is expected to see a decrease 
in the specific volume. But if cooling is carried out quickly enough so there 
is not sufficient time for crystallization, the so-called free volume will be 
quenched in as can be seen in Figure 4.53.

Given the need for such rapid cooling rates to produce metallic glasses, it 
was only possible to produce thin sections. Recent research on bulk metallic 
glasses (BMGs), however, yielded an increase in potential alloy compositions 
which could be cooled at much slower cooling rates where minimum sections 
of up to 1 cm are possible to obtain. The critical size is defined as the maxi-
mum value of the minimum dimension such that a fully glassy sample could 
be obtained. With these cooling rates, where a simple process such as casting 
can be used, a near-net-shape product with excellent surface finish can be 
obtained with reasonable cost as far as processing is concerned. In addition, 
metallic glasses exhibit very high strength, close to the theoretical strength 
of their crystalline counterparts, as well as very interesting magnetic and 
tribological properties. It is however difficult to design a BMG given that no 
pure metals and very few metallic alloys exhibit the glass-forming ability 
(GFA). Therefore, it is of importance to understand the physical parameters 
governing the formation of metallic glasses over the more common crystal-
line forms.
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246 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

4.7.1 Thermodynamics and Kinetics

The search for potential BMG systems requires the identification of some 
physical parameters which can explain the GFA of some alloys. It is however 
difficult in some cases to explain why minor changes in composition can 
lead to a very different GFA. Nevertheless, some criteria have been devel-
oped in recent years, which is the topic of the current section.

Usually BMGs are multicomponent alloys, at least three elements, with dee-
por near-eutectic composition. That is, to say the melting point of BMG form-
ing liquids is significantly low. The low melting point is an indication that the 
liquid state is thermodynamically somewhat stable when compared with the 
crystalline state. The need to use at least three elements stems from the fact 
that binary alloys tend to form intermetallic compounds which, if formed, will 
destabilize the glassy statelr20. The so-called confusion principle was appar-
ently coined by H.H. Liebermann where the crystalline state is confused by the 
introduction of more than two elements in the system. Essentially, the entropy 
of the system is increased accordingly which helps stabilizing the glass.

It has been reported also that a composition featuring large atomic size 
mismatch is necessary21, reportedly greater than 12%. This has the effect of 
destabilizing the crystalline solid solution topologically and thus promoting 
the glassy state. Another important parameter is having a large negative heat 
of mixing which reduces the atomic mobility in the melt.
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Figure 4.53
The decrease of the volume per atom upon cooling.19 Vc and Vf are the volume per atom in the 
crystal and the free volume, respectively. Note that the volume per atom in the glassy state is 
higher than that in the crystal by Vf. (After Haasen, P., Physical Metallurgy, 3rd edn., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1997.)
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However, kinetic effects have to be considered in the design of a BMG as 
well. The assessment of the nucleation and growth of competing crystalline 
phases is crucial, in other words, the resistance to crystallization. The time–
temperature–transformation (TTT) diagram contains the necessary infor-
mation regarding not only the formability but also the stability of a glass 
system20. For example, Figure 4.54 shows the experimental TTT diagram of 
the undercooled Zr41.2Ti13.6Cu12.5Ni10.0Be22.5 alloy, known as Vitreloy 1 or sim-
ply VI. The observed nose shape can be explained as a result of two compet-
ing processes, the increase in the driving force for crystallization and the 
decrease in atomic movement as undercooling increases22.

The crystallization process changes from being nucleation-controlled at 
high temperatures, to growth-controlled at low temperatures. The decrease 
of atomic movement translates into higher viscosity, a characteristic of BMGs 
which show highly viscous liquid.

The driving force for crystallization is the Gibbs energy difference between 
the crystalline and the supercooled liquid state. Figure 4.55 shows the change 
of the specific heat capacity for several glass-forming systems as a function 
of temperature.

It is clear from Figure 4.55 that as the BMG-alloys are cooled the specific heat 
capacity difference, taking that of the crystal as a reference, increases but far 
less prominently with good glass-forming systems like Mg65Cu25Y10, Vitreloy 
4 (V4), and Vitreloy 1. Note the more gradual change in Cp as the temperature 
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Figure 4.54
Measured (dots) TTT diagram of a BMG Vitreloy 1 showing the different states. Calculated 
curves for the crystalline phase are also shown. Note that for the formation of a glass, applied 
cooling rate has to be fast enough to avoid intersecting the nose. (After Busch, R., Schroers, J., 
and Wang, W.H., MRS Bull., 32(8), 620, 2007.)
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248 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

approaches the glass temperature of these alloys. These alloy systems tend to 
exhibit little structural changes when undercooled toward Tg.

For a review of newly developed GFA criteria and their limitations, the 
reader is referred to the chapter written by Lu et al. on the subject.20

4.8 Case Studies of some Practical Castings and Welds

4.8.1 Casting of Carbon and low-Alloy Steels

Typical composition ranges:

 

C: 0.1–1.0 wt%

Si: 0.1–0.4 wt%

Mn: 0.3–1..5 wt%

carbon steels

  Cr: 1.0–1.6 wt










%%

  Ni: 1.0–3.5 wt%

 Mo: 0.1–0.4 wt%
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Figure 4.55
Specific heat capacities of some glass-forming alloys in the supercooled (undercooled) state. 
Temperature is presented as normalized to eutectic temperature. Tm and Tg are the melting 
and glass temperatures respectively. (After Busch, R., Schroers, J., and Wang, W.H., MRS Bull., 
32(8), 620, 2007.)
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Casting processes: castings, ingots, continuous casting.
Relevant phase diagrams: see Figure 4.56.
Solidification transformations:

 L L→ +δ

 δ δ γ δ γ+ → + + + →L L L(peritectic: )

 
δ γ γ+ + →L

Subsequent transformations:

 γ → α + Fe3C (equilibrium structure at ambient temperature)
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Figure 4.56
(a) Part of the iron-carbon phase diagram, (b) Liquidus projection for the Fe–Cr–Ni system, 
(c) isothermal section (650°C) for the Fe–Cr–Ni system. (From Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, 
American Society for Metals, 1973, pp. 276 and 425.)
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Microstructures: See Fig. 4.57.
Comments: Figure 4.56 shows that alloying with the relatively small 

amounts of Ni and Cr used in low-alloy steels has little effect on solid-
ification temperature and that the equilibrium structure of the alloy 
is α (+ Fe3C). Figure 4.57a shows that quenching from the γ, δ + L field 
leaves a structure with considerable residual melt between solidi-
fied dendrites. As discussed earlier, in practical alloys, the presence 
of residual melt between dendrite arms is largely due to impurity 
segregation. The completely solidified structure shown in Fig. 4.57b 
exhibits a residual eutectic between α-Fe dendrites of γ/Fe3P/Fe3C, 
suggesting that the last liquid to solidify was rich in P and C. The 
retention of some γ-Fe in the eutectic is possibly due to the high car-
bon content of the residual iron (the solubility of P in γ-Fe is very low), 
which, together with the stabilizing effect of Ni, may help to retard 
the γ → α a transformation. Slower rates of cooling would probably 
reduce the amount of retained austenite still further. The presence of 
Mn induces the reaction: Mn + S → MnS (see Fig. 4.57b). However, this 
is certainly preferred to FeS, which tends to wet dendrite boundaries 
more extensively than MnS and is a prime cause of hot cracking.

4.8.2 Casting of High-Speed Steels

Typical composition ranges:

 C: 0.5–1.0 wt%
 Cr: 0.5–4.0 wt%
 Mo: 0.5–9.5 wt%
 W: 1.5–6.0 wt%
 V: 0.5-2.0 wt%

L

(a) (b)

E

Fe3P

MnS

Figure 4.57
(a) Alloy quenched from (δ,γ  + L) field (θ 25). (b) Cooled to 20°C. E refers to /Fe3P/Fe3C eutectic 
(θ 1000). (From Guide to the Solidification of Steels, Jernkontoret, Stockholm, 1977.)
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Casting processes: Ingot
Special properties: Hard, tough, wear-resistent at elevated temperatures.
Relevant phase diagrams: See Fig. 4.58
Solidification transformations:

 L L→ + α

 
L L L+ → + + + →α α γ δ γ(peritectic: )

 
L L M Cx+ + → + + +α γ α γ

 
L M C M C M Cx x x+ + + → + → +α γ γ α(eventually: )
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Figure 4.58
(a) Phase diagram for steel with approx 4wt% Cr, 5wt% Mo, 6wt% W and 2wt% V (after E. Horn 
and H. Brandis, DEW‑Techn. Ber. 11 (1971) 147). (b) Effect of W on γ  field of steel (from Metals 
Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for Metals, 1973, p. 416).
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Microstructures: See Fig. 4.56
Comments: Reference to the phase diagrams (Fig. 4.58) shows that the 

presence of W, V and the other main alloying elements produces 
a cascade of polyphase fields during cooling of these castings. 
Solidification occurs initially with the formation of α dendrites, but 
the γ fields are so extensive that rapid quenching from the α + L field 
can not suppress the nucleation and growth of austenite (Fig. 4.59a). 
As expected, the C segregates strongly when α forms, but W, Cr and 
V are not expected to segregate so markedly in α-Fe. It seems likely 
that the early formation of γ through the reaction: α + L → γ + L in 
these castings is the main cause of the extensive segregation of W, 
Cr and V as observed in Fig. 4.59b and c. As seen in Fig. 4.59b, it 
is possible that the α → γ reaction occurs through the rejection 
of dissolved M back to the melt. Reference to the Fe–Cr, Fe–V, 
and Fe–W binary phase diagrams shows in all cases very low 
high-temperature solubility of these elements in γ-Fe. The resulting 

L
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δ

γ γ

L

(a) (b)

M2C
M6C

MC

(c) (d)

Figure 4.59
(a) Quenched from the (L + α (or δ) + γ) field at 1335°C (θ 150). (b) Quenched from 1245°C (θ 150). 
(c) Same alloy after mechanical and thermal heat treatments (θ  750). (a-c from A Guide to the 
Solidification of Steel, Jernkontoret, Stockholm, 1977, and d from Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 7, 
American Society for Metals, 1972, p. 121.)
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as-solidified structure (Fig. 4.59c) thus consists of a dendrites (fol-
lowing the γ → α solid-state transformation during cooling) with 
marked interdendritic segregation. The latter appears in the form of 
a γ/MxC eutectic, where MxC refers to mixed carbides of WC, Cr2C, 
VC, etc. The final structure of this type of tool steel (Fig. 4.59d) is only 
reached after further extensive plastic working to break up the eutec-
tic, followed by austenitizing and double-tempering treatments.

Electrode composition range:

 Cr: 17-19 wt%
 Ni: 8-10 wt%
 C: 0.05-0.1 wt%
 Si: 0.5-1.0 wt%
 Mn: 0.5-1.5 wt%

 

P:

S:
traces







Welding process: Manual metal arc, gas metal arc.
Relevant phase diagrams: See Fig. 4.60
Phase transformations:
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Figure 4.60
(a) 18% Cr section of the Fe–Cr–Ni system, (b) Schaeffler diagram indicating the alloy con-
cerned. (NI)eq = %Ni + 30 θ %C + 0.5 θ %Mn. (Cr)eq = %Cr + %Mo + 1.5 θ %Si + 0.5 θ %Nb. A, 
austenite; F, ferrite; M, martensite. (After R.J. Castro and J.J. de Cadenet, Welding Metallurgy of 
Stainless and Heat Resistant Steels, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974.)
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Microstructures: See Fig. 4.61
Comments: (a) Phase equilibria. Figure 4.60a is the 18% Cr vertical sec-

tion of the Fe–Cr–Ni ternary diagram. The effect of these and other 
alloying elements on the final microstructure, assuming fairly high 
quench rates typical of welding, can be predicted with the help of 
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Figure 4.61
(a) Illustrating hot cracking in the austenite region of a duplex stainless stell weld. (b) STEM-
EDX microanalysis of γ and δ-Fe and an inclusion. (After H. Åström et al., Metal Science Journal, 
July 1976, p. 225.)
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the Shaeffler diagram 4.60b. From this diagram it can be seen that 
if the Ni or Cr contents are reduced much below the nominal analy-
ses given, there is a risk that martensite forms. The most important 
feature of these alloys with respect to welding, is that some δ-Fe is 
retained even at ambient temperatures (see 4.60b).

  There has been much discussion in the literature as to which phase 
solidifies first after welding. According to Fig. 4.60a it appears that 
solidification should initiate with the nucleation of δ-Fe. However, 
if the base metal is fully austenitic at the transition zone, this phase 
should nucleate first because of the requirement of epitaxial growth 
(see previous discussion). Unfortunately the situation is complicated 
in practice by the presence of carbon and nitrogen, both of which 
tend to move the peritectic composition towards higher Ni content. 
An example of the effect of N being admitted to the weld pool is 
shown in Fig. 4.61a illustrating a single run weld which has remained 
fully austenitic. The result of this is fairly catastrophic, causing hot 
cracking at the austenite grain boundaries due to increased sulphur 
and phosphorus segregation in the austenite during solidification.

  (b) Microstructure. It is thought that the first phase to solidify in 
this alloy is δ-Fe, enriched in Cr and impoverished in Ni, the tendency 
in either case being to stabilize the ferrite. Further cooling causes γ-Fe 
to nucleate in the Ni-rich liquid between the δ-Fe dendrites. With the 
development of this duplex γ + δ structure the peritectic reaction: L 
→ γ + δ continues to completion. Cooling of the weld metal to ambi-
ent temperature causes the γ-Fe phase to grow at the expense of δ-Fe 
until only a fine network of δ-Fe remains. The STEM-based X-ray 
spectrometer microanalysis of the γ, δ and inclusion phases (Fig. 
4.58b) indicates that the Cr-rich ferrite has dissolved the phosphorus 
(one of the danger elements in hot cracking), while the sulphur is 
bound up in the inclusion. In this respect Mn has a double role: both 
as a deoxidizer and to absorb S through forming MnS. If the weld 
solidifies directly to γ-Fe, all the Mn remains in solution and thus 
cannot prevent FeS forming at cell boundaries. The fine duplex γ + 
δ structure of stainless steel welds thus refines and strengthens the 
microstructure, and effectively renders S and P harmless. It should 
be pointed out, however, that the 6–8 vol% retained δ-Fe at ambient 
temperature should not be exceeded, since higher volume fractions 
reduce the ductility and toughness of this alloy. In this respect, the 
Shaeffler diagram (Fig. 4.60b) is a useful guide for estimating δ-Fe as 
a function of equivalent Cr and Ni content. The amount of δ-Fe can 
also be measured magnetically or metallographically. If the pres-
ence of nitrogen is to be accounted for, a modified form of Shaeffler 
diagram (the DeLong diagram) can be employed (see, e.g. Castro and 
Cadenet, 1974)23.
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Exercises

 4.1 Show that differentiation of Equation 4.4 leads to Equations 4.5 
and 4.6.

 4.2 Use Equations 4.4 and 4.10 to estimate the number of crystal-like 
clusters in 1 mm3 of copper at its melting point for spherical clus-
ters containing (a) 10 atoms, (b) 60 atoms. What volume of liquid 
copper is likely to contain one cluster of 100 atoms? The atomic 
volume of liquid copper is 1.6 θ 10−29 m3, γSL is 0.177 J m−2, k = 1.38 
θ 10−23 J K−1, Tm = 1356 K.

 4.3 Why does rmax in Fig. 4.5 vary with ΔT?
 4.4 Calculate the homogeneous nucleation rate in liquid copper at 

undercoolings of 180, 200 and 220 K, using the following data:

 
L T Km SL= × = =− −1 88 10 1356 0 1779 3 2. , , . ,J m J mγ

 
f C k0

11 1
0

28 3 2310 6 10 1 38 10= = × = ×− − −s atoms m J, , . K−1.

 4.5 Show that Equation 4.23 applies to homogeneous nucleation and 
heterogeneous nucleation on a flat mould wall.

 4.6 Show that Equation 4.16 follows from 4.15 using the following 
relationships for a spherical cap:

 
A rSL = −2 12π θ( cos )

 
A rSM = π θ2 2sin

 
V rS = + −π θ θ3 22 1 3( cos )( cos ) /
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258 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

 4.7 Of what importance is the angle of a mould-wall crack in het-
erogeneous nucleation? Of what importance is the width of the 
crack at its mouth?

 4.8 Under what conditions can solid metal be retained in a mould-
wall crevice above Tm?

 4.9 If a single crystal is melted by heating to slightly above its melting 
point and then cooled it subsequently solidifies with the previ-
ous orientation. Likewise a polycrystalline specimen reverts to its 
original grain size. Can you suggest an explanation for this effect? 
(See B. Chalmers, Principles of Solidification, Wiley, 1964, p. 85).

 4.10 (a)  Show that surface melting is to be expected below Tm in gold 
(1336 K) given γSL = 0.132, γLV = 1.128, γSV = 1.400 J m−2.

 (b) Given that the latent heat of fusion of gold is 1.2 θ 109 J m−3 

estimate whether sensible liquid layer thicknesses are fea-
sible at measurably lower temperatures than Tm.

 4.11 Use nucleation theory to derive quantitative expressions for the 
velocity of an atomically smooth interface as a function of under-
cooling (a) for repeated surface nucleation, (b) for spiral growth. 
(See Burton et al., Philosophical Transactions, A243:299 (1950)).

 4.12 Draw diagrams to show how the solid/liquid interface tempera-
ture varies as a function of position along the bar for Figs. 4.20, 
4.21 and 4.22.

 4.13 Draw figures corresponding to Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 for a dilute 
binary alloy with k > 1.

 4.14 Show that Equation 4.35 satisfies 4.34.
 4.15 The Al-Cu phase diagram is similar to that shown in Fig. 4.19 

with Tm (Al) = 660°C, TE = 548°C, Xmas = 5.65 wt%, and XE = 33 wt% 
Cu. The diffusion coefficient for the liquid DL = 3 θ 10−9 m2 s−1. If 
an Al–0.5 wt% Cu alloy is solidified with no convection and a 
planar solid/liquid interface at 5 µms−1:

 (a) What is the interface temperature in the steady state?
 (b) What is the thickness of the diffusion layer?
 (c) What temperature gradient will be required to maintain a 

planar interface?
 (d) Answer (a), (b) and (c) for an Al-2 wt% Cu alloy solidified 

under the same conditions.
 4.16 (a)   Using Equation 4.33 and the data in problem 4.15 plot the 

variation of copper concentration along a unidirectionally 
solidified bar of an Al–2 wt% Cu alloy assuming no diffusion 
in the solid and perfect mixing in the liquid.
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 (b) What fraction of the bar will solidify to a eutectic structure?
 (c) How much eutectic would form in an Al-0.5 wt% Cu alloy 

solidified under the same conditions?
 4.17 Explain the experimental observation that in the presence of a 

convection current cells grow upstream.
 4.18 Sketch a possible solidification-front structure for the solidifica-

tion of an Fe–0.25 wt% C alloy in a shallow temperature gradi-
ent. Consider the temperature range 1440–1540°C. Assume very 
rapid diffusion of carbon in δ-Fe.

 4.19 Show that the condition γ  = 2 γ* gives (i) the maximum eutectic 
growth rate for a given undercooling, and (ii) a minimum under-
cooling for a given growth rate (Equation 4.43).

 4.20 Calculate the depression of the eutectic temperature for a lamel-
lar eutectic with γ  = 0.2 µm and γ  = 1.0 μm, if γαβ = 400 mJ m−2, ΔH/
Vm = 800 θ 106 J irT3, TE = 1000 K.

 4.21 If it is assumed that the choice of a rod or lamellar eutectic is gov-
erned by the minimization of the total α/β interfacial energy it 
can be shown that for a given λ there is a critical volume fraction 
of the β phase ( fc) below which β should be rod like, and above 
which it should be lamellar. Assuming the rods are hexagonally 
arranged and that γαβ is isotropic, calculate the value of fc.

 4.22 Compare the processes of ingot casting and weld solidification, 
and show they are in many ways quite different solidification 
processes. How would you compare continuous casting in this 
respect?

 4.23 What is the influence of welding speed on the solidification struc-
ture of welds? How is welding speed likely to affect segregation 
problems?

* Since atomic jumps from the liquid on to the cluster are thermally activated, f0 will in fact 
diminish with decreasing temperature. In some metallic systems the liquid can be rapidly 
cooled to temperatures below the so-called glass transition temperature without the forma-
tion of crystalline solid. f0 is very small at these temperatures and the supercooled liquid is 
a relatively stable metallic glass or amorphous metal. The variation of f0 with temperature is 
very important with solid-state transformations, and it is covered in Chapter 5. For further 
details on alloys rapidly quenched from the melt see R.W. Cahn and P. Haasen (Eds), Physical 
Metallurgy, North-Holland, 1983, Chapter 28.
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5
Diffusional Transformations in Solids

The majority of phase transformations that occur in the solid state take place 
by thermally activated atomic movements. The transformations that will be 
dealt with in this chapter are those that are induced by a change of tem-
perature of an alloy that has a fixed bulk composition. Usually we will be 
concerned with the transformations caused by a temperature change from 
a single-phase region of a (binary) phase diagram to a region where one 
or more other phases are stable. The different types of phase transforma-
tions that are possible can be roughly divided into the following groups: 
(a) precipitation reactions, (b) eutectoid transformations, (c) ordering reac-
tions, (d) massive transformations, and (e) polymorphic changes. Figure 5.1 
shows several different types of binary phase diagrams that are representa-
tive of these transformations.

Precipitation transformations can be expressed in reaction terms as 
follows:

 ′ → +α α β  (5.1)

where α′ is a metastable supersaturated solid solution, β is a stable or metastable 
precipitate, and a is a more stable solid solution with the same crystal struc-
ture as α′, but with a composition closer to equilibrium, see Fig. 5.1a.

Eutectoid transformations involve the replacement of a metastable phase (γ) 
by a more stable mixture of two other phases (α + β) and can be expressed as

 γ α β→ +  (5.2)

This reaction is characteristic of phase diagrams such as that shown in 
Fig. 5.1b.

Both precipitation and eutectoid transformations involve the formation of 
phases with a different composition to the matrix and therefore long-range 
diffusion is required. The remaining reaction types can, however, proceed 
without any composition change or long-range diffusion. Figure 5.1c shows 
phase diagrams where ordering reactions can occur. In this case the reaction 
can be simply written

 α(disordered) → ′α (ordered) (5.3)
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In a massive transformation the original phase decomposes into one or 
more new phases which have the same composition as the parent phase, but 
different crystal structures. Figure 5.Id illustrates two simple examples of 
the type

 β α→  (5.4)

where only one new phase results. Note that the new β phase can either be 
stable (Fig. 5.1d(i)) or metastable (Fig. 5.1d(ii)).

Polymorphic transformations occur in single component systems when 
different crystal structures are stable over different temperature ranges, 
Fig. 5.1e. The most well-known of these in metallurgy are the transforma-
tions between fccand bcc-Fe. In practice, however, such transformations are 
of little practical interest and have not been extensively studied.

Apart from a few exceptions the above transformations all take place by dif-
fusional nucleation and growth. As with solidification, nucleation is usually 
heterogeneous, but for the sake of simplicity let us begin by considering 
homogeneous nucleation.
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Figure 5.1
Examples of different categories of diffusional phase transformations: (a) precipitation; (b) 
eutectoid; (c) ordering; (d) massive; (e) polymorphic (single component).
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5.1  Homogeneous Nucleation in Solids

To take a specific example consider the precipitation of B-rich β from a super-
saturated A-rich α solid solution as shown in Fig. 5.1a(i). For the nucleation 
of β, B-atoms within the α matrix must first diffuse together to form a small 
volume with the β composition, and then, if necessary, the atoms must rear-
range into the β crystal structure. As with the liquid → solid transformation 
an α/β interface must be created during the process and this leads to an acti-
vation energy barrier.

The free energy change associated with the nucleation process will have 
the following three contributions.

 1. At temperatures where the β phase is stable, the creation of a volume 
V of β will cause a volume free energy reduction of V ΔGV.

 2. Assuming for the moment that the α/β interfacial energy is isotropic 
the creation of an area A of interface will give a free energy increase 
of Aγ.

 3. In general the transformed volume will not fit perfectly into the 
space originally occupied by the matrix and this gives rise to a mis-
fit strain energy ΔGs per unit volume of β. (It was shown in Chapter 3 
that, for both coherent and incoherent inclusions, ΔGS is proportional 
to the volume of the inclusion.) Summing all of these gives the total 
free energy change as

 ∆ ∆ ∆G V G A V GV s= − + +γ  (5.5)

Apart from the misfit strain energy term, Equation 5.5 is very similar to 
that derived for the formation of a solid nucleus in a liquid. With solid/
liquid interfaces γ can be treated as roughly the same for all interfaces, but 
for nucleation in solids γ can vary widely from very low values for coherent 
interfaces to high values for incoherent interfaces. Therefore the Aγ term in 
Equation 5.5 should really be replaced by a summation over all surfaces of 
the nucleus Σγi Ai.

If we ignore the variation of γ with interface orientation and assume the 
nucleus is spherical with a radius of curvature r Equation 5.5 becomes

 
∆ ∆ ∆G r G G rv s= − − +4

3
43 2π π γ( )  (5.6)

This is shown as a function of r in Fig. 5.2. Note that the effect of the misfit 
strain energy is to reduce the effective driving force for the transformation to 
(ΔGv−ΔGs). Similar curves would in fact be obtained for any nucleus shape as 
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a function of its size. Differentiation of Equation 5.6 yields

 
r

G Gv s

*

( )
=

−
2γ

∆ ∆  (5.7)

 
∆

∆ ∆
G

G Gv s

*

( )
=

−
16

3

3

2

πγ
 (5.8)

which is very similar to the expressions for solidification, except now the 
chemical driving force ΔGv is reduced by a positive strain energy term.

As discussed in Chapter 4 the concentration of critical-sized nuclei C* will 
be given by

 C C G kT* *exp( / )= −0 ∆  (5.9)

where C0 is the number of atoms per unit volume in the phase. If each nucleus 
can be made supercritical at a rate of f per second the homogeneous nucle-
ation rate will be given by

 N f Chom
*=  (5.10)

f depends on how frequently a critical nucleus can receive an atom from the 
a matrix. This will depend on the surface area of the nucleus and the rate at 

∆G

∆G

–V(∆GV     ∆Gs)     r3

r* 
r

∆G*

Aγ     r2

0

–

+

–V∆GV

Figure 5.2
The variation of ΔG with r for a homogeneous nucleus. There is an activation energy barrier 
ΔG*.
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which diffusion can occur. If the activation energy for atomic migration is 
ΔGm per atom, f can be written as ω exp (–ΔGm/kT) where ω is a factor that 
includes the vibration frequency of the atoms and the area of the critical 
nucleus. The nucleation rate will therefore be of the form

 
N C

G G
kT

m
hom

*
exp exp= −



 −



ω 0

∆ ∆
kT

 (5.11)

This is essentially identical to Equation 4.12 except that the temperature 
dependence of f has been taken into account. In order to evaluate this equa-
tion as a function of temperature v and ΔGm can be assumed to be constant, 
but ΔG* will be strongly temperature dependent. The main factor controlling 
ΔG* is the driving force for precipitation ΔGV, Equation 5.8. Since composition 
is variable the magnitude of ΔGV must be obtained from the free energy–
composition diagram.

If the alloy X0 in Fig. 5.3, is solution treated at T1 and then cooled rapidly to 
T2 it will become supersaturated with B and will try to precipitate β. When 
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Figure 5.3
Free energy changes during precipitation. The driving force for the first precipitates to nucle-
ate is ΔGn = ΔGvVm ΔG0 is the total decrease in free energy when precipitation is complete and 
equilibrium has been reached.
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the transformation to α + β is complete the free energy of the alloy will have 
decreased by an amount ΔG0 per mole as shown in Fig. 5.3b. ΔG0 is therefore 
the total driving force for the transformation. However, it is not the driving 
force for nucleation. This is because the first nuclei to appear do not signifi-
cantly change the α composition from X0. The free energy released per mole 
of nuclei formed can be obtained as follows.

If a small amount of material with the nucleus composition ( )XB
β  is 

removed from the α phase, the total free energy of the system will decrease 
by ΔG1 where

 ∆G X XA A B B1 = +µ µ βα β α β per mol remved)(  (5.12)

This follows simply from the definition of chemical potential given by 
Equation 1.29. ΔG1 is a quantity represented by point P in Fig. 5.3b. If these 
atoms are now rearranged into the β crystal structure and replaced, the total 
free energy of the system will increase by an amount

 ∆G X XA A B B2 = +µ µ ββ β α β per mol formed)(  (5.13)

which is given by point Q. Therefore the driving force for nucleation

 ∆ ∆ ∆G G Gn = −2 1 per mol of β  (5.14)

which is just the length PQ in Fig. 5.3b. The volume free energy decrease asso-
ciated with the nucleation event is therefore simply given by

 
∆ ∆

G
G

Vv
n

m

= per unit volume of β  (5.15)

where Vm is the molar volume of ⍰. For dilute solutions it can be shown that
approximately

 ∆ ∆G Xv ∞  (5.16)

where

 ∆X X Xe= −0  (5.17)

From Fig. 5.3a therefore it can be seen that the driving force for precipitation 
increases with increasing undercooling (ΔT) below the equilibrium solvus 
temperature Te.

It is now possible to evaluate Equation 5.11 for alloy X0 as a function of 
temperature. The variation of ΔGV with temperature is shown schematically 
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in Fig. 5.4b. After taking into account the misfit strain energy term ΔGS the 
effective driving force becomes (ΔGv−ΔGs) and the effective equilibrium tem-
perature is reduced to T’e. Knowing (ΔGv−ΔGs) the activation energy ΔG* can 
be calculated from Equation 5.8 as shown. Figure 5.4c shows the two expo-
nential terms in Equation 5.11; exp (−ΔG*/kT) is essentially the potential con-
centration of nuclei and, as with nucleation in liquids, this is essentially zero 
until a critical undercooling ΔTc is reached, after which it rises very rapidly. 
The other term, exp (−ΔGm/kT), is essentially the atomic mobility. Since ΔGm 
is constant this decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature. The com-
bination of these terms, i.e. the homogeneous nucleation rate is shown in 
Fig. 5.4d. Note that at undercoolings smaller than ΔTc, N is negligible because 
the driving force ΔGV is too small, whereas at very high undercoolings N 
is negligible because diffusion is too slow. A maximum nucleation rate is 
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Figure 5.4
How the rate of homogeneous nucleation varies with undercooling for alloy X0. (a) The phase 
diagram, (b) The effective driving force (ΔGV − ΔGS) and the resultant energy barrier ΔG*, (c) The 
two exponential terms that determine N as shown in (d).
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268 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

obtained at intermediate undercoolings. For alloys containing less solute the 
critical supercooling will not be reached until lower absolute temperatures 
where diffusion is slower. The resultant variation of N with T in these alloys 
will therefore appear as shown in Fig. 5.5.

In the above treatment of nucleation it has been assumed that the nucle-
ation rate is constant. In practice however the nucleation rate will initially be 
low, then gradually rise, and finally decrease again as the first nuclei to form 
start growing and thereby reduce the supersaturation of the remaining α.

It has also been assumed that the nuclei are spherical with the equilib-
rium composition and structure of the β phase. However, in practice nucle-
ation will be dominated by whatever nucleus has the minimum activation 
energy barrier ΔG*. Equation 5.8 shows that by far the most effective way of 
minimizing ΔG* is by the formation of nuclei with the smallest total inter-
facial energy. In fact this criterion is dominating in nucleation processes. 
Incoherent nuclei have such a high value of γ that incoherent homogeneous 
nucleation is virtually impossible. If, however, the nucleus has an orientation 
relationship with the matrix, and coherent interfaces are formed, ΔG* is greatly 
reduced and homogeneous nucleation becomes feasible. The formation of a 
coherent nucleus will of course increase ΔGs which decreases T′e. But below 
T′s the decrease in γ resulting from coherency can more than compensate for 
the increase in ΔGs. Also, by choosing a suitable shape it is often possible to 
minimize ΔGs as discussed in Section 3.4.3.

In most systems the α and β phases have such different crystal structures 
that it is impossible to form coherent low-energy interfaces and homoge-
neous nucleation of the equilibrium β phase is then impossible. However, it 
is often possible to form a coherent nucleus of some other, metastable phase 
(β) which is not present in the equilibrium phase diagram. The most com-
mon example of this is the formation of GP zones which will be discussed in 
more detail later.

T

XB N

α

N(2)

Te(2)

Te(1)

N(1)

(2) (1) 00

α + β

Figure 5.5
The effect of alloy composition on the nucleation rate. The nucleation rate in alloy 2 is always 
less than in alloy 1.
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There are a few systems in which the equilibrium phase may nucle-
ate homogeneously. For example in the Cu–Co system Cu alloys contain-
ing 1–3% Co can be solution treated and quenched to a temperature where 
Co precipitates. Both Cu and Co are fcc with only a 2% difference in lat-
tice parameter. Therefore very little coherency strain is associated with the 
formation of coherent Co particles. The interfacial energy is about 200 mJ 
m−2 and the critical undercooling for measurable homogeneous nucleation is 
about 40°C. This system has been used to experimentally test the theories of 
homogeneous nucleation and reasonably close agreement was found1.

Another system in which the equilibrium phase is probably formed homo-
geneously at a few tens of degrees undercooling is the precipitation of Ni3Al 
in many Ni-rich alloys. Depending on the system the misfit varies up to a 
maximum of 2%, and γ is probably less than 30 mJ m−2. Most other examples 
of homogeneous nucleation, however, are limited to metastable phases, usu-
ally GP zones. (See Section 5.5.1.)

5.2  Heterogeneous Nucleation

Nucleation in solids, as in liquids, is almost always heterogeneous. Suitable 
nucleation sites are non-equilibrium defects such as excess vacancies, dislo-
cations, grain boundaries, stacking faults, inclusions, and free surfaces, all 
of which increase the free energy of the material. If the creation of a nucleus 
results in the destruction of a defect, some free energy (ΔGs) will be released 
thereby reducing (or even removing) the activation energy barrier. The 
equivalent to Equation 5.5 for heterogeneous nucleation is

 ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆G V G G A Gv shet d= − − + −( ) γ  (5.18)

Nucleation on grain Boundaries

Ignoring any misfit strain energy, the optimum embryo shape should be 
that which minimizes the total interfacial free energy. The optimum shape 
for an incoherent grain-boundary nucleus will consequently be two abutted 
spherical caps as shown in Fig. 5.6, with υ given by

 cos /θ γ γαα αβ= 2  (5.19)

(assuming γαβ is isotropic and equal for both grains). The excess free energy 
associated with the embryo will be given by

 ∆ ∆G V G A Av= − + −αβ αβ αα ααγ γ  (5.20)
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where V is the volume of the embryo, Aαβ is the area of α/β interface of energy 
γαβ created, and Aαα  the area of α/α grain boundary of energy γαβ destroyed 
during the process. The last term of the above equation is simply ΔGd in 
Equation 5.18.

It can be seen that grain boundary nucleation is analogous to solidification 
on a substrate (Section 4.1.3) and the same results will apply. Again the criti-
cal radius of the spherical caps will be independent of the grain boundary 
and given by

 r Gv
∗ = 2γ αβ/∆  (5.21)

and the activation energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation will be 
given by

 

∆
∆

G V
V

Shet

hom

het

homG

∗

∗

∗

∗
= = ( )θ  (5.22)

where S(θ) is a shape factor given by

 
S( ) ( cos cosθ θ θ= + −1

2
2 )(1 )2  (5.23)

The ability of a grain boundary to reduce ∆Ghet
∗ , i.e. its potency as a nucle-

ation site, depends on cos θ, i.e. on the ratio γαα/γ 2αβ.
V* and ΔG* can be reduced even further by nucleation on a grain edge or 

grain corner, Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. Figure 5.9 shows how ∆ ∆G Ghet hom
∗ ∗/  depends on 

cos θ for the various grain boundary nucleation sites.
High-angle grain boundaries are particularly effective nucleation sites for 

incoherent precipitates with high γαβ. If the matrix and precipitate are suf-
ficiently compatible to allow the formation of lower energy facets then V* 
and ΔGhet can be further reduced as shown in Fig. 5.10. The nucleus will then 
have an orientation relationship with one of the grains. Such nuclei are to 
be expected whenever possible, since the most successful nuclei, i.e. those 
which form most rapidly, will have the smallest nucleation barrier.

α

α

β

γαβ

γαα

Radius r*

Volume V*

θ

Figure 5.6
The critical nucleus size (V*) for grain boundary nucleation.
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Other planar defects such as inclusion/matrix interfaces, stacking faults 
and free surfaces can behave in a similar way to grain boundaries in reduc-
ing ΔG*. Note, however, that stacking faults are much less potent sites due to 
their lower energy in comparison to high-angle boundaries.

Dislocations

The lattice distortion in the vicinity of a dislocation can assist nucleation in 
several ways. The main effect of dislocations is to reduce the ΔGs-contribution 
to ΔG* by reducing the total strain energy of the embryo. A coherent nucleus 
with a negative misfit, i.e. a smaller volume than the matrix, can reduce its 

θ

α

α

α

V*

Figure 5.7
Critical nucleus shape for nucleation on a grain edge.

V*

Figure 5.8
Critical nucleus shape for nucleation on a grain corner.
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ΔG* by forming in the region of compressive strain above an edge disloca-
tion, whereas if the misfit is positive it is energetically favourable for it to 
form below the dislocation.

Nucleation on dislocations may also be assisted by solute segregation which 
can raise the composition of the matrix to nearer that of the precipitate. The 
dislocation can also assist in growth of an embryo beyond the critical size by 
providing a diffusion pipe with a lower ΔGm.

Dislocations are not very effective for reducing the interfacial energy 
contribution to ΔG*. This means that nucleation on dislocations usually 
requires rather good matching between precipitate and matrix on at least 
one plane, so that low-energy coherent or semicoherent interfaces can 
form. Ignoring strain energy effects, the minimum ΔG* is then achieved 
when the nucleus shape is the equilibrium shape given by the Wulff 
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Figure 5.9
The effect of θ on the activation energy for grain boundary nucleation relative to homogeneous 
nucleation. (After J.W. Cahn, Acta Metallurgia 4 (1956) 449.)
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Figure 5.10
The critical nucleus size can be reduced even further by forming a low-energy coherent inter-
face with one grain.
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construction. When the precipitate and matrix have different crystal 
structures the critical nucleus should therefore be disc-like or needle-like 
as discussed in Section 3.4.2.

In fcc crystals the a
2 110〈 〉  unit dislocations can dissociate to produce a 

ribbon of stacking fault, e.g.

 

a a a
2

110
6

121
6

211[ ] [ ] [ ]→ +

giving a stacking fault on ( 1 11) separated by two Shockley partials. 
Since the stacking fault is in effect four close-packed layers of hap crystal 
(Fig. 3.59b) it can act as a very potent nucleation site for an hcp precipitate. 
This type of nucleation has been observed for the precipitation of the hex-
agonal transition phase γ ′ in Al-Ag alloys. Nucleation is achieved simply 
by the diffusion of silver atoms to the fault. Thus there will automatically 
be an orientation relationship between the γ ′ precipitate (fault) and the 
matrix of the type

 ( ) //( )0001 111′γ α

 [ ] //[ ]1120 110′γ α

which ensures good matching and low energy interfaces.
It should be noted that even in annealed specimens dislocation densities 

are often sufficiently high to account for any precipitate dispersion that is 
resolvable in the light microscope, i.e. ~1 µm−2. Figure 5.11 shows an example 
of niobium carbonitride precipitates on dislocations in a ferritic iron matrix. 
This is a so-called dark-field electron microscope micrograph in which the 
precipitates are imaged bright and the matrix dark. The precipitates lie in 
rows along dislocations.

excess Vacancies

When an age-hardening alloy is quenched from a high temperature, excess 
vacancies are retained during the quench. These vacancies can assist nucle-
ation by increasing diffusion rates, or by relieving misfit strain energies. 
They may influence nucleation either individually or collectively by group-
ing into small clusters.

Since ΔGd is relatively small for vacancies, nucleation will only take place 
when a reasonable combination of the following conditions is met: low inter-
facial energy (i.e. fully coherent nuclei), small volume strain energy, and high 
driving force. These are essentially the same conditions that must be fulfilled 
for homogeneous nucleation. Since individual vacancies or small clusters 
cannot be resolved with conventional transmission electron microscopy, 
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evidence for the role of vacancies as hetergenous nucleation sites is indirect 
(discussed later).

5.2.1  rate of Heterogeneous Nucleation

If the various nucleation sites are arranged in order of increasing ΔGd, i.e. 
decreasing ΔG*, the sequence would be roughly

 1. homogeneous sites
 2. vacancies
 3. dislocations
 4. stacking faults
 5. grain boundaries and interphase boundaries
 6. free surfaces.

Nucleation should always occur most rapidly on sites near the bottom of the 
list. However the relative importance of these sites in determining the over-
all rate at which the alloy will transform also depends on the relative concen-
trations of the sites. For homogeneous nucleation every atom is a potential 
nucleation site, whereas only those atoms on grain boundaries, for example, 
can take part in boundary-assisted nucleation.

Figure 5.11
Rows of niobium carbonitride precipitates on dislocations in ferrite (3 108 000). (Dark-field 
electron micrograph in which the precipitates show up bright.)
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If the concentration of heterogeneous nucleation sites is C1 per unit volume, 
the heterogeneous nucleation rate will be given by an equation of the form

 
N C

G
kT

G
kT

m
het nuclei m= −



 −





∗
−ω 1 exp .exp

∆ ∆ 33 1s−  (5.24)

This is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 5.12. Note that, as with 
heterogeneous nucleation in liquids, measurably high nucleation rates can 
be obtained at very small driving forces. The relative magnitudes of the het-
erogeneous and homogeneous volume nucleation rates can be obtained by 
dividing Equation 5.11 by 5.24 giving

 

N C
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G G
kT
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het

N
= −





∗ ∗
1

0

exp hom∆ ∆
 (5.25)

(Differences in w and ΔGm are not so important and have been ignored.) 
Since ΔG* is always smallest for heterogeneous nucleation the exponential 
factor in the above equation is always a large quantity which favours a high 
heterogeneous nucleation rate. However, the factor (C1/C0) must also be taken 
into account, i.e. the number of atoms on heterogeneous sites relative to the 
number within the matrix. For grain boundary nucleation

 

C
C D

1

0

= δ
 (5.26)

where δ is the boundary thickness and D is the grain size. For nucleation on 
grain edges and corners (C1/C0) becomes reduced even further to (δ/D))2 and 
(δ/D)3. Therefore for a 50 µm grain size taking δ as 0.5 nm gives δ/D. 10−5. 
Consequently grain boundary nucleation will dominate over homogeneous 
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0 0X0
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α

Figure 5.12
The rate of heterogeneous nucleation during precipitation of β in alloy X0 as a function of 
undercooling.
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nucleation if the boundary is sufficiently potent to make the exponential 
term in Equation 5.23 greater than 105. Values for C1/C0 for other sites are 
listed in Table 5.1.

In general the type of site which gives the highest volume nucleation rate 
will depend on the driving force (ΔGV). At very small driving forces, when 
activation energy barriers for nucleation are high, the highest nucleation rates 
will be produced by grain-corner nucleation. As the driving force increases, 
however, grain edges and then boundaries will dominate the transforma-
tion. At very high driving forces it may be possible for the (C1/C0) term to 
dominate and then homogeneous nucleation provides the highest nucleation 
rates. Similar considerations will apply to the relative importance of other 
heterogeneous nucleation sites.

The above comments concerned nucleation during isothermal transforma-
tions when the specimen is held at a constant temperature. If nucleation occurs 
during continuous cooling the driving force for nucleation will increase with 
time. Under these conditions the initial stages of the transformation will be 
dominated by those nucleation sites which can first produce a measurable 
volume nucleation rate. Considering only grain boundaries again, if γαα/γαβ is 
high, noticeable transformation will begin first at the grain corners, whereas 
if the grain boundary is less potent (γαα/γαβ smaller) nucleation may not be 
possible until such high driving forces are reached that less favourable het-
erogeneous or even homogeneous nucleation sites dominate. This will not 
of course exclude precipitation on potent heterogeneous sites, but they will 
make only a very small contribution to the total nucleation rate.

5.3  Precipitate Growth

As explained above, the successful critical nuclei are those with the smallest 
nucleation barrier, i.e. the smallest critical volume. In the absence of strainen-
ergy effects the precipitate shape satisfying this criterion is that which mini-
mizes the total interfacial free energy. Thus nuclei will usually be bounded 
by a combination of coherent or semicoherent facets and smoothly curved 
incoherent interfaces. For the precipitate to grow these interfaces must 
migrate and the shape that develops during growth will be determined 

TABle 5.1

C1/C0 for Various Heterogeneous Nucleation Sites

Grain 
Boundary Grain Edge

Grain 
Corner Dislocations

Excess 
Vacancies§

D = 50 µm D = 50 µm D = 50 µm 105 mm−2 108 mm−2 Xv = 10−6

10−5 10−10 10−15 10−8 10−5 10−6
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by the relative migration rates. As explained in Section 3.5.1, when the two 
phases have different crystal structures semicoherent interfaces have very 
low mobility and are forced to migrate by a ledge mechanism. Incoherent 
interfaces on the other hand are highly mobile. If there are problems in main-
taining a constant supply of ledges the incoherent interfaces will be able to 
advance faster than the semicoherent interface and a nucleus with one plane 
of good matching should grow into a thin disc or plate as shown in Fig. 5.13. 
This is the origin of the so-called Widmanstatten morphology2.

The next few sections will be concerned with developing an approximate 
quantitative treatment for the ledge mechanism and for the rate of migration 
of curved incoherent interfaces, but before treating these two cases it is use-
ful to begin with the simpler case of a planar incoherent interface.

5.3.1  growth Behind Planar incoherent interfaces

It will be apparent from the above discussion that planar interfaces in crys-
talline solids will usually not be incoherent. However, one situation where 
approximately planar incoherent interfaces may be found is after grain-
boundary nucleation. If many incoherent nuclei form on a grain boundary 
they might subsequently grow together to form a slab of β precipitate as 
shown in Fig. 5.14.

B

Slow

V* Fast

A

Figure 5.13
The effect of interface type on the morphology of a growing precipitate. (A) Low-mobility 
semicoherent interfaces. (B) High-mobility incoherent interfaces.
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Figure 5.14
Diffusion-controlled thickening of a precipitate plate.
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Imagine that such a slab of solute-rich precipitate has grown from zero 
thickness and that the instantaneous growth rate is v. Since the concentra-
tion of solute in the precipitate (Cβ) is higher than in the bulk (C0) the matrix 
adjacent to the precipitate will be depleted of solute as shown. Also since the 
interface is incoherent diffusion-controlled growth and local equilibrium at 
the interface can be assumed, i.e. the solute concentration in the matrix adja-
cent to the β will be the equilibrium value Ce. The growth rate (v) will depend 
on the concentration gradient at the interface dC/dx.

For unit area of interface to advance a distance dx a volume of material 
1 • dx must be converted from a containing Ce to β containing C β moles of 
B per unit volume, i.e. (Cβ – Ce)dx moles of B must be supplied by diffusion 
through the α. The flux of B through unit area in time dt is given by D(dC/
dx)dt, where D is the interdiffusion coefficient (or interstitial diffusion coef-
ficient). Equating these two quantities gives

 
v

x
t

D
C C

C
xe

= =
−

d
d

d
dβ

.  (5.27)

As the precipitate grows solute must be depleted from an ever-increasing 
volume of matrix so that dC/dx in the above equation decreases with time. 
To make this quantitative, consider a simplified approach originally due to 
Zener3. If the concentration profile is simplified to that shown in Fig. 5.15 
dC/dx is given by ΔC0/L where ΔC0 = C0 – Ce. The width of the diffusion zone 
L can be obtained by noting that the conservation of solute requires the two 
shaded areas in Fig. 5.15 to be equal, i.e.

 ( ) /C C x L Cβ − =0 0 2∆

where x is the thickness of the slab. The growth rate therefore becomes
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 (5.28)
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Figure 5.15
A simplification of the concentration profile.
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If it is assumed that the molar volume (Vm) is a constant, the concentra-
tions in the above equation can be replaced by mole fractions (X = CVm). 
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity it can often be assumed that Cβ − C0. 
Cβ − Ce. Integration of Equation 5.28 then gives
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 (5.29)

and
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where ΔX0 = X0 − Xe (Fig. 5.16) is the supersaturation prior to precipitation.
The following points are important to note regarding these equations.

 1. xα √(Dt), i.e. precipitate thickening obeys a parabolic growth law.
 2. vαΔ0, i.e. for a given time the growth rate is proportional to the 

supersaturation.
 3. xα √(D/t).

The effect of alloy composition and temperature on growth rate is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.16. Growth rates are low at small undercoolings due to small super-
saturation ΔX0 but are also low at large undercoolings due to slow diffusion. 
A maximum growth rate will occur at some intermediate undercooling.

When the diffusion fields of separate precipitates begin to overlap Equation 
5.30 will no longer apply, but growth will decelerate more rapidly and finally 
cease when the matrix concentration is Xe everywhere, Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.16
The effect of temperature and position on growth rate, v.
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Although these equations are only approximate and were derived for a 
planar interface, the conclusions are not significantly altered by more thor-
ough treatments or by allowing curved interfaces. Thus it can be shown that 
any linear dimension of a spheroidal precipitate increases as √(Dt) provided 
all interfaces migrate under volume diffusion control.

Usually grain boundary precipitates do not form a continuous layer along 
the boundary but remain as isolated particles. The growth of such pre-
cipitates can occur at rates far greater than allowed by volume diffusion. 
The reason for this is that the grain boundary can act as a collector plate 
for solute as shown in Fig. 5.184. Growth of such a so-called grain-bound-
ary allotriomorph involves three steps: (1) volume diffusion of solute to the 
grain boundary; (2) diffusion of solute along the grain boundary with some 
attachment at the precipitate rim; and (3) diffusion along the α/β interfaces 
allowing accelerated thickening. This mechanism is of greatest significance 
when substitutional diffusion is involved. In the case of interstitial solu-
tions diffusion short circuits are comparatively unimportant due to the high 
volume diffusion rates.

C0

Cβ

Ce

C0

Cβ

Ce

(a) (b) Distance

Figure 5.17
(a) Interference of growing precipitates due to overlapping diffusion fields at later stage of 
growth, (b) Precipitate has stopped growing.
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Grain boundry

Figure 5.18
Grain-boundary diffusion can lead to rapid lengthening and thickening of grain boundary 
precipitates.
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5.3.2  Diffusion-Controlled lengthening of Plates or Needles

Imagine now that the β precipitate is a plate of constant thickness having 
a cylmdrically curved incoherent edge of radius r as shown in Fig. 5.19a. 
Again the concentration profile across the curved interface will appear as 
shown in Fig. 5.19b, but now, due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect, the equilib-
rium concentration in the matrix adjacent to the edge will be increased to 
Cr. The concentration gradient available to drive diffusion to the advanc-
ing edge is therefore reduced to ΔC/L where ΔC  = C0  −  Cr and L is a char-
acteristic diffusion distance. The diffusion problem in this case is more 
complex as diffusion occurs radially. However, solution of the relevant 
equations shows that L is given by kr where k is a numerical constant (~1). 
By analogy with Equation 5.27, therefore, the lengthening rate will be 
given by
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∆
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The composition difference available to drive diffusion will depend on the 
tip radius as shown in Fig. 5.20. With certain simplifying assumptions it can 
be shown that
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Figure 5.19
(a) The edge of a plate-like precipitate, (b) A concentration profile along AA′ in (a).
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where ΔX = X0 − Xr, ΔX0 = X0 − Xe and r* is the critical nucleus radius, i.e. the 
value of r required to reduce ΔX to zero. Again, assuming constant molar 
volume, the above equations can be combined to give
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This equation will apply as long as there is no decrease in supersaturation 
far from the interface due to other precipitates. The difference between this 
equation and Equation 5.30 is that for a given plate thickness the lengthening 
rate should be constant, i.e. x ∝ t (linear growth).

Although the above equations were developed for the lengthening of a 
plate, the same equations can be derived for the lengthening of a needle 
under diffusion-controlled growth. The only difference is that the edge of a 
needle has a spherical tip so that the Gibbs–Thomson increase in free energy 
is 2γVm/r instead of γVm/r. The value of r* in Equation 5.33 will, therefore, be 
different for a plate and a needle.

The above treatment only applies to plates or needles that lengthen by a 
volume diffusion-controlled continuous growth process. This is a reasonable 
assumption for the curved ends of needles, but in the case of plate-like pre-
cipitates the edges are often faceted and are observed to migrate by a ledge 
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Figure 5.20
The Gibbs-Thomson effect, (a) Free energy curves at T1 (b) Corresponding phase diagram.
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mechanism. Atoms can then only attach at the ledges and new equations 
must be derived as discussed below.

Another source of deviation between theory and practice is if solute can be 
transported to the advancing precipitate edges by short-circuit diffusion in 
the broad faces of the precipitate plate.

5.3.3  Thickening of Plate-like Precipitates

The treatment given in Section 5.3.1 for a planar incoherent interface is only 
valid for interfaces with high accommodation factors. In general this will not 
be the case for the broad faces of plate-like precipitates which are semicoher-
ent and are restricted to migrate by the lateral movement of ledges.

For simplicity, imagine a plate-like precipitate that is thickening by the 
lateral movement of linear ledges of constant spacing λ. and height h, Fig. 5.21. 
It can readily be seen that the half-thickness of the plate should increase at a 
rate v given by

 
v

uh=
λ

 (5.34)

where u is the rate of lateral migration.
The problem of ledge migration is very similar to that of plate lengthen-

ing. The necessary composition changes required for precipitate growth 
must be achieved by long-range diffusion to and from the ledges as shown 
in Fig. 5.21. If the edges of the ledges are incoherent the matrix composition 
in contact with the ledges will be Xe and growth will be diffusion controlled. 
A similar treatment to that given in Section 5.3.2 then gives the rate of lateral 
migration as5

 
u

D X
k X X he

=
−

∆ 0

( )β
 (5.35)

This is essentially the same as Equation 5.33 for the lengthening of a plate 
with h . r and Xr = Xe, i.e. no Gibbs–Thomson effect. Combining the above 

λ

α

β
B

h u

V

Figure 5.21
Thickening of plate-like precipitates by ledge mechanism.
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equations shows that the thickening rate is independent of h and given by

 
v

D X
k X Xe

=
−
∆ 0

( )β λ  (5.36)

Thus, provided the diffusion fields of different precipitates do not overlap, the 
rate at which plates thicken will be inversely proportional to the interledge 
spacing λ. The validity of Equation 5.36 is dependent on there being a con-
stant supply of ledges. As with faceted solid/liquid interfaces, new ledges 
can be generated by various mechanisms such as repeated surface nucle-
ation, spiral growth, nucleation at the precipitate edges, or from intersections 
with other precipitates. With the exception of spiral growth, however, none 
of these mechanisms can maintain a supply of ledges with constant λ.

By using hot-stage transmission electron microscopy it is possible to mea-
sure the thickening rates of individual precipitate plates. Figure 5.22 shows 
results obtained from a γ plate in the Al–Ag system6. It can be seen that there 
are appreciable intervals of time when there is no perceptible increase in 
plate thickness followed by periods when the thickness increases rapidly as 
an interfacial ledge passes. The two smooth lines in the figure are upper and 
lower limits for the rate of thickening for a planar incoherent interface in the 
same system, assuming diffusion control. The ledge mechanism is clearly a 
very different process. The fact that there is no perceptible increase in thick-
ness except when ledges pass is strong evidence in favour of the immobility 
of semicoherent interfaces. It can also be seen that the thickening rate is not 
constant implying that ledge nucleation is rate controlling.

Limits of diffusion
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Figure 5.22
The thickening of a γ plate in an Al–15 wt% Ag alloy at 400°C. (From C. Laird and H.I. Aaronson, 
Acta Metallurgica 17 (1969) 505.)
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Measurements on precipitates in other systems indicate that even within 
the same system the thickness/time relationship can vary greatly from plate 
to plate, presumably depending on differences in the ease of nucleation of 
new ledges.

5.4  Overall Transformation Kinetics—TTT Diagrams

The progress of an isothermal phase transformation can be conveniently 
represented by plotting the fraction transformation ( f) as a function of time 
and temperature, i.e. a TTT diagram as shown in Fig. 5.23a for example. For 
transformations of the type α → β, f is just the volume fraction of β at any 
time. For precipitation reactions α′→ α + β, f can be defined as the volume of 
0 at time t divided by the final volume of β. In both cases f varies from 0 to 1 
from the beginning to the end of the transformation, Fig. 5.23b.

T1

T2

T2

T1

1% 99%

log t

log t

1

f

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.23
The percentage transformation versus time for different transformation temperatures.
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Among the factors that determine f(t, T) are the nucleation rate, the growth 
rate, the density and distribution of nucleation sites, the overlap of diffusion 
fields from adjacent transformed volumes, and the impingement of adjacent 
transformed volumes. Some of the problems involved are illustrated in 
Fig. 5.24. After quenching to the transformation temperature the metastable 
a phase will contain many nucleation sites (usually heterogeneous). One pos-
sible sequences of events, Fig. 5.24a, is that nuclei form throughout the trans-
formation so that a wide range of particle sizes exists at any time. Another 
possibility is that all nuclei form right at the beginning of transformation, 
Fig. 5.24b. If all potential nucleation sites are consumed in the process this 
is known as site saturation. In Fig. 5.24a, f will depend on the nucleation rate 
and the growth rate. In Fig. 5.24b, f will only depend on the number of nucle-
ation sites and the growth rate. For transformations of the type α → β or α → 
β + γ (known collectively as cellular transformations) all of the parent phase is 
consumed by the transformation product, Fig. 5.24c. In these cases the trans-
formation does not terminate by the gradual reduction in the growth rate, 
but by the impingement of adjacent cells growing with a constant velocity. 
Pearlite, cellular precipitation, massive transformations and recrystallization 
belong to this category.

As a simple example of the derivation of f(t, T) consider a cellular transfor-
mation (α → β) in which β cells are continuously nucleated throughout the 

(a) Beginning

(b) Nucleation sites

(c) Cellular transformation

End

Figure 5.24
(a) Nucleation at a constant rate during the whole transformation, (b) Site saturation—all nucle-
ation occurs at the beginning of transformation, (c) A cellular transformation.
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transformation at a constant rate N7. If the cells grow as spheres at a constant 
rate v, the volume of a cell nucleated at time zero will be given by

 
v r vt= =4

3
4
3

3 3π π( )

A cell which does not nucleate until time τ will have a volume

 
′ = −v v t

4
3

3 3π τ( )

The number of nuclei that formed in a time increment of d τ will be Nd τ  per 
unit volume of untransformed α. Thus if the particles do not impinge on one 
another, for a unit total volume

 
f V Nv t= ′ = −∑ ∫4

3
3 3π τ τ( ) d

0

t

 
f Nv t= π

3
3 4  (5.37)

This equation will only be valid for f << 1. As time passes the β cells will even-
tually impinge on one another and the rate of transformation will decrease 
again. The equation valid for randomly distributed nuclei for both long and 
short times is8

 
f Nv t= − −



1

3
3 4exp

π
 (5.38)

Note that this is the same as Equation 5.37 for short times, since 1 − exp (− z) . 
z when z << 1. It is also reasonable for long times since as t → ∞, f → 1.

Equation 5.38 is known as a Johnson‑Mehl‑Avrami equation. In general, 
depending on the assumptions made regarding the nucleation and growth 
processes, a variety of similar equations can be obtained with the form

 f ktn= − −1 exp ( )  (5.39)

where n is a numerical exponent whose value can vary from ~1 to 4. Provided 
there is no change in the nucleation mechanism, n is independent of temper-
ature, k, on the other hand, depends on the nucleation and growth rates and 
is therefore very sensitive to temperature. For example, in the case above, k = 
πNv3/3 and both N and v are very temperature sensitive.
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Since exp (−0.7) = 0.5 the time for 50% transformation ( f0∙5) is given by

 ktn
0 5 0 7. .=

i.e.

 
t

k n0 5 1

0 7
. /

.=  (5.40)

For the case discussed above

 
t

N v0 5 1 4 3 4

0 9
. / /

.=  (5.41)

Consequently it can be seen that rapid transformations are associated with 
large values of k, i.e. rapid nucleation and growth rates, as expected.

Civilian transformations that occur on cooling are typified by C-shaped 
TTT curves as shown in Fig. 5.23a. This can be explained on the basis of the 
variation of nucleation and growth rates with increasing undercooling. At 
temperatures close to Te the driving force for transformation is very small so 
that both nucleation and subsequent growth rates are slow and a long time is 
required for transformation. When ΔT is very large, on the other hand, slow 
diffusion rates limit the rate of transformation. A maximum rate is, there-
fore, obtained at intermediate temperatures.

5.5  Precipitation in Age-Hardening Alloys

The theory of nucleation and growth that has been described above is able 
to provide general guidelines for understanding civilian transformations. 
Let us now turn to a consideration of some examples of the great variety 
of civilian transformations that can occur in solids, and begin with alloys 
that can be age-hardened. These alloys are characterized by phase diagrams 
such as that shown in Fig. 5.1a(i). Two extensively researched and illustrative 
examples are aluminum-copper and aluminum-silver alloys.

5.5.1  Precipitation in Aluminum-Copper Alloys

GP Zones

Figure 5.25 shows the Al–rich end of the Al–Cu phase diagram. If an alloy 
with the composition Al–4 wt% Cu (1.7 atomic %) is heated to a temperature 
of about 540°C all copper will be in solid solution as a stable fcc α phase, and 
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by quenching the specimen rapidly into water there is no time for any trans-
formation to occur so that the solid solution is retained largely unchanged to 
room temperature. However, the solid solution is now supersaturated with 
Cu and there is a driving force for precipitation of the equilibrium θ phase, 
CuAl2.

If the alloy is now aged by holding for a period of time at room tempera-
ture or some other temperature below about 180°C it is found that the first 
precipitate to nucleate is not θ but coherent Cu-rich GP zones. (Copper-rich 
zones in Al–Cu alloys were detected independently in 1938 by Guinier and 
Preston from streaks in X-ray diffraction patterns.) The reason for this can 
be understood on the basis of the relative activation energy barriers for 
nucleation as discussed earlier. GP zones are fully coherent with the matrix 
and therefore have a very low interfacial energy, whereas the θ phase has a 
complex tetragonal crystal structure which can only form with high-energy 
incoherent interfaces. In addition, the zones minimize their strain energy 
by choosing a disc-shape perpendicular to the elastically soft 〈100〉 direc-
tions in the fcc matrix, Fig. 5.26. Therefore, despite the fact that the driving 
force for precipitation of GP zones (ΔGV − ΔGS) is less than for the equilibrium 
phase, the barrier to nucleation (ΔG*) is still less, and the zones nucleate most 
rapidly. The microstructure of an Al–Cu alloy aged to produce GP zones is 
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Figure 5.25
Al-Cu phase diagram showing the metastable GP zone, θ″ and θ ′ solvuses. (Reproduced 
from G. Lorimer, Precipitation Processes in Solids, K.C. Russell and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), The 
Metallurgical Society of AMIE, 1978, p. 87.)
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shown in Fig. 5.30a. These zones are about 2 atomic layers thick and 10 nm in 
diameter with a spacing of ~10 nm. The zones themselves are not resolved. 
The contrast in the image is due to the coherency misfit strain perpendicular 
to the zones. This distorts the lattice causing local variations in the intensity 
of electron diffraction, which in turn shows up as variations in the image 
intensity. Microstructurally, the zones appear to be homogeneously nucle-
ated, however excess vacancies are thought to play an important role in their 
formation. This point will be returned to later.

GP zones are formed as the first precipitate during low-temperature ageing 
of many technologically important alloys, notably those based on aluminum 
(see Tables 5.2 and 5.3). In dilute Al–Zn and Al–Ag alloys Zn–rich and Ag-rich 
GP zones are found. In these cases there is very little misfit strain and ΔG* is 
minimized by the formation of spherical zones with a minimum interfacial 
energy, Fig. 3.39.

Transition Phases

The formation of GP zones is usually followed by the precipitation of so-called 
transition phases. In the case of Al–Cu alloys the equilibrium θ phase is pre-
ceded by θ′′ and θ′. The total precipitation process can be written 

 α α α θ α θ α θ0 1→ + → + ′′ → + ′ → +GP zones 2 3 4

where α0 is the original supersaturated solid solution, α1 is the composition 
of the matrix in equilibrium with GP zones, α2 the composition in equilib-
rium with θ′′ etc.

Figure 5.27 shows a schematic free energy diagram for the above phases. 
Since GP zones and the matrix have the same crystal structure they lie on the 
same free energy curve (ignoring strain energy effects—see Section 5.5.5). 

Al Cu

Figure 5.26
Section through a GP zone parallel to the (200) plane. (Based on the work of V. Gerold: Zeitschrift 
fur Metallkunde 45 (1954) 599.)
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The transition phases θ′′ and θ′ are less stable than the equilibrium θ phase 
and consequently have higher free energies as shown. The compositions of 
the matrix in equilibrium with each phase—α1α2α3α4—are given by the com-
mon tangent construction. These compositions correspond to points on the 
solvus lines for GP zones, θ″, θ′and θ shown in Fig. 5.25. The free energy of 
the alloy undergoing the above precipitation sequence decreases as

 G G G G G0 1 2 3 4→ → → →

as shown in Fig. 5.27. Transformation stops when the minimum free energy 
equilibrium state G4 is reached, i.e. α4 + θ.

Transition phases form because, like GP zones, they have a lower activa-
tion energy barrier for nucleation than the equilibrium phase, Fig. 5.28a. The 
free energy of the alloy therefore decreases more rapidly via the transition 
phases than by direct transformation to the equilibrium phase, Fig. 5.28b.

The lower activation energy barriers are achieved because the crystal struc-
tures of the transition phases are intermediate between those of the matrix 
and the equilibrium phase. In this way the transition phases can achieve a 
high degree of coherence and thus a low interfacial energy contribution to 
ΔG*. The equilibrium phase on the other hand usually has a complex crystal 
structure that is incompatible with the matrix and results in high-energy 
interfaces and high ΔG*.

The crystal structures of θ″, θ′ and 6 are shown in Fig. 5.29 along with that 
of the fcc matrix for comparison. θ″ has a tetragonal unit cell which is essen-
tially a distorted fcc structure in which the copper and aluminum atoms are 
ordered on (001) planes as shown. Note that the atomic structure of the (001) 
planes is identical to that in the matrix, and the (010) and (100) planes are 

GP zones
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α1α2α3α4
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Figure 5.27
A schematic molar free energy diagram for the AS–Cu system.
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very similar, apart from a small distortion in the [001] direction. θ″ forms as 
fully coherent plate-like precipitates with a {001}α habit plane and the follow-
ing orientation relationship to the matrix:

 ( ) ||( )001 001′′θ α

 [ ] ||[ ]100 100′′θ α

A high magnification transmission electron micrograph of an alloy aged to 
produce θ″ precipitates is shown in Fig. 5.30b. Like the GP zones in Fig. 5.30a, 
the θ″ precipitates are visible by virtue of the coherency-strain fields caused 
by the misfit perpendicular to the plates. θ″ precipitates are larger than GP 
zones being up to ~10 nm thick and 100 nm in diameter.

θ″ is also tetragonal with an approximate composition CuAl2 and again has 
(001) planes that are identical with {001} α. The (100) and (010) planes,however, 
have a different crystal structure to the matrix and a large misfit in the [001] 
direction. θ′ therefore forms as plates on {001} α with the same orientation 
relationship as θ″. The broad faces of the plates are initially fully coher-
ent but lose coherency as the plates grow, while the edges of the plates are 
either incoherent or have a complex semicoherent structure. A transmission 
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Figure 5.28
(a) The activation energy barrier to the formation of each transition phase is very small in com-
parison to the barrier against the direct precipitation of the equilibrium phase, (b) Schematic 
diagram showing the total free energy of the alloy v. time.
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electron micrograph of θ″ plates ~1 µm diameter is shown in Fig. 5.30c. Note 
the presence of misfit dislocations in the broad faces of the precipitates.

Note also that since the edges of the plates are not coherent there are no 
long-range coherency-strain fields.

The equilibrium θ phase has the approximate composition CuAl2 and a 
complex body-centred tetragonal structure as shown in Fig. 5.29. There are 
no planes of good matching with the matrix and only incoherent, or at best 
complex semicoherent interfaces are possible. The microstructure at this 
final stage of ageing is shown in Fig. 5.30d. Note the large size and coarse 
distribution of the precipitates.

The transformation from GP zones to θ″ occurs by the in situ transforma-
tion of the zones, which can be considered as very potent nucleation sites 
for θ″. After longer ageing times the θ′ phase nucleates on matrix disloca-
tions with two orientations of θ′ plates on any one a

2 110〈 〉  dislocation. This 
is because the strain field of such a dislocation is able to reduce the misfit in 
two 〈100〉 matrix directions. Figure 5.31a shows θ′ plates that have nucleated 
on dislocations. Note that as the θ′ grows the surrounding, less-stable θ″ can 
be seen to dissolve. After still longer ageing times the equilibrium θ phase 
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Structure and morphology of θ″, θ ′ and θ in Al–Cu (O Al, • Cu).
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nucleates either on grain boundaries, Fig. 5.31b, or at θ′/matrix interfaces, 
Fig. 5.31c. The choice of these nucleation sites is governed by the need to 
reduce the large interfacial energy contribution to ΔG* for this phase.

The full sequence of GP zones and transition precipitates is only possi-
ble when the alloy is aged at a temperature below the GP zones solvus. For 
example, if ageing is carried out at a temperature above the θ″ solvus but 
below the θ′ solvus, Fig. 5.25, the first precipitate will be θ′, heterogeneously 
nucleated on dislocations. If ageing is carried out above the θ′ solvus, the 
only precipitate that is possible is 9 which nucleates and grows at grain 
boundaries. Also, if an alloy containing GP zones is heated to above the GP 
zone solvus the zones will dissolve. This is known as reversion.

The effect of ageing temperature on the sequence of precipitates is illus-
trated by a schematic TTT diagram in Fig. 5.32. The fastest transformation 
rates are associated with the highest nucleation rates and therefore the finest 
precipitate distributions. There is consequently an increasing coarseness 

0.25 μ

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

g

0.5 μ

Figure 5.30
Microstructures at different stages during ageing of Al–Cu alloys, (a) GP zones x 720 000. (b) θ″ 
3 63 000. (c) θ3 18 000. (d) θ 3 8000. [(a) After R.B. Nicholson and J. Nutting, Philosophical Magazine 
3 (1958) 531. (b) R.B. Nicholson, G. Thomas and J. Nutting, Journal of the Institute of Metals 87 
(1958-1959) 431 (c) G.C. Weatherly and R.B. Nicholson, Philosophical Magazine 17 (1968) 813. (d) 
G.A. Chadwick, Metallography of Phase Transformations, Butterworths London 1972, from C. 
Laird. 1]
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Figure 5.31
Electron micrographs showing nucleation sites in Al-Cu alloys, (a) θ″→ θ ′. θ nucleates at dislo-
cation (× 70 000). (b) θ nucleation on grain boundary (GB) (× 56 000). (c) θ → θ. θ nucleates at θ ′/
matrix interface (× 70 000). (After P. Haasen, Physical Metallurgy, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1978.)
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Figure 5.32
(a) Metastable solvus lines in Al–Cu (schematic), (b) Time for start of precipitation at different 
temperatures for alloy X in (a).
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of microstructure through the sequence of precipitates as can be seen in 
Fig. 5.30.

The mechanism whereby a more stable precipitate grows at the expense 
of a less stable precipitate is illustrated in Fig. 5.33 for the case θ″/θ′. Figure 
5.27 shows that the Cu concentration in the matrix close to the θ″ precipitates 
(α2) will be higher than that close to θ′ (α3). Therefore Cu will tend to diffuse 
through the matrix away from θ″, which thereby dissolves, and towards θ′, 
which grows.

5.5.2  Precipitation in Aluminum-Silver Alloys

Figure 5.34 shows the Al–Ag phase diagram. If alloys containing up to about 
23 atomic % Ag are solution treated, quenched and given a low-temperature 
ageing treatment the precipitation sequence is

 α α α γ α γ0 1 3→ + → + ′ → +GP zones 2

As discussed earlier, the GP zones in this system are spherical. γ ′ is a close-
packed hexagonal transition phase with an orientation relationship to the 
matrix of

 ( ) //( )0001 111′γ α

 [ ] //[ ]1120 110γ α

γ ′ is heterogeneously nucleated on helical dislocations by the enrichment 
of stacking faults with silver as discussed in Section 5.2. The equilibrium γ 
phase has the composition Ag2Al, is hexagonal and has the same orientation 
relationship with the matrix as γ ′. It forms as plate-like precipitates with (111) 
habit planes. γ can be formed from γ ′ by the latter acquiring misfit disloca-
tions. It can also be separately nucleated at grain boundaries and grow by a 
cellular mechanism (see Section 5.7).

Cu

Cu

α2 α3

θ θ́

Figure 5.33
Matrix in equilibrium with θ″ (α2) contains more Cu than matrix in equilibrium with θ ′ (α′). Cu 
diffuses as shown causing θ″ to shrink and θ ′ to grow.
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5.5.3  Quenched-in Vacancies

It was shown in Chapter 1 that the equilibrium concentration of vacancies 
increases exponentially with temperature. Thus the equilibrium vacancy con-
centration will be relatively high at the solution treatment temperature and 
much lower at the ageing temperature. However, when the alloy is rapidly 
quenched from the high temperature there will be no time for the new equi-
librium concentration to be established and the high vacancy concentration 
becomes quenched‑in. Given time, those vacancies in excess of the equilib-
rium concentration will anneal out. There will be a tendency for vacancies 
to be attracted together into vacancy clusters, and some clusters collapse into 
dislocation loops which can grow by absorbing more vacancies. The disloca-
tions that are already present can also absorb vacancies by climbing. In this 
way straight screw dislocations can become converted into longer helical 
edge dislocations. There are many ways, therefore, in which excess vacan-
cies are able to provide heterogeneous nucleation sites.

Another effect of quenched-in vacancies is to greatly increase the rate at 
which atoms can diffuse at the ageing temperatures. This in turn speeds up 
the process of nucleation and growth. Indeed the only way of explaining the 
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Figure 5.34
Al–Ag phase diagram showing metastable two-phase field corresponding to GP zones. 
(After R. Baur and V. Gerold, Zeitschrift fur Metallkunde 52 (1961) 671.)
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rapid formation of GP zones at the relatively low ageing temperatures used 
is by the presence of excess vacancies.

If GP zones are separated by a mean spacing λ, the mean diffusion distance 
for the solute atoms is λ/2. Therefore, if the zones are observed to form in a 
time t, the effective diffusion coefficient is roughly given by x2/t, i.e.

 
D

t


λ2

4
.

If high-temperature diffusion data are extrapolated down to the ageing 
temperature, the values obtained are orders of magnitude smaller than the 
above value. The difference can, however, be explained by a quenched-in 
vacancy concentration that is orders of magnitude greater than the equi-
librium value. In Al-Cu alloys, for example, GP zones can form by ageing 
at room temperature, which would not be feasible without assistance from 
excess vacancies.

There is other evidence for the role of quenched-in vacancies in enhancing 
diffusion rates. If the alloy is quenched from different solution treatment 
temperatures and aged at the same temperature, the initial rate of zone for-
mation is highest in the specimens quenched from the highest temperatures. 
Also, if the quench is interrupted at an intermediate temperature, so that a 
new equilibrium concentration can be established, the rate of transformation 
is reduced. Reducing the rate of cooling from the solution treatment tem-
perature produces a similar effect by allowing more time for vacancies to 
be lost during the quench. This is important when large parts are to be heat 
treated as the cooling rate varies greatly from the surface to the centre when 
the specimen is water-quenched for example.

Apart from dislocations, the main sinks for excess vacancies are the grain 
boundaries and other interfaces within the specimen. Since vacancies have 
such a high diffusivity it is difficult to avoid losing vacancies in the vicinity 
of grain boundaries and interfaces. This has important effects on the dis-
tribution of precipitates that form in the vicinity of grain boundaries on 
subsequent ageing. Figure 5.35a shows the vacancy concentration profiles 
that should be produced by vacancy diffusion to grain boundaries during 
quenching. Close to the boundary the vacancy concentration will be the 
equilibrium value for the ageing temperature, while away from the bound-
ary it will be that for the solution treatment temperature. On ageing these 
alloys it is found that a precipitate-free zone (PFZ) is formed as shown in 
Fig. 5.35b. The solute concentration within the zone is largely unchanged, 
but no nucleation has occurred. The reason for this is that a critical vacancy 
supersaturation must be exceeded for nucleation to occur. The width of the 
PFZ is determined by the vacancy concentration as shown in Fig. 5.35c. At 
low temperatures, where the driving force for precipitation is high, the criti-
cal vacancy supersaturation is lower and narrower PFZs are formed. High 
quench rates will also produce narrow PFZs by reducing the width of the 
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vacancy concentration profile. Similar PFZs can also form at inclusions and 
dislocations.

Finally, it should be mentioned that another cause of PFZs can be the nucle-
ation and growth of grain boundary precipitates during cooling from the 
solution treatment temperature. This causes solute to be drained from the 
surrounding matrix and a PFZ results. An example of this type of PFZ is 
shown in Fig. 5.36.

5.5.4  Age Hardening

The reason for the interest in alloy systems that show transition phase pre-
cipitation is that great improvements in the mechanical properties of these 
alloys can be achieved by suitable solution treatment and ageing operations.

This is illustrated for various Al–Cu alloys in Fig. 5.37. The alloys were 
solution treated in the single-phase α region of the phase diagram, quenched 
to room temperature and aged at either 130°C (Fig. 5.37a) or 190°C (Fig. 5.37b). 
The curves show how the hardness of the specimens varies as a function of 
time and the range of time over which GP zones, θ″ and θ′ appear in the 
microstructure. Immediately after quenching the main resistance to dis-
location movement is solid solution hardening. The specimen is relatively 
easily deformed at this stage and the hardness is low. As GP zones form 

Xv

Xv

Xv
c

Xv
e

DistanceGB(a)

Slow
quench

Fast quench

PFZ
(c) (b)

0.5 µ

a

Figure 5.35
A PFZ due to vacancy diffusion to a grain boundary during quenching, (a) Vacancy concen-
tration profile, (b) A PFZ in an Al-Ge alloy (3 20 000). (c) Dependence of PFZ width on critical 
vacancy concentration Xv

c  and rate of quenching, [(b) After G. Lorimer in Precipitation in Solids, 
K.C. Russell and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), The Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1978.]
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the hardness increases due to the extra stress required to force dislocations 
through the coherent zones.

The hardness continues to increase with the formation of the coherent 
θ″ precipitates because now the dislocations must also be forced through 
the highly strained matrix that results from the misfit perpendicular to 
the θ″ plates (see Fig. 5.30b). Eventually, with the formation of θ′ the spac-
ing between the precipitates becomes so large that the dislocations are 
able to bow between the precipitates and the hardness begins to decrease. 
Maximum hardness is associated with a combination of θ″ and θ′. Further 
ageing increases the distance between the precipitates making dislocation 
bowing easier and the hardness decreases. Specimens aged beyond peak 
hardness are referred to as overaged.

If Al–4.5 wt% Cu is aged at 190°C,GP zones are unstable and the first pre-
cipitate to form is θ′. The volume fraction of θ″ increases with time caus-
ing the hardness to increase as shown in Fig. 5.37b. However, at 190°C the 
8” nucleates under the influence of a smaller driving force than at 130°C 
and the resultant precipitate dispersion is therefore coarser. Also the maxi-
mum volume fraction of θ″ is reduced. Both of these factors contribute to a 
lower peak hardness on ageing at the higher temperature (compare Fig. 5.37a 
and b). However, diffusion rates are faster at higher temperatures and peak 
hardness is therefore achieved after shorter ageing times.

It can be seen that at 130°C peak hardness in the Al-4.5 wt% Cu alloy is not 
reached for several tens of days. The temperatures that can be used in the 
heat treatment of commercial alloys are limited by economic considerations 

Figure 5.36
PFZs around grain boundaries in a high-strength commercial Al–Zn–Mg–Cu alloy. Precipitates 
on grain boundaries have extracted solute from surrounding matrix. (× 59 200)
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to those which produce the desired properties within a reasonable period of 
time, usually up to ~24 h. In some high-strength alloys use is, therefore, made 
of a double ageing treatment whereby ageing is carried out in two steps: 
first at a relatively low temperature below the GP zone solvus, and then at a 
higher temperature. In this way a fine dispersion of GP zones obtained dur-
ing the first stage can act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for precipitation 
at the higher temperature. This type of treatment can lead to a finer precipi-
tate distribution than would be obtained from a single ageing treatment at 
the higher temperature.

Another treatment used commercially is to give the alloy a controlled 
deformation either before a single-stage age or between the two stages of a 
double-ageing treatment. The strength of the alloy after this treatment can be 
increased by a higher precipitate density, resulting from a higher nucleation 
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Hardness v. time for various Al–Cu alloys at (a) 130°C (b) 190°C. (After J.M. Silcock. T.J. Heal 
and H.K. Hardy, Journal of the Institute of Metals 82 (1953-1954) 239.
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rate, and by the retained dislocation networks which also act as a barrier to 
further deformation. However, deformation prior to ageing does not always 
result in an improvement in properties. In some cases deformation can lead 
to a coarser precipitate distribution.

Precipitation hardening is common to many alloy systems. Some of the 
more important systems are listed in Table 5.2. Some commercial alloys 
are listed in Table 5.3, along with their mechanical properties. In many of 
these systems it is possible to come very close to the maximum theoretical 
strength of the matrix, i.e. about ~μ/30. However, engineering alloys are not 
heat treated for maximum strength alone. Consideration must also be given 
to toughness, stress corrosion resistance, fatigue, etc., when deciding on the 
best heat treatment in practice.

5.5.5  Spinodal Decomposition

It was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter that there are certain 
transformations where there is no barrier to nucleation. One of these is the 
spinodal mode of transformation. Consider a phase diagram with a misci-
bility gap as shown in Fig. 5.38a. If an alloy with composition X0 is solution 
treated at a high temperature T1 and then quenched to a lower temperature 
T2 the composition will initially be the same everywhere and its free energy 
will be G0 on the G curve in Fig. 5.38b. However, the alloy will be immedi-
ately unstable because small fluctuations in composition that produce A-rich 
and B-rich regions will cause the total free energy to decrease. Therefore 
‘up-hill’ diffusion takes place as shown in Fig. 5.39 until the equilibrium 
compositions X1 and X2 are reached.

TABle 5.2

Some Precipitation-Hardening Sequences

Base Metal Alloy Precipitation Sequence

Aluminum AI–Ag GPZ (spheres) → γ ′(plates) → γ(Ag2AI)
AI–Cu GPZ (discs) → θ′(discs) → θ′(plates) → θ(CuAI2)
AI–Cu-Mg GPZ (rods) → S′ (laths) → S(CuMgAI2) (laths)
AI–Zn–Mg GPZ(spheres) → η′(plates) → η(MgZn2)
AI–Mg–Si GPZ (rods) → β′ (rods) → β(Mg2Si) (plates)

Copper Cu–Be GPZ (discs) → γ(CuBe)
Cu–Co GPZ (spheres) → β(Co) (plates)

Iron Fe–C ε-carbide (discs) → Fe3C(plates)
Fe–N α′(discs) → Fe4N

Nickel Ni–Cr–Ti–AI γ ′(cubes or spheres)

Source: Mainly from J.W. Martin, Precipitation Hardening, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1968.
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304 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

The above process can occur for any alloy composition where the free 
energy curve has a negative curvature, i.e.

 

d
d

2G
X 2

0<  (5.42)

Therefore the alloy must lie between the two points of inflection on the free 
energy curve. The locus of the points on the phase diagram, Fig. 5.32a, is 
known as the chemical spinodai.

If the alloy lies outside the spinodai, small variations in composition 
lead to an increase in free energy and the alloy is therefore metastable. The 
free energy of the system can only be decreased in this case if nuclei are 
formed with a composition very different from the matrix. Therefore, out-
side the spinodai the transformation must proceed by a process of nucleation 
and growth. Normal down-hill diffusion occurs in this case as shown in 
Fig. 5.40.
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Figure 5.38
Alloys between the spinodai points are unstable and can decompose into two coherent phases 
α1 and α2 without overcoming an activation energy barrier. Alloys between the coherent mis-
cibility gaps and the spinodai are metastable and can decompose only after nucleation of the 
other phase.
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The rate of spinodai transformation is controlled by the interdiffusion coef-
ficient, D. Within the spinodai D < 0 and the composition fluctuations shown 
in Fig. 5.39 will therefore increase exponentially with time, with a charac-
teristic time constant τ = −λ2/4π2, where λ is the wavelength of the compo-
sition modulations (assumed one-dimensional). The rate of transformation 
can therefore become very high by making λ as small as possible. However, 
as will be shown below, there is a minimum value of λ below which spinodal 
decomposition cannot occur.

In order to be able to calculate the wavelength of the composition fluc-
tuations that develop in practice it is necessary to consider two important 
factors that have been omitted from the above discussion: (1) interfacial 
energy effects, and (2) coherency strain energy effects.

If a homogeneous alloy of composition X0 decomposes into two parts one 
with composition X0 + ΔX and the other with composition X0 — ΔX, it can 
be shown that9 the total chemical free energy will change by an amount ΔGc 

given by

 
∆ ∆G

G
X

Xc = 1
2 2

2d
d

2
( )  (5.43)
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Figure 5.39
Schematic composition profiles at increasing times in an alloy quenched into the spinodal 
region (X0 in Fig. 5.38).
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If, however, the two regions are finely dispersed and coherent with each other 
there will be an additional energy change due to interfacial energy effects. 
Although, during the early stages of spinodal decomposition, the interface 
between A-rich and B-rich regions is not sharp but very diffuse, there is still 
an effective interfacial energy contribution. The magnitude of this energy 
depends on the composition gradient across the interface, and for this reason 
it is known as a ‘gradient energy’. In solid solutions which tend to cluster the 
energy of like atom-pairs is less than that of unlike pairs. Thus the origin of 
the gradient energy is the increased number of unlike nearest neighbours 
in a solution containing composition gradients compared to a homogeneous 
solution. For a sinusoidal composition modulation of wavelength λ and 
amplitude ΔX the maximum composition gradient is proportional to (ΔX/λ.) 
and the gradient energy term ΔGγ, is given by

 
∆ ∆

G K
X

γ λ
= 





2

 (5.44)
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Figure 5.40
Schematic composition profiles at increasing times in an alloy outside the spinodal points 
(X′0 in Fig. 5.38).
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where K is a proportionality constant dependent on the difference in the 
bond energies of like and unlike atom pairs.

If the sizes of the atoms making up the solid solution are different, the gen-
eration of composition differences will introduce a coherency strain energy 
term, ΔGS. If the misfit between the A-rich and B-rich regions is δ, ΔGS ∝ Eδ2 
where E is Young’s modulus. For a total composition difference ΔX, δ will be 
given by (da/dX) ΔX/a, where a is the lattice parameter. An exact treatment 
of the elastic strain energy shows that

 ∆ ∆G X E Vs m= ′η2 2( )  (5.45)

where

 
η =

1 d
da

a
X





  (5.46)

i.e. η is the fractional change in lattice parameter per unit composition change. 
E’ = E/(1 – v), where v is Poisson’s ratio, and Vm is the molar volume. Note that 
ΔGS is independent of λ.

If all of the above contributions to the total free energy change accompany-
ing the formation of a composition fluctuation are summed we have
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It can be seen therefore that the condition for a homogeneous solid solution 
to be unstable and decompose spinodally is that

 
− > + ′d

d

2
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X
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E Vm2 2

2
2

λ
η  (5.48)

Thus the limits of temperature and composition within which spinodal 
decomposition is possible are given by the conditions λ = ∞ and

 

d
d

2
2G

X
E Vm2

2= − ′η  (5.49)

The line in the phase diagram defined by this condition is known as the 
coherent spinodal and it lies entirely within the chemical spinodal (d2G/dX2 = 0) 
as shown in Fig. 5.41. It can be seen from Equation 5.48 that the wavelength of 
the composition modulations that can develop inside the coherent spinodal 
must satisfy the condition

 
λ µ2

2
2 2> − + ′
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2  (5.50)
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Thus the minimum possible wavelength decreases with increasing under-
cooling below the coherent spinodal.

Figure 5.41 also shows the coherent miscibility gap. This is the line defin-
ing the equilibrium compositions of the coherent phases that result from 
spinodal decomposition (X1 and X2 in Fig. 5.39). The miscibility gap that nor-
mally appears on an equilibrium phase diagram is the incoherent (or equilib-
rium) miscibility gap. This corresponds to the equilibrium compositions of 
incoherent phases, i.e. in the absence of strain fields. The chemical spinodal is 
also showri in Fig. 5.41 for comparison, but it is of no practical importance.

Spinodal decomposition is not only limited to systems containing a stable 
miscibility gap. All systems in which GP zones form, for example, contain 
a metastable coherent miscibility gap, i.e. the GP zone solvus (see the Al–Ag 
system in Fig. 5.34 for example). Thus it is possible that at high supersatura-
tions GP zones are able to form by the spinodal mechanism. If ageing is 
carried out below the coherent solvus but outside the spinodal, GP zones 
can only form by a process of nucleation and growth, Fig. 5.40. Between the 
incoherent and coherent miscibility gap, Fig. 5.41, ΔGV − ΔGS < 0 and only 
incoherent strain-free nuclei can form.

The difference in temperature between the coherent and incoherent mis-
cibility gaps, or the chemical and coherent spinodals in Fig. 5.41, is depen-
dent on the magnitude of | η |. When there is a large atomic size difference 
| η | is large and a large undercooling is required to overcome the strain 
energy effects. As discussed earlier large values of | η | in cubic metals can 
be mitigated if the misfit strains are accommodated in the elastically soft 
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Coherent
miscibility

gap
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α1+α2

2
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4 Coherent
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Composition

Figure 5.41
Schematic phase diagram for a clustering system. Region 1: homogeneous a stable. Region 2: 
homogeneous a metastable, only incoherent phases can nucleate. Region 3: homogeneous α 
metastable, coherent phases can nucleate. Region 4: homogeneous α unstable, no nucleation 
barrier, spinodal decomposition occurs.
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71008 directions. This is achieved by the composition modulations building 
up parallel to {100}.

Figure 5.42 shows a spinodal structure in a specimen of Al–22.5 Zn– 0.1 Mg 
(atomic %) solution treated at 400°C and aged 20 h at 100°C. The wavelength in 
the structure is 25 nm, but this is greater than the initial microstructure due 
to coarsening which occurs on holding long times at high temperatures.

5.5.6  Particle Coarsening10

The microstructure of a two-phase alloy is always unstable if the total inter-
facial free energy is not a minimum. Therefore a high density of small pre-
cipitates will tend to coarsen into a lower density of larger particles with a 
smaller total interfacial area. However, such coarsening often produces an 
undesirable degradation of properties such as a loss of strength or the disap-
pearance of grain-boundary pinning effects (see Section 3.3.5). As with grain 
growth, the rate of coarsening increases with temperature and is of particu-
lar concern in the design of materials for high temperature applications.

In any precipitation-hardened specimen there will be a range of par-
ticle sizes due to differences in the time of nucleation and rate of growth. 
Consider two adjacent spherical precipitates11 with different diameters as 

Figure 5.42
A coarsened spinodal microstructure in Al–22.5 at% Zn–0.1 at% Mg solution treated 2 h at 
400°C and aged 20 h at 100°C. Thin foil electron micrograph (3 314 000). (After K.B. Rundman, 
Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for Metals, 1973, p. 184.)
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shown in Fig. 5.43. Due to the Gibbs–Thomson effect, the solute concentration 
in the matrix adjacent to a particle will increase as the radius of curvature 
decreases, Fig. 5.43b. Therefore there will be concentration gradients in the 
matrix which will cause solute to diffuse in the direction of the largest parti-
cles away from the smallest, so that the small particles shrink and disappear 
while large particles grow. The overall result is that the total number of par-
ticles decreases and the mean radius ( r ) increases with time. By assuming 
volume diffusion is the rate controlling factor it has been shown12 relation-
ship should be obeyed:

 ( )r r kt3
0
3− =  (5.51)

where

 k D Xeα γ

r0 is the mean radius at time t = 0, D is the diffusion coefficient, γ is the inter-
facial energy and Xe is the equilibrium solubility of very large particles. Since 
D and Xe increase exponentially with temperature, the rate of coarsening 
will increase rapidly with increasing temperature, Fig. 5.44. Note that the 
rate of coarsening

 

d
d

r
t

k
r

α
2  (5.52)

so that distributions of small precipitates coarsen most rapidly.

G
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X2X1

X2 XBX1

β β

Figure 5.43
The origin of particle coarsening. β with a small radius of curvature (r2) has a higher molar 
free energy than β with a large radius of curvature (r1). The concentration of solute is therefore 
highest outside the smallest particles.
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In practice the rate at which particles coarsen may not follow a linear r3−t 
relationship. Deviations from this relationship can be caused by diffusion 
short-circuits such as dislocations, or grain boundaries. Also the coarsening 
rate may be interface controlled. Nevertheless, apart from the case of inter-
face control, the rate of coarsening should depend on the product DγXe, (k in 
Equation 5.51). Therefore high temperature alloys whose strength depends 
on a fine precipitate dispersion must have a low value for at least one of γ, Xe 

or D. Let us consider examples of each of these.

Low γ

The heat-resistant Nimonic alloys based on Ni–Cr with additions of Al 
and Ti obtain their high strength from a fine dispersion of the ordered fcc 
phase Ni3 (TiAl) (γ ′) which precipitates in the fcc Ni-rich matrix. The Ni/γ ′ 
interfaces are fully coherent and the interfacial energy is exceptionally low 
(~10−30 mJ m−2) which enables the alloys to maintain a fine structure at high 
temperature. The misfit between the precipitates and matrix varies between 
zero and about 0.2% depending on composition. It is interesting that the total 
creep–rupture life of these alloys can be increased by a factor of 50× by care-
ful control of composition to give zero misfit as compared to 0.2% misfit. 
The reason for this may be that during creep deformation the particles with 
the slightly higher misfits lose coherency with the result that γ is increased 
thereby increasing the rate of coarsening.

Low Xe

High strength at high temperatures can also be obtained with fine oxide dis-
persions in a metal matrix. For example W and Ni can be strengthened for 
high temperature use by fine dispersions of thoria ThO2. In general, oxides 
are very insoluble in metals and the stability of these microstructures at high 
temperatures can be attributed to a low value of Xe in the product D γXe.

Increasing
temperature

Time

�r

r0

Figure 5.44
Schematic diagram illustrating how the mean particle radius r  increases with time at differ-
ent temperatures.
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Low D

Cementite dispersions in tempered steels coarsen very quickly due to the 
high diffusivity of interstitial carbon. However, if the steel contains a substi-
tutional alloying element that segregates to the carbide, the rate of coarsening 
becomes limited by the much slower rate at which substitutional diffusion 
can occur. If the carbide-forming element is present in high concentrations 
more stable carbides are formed which have the additional advantage of 
a lower solubility (Xe). Therefore low-alloy steels used for medium tem-
perature creep resistance often have additions of strong carbide-forming 
elements.

5.6  The Precipitation of Ferrite from Austenite

In this section we will be concerned with phase transformations in which 
the first phase to appear is that given by the equilibrium phase diagram. The 
discussion will be illustrated by reference to the diffusional transformation 
of Fe–C–austenite into ferrite. However, many of the principles are quite gen-
eral and have analogues in other systems where the equilibrium phases are 
not preceded by the precipitation of transition phases. Under these condi-
tions the most important nucleation sites are grain boundaries and the sur-
faces of inclusions.

Consider an Fe–0.15 wt% C alloy which, after austenitizing, is allowed to 
partially transform to ferrite at various temperatures below A3 (Fig. 5.45) and 
then quenched into water. The resultant microstructures are shown in Fig. 5.46. 
The white areas are ferrite (α). The grey areas are martensite that formed 
from the untransformed austenite (γ) during quenching. At small undercool-
ing below A3, Fig. 5.46a, the ferrite nucleates on austenite grain boundaries 
and grows in a ‘blockey’ manner to form what are known as grain-boundary 
allotriomorphs. Note that both smoothly curved, presumably incoherent, α/γ 
interfaces as well as faceted, semicoherent interfaces are present. At larger 
undercoolings there is an increasing tendency for the ferrite to grow from 
the grain boundaries as plates, so-called Widmanstatten side-plates, which 
become finer with increasing undercooling, Fig. 5.46b, c and d.

Experimental measurements on Widmanstatten ferrite in other ferrous 
alloys show that the habit planes are irrational, scattered 4 to 20° from {111}
γ, and that orientation relationships close to the Nishiyama–Wasserman or 
Kurdjumov–Sachs type are usually found. High resolution transmission 
electron microscopy has also shown that the habit planes have a complex 
semicoherent structure, containing structural ledges and misfit dislocations, 
similar to that described in Section 3.4.113.

As explained previously, the need to minimize ΔG leads to the creation 
of semicoherent interfaces and orientation relationships, even in the case 
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of grain-boundary nucleation. A critical nucleus could therefore appear as 
shown in Fig. 3.45b with faceted (planar) coherent (or semicoherent) inter-
faces and smoothly curved incoherent interfaces. For certain misorientations 
across the grain boundary it may even be possible for low-energy facets to 
form with both grains. Due to their low mobility faceted interfaces will tend 
to persist during growth while incoherent interfaces will be able to grow 
continuously and thereby retain a smooth curvature. Thus it is possible to 
explain the presence of smoothly curved and faceted interfaces in Fig. 5.46a.

The reason for the transition from grain boundary allotriomorphs to 
Widmanstatten side-plates with increasing undercooling is not fully under-
stood. It has been suggested by Aaronson and co-workers12 that the relative 
rates at which semicoherent and incoherent interfaces can migrate vary with 
undercooling as shown in Fig. 5.47. At small undercoolings it is proposed 
that both semicoherent and incoherent interfaces can migrate at similar 
rates, while at large undercoolings only incoherent interfaces can make full 
use of the increased driving force. Consideration of Fig. 5.13 thus shows that 
approximately equiaxed morphologies should develop at low undercoolings 
while plate-like morphologies, with ever-increasing aspect ratios, should 
develop at high undercoolings. Another factor which may contribute to the 
increased fineness of the Widmanstätten morphologies with decreasing tem-
perature is that the minimum plate-tip radius r* is inversely proportional to 
the undercooling.

It can be seen in Fig. 5.46 that ferrite can also precipitate within the austen-
ite grains (intragranular ferrite). Suitable heterogeneous nucleation sites are 
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Figure 5.45
Holding temperatures for steel in Fig. 5.46.
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Figure 5.46
Microstructures of an Fe–0.59%- C alloy. The specimens were austenitized, held at an inter-
mediate temperature to give some ferrite, and then quenched to room temperature. The ferrite 
is white. The grey, fine constituent is a mixture of ferrite and carbide formed on quenching. 
All photographs are × 100 except (d). (a) 800°C for 150 s—primarily ferrite allotriomorphs with 
a few plates, (b) 750°C for 40 s— many more plates, mostly growing from grain boundaries, 
(c) 650°C for 9 s— relatively fine. Note common direction of plates along each boundary, (d) 
550°C for 2 s (× 300) (After P.G. Shewmon, Transformations in Metals, McGraw-Hill, New York, 
1969, after H.I. Aaronson.)
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Figure 5.47
A possible variation of the relative velocity of incoherent and semicoherent interfaces at different 
undercoolings. Above a certain ratio Widmanstatten morphologies should develop, as shown in 
Fig. 5.13. (After H.I. Aaronson, in Decomposition of Austenite by Diffusional Processes, V.F. Zackay 
and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), 1962, by permission of The Metallurgical Society of AIME.)
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thought to be inclusions and dislocations. These precipitates are generally 
equiaxed at low undercoolings and more plate-like at higher undercoolings.

In general the nucleation rate within grains will be less than on grain 
boundaries. Therefore, whether or not intragranular precipitates are observed 
depends on the grain size of the specimen. In fine-grained austenite, for 
example, the ferrite that forms on grain boundaries will rapidly raise the 
carbon concentration within the middle of the grains, thereby reducing the 
undercooling and making nucleation even more difficult. In a large-grained 
specimen, however, it takes a longer time for the carbon rejected from the 
ferrite to reach the centres of the grains and meanwhile there will be time for 
nucleation to occur on the less favourable intragranular sites.

A TTT diagram for the precipitation of ferrite in a hypoeutectoid steel 
will have a typical C shape as shown in Fig. 5.48. The γ→β transformation 
should be approximately described by Equation 5.39 and the time for a 
given percentage transformation will decrease as the constant k increases, 
e.g. Equation 5.40. As usual, k increases with small increases in T due to 
increased nucleation and growth rates—k is also raised by an increase in the 
total number of nucleation sites. Thus decreasing the austenite grain size has 
the effect of shifting the C curve to shorter transformation times.

It is possible to mark a temperature Tw below which the ferrite forms as 
predominantly Widmanstatten plates and above which it is mainly in the 
form of grain boundary allotriomorphs. For alloys of different carbon con-
tent A3 and Tw vary as shown on the phase diagram in Fig. 5.48b.

During practical heat treatments, such as normalizing or annealing, trans-
formation occurs continuously during cooling. Under these circumstances 
the final microstructure will depend on the cooling rate. If the specimen is 
cooled very slowly there will be time for nucleation to occur at small under-
coolings on grain corners, edges and boundaries. As these nuclei grow the 
carbon rejected into the austenite will have time to diffuse over large dis-
tances and the austenite grain should maintain a uniform composition given 
by the equilibrium phase diagram. Finally the austenite reaches the eutec-
toid composition and transforms to pearlite. Furnace cooling corresponds 
fairly closely to these conditions and an example is shown in Fig. 5.49c. The 
final proportions of ferrite and pearlite should be as determined by the equi-
librium phase diagram.

The microstructure that results from more rapid cooling will depend on 
the grain size and the cooling rate. If the rate of cooling is moderately high 
the specimen will not remain long enough at high temperatures for nucle-
ation to occur. Thus nuclei will not be formed until higher supersaturations 
are reached. The nucleation rate will then be rapid and large areas of grain 
boundary will become covered with nuclei. If the temperature is below Tw 
the ferrite will grow into the austenite as Widmanstatten side-plates with a 
spacing that becomes finer with decreasing temperature.

The nuclei that form at the highest temperatures will be on grain corners 
which will be followed by edges at lower temperatures and finally grain 
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boundaries at still lower temperatures. In a small‑grained specimen where there 
are a large number of grain corner and edge sites a large number of nuclei 
can be formed above the Tw temperature and grow as grain-boundary allotri-
omorphs. In a larged‑grained specimen, on the other hand, relatively few nuclei 
will form at high temperatures and the austenite far from these particles will 
remain supersaturated until lower temperatures, below Tw, when ferrite will 
be able to nucleate on grain boundary sites and grow as Widmanstätten side-
plates. The effect of cooling rate and grain size is illustrated in Fig. 5.49. Note 
also that the total volume fraction of ferrite decreases as the transformation 
temperature decreases. This point will be returned to later.
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Figure 5.48
(a) Typical TTT curve for γ → β a transformation, (b) Temperaturecomposition regions in which 
the various morphologies are dominant at late reaction times in specimens with ASTM grain 
size Nos. 0−1. GBA = grain boundary allotriomorphs, W = Widmanstatten sideplates and/or 
intragranular plates, M = massive ferrite, see Section 5.9. (After H.I. Aaronson, in Decomposition 
of Austenite by Dijfusional Processes, V.F. Zackay and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), 1962, by permission of 
The Metallurgical Society of AIME.)
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If the austenite contains more than about 0.8 wt% C, the first phase to form 
will be cementite. This also nucleates and grows with an orientation rela-
tionship to the austenite, producing similar morphologies to ferrite—grain 
boundary allotriomorphs at high temperatures and Widmanstatten side-
plates at lower temperatures as shown in Fig. 5.48b.

5.6.1  Case Study: Ferrite Nucleation and growth

Given the scientific and technological importance of the austenite to ferrite 
transformation in steel, extensive experimental work has been carried out to 
assess this transformation. Furthermore, transformation modelsJ-iave been 
proposed, which rely on the classical nucleation theory (CNTV14, as well as 
the growth law suggested by Zenerfi15, as described in Sections 5.1 through 
5.3. Therefore, the Zener classical growth model can be used to model the 

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.49
Microstructures obtained from different heat treatments in plain carbon steels (× 60). 0.23wt% 
C 1.2% Mn air-cooled, showing influence of prior austenite grain size: (a) austenitized at 900°C 
(b) austenitized at 1150°C. 0.4% C showing effect of cooling rate for same grain size: (c) furnace 
cooled (annealed), (d) air cooled (normalized). (After P.G. Shewmon, Transformations in Metals, 
McGrawHill, New York. 1969: (a) and (b) after R. Yoe, (c) and (d) after K. Zurlippe.)
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behavior of individual ferrite grains assuming that they grow within an infi-
nite austenite matrix. In other words, the concentration of the solute atoms 
in the parent phase far from the austenite/ferrite interface is assumed to be 
the starting solute concentration. This assumption has the implication that 
when the transformation progresses and there is overlapping of diffusion 
fields (soft impingement) and/or (hard impingement) due to growing1 nearby 
grains, the theory cannot be applied.

A recent report14 investigating ferrite nucleation and growth from aus-
tenite during continuous cooling of a 0.21 wt% carbon construction steel 
showed much smaller activation energy for nucleation compared with val-
ues predicted by thermodynamic models. The steel was annealed at 900°C 
for 10 min to allow the formation of austenite, followed by continuous cool-
ing to 600°C in 1 h.

The findings were possible through the use of high-energy x-ray micro-
scopes at synchrotron sources which enabled the study of individual grains 
during phase transformation in the bulk. Ferrite nuclei density was deter-
mined by counting the number of valid ferrite spots on the two-dimensional 
detector, see Figure 5.50.

Figure 5.50
X-ray diffraction pattern exhibiting austenite and ferrite reflections. Pattern acquired at 763°C. 
Solid circles exhibit the ferrite grains scattering angles. (From Offerman, S.E., van Dijk, N.H., 
Sietsma, J., Grigull, S., Lauridsen, E.M., Margulies, L., Poulsen, H.F., Rekveldt, M.Th., and van 
der Zwaag, S., Science, 298, 1003, 2002. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.)
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It is important to mention that, as described by Aaronson et al. more 
recently16, a single diffraction spot on a two-dimensional detector might rep-
resent a number of ferrite grains if they are close enough with almost iden-
tical crystallographic orientation. That is probable theoretically, however, 
Offerman et al. argued that the probability of such event was negligible in 
their experiment.17

Figure 5.51b shows the predicted nucleation rate calculated using the CNT 
versus measured data. Although the shape of the calculated curve agrees with 
measurements, the actual nucleation rate apparently peaked at a higher tem-
perature. The authors reported that the activation energy for nucleation was at 
least two orders of magnitude smaller compared with prediction. However, it 
was not possible to establish the location at which ferrite grains nucleated. As 
mentioned in Section 5.2, the activation energy barrier could considerably be 
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Figure 5.51
(a) Evolution of ferrite (α) from austenite (γ) during continuous cooling, (b) Measured versus 
calculated (curve) nucleation rate using the CNT. Data were normalized to the maximum nucle-
ation rate. (θ) stands for cementite. (From Offerman, S.E., van Dijk, N.H., Sietsma, J., Grigull, S., 
Lauridsen, E.M., Margulies, L., Poulsen, H.F., Rekveldt, M.Th., and van der Zwaag, S., Science, 
298, 1003, 2002. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.)
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reduced, or even removed, if the formation of a nucleus results in the destruc-
tion of a defect. Offerman et al., however, questioned the applicability of the 
current continuum thermodynamics which predict ΔGV given the small size 
of the critical nucleus which is only about 10–100 atorn18.

Offerman et al. also reported new types of ferrite grain growth which were 
not in line with Zener’s theory. These results are shown in Figure 5.52 where 
predictions made using Zener’s model are presented as straight lines.

Figure 5.52 shows the evolution of individual ferrite grains radius, as well 
as in pearlite colonies, as the steel is continuously cooled. By measuring the 
intensity of diffraction spots, the ferrite grain volume could be determined. 
Combined with the assumption that the grains are spherical, therefore, the 
grain radius was calculated. It is important to note that the spatial resolu-
tion of the experimental technique is limited to about 2 µm only making the 
detection of smaller grains not possible. Each set of symbols in Figure 5.52 
represents a single ferrite grain.
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Figure 5.52
Four distinctive types of ferrite grain growth, (a) Initial grain growth is in agreement’ with 
Zener law with latter deviations explained in the light of various grain impingement condi-
tions. Ferrite grains continued to grow in a pearlite colony with the same crystallographic ori-
entation. Decelerated ferrite grain growth caused by ferrite grain soft-impingement, (d) Ferrite 
grains growth showing “complex behavior” where some grains actually shrink in the course 
of growth. See text for details. (From Offerman, S.E., van Dijk, N.H., Sietsma, J., Grigull, S., 
Lauridsen, E.M., Margulies, L., Poulsen, H.F., Rekveldt, M.Th., and van der Zwaag, S., Science, 
298, 1003, 2002. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.)
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As can be seen in Figure 5.52a, there is agreement with Zener’s theory in 
early stages of grain growth even though there was a deviation in the later 
stages of growth which could be related to different impingement conditions 
for the measured grains. Figure 5.52b shows a type of growth where some 
ferrite grains continued to grow in a pearlite colony formed at a later stage 
of transformation with the same crystallographic orientation. This finding 
was also observed by Thompson and Howell19. The third type of growth is 
shown in Figure 5.52c, where ferrite grain soft impingement apparently took 
place resulting in deceleration of the growth process. Figure 5.52d shows 
what the authors termed ‘complex behavior’ in that some grains actually 
shrink during cooling. The authors explained this behavior in terms of grains 
hard impingement after which the grain growth mechanism described in 
Section 3.3.4 can actually lead to the shrinking of some grains.

Ferrite/ferrite grain-boundary migration has recently been modeled by Li 
et al.20 Where the mesoscale deterministic cellular automaton (CA) method 
as well as a probabilistic mesoscale Monte Carlo (MC) model were utilized. 
Both simulations were carried out independent from each other to allow the 
comparison of the results. The models were also two-dimensional represent-
ing a cross section of a three-dimensional microstructure. The mesoscale 
represents the length scale of the features in the microstrucrure21. Thereby, it 
was possible to predict the evolution of the microstructure during transfor-
mation in terms of average grain sizes, phase fractions, phase morphology, 
grains distribution, the evolution of solute concentration fields, etc. The mod-
els were applied on a steel with the composition Fe-0.132C (wt%) isothermally 
transformed at 1037 K. The starting austenite microstructure was created by 
a normal growth process by which the average austenite grain diameter was 
80 µm.

As shown in Figure 5.53 (CA results) and 5.27 (MC results), Li et al. observed 
six different growth modes during monitoring the individual growth behav-
ior of ferrite grains. Note that carbon-poor regions with concentration lower 
than 0.025 wt% represents the ferrite phase whereas carbonrich regions with 
carbon content no less than that of the initial concentration of 0.132 wt% were 
considered as the retained austenite phase. Both Figures 5.53a and 5.54a rep-
resent the “parabolic” ferrite grain growth mode, which was the case for about 
55% of ferrite grains, which can be described by Zener model. Both simula-
tions showed that upon reaching thermodynamic equilibrium only about 0.81 
ferrite phase fraction was formed. Figures 5.53b and 5.24b show the “retarded 
nucleation and growth” mode where the carbon enrichment of the retained 
austenite phase ahead of the austenite/ferrite interface delays the transforma-
tion. The third mode “temporary shrinkage” is shown in Figures 5.53c and 
5.54c. This is the complex growth behavior reported in the work of Offerman 
et al. In Figure 5.53c, two ferrite grains were to the right and the left adjacent 
to the circled ferrite grain. Grainboundary pressures caused the ferrite grain 
to be consumed by either of its two neighboring ferrite grains, yet, it grows 
into the lower right austenite grain driven by the thermodynamic driving 
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Figure 5.53
Six types of ferrite grain growth, or coarsening, simulated using the cellular automaton 
method: (a) parabolic grain growth, (b) retarded nucleation and growth, (c) “temporary shrink-
age” growth mode, (d) partial shrinkage, (e) complete shrinkage, and (f) accelerated growth. 
The scale to the right of the simulated microstructures indicates the solute atom (carbon) con-
centration. (Reprinted from Li D.Z., Xiao N.M., Lan Y.J., Zheng C.W., and Li Y.Y., Acta Mater. 55, 
6234, 2007. With permission from Elsevier.)
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force. However, some ferrite grains in the simulations (reported to be around 
4% of the population) exhibited “partial shrinkage mode” where the grains 
ceased to grow following shrinkage, presumably due to the local impinge-
ment conditions. This growth mode is > shown in Figures 5.53d and 5.54d. 
Another mode of shrinkage was the ‘complete shrinkage’ which is demon-
strated in Figures 5.53e and 5.54e. This growth mode was observed in about 
40% of ferrite grains. The complete shrinkage indicates that the ferrite grain 
is totally consumed by its neighbors following its initial growth. This was 
interpreted as the equilibrium conditions at the triple junction could not be 
sustained during the shrinkage process. The authors suggested that most of 
these grains apparently nucleated at middle and later stages of transforma-
tion where overlapping of solute atoms fields was more prominent which 
led to limiting their size. In turn, compared with their ferrite neighboring 
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Figure 5.54
Ferrite grain growth simulated using the Monte Carlo model: (a) parabolic grain growth, (b) 
retarded nucleation and growth, (c) “temporary shrinkage” growth mode, (d) partial shrink-
age, (e) complete shrinkage, and (f) accelerated growth. The scale to the right of the simulated 
microstructures indicates the solute atom (carbon) concentration. (Reprinted from Li, D.Z., 
Xiao, N.M., Lan, Y.J., Zheng, C.W., and Li, Y.Y., Acta Mater., 55, 6234, 2007. With permission from 
Elsevier.)
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grains, their interface curvature is small as a consequence of their small size 
which facilitates their consumption by the coarser neighboring ferrite grains. 
Additionally, a small number of ferrite grains exhibited a growth mode ‘accel-
erated growth’ shown in Figures 5.53f and 5.54f. As shown in Figure 5.53e, 
the circled ferrite grain, the ferrite coarsening process was caused by the con-
sumption of neighboring ferrite grains.

The CA method was adopted along with the MC method due to the probabi-
listic nature of the rules in the MC model. The MC model yielded quite higher 
values for nucleation and coarsening rates of ferrite grains when compared 
with those predicted by the CA model. Nevertheless, similar results were 
observed in both models which exhibited the same six ferrite growth modes.

5.7  Cellular Precipitation

Grain-boundary precipitation does not always result in grain-boundary 
allotriomorphs or Widmanstatten side-plates or needles. In some cases 
it can result in a different mode of transformation, known as cellular 
precipitation. The essential feature of this type of transformation is that 
the boundary moves with the growing tips of the precipitates as shown in 
Fig. 5.55. Morphologically the transformation is very similar to the eutectoid 
reaction.

However, in this case the reaction can be written

 ′ → +α α β

where α′ is the supersaturated matrix, α is the same phase but with a lower thermo-
dynamic excess of solute, and β is the equilibrium precipitate. The mechanism 
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whereby grain-boundary nucleation develops into cellular precipitation dif-
fers from one alloy to another and is not always fully understood. The reason 
why cells develop in some alloys and not in others is also unclear.

Figure 5.56 shows an example of cellular precipitation in a Mg-9 atomic % 
Al alloy. The β phase in this case is the equilibrium precipitate Mg17Al12 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.55
A schematic diagram showing a possible sequence of steps during the development of cellular 
precipitation.

2 μm
1 A

A
II

I

Figure 5.56
Cellular precipitation of Mg17Al12 in an Mg–9 at% Al alloy solution treated and aged 1 h at 
220°C followed by 2 min at 310°C. Some general Mg17Al12 precipitation has also occurred on 
dislocations within the grains.
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indicated in the phase diagram, Fig. 5.57. It can be seen in Fig. 5.56 that the 
Mg17Al12 forms as lamellae embedded in a Mg-rich matrix. The grain bound-
ary between grains I and II was originally straight along AA but has been 
displaced, and the cell matrix and grain I are the same grain.

Figure 5.58 shows another specimen which has been given a two-stage 
heat treatment. After solution treating at 410°C the specimen was quenched 
to a temperature of 220°C for 20 min followed by 90 s at 277°C and finally 
water quenched. It is apparent that the mean interlamellar spacing is higher 
at higher ageing temperatures. As with eutectic solidification this is because 
less free energy is available for the formation of α/β interfaces when the total 
driving force for transformation is reduced.

The growth of cellular precipitates requires the partitioning of solute 
to the tips of the precipitates in contact with the advancing grain bound-
ary. This can occur in one of two ways: either by diffusion through the 
lattice ahead of the advancing cell front, or by diffusion in the moving 
boundary. Partitioning by lattice diffusion would require solute concen-
tration gradients ahead of the cell front while, if the grain boundary is 
the most effective diffusion route, the matrix composition should remain 
unchanged right up to the cell front. In the case of the Mg–Al alloy it has 
been possible to do microanalysis with sufficiently high spatial resolution 
to resolve these possibilities directly. (The technique used was electron 
energy loss spectroscopy using plasmon losses22.) The results of such mea-
surements, Fig. 5.59a, clearly indicate that the matrix composition remains 
unchanged to within 10 nm of the advancing cell front so that partitioning 
must be taking place within the boundary itself. This is to be expected 
since precipitation is occurring at relatively low temperatures where 
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Figure 5.57
The relevant part of the Mg–Al phase diagram.
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2 μm

s

Figure 5.58
A cell formed during ageing at two temperatures; 30 min at 220°C followed by 30 min at 
277°C and water quenched. Note the change in interlamellar spacing caused by the change in 
undercooling.
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Figure 5.59
(a) The variation of aluminum concentration across an advancing grain boundary midway 
between two precipitate lamellae, (b) A similar profile along a line such as S in Fig. 5.53.
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solute transport tends to become more effective via grain boundaries than 
through the lattice.

Figure 5.59b shows the aluminum concentration in the α matrix along a 
line between the β (Mg17Al12) lamellae. This is essentially a replica of a simi-
lar concentration profile that must exist within the advancing grain bound-
ary. Therefore apart from the matrix in contact with the β precipitate, the cell 
matrix is still supersaturated with respect to equilibrium.

Cellular precipitation is also known as discontinuous precipitation because 
the composition of the matrix changes discontinuously as the cell front 
passes. Precipitation that is not cellular is referred to as general or continuous 
because it occurs generally throughout the matrix on dislocations or grain 
boundaries, etc. and the matrix composition at a given point decreases con-
tinuously with time. Often general precipitation leads to a finely distributed 
intermediate precipitate that is associated with good mechanical properties. 
The cellular reaction is then unwanted because the intermediate precipitates 
will dissolve as they are overgrown and replaced by the coarse equilibrium 
precipitates within the cells.

5.8  Eutectoid Transformations

5.8.1  The Pearlite reaction in Fe–C Alloys

When austenite containing about 0.8 wt% C is cooled below the A1 tempera-
ture it becomes simultaneously supersaturated with respect to ferrite and 
cementite and a eutectoid transformation results, i.e.

 γ α→ + Fe3C

The manner in which this reaction occurs is very similar to a eutectic 
transformation where the original phase is a liquid instead of a solid. In 
the case of Fe–C alloys the resultant microstructure comprises lamellae, or 
sheets, of cementite embedded in ferrite as shown in Fig. 5.60. This is known 
as pearlite. Both cementite and ferrite form directly in contact with the 
austenite as shown.

Pearlite nodules nucleate on grain boundaries and grow with a roughly 
constant radial velocity into the surrounding austenite grains. At small 
undercoolings below A1 the number of pearlite nodules that nucleate is rela-
tively small, and the nodules can grow as hemispheres or spheres without 
interfering with each other. At larger undercoolings the nucleation rate is 
much higher and site saturation occurs, that is all boundaries become quickly 
covered with nodules which grow together forming layers of pearlite outlin-
ing the prior austenite grain boundaries, Fig. 5.61.
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10 µm

Figure 5.60
A pearlite colony advancing into an austenite grain. (After L.S. Darken and R.M. Fisher in 
Decomposition of Austenite by Diffusional Processes, V.F. Zackay and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), by 
permission of The Metallurgical Society of AIME.

Figure 5.61
A partially transformed eutectoid steel. Pearlite has nucleated on grain boundaries and 
inclusions (× 100). (After J.W. Cahn and W.C. Hagel in Decomposition of Austenite by Diffusional 
Processes, V.F, Zackay and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), 1962, by permission of The Metallurgical 
Society of AIME.)
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Nucleation of Pearlite

The first stage in the formation of pearlite is the nucleation of either cement-
ite or ferrite on an austenite grain boundary. Which phase nucleates first will 
depend on the grain-boundary structure and composition. Suppose that it is 
cementite. The cementite will try to minimize the activation energy barrier to 
nucleation by forming with an orientation relationship to one of the austenite 
grains, γ1 in Fig. 5.62a. (The crystal structure of cementite is orthorhombic and 
the orientation relationship is close to (100)c//(111)γ , (010)c//(110)γ, (001)c//
(112)γ .) Therefore the nucleus will have a semicoherent, lowmobility inter-
face with γ1 and an incoherent mobile interface with γ2. The austenite sur-
rounding this nucleus will become depleted of carbon which will increase 
the driving force for the precipitation of ferrite, and a ferrite nucleus forms 
adjacent to the cementite nucleus also with an orientation relationship to γ1 
(the Kurdjumov–Sachs relationship). This process can be repeated causing 
the colony to spread sideways along the grain boundary. After nu-cleation of 
both phases the colony can grow edgewise by the movement of the incoherent 
interfaces, that is pearlite grows into the austenite grain with which it does 
not have an orientation relationship. The carbon rejected from the growing 

(b)

Semicoherent Incoherent

(c)(i) (ii) (iii)

γ1 γ2

γ1

Fe3C

(a) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

γ2 α

Figure 5.62
Nucleation and growth of pearlite. (a) On a “clean” grain boundary, (i) Cementite nucleates on 
grain boundary with coherent interface and orientation relationship with γ1 and incoherent 
interface with γ2 (ii) α nucleates adjacent to cementite also with a coherent interface and orienta-
tion relationship with γ1 (This also produces an orientation relationship between the cementite 
and ferrite.) (iii) The nucleation process repeats sideways, while incoherent interfaces grow into 
γ2 (iv) New plates can also form by a branching mechanism, (b) When a proeutectoid phase 
(cementite or ferrite) already exists on that boundary, pearlite will nucleate and grow on the 
incoherent side. A different orientation relationship between the cementite and ferrite results 
in this case, (c) A pearlite colony at a later stage of growth.
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ferrite diffuses through the austenite to in front of the cementite, as with 
eutectic solidification.

If the alloy composition does not perfectly correspond to the eutectoid 
composition the grain boundaries may already be covered with a proeutec-
toid ferrite or cementite phase. If, for example, the grain boundary already 
contains a layer of cementite, the first ferrite nucleus will form with an 
orientation relationship to this cementite on the mobile incoherent side of the 
allotriomorphs as shown in Fig. 5.62b. Again due to the higher mobility of 
the incoherent interfaces the pearlite will grow into the austenite with which 
there is no orientation relationship.

Whatever the pearlite nucleation mechanism, new cementite lamellae are 
able to form by the branching of a single lamella into two new lamellae as 
shown in Fig. 5.62a(iv) or c. The resultant pearlite colony is effectively two 
interpenetrating single crystals.

It can be seen that the nucleation of pearlite requires the establishment of 
cooperative growth of the two phases. It takes time for this cooperation to be 
established and the rate of colony nucleation therefore increases with time. 
In some cases cooperation is not established and the ferrite and cementite 
grow in a non-lamellar manner producing so-called degenerate pearlite23.

Pearlite Growth

The growth of pearlite in binary Fe–C alloys is analogous to the growth of 
a lamellar eutectic with austenite replacing the liquid. Carbon can diffuse 
interstitially through the austenite to the tips of the advancing cement-
ite lamellae so that the equations developed in Section 4.3.2 should apply 
equally well to pearlite. Consequently the minimum possible interlamellar 
spacing (S*) should vary inversely with undercooling below the eutectoid 
temperature (A1), and assuming the observed spacing (S0) is proportional 
to S* gives

 S S T0
1α α∗ −( )∆  (5.53)

Similarly the growth rate of pearlite colonies should be constant and given 
by a relationship of the type

 v kD T= c
γ ( )∆ 2  (5.54)

where k is a thermodynamic term which is roughly constant.
Observed spacings are found to obey Equation 5.53, varying from ~1 µm 

at high temperatures to ~0.1 µm at the lowest temperatures of growth15. 
However, it is found that S0 is usually greater than 2S*, i.e. the observed spac-
ing is not determined by the maximum growth rate criterion. Instead it may 
be determined by the need to create new cementite lamellae as the perimeter 
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of the pearlite nodules increases. This can occur either by the nucleation of 
new cementite lamellae, or by the branching of existing lamellae, Fig. 5.62c.

In the case of binary Fe–C alloys, observed growth rates are found to agree 
rather well with the assumption that the growth velocity is controlled by the 
diffusion of carbon in the austenite. Figure 5.63. shows measured and calcu-
lated growth rates as a function of temperature. The calculated line is based 
on an equation similar to Equation 5.54 and shows that the measured growth 
rates are reasonably consistent with volume-diffusion control. However, it 
is also possible that some carbon diffusion takes place through the γ/α and 
γ/cementite interfaces, which could account for the fact that the predicted 
growth rates shown in Fig. 5.63 are consistently too low.

A schematic TTT diagram for the pearlite reaction in eutectoid Fe-C alloys 
is shown in Fig. 5.64. Note the ‘C shape typical of diffusional transforma-
tions that occur on cooling. The maximum rate of transformation occurs at 
about 550°C. At lower temperatures another type of transformation product, 
namely Bainite, can grow faster than pearlite. This transformation is dealt 
with in the next section.

Eutectoid transformations are found in many alloys besides Fe–C. In alloys 
where all elements are in substitutional solid solution, lattice diffusion is 
found to be too slow to account for observed growth rates. In these cases 
diffusion occurs instead through the colony/matrix interface. Consideration 
of the diffusion problem in this case leads to a relationship of the type

 v kD TB= ( )∆ 3  (5.55)

where k is a thermodynamic constant and DB is Jhe boundary diffusion 
coefficient.
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Figure 5.63
Pearlite growth rate v. temperature for plain carbon steels. (After M.P. Puis and J.S. Kirkaldy, 
Metallurgical Transactions 3 (1972) 2777, © American Society for Metals and the Metallurgical 
Society of AIME, 1972.)
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Pearlite in Off-Eutectoid Fe–C Alloys

When austenite containing more or less carbon than the eutectoid composi-
tion is isothermally transformed below the A1 temperature the formation of 
pearlite is usually preceded by the precipitation of proeutectoid ferrite or 
cementite. However, if the undercooling is large enough and the departure 
from the eutectoid composition is not too great it is possible for austenite 
of non-eutectoid composition to transform directly to pearlite. The region 
in which this is possible corresponds approximately to the condition that 
the austenite is simultaneously saturated with respect to both cementite 
and ferrite, i.e. the hatched region in Fig. 5.65. (See also Fig. 5.53). Thus a 
0.6% C alloy, for example can be transformed to ~100% pearlite provided the 
temperature is low enough to bring the austenite into the hatched region of 

T

A1

MS
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Log (time)

γ

Bainiteγ

Figure 5.64
Schematic diagram showing relative positions of the transformation curves for pearlite and 
bainite in plain carbon eutectoid steels.
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Figure 5.65
Effect of transformation temperature on the volume fraction of proeutectoid ferrite.
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Fig. 5.65 (but not so low that bainite forms). At intermediate undercoolings 
some proeutectoid ferrite will form but less than predicted by the equilib-
rium phase diagram.

Similar considerations apply to transformations during continuous 
cooling—larger grain sizes and faster cooling rates favour low volume frac-
tions of ferrite. Compare Figure 5.54c and d.

5.8.2  The Bainite Transformation

When austenite is cooled to large supersaturations below the nose of the 
pearlite transformation curve a new eutectoid product called bainite is pro-
duced. Like pearlite, bainite is a mixture of ferrite and carbide, but it is micro-
structurally quite distinct from pearlite and can be characterized by its own 
C curve on a TTT diagram. In plain carbon steels this curve overlaps with 
the pearlite curve (Figuer.5.64) so that at temperatures around 500°C both 
pearlite and bainite form competitively. In some alloy steels, however, the 
two curves are separated as shown in Figure 5.73.

The microstructure of bainite depends mainly on the temperature at which 
it forms25

Upper Bainite

At high temperatures (350°C–550°C) bainite consists of needles or laths of 
ferrite with cementite precipitates between the laths as shown in Fig. 5.66 
This is known as upper bainite. Figure 5.66a shows the ferrite laths grow-
ing into partially transformed austenite. The light contrast is due to the 
cementite. Figure 5.66b illustrates schematically how this microstructure 
is thought to develop. The ferrite laths grow into the austenite in a similar 
way to Widmanstatten side-plates. The ferrite nucleates on a grain boundary 
with a Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship with one of the austenite 
grains, γ2, say. Since the undercooling is very large the nucleus grows most 
rapidly into the γ2 grain forming ferrite laths with low energy semicoherent 
inter-faces. This takes place at several sites along the boundary so that a 
group of finely spaced laths develops. As the laths thicken the carbon con-
tent of the austenite increases and finally reaches such a level that cementite 
nucleates and grows.

At the higher temperatures of formation upper bainite closely resembles 
finely spaced Widmanstatten side-plates, Fig. 5.51d. As the temperature 
decreases the bainitic laths become narrower so that individual laths may 
only be resolved by electron microscopy.

At the highest temperatures where pearlite and bainite grow competitively 
in the same specimen it can be difficult to distinguish the pearlite colonies 
from the upper bainite. Both appear as alternate layers of cementite in ferrite. 
The discontinuous nature of the bainitic carbides does not reveal the differ-
ence since pearlitic cementite can also appear as broken lamellae. However, 
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the two microstructures have formed in quite different ways. The greatest 
difference between the two constituents lies in their crystallography. In the 
case of pearlite the cementite and ferrite have no specific orientation relation-
ship to the austenite grain in which they are growing, whereas the cementite 
and ferrite in bainite do have an orientation relationship with the grain in 
which they are growing. This point is illustrated in Fig. 5.67. The micrograph 
is from a hypoeutectoid steel (0.6% C) which has been partially transformed 
at 710°C and then quenched to room temperature, whereupon the untrans-
formed austenite was converted into martensite.’ The quench, however, was 

γ1

γ2

Fe3C
(b)

(a)

(c)

α

α

Figure 5.66
(a) Upper bainite in medium-carbon steel (replica × 13 000) (by permission of the Metals 
Society), (b) Schematic of growth mechanism. Widmanstatten ferrite laths growth into γ2 (α 
and γ2 have Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation relationship.) Cementite plates nucleate in carbon-
enriched austenite. (c) Illustrating the shape of a ‘lath’.
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not fast enough to prevent further transformation at the γ/α interface. The 
dark constituent is very fine pearlite which was nucleated on the incoherent 
α/γ interface, across which there is no orientation relationship. The ferrite 
and lower austenite grain, however, have an orientation relationship which 
has led to bainite formation.

Lower Bainite

At sufficiently low temperatures the microstructure of bainite changes from 
laths into plates and the carbide dispersion becomes much finer, rather like 
in tempered martensite. The temperature at which the transition to lower 
bainite occurs depends on the carbon content in a complex manner. For car-
bon levels below about 0.5 wt% the transition temperature increases with 
increasing carbon, from 0.5−0.7 wt% C it decreases and above approximately 
0.7 wt% C it is constant at about 350°C. At the temperatures where lower 
bainite forms the diffusion of carbon is slow, especially in the austenite and 
carbides precipitate in the ferrite with an orientation relationship. The car-
bides are either cementite or metastable transition carbides such as s-carbide 
and they are an aligned at approximately the same angle to the plane of the 
ferrite plate (Fig. 5.68). The habit plane of the ferrite plates in lower bainite is 
the same as that of the martensite that forms at lower temperatures in the 
same alloy. As with upper bainite, some carbides can also be found between 
the ferrite plates.

The different modes of formation of upper and lower bainite result in dif-
ferent transformation kinetics and separate C curves on the TTT diagram. 
An example, the case of a low-alloy steel, is shown in Fig. 5.76.

Figure 5.67
Hypoeutectoid steel (0.6% C) partially transformed for 30 min at 710°C, inefficiently quenched. 
Bainitic growth into lower grain of austenite and pearlitic growth into upper grain during 
quench (× 1800). (After M. Hillert in Decomposition of Austenite by Diffusional Processes, V.F. 
Zackay and H.I. Aaronson (Eds.), 1962, by permission of the Metallurgical Society of AIME.)
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Transformation Shears

If a polished specimen of austenite is transformed to bainite (upper or lower) 
it is found that the growth of bainite laths or plates produces a surface relief 
effect like that of martensite plates. For example Fig. 5.69 shows the surface 
tilts that result from the growth of lower bainite plates. This has been inter-
preted as suggesting that the bainite plates form by a shear mechanism in 

(a)

Carbide

(b)

α

γ

Figure 5.68
(a) Lower bainite in 0.69wt% C low-alloy steel (replica × 1100). (After RF. Heheman in Metals 
Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for Metals, 1973 p 196.) (b) A possible growth 
mechanism, α/β interface advances as fast as carbides precipitate at interface thereby removing 
the excess carbon in front of the α.

Figure 5.69
Photos taken with a hot-state microscope showing the nucleation and growth of bainite plates 
at 350°C. The contrast is due to surface reKef. (a) 14.75 min; (b) 16.2 min; (c) 17.25 min; and (d) 
19.2 min. (After Speich, G.R., in Decomposition of Austenite by Diffusional Processes, Interscience, 
New York, 1962.)
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the same way as the growth of martensite plates (see Chapter 6). In other 
words it is supposed that the iron atoms are transferred across the ferrite/
austenite interface in an ordered military manner.

As demonstrated in Figure 5.70, plastic relaxation of the shape change caused 
by bainite transformation may take place in the adjacent austenite matrix, with-
out which the surface relief would show a “perfect” invariant plane strain26 
(see Section 6.2 for more information about the invariant plane strain).

Fang et al. used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) as well as atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) to study the surface relief caused by the smallest 
bainite unit they could observe.27−29 Their reasoning being that, often, obser-
vations of surface relief caused by bainite formation is related to whole plates 
which could be ambiguous due to the substructure of a bainite plate. For a 
single sub-subunit (the smallest bainitic ferrite unit observed by the authors, 
Figure 5.71), a surface relief of a “tent shape” was reported whereby the 
possibility of a surface relief caused by an invariant plane strain was ruled 
out. A schematic which shows the two types of surface relief is presented in 
Figure 5.72. The ultrafine bainitic microstructure was observed in both lower 
and upper bainite.
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Figure 5.70
(a) Surface relief caused by a “perfect” invariant plane strain, (b) Plastic relaxation occurs in the 
adjacent matrix. (After Bhadeshia, H.K.D.H., in Bainite in Steels, 2nd edn., IOM Communications 
Ltd., London, 2001.) (c) and (d) are AFM scans across a surface relief caused by a bainite sub-
unit. (Originally appeared in Swallow, E. and Bhadeshia, H.K.D.H., Mater. Sci. Tech.‑Lond., 12, 
121, 1996.)
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Furthermore, Fang et al. reported that the surface relief caused by bainitic 
transformation was not accompanied by any significant plastic deformation 
of the adjacent austenite matrix.30 Ohmori et al. did indeed observe tent shape 
surface reliefs, however, they interpreted them as pairs of plates exhibiting an 
opposite shape strain.31 Aaaronson cited some references where monocrys-
talline ferrite laths were reported to form in different systems (Ti-X alloys 
and Cu-Cr alloy) exhibiting “tents,” consistent with a proposed ledgewise 
diffusional growth mechanism.32 For more information about this growth 
mechanism the reader is referred to Refs. [29,32]

However, the growth rate of the bainite plates is controlled by the rate at 
which carbon can diffuse away from the interface, or by the rate at which 
carbides can precipitate behind the interface, whereas martensite plates are 
able to advance without any carbon diffusion, and the plates can grow as fast 
as the glissile interfaces can advance.

(a) 200 nm

A A A A A
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Á
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Sub-Sub-
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B
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µm
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A A A A A

Figure 5.71
(a) STM image of the surface relief of the tip of a lower bainite plate in an austenific matrix, 
(b) AFM three-dimensional image of the plate tip in (a), (c) Rectangle shown in (a) magnified 
where sub-subunits are delineated, (d) AFM scan across AA′ in (b); AA′ scan across BB′ in (c). 
(Reprinted from Fang, H.-S., Yang, J.-B., Yang, Z.-G., and Bai, B.-Z., Scripta Mater. 47, 157, 2002. 
With permission from Elsevier; Originally appeared in Yang, Z.-G., Fang, H.-S., Wang, J.J., and 
Zheng, Y.K., J. Mater. Sri. Lett., 15, 721, 1996.)
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There is, however, much uncertainty regarding the mechanism by which 
bainitic ferrite grows, and the nature of the austenite-ferrite interface in mar-
tensite and bainite. In fact the formation of Widmanstatten side-plates also 
leads to surface tilts of the type produced by a shear transformation. Also the 
phenomenological theory of martensite is able to account for the observed 
orientation relationships and habit planes found in Widmanstatten plates as 
well as bainite and martensite.

Bhadeshia reported that the nature of the bainite nucleus is similar to that 
of Widmanstatten ferrite.26 However, unlike Widmanstätten ferrite, carbon 
diffuses into the residual austenite from the carbon-saturated bainitic ferrite 
not during but after bainite plate growth. Therefore, the thermodynamic con-
ditions accompanying growth must be the determining factor for a nucleus 
to evolve either to Widmanstatten ferrite or bainite. If diffusionless growth 
cannot be sustained, the formation of Widmanstatten ferrite takes place 
instead of bainite. A stored energy in Widmanstatten ferrite of about 50 J 
mol−1 was assumed,33 compared with that for bainite at around 400 J mol−1. 
The chemical free energy change caused by undercooling has to be sufficient 
as to exceed the stored energy for a transformation to take place. This is to 
say, when undercooling is large enough to account for the proposed stored 
energy in bainite, the Widmanstatten ferrite does not form. The much higher 
stored energy in bainite was rationalized on the basis of the absence of favor-
able strain interactions “within” bainite sheaves.33

Hillert argued that the assumed high stored energy in bainite requires high 
growth velocity which has not been observed experimentally, consequently, 
carbon supersaturation in bainitic ferrite bears “no conclusive evidence.34 

Habit plane

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

γ γα

γ γα γ γα

γ γα

Figure 5.72
(a) Invariant plane strain, (b) Tent-shape surface reliefs where the habit plane is normal to the 
free surface, (c) and (d) same as (a) and (b) but with the habit plane not normal to the free sur-
face. (Reprinted from Yang, Z.-G., Zhang, C, Bai, B.-Z., and Fang, H.-S., Mater. Lett., 48, 292, 2001. 
With permission from Elsevier.)
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However, Oblak and Hehemann proposed that bainite growth is rapid though 
it occurs in short steps resulting in an overall low growth rate.35

Hillert adopted the basic bainite transformation model suggested by 
Hultgren,36 in which, bainite was assumed to form initially as Widmanstätten 
ferrite plates “followed by the formation of a mixture of ferrite and cementite 
in the interjacent spaces.34 He argued that in eutectoid Fe–C alloys, at low 
temperatures, bainite is promoted over pearlite not due to a martensite-like 
transformation mode but rather the high asymmetry in the Fe–C phase dia-
gram. It was suggested that “The edgewise growth mechanism [of bainite] 
is the same as for Widmanstatten ferrite” with carbon diffusion controlling 
growth velocity. As the transformation temperature is lowered, the forma-
tion of carbides is enhanced which “may speed up the edgewise growth.” 
The carbides precipitation occurs in the vicinity of advancing bainite plate-
tips which results in a “shorter diffusion distances for carbon away from the 
advancing tip.”

Aaronson et al. argued in favor of the short-range diffusion of carbon to 
be the predominant aspect of the bainite transformation mechanism.37 For a 
review of some of the historical theories of bainite transformation the reader 
may consult Ref. [38].

It is interesting to point out to another bainite formation mechanism 
hypothesis where bainite transformation was assumed to be martensitic 
but with carbon diffusion across the austenite/ferrite interface believed to 
change the free energy available for transformation thereby facilitating the 
formation of bainite above the Ms temperature.39

Speer et al. suggested that bainite may grow by a martensitic diffusion-
less interface migration mechanism whereas the overall growth kinetics are 
controlled by carbon diffusion.40,41 In other words, the growth mechanism is 
both ‘fully’ displacive and ‘fully’ diffusional.” This growth mechanism was 
also proposed by Muddle and Nie42 and Saha et al.43

lt can be seen, therefore, that some phase transformations are not exclu-
sively military or civilian, but show characteristics common to both types of 
transformation.

5.8.3  The effect of Alloying elements on Hardenability

The primary aim of adding alloying elements to steels is to increase the hard-
enability, that is, to delay the time required for the decomposition into fer-
rite and pearlite. This allows slower cooling rates to produce fully martensitic 
structures. Figure 5.73 shows some examples of TTT diagrams for various low-
alloy steels containing Mn, Cr, Mo and Ni in various combinations and concen-
trations. Note the appearance of two separate C curves for pearlite and bainite, 
and the increasing time for transformation as the alloy content increases.

Basically there are two ways in which alloying elements can reduce the 
rate of austenite decomposition. They can reduce either the growth rate or 
the nucleation rate of ferrite, pearlite, or bainite.
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Figure 5.73
TTT diagrams for four commercial low-alloy steels all of which contain roughly 0.4% C and 
1% Mn. In addition (b) contains 0.9% Cr, (c) contains 1.0% Cr and 0.2% Mo, and (d) contains 
0.8% Cr, 0.3% Mo, and 1.8% Ni. Note the tendency to form two distinct knees, one for pearlite 
formation and one for bainite formation. (From Atlas of Isothermal Transformation and Cooling 
Transformation Diagrams, American Society for Metals, 1977.)
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(Continued)
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The main factor limiting hardenability is the rate of formation of pearlite 
at the nose of the C curve in the TTT diagram. To discuss the effects of alloy 
elements on pearlite growth it is necessary to distinguish between austenite 
stabilizers (e.g. Mn, Ni, Cu) and ferrite stabilizers (e.g. Cr, Mo, Si). Austenite 
stabilizers depress the A1 temperature, while ferrite stabilizers have the 
opposite effect. All of these elements are substitutional dissolved in the aus-
tenite and ferrite.

At equilibrium an alloy element X will have different concentrations 
in cementite and ferrite, i.e. it will partition between the two phases. 
Carbideforming elements such as Cr, Mo, Mn will concentrate in the carbide 
while elements like Si will concentrate in the ferrite. When pearlite forms 
close to the A1 temperature the driving force for growth will only be posi-
tive if the equilibrium partitioning occurs. Since X will be homogeneously 
distributed within the austenite, the pearlite will only be able to grow as fast 
as substitutional diffusion of X allows partitioning to occur. The most likely 
diffusion route for substitutional elements is through the γ/α and γ/cementite 
interfaces. However, it will be much slower than the interstitial diffusion of 
carbon and will therefore reduce the pearlite growth rate.

When X is a ferrite stabilizer there are thermodynamic considerations that 
suggest that X will partition even at large undercoolings close to the nose of 
the C curve. Thus Si, for example, will increase the hardenability by diffus-
ing along the austenite/pearlite interface into the ferrite. The partitioning of 
alloying elements in an Fe−0.6 wt% C−0.85% Cr−0.66% Mn−0.26% Si steel 
transformed at 597°C for 2 min is shown in Fig. 5.74.
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Figure 5.74
Schematic diagram showing the measured variations of alloying elements in pearlite. These 
measurements were made using a time-of-flight atom probe. (P.R. Williams, M.K. Miller, P.A. 
Beavan and G.D.W. Smith, Phase Transformations, Vol. 2, Institute of Metallurgists, 1979, p. 98.)
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When X is an austenite stabilizer such as Ni, it is possible, at sufficiently 
high undercoolings, for pearlite to grow without partitioning. The ferrite 
and cementite simply inherit the Ni content of the austenite and there is no 
need for substitutional diffusion. Pearlite can then grow as fast as diffusion 
of carbon allows. However, the growth rate will still be lower than in binary 
Fe–C alloys since the non-equilibrium concentration of X in the ferrite and 
cementite will raise their free energies, thereby lowering the eutectoid tem-
perature, Fig. 5.75, and reducing the total driving force. For the same rea-
sons zero-partitioning is only possible at temperatures below the metastable 
eutectoid as shown in Fig. 5.74

When X is a strong carbide-forming element such as Mo or Cr it has been 
suggested44 that it can reduce the rate of growth of pearlite, as well as proeu-
tectoid ferrite, by a solute-drag effect on the moving γ/α interface. These ele-
ments also partition to cementite as shown in Fig. 5.74

Hardenability is not solely due to growth-rate effects. It is also possible 
that the alloying elements affect the rate of nucleation of cementite or fer-
rite. For example, it has been suggested45 that the ‘bay’ at ~500°C in the TTT 
diagrams of steels containing Cr, Mo and B (see Fig. 5.73) may be due to the 
poisoning of ferrite nucleation sites by the precipitation of X-carbide clusters 
in grain boundaries.

The diagrams shown in Fig. 5.73 are not entirely accurate especially with 
regard to the bainite transformation at temperatures in the vicinity of the Ms 

α+carbide

γ+carbide

α+γ+carbide

α + γ

α

T

A1 (no partitioning)

A1

% C

Figure 5.75
Schematic phase diagram for Fe–C–X alloy where X is a substitutional element. Between the 
solid and dashed lines, precipitation can occur in the austenite only if X is partitioned between 
the phases.
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temperatures. It has been found that below the Ms temperature the bainite 
transformation rate is greatly increased by the martensite-transformation 
strains. The TTT diagram for the bainite transformation in Fig. 5.73 has 
recently been redetermined using a new experimental technique based on 
magnetic permeability measurements46 and the results are shown in Fig. 5.76 
The acceleration of the transformation close to Ms and the existence of sepa-
rate C curves for upper and lower bainite are apparent.

5.8.4  Continuous Cooling Diagrams

Isothermal transformation (TTT) diagrams are obtained by rapidly quenching 
to a given temperature and then measuring the volume fraction of the various 
constituents that form as a function of time at that temperature. Practical heat 
treatments, however, are usually concerned with transformations that occur 
during continuous cooling, and under these conditions TTT diagrams cannot 
be used to give the times and temperatures of the various transformations. A 
continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram must be used instead.

To a first approximation the CCT diagram is the TTT diagram shifted to 
lower temperatures and longer times. This can be understood as follows. In 
a specimen held at a constant temperature the transformation starts when 
the product (Nt) reaches a certain value, α, say. In a continuously cooled sam-
ple, time near the start of cooling is not very effective since N is low at low 
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TTT diagrams for steel in Fig. 5.65(d) determined by amagneticpermeability technique. (After 
V.F. Zackay and E.R. Parker, in Alloy and Microstructural Design, J.K. Tien and G.S. Ansell (Eds.), 
Academic Press, New York, 1976.)
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supercoolings. Therefore when the cooling curve reaches the TTT start curve 
the total value of Nt will be less than α and further time (and therefore cool-
ing) will be required before the start of the CCT diagram is reached. Similarly 
the end of the reaction will be displaced to lower temperatures and longer 
times. The relationship between a CCT and an TTT diagram for a eutectoid 
steel is shown in Fig. 5.77. Note that whereas the TTT diagram is interpreted 
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Correlation of continuous cooling and isothermal transformations with end-quench hard-
enability test data for eutectoid carbon steel. (Atlas of Isothermal Transformation and Cooling 
Transformation Diagrams, American Society for Metals, 1977, p. 376.)
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by reading from left to right at a constant temperature the CCT diagram is 
read along the cooling curves from the top left to bottom right. The cool-
ing curves in Fig. 5.77 refer to various distances from the quenched end of 
a Jominy end-quench specimen. Transformation occurs along the hatched 
parts of the lines. Figure 5.77 is in fact simplified and cooling along B would 
lead to the production of some bainite. But otherwise it can be seen that 
point B will transform partly to fine pearlite at high temperatures around 
500–450°C. Between 450 and 200°C the remaining austenite will be unable to 
transform and below 200°C transformation to martensite occurs.

The above relationship between TTT and CCT diagrams is only approxi-
mate. There are several features of CCT diagrams that have no counterpart 
in TTT diagrams especially in alloy steels. These include the following: (i) a 
depression of the Ms temperature at slow cooling rates, (ii) the tempering of 
martensite that takes place on cooling from Ms to about 200°C, (iii) a greater 
variety of microstructures.

Figure 5.78 shows more complete CCT diagrams for a medium-carbon 
steel with different Mn contents. These diagrams were obtained with a high-
speed dilatometer using programmed linear cooling rates for all except the 
highest quench rates. For each cooling curve the cooling rate and volume 
fractions of ferrite and pearlite are indicated. Note how the volume fraction 
of pearlite increases as the cooling rate is increased from 2.5 to 2300°F/min 
in the low-Mn steel. In practical heat treatments the cooling curves will not 
be linear but will depend on the transfer of heat from the specimen to the 
quenching medium and the rate of release of latent heat during transforma-
tion. In general, the evolution of latent heat reduces the rate of cooling dur-
ing the transformation range and can even lead to a rise in temperature, i.e. 
recalescence. Recalescence is often associated with the pearlite transforma-
tion when the growth rate is very high, e.g. in unalloyed steels, but the effect 
can also be seen quite clearly for a cooling rate of 4100°F/min in Fig. 5.78a.

5.8.5  Fibrous and interphase Precipitation in Alloy Steels

When a few per cent of a strong carbide-forming element (e.g. Mo, W, Cr, Ti, 
V) is alloyed with steel, cementite is entirely replaced by a more stable car-
bide. When such steels are isothermally transformed at temperatures where 
the substitutional alloying element has appreciable mobility (~600−750°C) 
two new alloy-carbide morphologies can form.

Sometimes a fibrous morphology can be formed as illustrated in Fig. 5.79 
This is a mixture of Mo2C fibres in ferrite. The interfibre spacings are about 
an order of magnitude less than found in pearlite with fibre diameters 
~10−50 nm.

In other cases planar arrays of alloy carbides in ferrite are produced, 
Fig. 5.80. The spacing of the sheets of precipitates decreases with decreasing 
temperature of transformation, being of the order of 10–50 nm. The sheets of 
precipitate are parallel to successive positions of the γ/α interface, hence this 
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type of precipitation is known as interphase precipitation. The mechanism by 
which the microstructure develops is shown in the thin-foil electron micro-
graphs in Fig. 5.81a and b and schematically in Fig. 5.81c. The α/γ interface 
can be seen to advance by the ledge mechanism, whereby mobile incoherent 
ledges migrate across immobile semicoherent facets. Note that these growth 
ledges are ~100 atom layers high in contrast to the structural ledges discussed 
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Figure 5.79
Fe-4% Mo-0.2% C transformed 2 h at 650°C. (a) Schematic of possible nucleation and growth mech-
anism, (b) Thin foil electron micrograph (× 32 000) (after R.W.K. Honeycombe, “Transformation 
from Austenite in Alloy Steels”, Metallurgical Transactions, 7A (1976) 91, © American Society for 
Metals and The Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1976, after D.V. Edmonds.)

0.1 μm

Figure 5.80
Fe−0.75% V−0.15% C after 5 min at 725°C. Thin foil electron micrograph showing sheets 
of vanadium carbide precipitates (interphase precipitation). (After R.W.K. Honeycombe, 
‘Transformation from Austenite in Alloy Steels’, Metallurgical Transactions, 7A (1976) 91, © 
American Society for Metals and The Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1976, after A.D. Batte.)
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in Section 3.4.1 which are only a few atom layers high at most. Normally the 
incoherent risers would be energetically favourable sites for precipitation, 
but in this case the alloy carbides nucleate on the low-energy facets. This 
is because the ledges are moving too fast for nucleation to occur. As can be 
seen in Fig. 5.73a and as shown schematically in Fig. 5.73c, the precipitate size 
increases with distance behind the step, indicating that nucleation occurs on 
the semicoherent facets just ahead of the steps.

5.8.6  rule of Scheil

The additive reaction rule of Scheil can be used to convert between isothermal 
phase transformation data obtained from TTT and CCT diagrams. The rule 
can only be justified if the reaction of interest is isokinetic, in other words, 
the transformation rate depends on the transformed phase fraction and tem-
perature only.

Figure 5.82 shows the application of the rule to an isothermal transforma-
tion curve from which the corresponding continuous cooling curve will be 
calculated as follows. First, the temperature range is divided into steps ΔT 
with the corresponding time steps Δt representing the time spent at each 
step. The fraction of the time spent at a step is calculated by dividing the 
time step by the time of the isothermal transformation t which corresponds 
to the average temperature in the step. The “cumulative” phase fraction of 
the transformed phase at a temperature T is then determined by adding the 

γ

α
(c)

(a) (b)
0.1 μm

Figure 5.81
Fe–12% Cr%–0.2% C transformed 30 min at 650°C. Interphase precipitation of Cr23C6 at α/β 
interface, (a) Dark-field micrograph showing bright precipitates, (b) Bright-field micrograph 
of same area showing ledges in the α/β interface. Precipitates appear dark, (c) Schematic of 
nucleation and growth mechanism for interphase precipitation. (After R.W.K. Honeycombe, 
‘Transformation from Austenite in Alloy Steels’, Metallurgical Transactions 7A (1976) 91, © 
American Society for Metals and The Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1976, after K. Campbell.)
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fractions of time such that47

 

f T
t

t
T

T

e

( ) = ∑ ∆
 (5.56)

Therefore, the transformation begins when f < 1.
It is important to note that not all phase transformations can be expressed 

using the additivity rule. For example, in the work of Hsu et al. on pearl-
ite transformed during continuous cooling, the pearlite phase fraction from 
nucleation was additive but not that from growth.48–50

5.9  Massive Transformations

Consider the Cu–Zn alloys in Fig. 5.83 containing approximately 38 atomic % 
Zn. The most stable state for such alloys is β above ~800°C, a below ~500°C 
and a mixture of α/β with compositions given by the equilibrium phase 
diagram in between. The type of transformation that occurs on cooling the 
γ phase depends on the cooling rate. At slow to moderate cooling rates α 
precipitates in a similar way to the precipitation of ferrite from austenite in 
Fe–C alloys: slow cooling favours transformation at small undercooling and 
the formation of equiaxed α; higher cooling rates result in transformation at 
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Figure 5.82
A schematic representing the additivity rule of Scheil. (Based on Cottrell, A., An Introduction to 
Metallurgy, 2nd edn., The Institute of Materials, London, 1975, 374–375.)
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lower temperatures and Widmanstatten α needles precipitate. According to 
the phase diagram, the α that precipitates will be richer in Cu than the par-
ent β phase, and therefore the growth of the α phase requires the long-range 
diffusion of Zn away from the advancing α/β interfaces. This process is rela-
tively slow, especially since the Cu and Zn form substitutional solid solu-
tions, and consequently the C curve for the α precipitation on a TTT or CCT 
diagram will be located at relatively long times. A possible CCT diagram is 
shown schematically in Fig. 5.84.

If the alloy is cooled fast enough, by quenching in brine for example, there 
is no time for the precipitation of α, and the β phase can be retained to tem-
peratures below 500°C where it is possible for β to transform into α with the 
same composition. The result of such a transformation is a new massive trans‑
formation product, Fig. 5.85

Massive α grains nucleate at grain boundaries and grow rapidly into the 
surrounding β. Note also that because of the rapid growth the α/β bound-
aries have a characteristic irregular appearance. Since both the α and β 
phases have the same composition, massive α(αm) can grow as fast as the Cu 
and Zn atoms can cross the α/β interface, without the need for long-range 
diffusion.
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Figure 5.83
A part of the Cu–Zn phase diagram showing the α/β equilibrium. The temperature at which 
Gα = Gβ is marked as T0. Ms marks the beginning of the martensite transformation in rap-
idly quenched specimens. (After T.B. Massalski in Phase Transformations, American Society for 
Metals, 1970.)
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Figure 5.84
A possible CCT diagram for systems showing a massive transformation. Slow cooling (1) pro-
duces equiaxed α. Widmanstatten morphologies result from faster cooling (2). Moderately 
rapid quenching (3) produces the massive transformation, while the highest quench rate (4) 
leads to a martensitic transformation. Compare with Fig. 5.79.

Figure 5.85
Massive α formed at the grain boundaries of β in Cu–38.7 wt% Zn quenched from 850°C in 
brine at 0°C. Some high temperature precipitation has also occurred on the boundaries. (From 
D. Hull and K. Garwood, The Mechanism of Phase Transformations in Metals, Institute of Metals, 
London, 1956.)
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Since growth only involves thermally activated jumping across the α/β 
interface, the massive transformation can be defined as a diffusionless civil‑
ian transformation and it is characterized by its own C curve on TTT or CCT 
diagrams as shown in Fig. 5.84. The migration of the α/β interfaces is very 
similar to the migration of grain boundaries during recrystallization of sin-
gle-phase material. However, in the case of the massive transformation the 
driving force is orders of magnitude greater than for recrystallization, which 
explains why the transformation is so rapid.

Massive transformations should not be confused with martensite. 
Although the martensitic transformation also produces a change of crystal 
structure without a change in composition, the transformation mechanism 
is quite different. Martensite growth is a diffusionless military transforma-
tion, i.e. β is sheared into α by the cooperative movement of atoms across a 
glissile interface, whereas the growth of massive α involves thermally acti-
vated interface migration. Systems showing massive transformations will 
generally also transform martensitically if sufficiently high quend rates are 
used to suppress the nucleation of the massive product, Fig. 5.84. However 
Fig. 5.83 shows that for the Cu–Zn alloys the Ms temperature is below 0°C 
and some β phase is therefore retained after quenching to room temperature, 
as can be seen in Fig. 5.85.

It was stated above that β can transform massively into α provided the 
β phase could be cooled into the stable α phase field without precipitation 
at a higher temperature. Thermodynamically, however, it is possible for the 
transformation to occur at higher temperatures. The condition that must 
be satisfied for a massive transformation is that the free energy of the new 
phase must be lower than the parent phase, both phases having the same 
composition. In the case of Cu–38 atomic % Zn therefore, it can be seen from 
Fig. 5.86 that there is a temperature ~700°C below which Gα becomes less 
than Gβ. This temperature is marked as T0 in Fig. 5.83 and the locus of T0 is 
also shown for other alloy compositions. Therefore it may be possible for a 
massive transformation to occur within the two-phase region of the phase 
diagram anywhere below the T0 temperature. In practice, however, there is 
evidence that massive transformations usually occur only within the single-
phase region of the phase diagram.

Massive transformations are found in many alloy systems. Usually the 
interfaces are incoherent and migrate by continuous growth in a similar 
manner to a high-angle grain boundary, but in some cases growth can 
take place by the lateral movement of ledges across faceted interfaces. 
The Cu–Al phase diagram is similar to that shown in Fig. 5.83. Figure 5.87 
shows a specimen of Cu–20 atomic % Al that has been quenched from 
the β field to produce almost 100% massive α. Again, characteristically 
irregular phase boundaries are apparent. In both Figs. 5.85 and 5.87 
the cooling rate has been insufficient to prevent some precipitation on 
grain boundaries at higher temperatures before the start of the massive 
transformation.
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Figure 5.86
A schematic representation of the free energy-composition curves for α and β in the Cu–Zn 
system at various temperatures.

Figure 5.87
Massive α in Cu–2U atomic % Al after quenching from the β field at 1027°C into iced brine. Note 
the irregular α/α boundaries. Some other transformation (possibly bainitic) has occurred on the 
grain boundaries. (After G.A. Chadwick, Metallography of Phase Transformations, Butterworths, 
London, 1972.)
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The γ → α transformation in iron and its alloys can also occur massively 
provided the γ is quenched sufficiently rapidly to avoid transformation near 
equilibrium, but slow enough to avoid the formation of martensite. The effect 
of cooling rate on the temperature at which transformation starts in pure 
iron is shown in Fig. 5.88. The microstructure of massive ferrite is shown in 
Fig. 5.89. Note the characteristically irregular grain boundaries.

Massive transformations are not restricted to systems with phase diagrams 
like that shown in Fig. 5.83. Metastable phases can also form massively as 
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Figure 5.88
The effect of cooling rate on the transformation temperature of pure iron. (After M.J. Bibby and 
J.G. Parr, Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute 202 (1964) 100.)

Figure 5.89
Massive α in an Fe–0.002 wt% C quenched into iced brine from 1000°C. Note the irregular α/α 
boundaries. (After T.B. Massalski in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for 
Metals, 1973, p. 186.)
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shown in Fig. 5.1d(ii) for example. It is not even necessary for the transforma-
tion product to be a single phase: two phases, at least one of which must be 
metastable, can form simultaneously provided they have the same composi-
tion as the parent phase.

5.10  Ordering Transformations

The structure of ordered phases has already been briefly discussed in 
Section 1.3.7. To recap: solid solutions which have a negative enthalpy of 
mixing (Ω < 0) prefer unlike nearest neighbours and therefore show a ten-
dency to form ordered phases at low temperatures. The five main types of 
ordered solutions are shown in Fig. 1.22. An example of a phase diagram 
containing low-temperature ordering reactions is the Au–Cu diagram in Fig. 
1.21. Another example is the ordering of bcc β -brass below ~460°C to the so-
called L20 (or B2) superlattice, Fig. 5.83. The bcc (or so-called A2) lattice can be 
considered as two interpenetrating simple cubic lattices: one containing the 
corners of the bcc unit cell and the other containing the body-centring sites. 
If these two sublattices are denoted as A and B the formation of a perfectly 
ordered β superlattice involves segregation of all Cu atoms to the A sublat-
tice, say, and Zn to the B sublattice. This is not feasible in practice, however, 
as the b′ does not have the ideal CuZn composition. There are two ways of 
forming ordered structures in non-stoichiometric phases: either some atom 
sites can be left vacant or some atoms can be located on wrong sites. In the 
case of β (CuZn) the excess Cu atoms are located on some of the Zn sites.

Let us begin the discussion of ordering transformations by considering 
what happens when a completely ordered single crystal such as CuZn or 
Cu3Au is heated from low temperatures to above the disordering tempera-
ture. To do this it is useful to quantify the degree of order in the crystal by 
defining a long-range order parameter L such that L = 1 for a fully ordered 
alloy where all atoms occupy their ‘correct’ sites and L = 0 for a completely 
random distribution. A suitable definition of L is given by

 
L

r X
X

r X
X

A A

A

B B

B

= −
−

−
−1 1

or

where XA is the mole fraction of A in the alloy and rA is the probability that 
an A sublattice site is occupied by the ‘right’ kind of atom.

At absolute zero the crystal will minimize its free energy by choosing the 
most highly ordered arrangement (L = 1) which corresponds to the lowest 
internal energy. The configurational entropy of such an arrangement, how-
ever, is zero and at higher temperatures the minimum free energy state 
will contain some disorder, i.e. some atoms will interchange positions by 
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diffusion so that they are located on ‘wrong’ sites. Entropy effects become 
increasingly more important with rising temperature so that L continuously 
decreases until above some critical temperature (Tc) L = 0. By choosing a suit-
able model, such as the quasi-chemical model discussed in Section 1.3.4, it 
is possible to calculate how L varies with temperature for different superlat-
tices. The results of such a calculation for the CuZn and Cu3Au superlattices 
are shown in Fig. 5.90. It can be seen that the way in which L decreases to 
zero is different for the different superlattices. In the equiatomic CuZn case 
L decreases continuously with temperature up to Tc, whereas in Cu3Au L 
decreases only slightly up to Tc and then abruptly drops to zero above Tc. 
This difference in behaviour is a consequence of the different atomic con-
figurations in the two superlattices.

Above Tc it is impossible to distinguish separate sublattices extending over 
long distances and L = 0. However, since Ω < 0 there is still a tendency for 
atoms to attract unlike atoms as nearest neighbours, i.e. there is a tendency 
for atoms to order over short distances. The degree of short-range order (s) is 
defined in Section 1.3.7. The variation of s with temperature is shown as the 
dashed lines in Fig. 5.90.

The majority of phase transformations that have been discussed in this 
book have been so-called first‑order transformations. This means that at the 
equilibrium transformation temperature the first derivatives of the Gibbs free 
energy ∂G/∂T and δG/dP are discontinuous. The melting of a solid is such a 
transformation, Fig. 5.91a. Since dG/dT = –S and ∂G/∂P first order transfor-
mations are characterized by discontinuous changes in S and V. There is 
also a discontinuous change in enthalpy H corresponding to the evolution 
of a latent heat of transformation. The specific heat of the system is effec-
tively infinite at the transformation temperature because the addition of a 
small quantity of heat converts more solid into liquid without raising the 
temperature.

Figure 5.91b illustrates the characteristics of a second‑order transformation. 
For such a transformation the second derivatives of Gibbs free energy ∂2G/GT2 

1

0
0

(a) (b)
0

1L L

s s

TTC TTC

Figure 5.90
The variation of long-range order (L) and short-range order (s) for (a) CuZn-type and (b) Cu3Au-
type transformations (schematic).
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and ∂2G/GP2 are discontinuous. The first derivatives, however, are continuous 
which means that H is also continuous. Consequently since
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there is no latent heat, only a high specific heat, associated with the 
transformation.

Returning to a consideration of order-disorder transformations it can be 
seen from Fig. 5.90 that the loss of long-range order in the β′ → β (CuZn) 
transformation corresponds to a gradual disordering of the structure over 
a range of temperatures. There is no sudden change in order at Tc and con-
sequently the internal energy and enthalpy (H) will be continuous across Tc. 
The β′ → β transformation is therefore a second-order transformation. In the 
case of Cu3Au, on the other hand, a substantial change in order takes place 
discontinuously at Tc. Since the disordered state will have a higher inter-
nal energy (and enthalpy) than the ordered state, on account of the greater 
number of high-energy like-like atom bonds, there will be a discontinuous 
change in H at Tc, i.e. the transformation is first order.

H H

CpCp

(a) (b)

L

L

S
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G G

T TTc Tc

T TTc Tc
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∞

Figure 5.91
The thermodynamic characteristics of (a) first-order and (b) secondorder phase transformations.
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So far we have been concerned with the disordering transformation that 
takes place on heating a fully ordered single crystal. The mechanism by 
which order is lost is most likely the interchange of atoms by diffusional 
processes occurring homogeneously throughout the crystal. The same 
changes will of course take place in every grain of a polycrystal. Let us now 
turn to the reverse transformation that occurs on cooling a single crystal, i.e. 
disorder → order.

There are two possible mechanisms for creating an ordered superlattice 
from a disordered solution. (1) There can be a continuous increase in short-
range order by local rearrangements occurring homogeneously throughout 
the crystal which finally leads to long-range order. (2) There may be an energy 
barrier to the formation of ordered domains, in which case the transforma-
tion must take place by a process of nucleation and growth. These two alterna-
tive mechanisms are equivalent to spinodal decomposition and precipitation 
as mechanisms for the formation of coherent zones in alloys with positive 
heats of mixing (V > 0). The first mechanism may only be able to operate in 
second-order transformations or at very high supercoolings below Tc. The 
second mechanism is generally believed to be more common.

The nucleation and growth process is illustrated in Fig. 5.92. The disor-
dered lattice is represented by the cross-grid of lines. Within this lattice 
two sublattices are marked by heavy and faint lines. Atoms are located at 
each intersection but only atoms within the ordered regions, or domains, 
are marked; the unmarked sites are disordered. The diagram is only sche-
matic, but could represent a {100} plane of the Cu3Au superlattice. Since the 
two types of atoms can order on either the A or B sublattice, the indepen-
dently nucleated domains will often be ‘out of phase’ as shown. When these 
domains subsequently grow together a boundary will form (known as an 
antiphase domain boundary or APB) across which the atoms will have the 

APB

Stage IIIStage IIStage I

Figure 5.92
The formation of an antiphase boundary (APB) when out-of-phase ordered domains grow 
together. The diagram could represent a {100} plane in Cu3Au in which case the black and white 
atoms could represent Cu and Au. (After P. Haasen, Physical Metallurgy, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1978.)
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wrong kind of neighbours. APBs are therefore high-energy regions of the 
lattice and are associated with an APB energy.

Even at rather low undercoolings below Tc the activation energy barrier 
to the nucleation of ordered domains ΔG* should be rather small because 
both nucleus and matrix have essentially the same crystal structure and are 
therefore coherent with a low interfacial energy. Also, provided the alloy 
has a stoichiometric composition, both nucleus and matrix have the same 
composition so that there should not be large strain energies to be overcome. 
Consequently, it is to be expected that nucleation will be homogeneous, 
independent of lattice defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries. 
Figure 5.93 shows evidence for the existence of a nucleation and growth 
mechanism during ordering in CoPt. This is a field ion micrograph showing 
that the two types of atoms are ordered in a regular manner in the upper 
part but disordered in the lower part of the micrograph.

At low ΔΤ the nucleation rate will be low and a large mean domain size 
results, whereas higher values of ΔT should increase the nucleation rate and 
diminish the initial domain size. The degree of long-range order in a given 
domain will vary with temperature according to Fig. 5.90 and with decreas-
ing temperature the degree of order is increased by homogeneous diffusive 

Figure 5.93
A field ion micrograph of the boundary between an ordered domain (above) and disordered 
matrix (below) in CoPt. (After E.W. Miiller and Tien Tzou Tsong, Field Ion Microscopy, Principles 
and Applications, Elsevier, 1969.)
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rearrangements among the atoms within the domain. Within the crystal as 
a whole, the degree of long-range order will initially be very small because 
there are likely to be equal numbers of domains ordered on both A and B 
lattices. The only way for long-range order to be established throughout the 
entire crystal is by the coarsening of the APB structure. The rate at which 
this occurs depends on the type of superlattice.

In the CuZn-type superlattice (L20) there are only two sublattices on which 
the Cu atoms, say, can order and therefore only two distinct types of ordered 
domain are possible. A consequence of this is that it is impossible for a meta-
stable APB structure to form. It is therefore relatively easy for the APB struc-
ture to coarsen in this type of ordered alloy. Figure 5.94 shows an electron 
micrograph of APBs in AlFe (L20 superlattice) along with a schematic dia-
gram to illustrate the two different types of domain. The Cu3Au (Ll2) super-
lattice is different to the above in that there are four different ways in which 
ordered domains can be formed from the disordered fcc lattice: the Au atoms 
can be located either at the corners of the unit cell, Fig. 1.20c, or at the one 
of the three distinct face-centred sites. The Cu3Au APBs are therefore more 
complex than the CuZn type, and a consequence of this is that it is pos-
sible for the APBs to develop a metastable, so-called foam structure, Fig. 5.95. 
Another interesting feature of this microstructure is that the APBs tend to 
align parallel to {100} planes in order to minimize the number of high-energy 
Au–Au bonds.

The rate at which ordering occurs varies greatly from one alloy to 
another. For example the ordering of β (CuZn) is so rapid that it is almost 
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Figure 5.94
(a) A thin-foil electron micrograph showing APBs in an ordered AlFe alloy (3 17 000). 
(b) A schematic representation of the atomic configurations comprising the APB structure in 
(a). (After M.J. Marcinkowski in Metals Handbook. 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for Metals, 
1973, p. 205.)
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impossible to quench-in the disordered bcc structure. This is because the 
transformation is second order and can occur by a rapid continuous order-
ing process.

Ordering of Cu3Au on the other hand is relatively slow requiring several 
hours for completion, despite the fact that the atomic mobilities ought to be 
similar to those in the CuZn transformation. This transformation, however, 
is second order and proceeds by nucleation and growth. Also the develop-
ment of long-range order is impeded by the formation of metastable APB 
networks.

The above comments have been concerned primarily with alloys of stoi-
chiometric composition. However, it has already been pointed out that order-
ing is often associated with non-stoichiometric alloys.

In the case of first-order transformations there is always a two-phase region 
at non-stoichiometric compositions, Fig. 1.21, so that the transformation can 
be expressed as: disordered phase → ordered precipitates + disordered 
matrix. There is then a change in composition on ordering and long-range 
diffusion must be involved. Second-order transformations on the other hand 
do not involve a two-phase region even at non-stoichiometric compositions, 
Fig. 5.83.

Figure 5.95
APBs in ordered Cu3. Au. Thin-foil electron micrograph 3 53 000. Note that due to the method 
of imaging about one third of the APBs are invisible. (After M.J. Marcinkowski in Metals 
Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society for Metals. 1973, p. 205.)
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5.11  Case Studies

5.11.1  Titanium Forging Alloys

Composition: Ti-6 wt% Al–4 wt% V.
Phase diagrams: Binary Ti–Al and Ti–V diagrams in Fig. 5.96.

Important phases: α-hcp, β-bcc.
Microstructures: See 5.97–5.100
Applications: As a result of the high cost of titanium, uses are restricted 

to applications where high performance is required and high 
strength to weight ratio is important, e.g. gas turbine aero engines 
and airframe structures.

Comments: At low temperatures pure titanium exists as the hap α 
phase, but above 883°C up to the melting point (~1672°C) the bec β 
phase is stable. Figure 5.96 shows that Al is an α stabilizer, i.e. it raises 
the α/β transition temperature, whereas V is a β stabilizer which low-
ers the transition temperature. A wide range of titanium alloys are 
available. These can be classified as either α, α + β, or β alloys. The 
Ti-6A1-4V alloy to be discussed here belongs to the α + β group of 
alloys. For simplicity, the phase diagram relevant to these alloys can 
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Figure 5.96
Phase diagrams: (a) Ti–Al, (b) Ti–V, (c) a schematic dia-gram showing the variation of Ms and Mf 
with percentage β stabilizer, [(a) and (b) After H. Margelin in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, 
American Society for Metals, 1973, p. 264.]
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be envisaged as that shown in Fig. 5.96. Two principal types of trans-
formation are of interest. The first of these is the precipitation of α 
from β on cooling from above the β transus into the α + β field. This 
is in principle the same as the formation of ferrite during the cooling 
of austenite in Fe–C alloys. However, in this case the Widmanstatten 
morphology predominates at all practical cooling rates, Fig. 5.97. 
Figure 5.97 is a thin-foil electron micrograph of a similar structure 
and shows more clearly the two phases present after air cooling. The 
β phase remains as a thin layer between the Widmanstätten α plates. 
Furnace cooling produces similar though coarser microstructures. 
The α plates and the β matrix are oriented such that

 ( ) //( )0001 110α β

 [ ] //[ ]1120 111α β

  The second important transformation is the formation of marten-
site that takes place when β is rapidly cooled by water quenching. 
The transformation can be written β → α′ where α′ is a supersatu-
rated hap α phase. Mf for β containing 6 wt% Al-4 wt% V is above 
room temperature so that quenching from above the β transus 

40 µm
(a) (b)

Figure 5.97
(a) Widmanstatten α (light) and β (daik) in a Ti–6 Al–4 V alloy air cooled from 1037°C. (S.M. 
Copley and J.C. Williams, in Alloy and Microstructural Design, J.K. Tien and G.S. Ansell (Eds.), 
Academic Press, 1976.) (b) Alternate layers of α (light) and β (dark) in a Widmanstatten micro-
structure. Ti–6 Al–4 V forged at 1038°C above the β transus, air-cooled, annealed 2 h at 704°C, 
air cooled. Thin-foil electron micrograph (× 15 000). (From Metals Handbook, Sth edn., Vol. 7, 
American Society for Metals, 1972, p. 00.)
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produces a fully martensitic structure, Fig. 5.98a. The martensite 
can be aged by heating to temperatures where appreciable diffu-
sion can occur, in which case the supersaturated α′ can decompose 
by the precipitation of β on the martensite plate boundaries and dis-
locations, Fig. 5.98b.

  Alloys for engineering applications are not usually used in the 
above conditions but are hot worked in the α + β region of the phase 
diagram in order to break up the structure and distribute the α phase 
in a finely divided form. This is usually followed by annealing at 
700°C which produces a structure of mainly α with finely distributed 
retained β, Fig. 5.99. The advantage of this structure is that it is more 
ductile than when the α is present in a Widmanstatten form. When 
additional strength is required the alloys are hardened by heating to 
high temperatures in the α + β range (~940°C) so that a large volume 
fraction of β is produced, followed by a water quench to convert the 
β into α′ martensite, and then heating to obtain precipitation harden-
ing of the martensite (Fig.5.100). Mechanical properties that can be 
obtained after these treatments are given in Table 5.4. If the alloy is 
held lower in the α + β field before quenching the β phase that forms 
can be so rich in vanadium that the Ms temperature is depressed to 
below room temperature and quenching results in retained β, see 
Fig. 5.96c.

2000 Å
(a) (b)

Figure 5.98
(a) α′ Martensite in Ti–6 Al–4 V held above the β transus at 1066°C and water quenched. Prior β 
grain boundaries are visible (× 370). (From Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 7, American Society 
for Metals, 1972, p. 328) (b) β precipitates that have formed during the tempering of a′ mar-
tensite in Ti–6 Al–4 V. Specimen quenched from 1100°C and aged 24 h at 600°C. Thin-foiled 
electron micrograph. (After S.M. Copley and J.C. Williams in Alloy and Mlcrosiructural Design, 
J.K. Tien and G.S. Ansell (Eds.), Academic Press, New York, 1976.)
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Figure 5.99
Microstructure of hot-worked and annealed Ti–6 Al–4 V (× 540). (P.H. Morton in Rosenhain 
Centenary Conference, The Royal Society, London, 1976.)

Figure 5.100
Microstructure of hardened Ti–6 Al–4 V. Solution treated at 954°C (high in the α + β range), 
water quenched, aged 4 h at 538°C. Equiaxed ‘primary’ α grains (light) in an aged martensitic 
matrix. (From Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 7, American Society for Metals, 1972, p. 329.)
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5.11.2  The Weldability of low-Carbon and Microalloyed rolled Steels

Composition: C # 0.22 wt%, Si . 0.3%, Mn = 1.0−1.5%, P # 0.04%, S # 
0.04%. Ceq (see text) # 0.4%.

Possible microalloying elements: Al, Nb, Ti, V, with possible additions 
of Zr and/or N. The total amount of microalloying elements does not 
usually exceed 0.15%.

Phase diagrams: Fe–C binary.
Modified CCT diagrams (see below).
Welding nomographs (see text).
Microstructure: Depends on type of steel, e.g. whether quench and 

tempered, microalloyed—fine grained, plain rolled C–Mn, etc. See, 
e.g. Fig. 5.54.

Applications: Constructional steels for building frames, bridges, pres-
sure vessels, ships, oil platforms, etc.

Comments: Steels used for heavy, high-strength constructions are 
nowadays rather sophisticated, relying for their high strength and 
toughness on having a fine and uniform grain size. When fusion 
welding plates together, the steel is subjected to an extremely severe 
thermal cycle, and at the fusion line the temperature attains the 
melting point of the alloy. Because the steel plate provides an effec-
tive thermal sink (see Section 4.5) the cooling rate is very high for 
most types of welding process as illustrated in Fig. 5.101. This ther-
mal cycle causes changes in properties of the base material in the 
heat-affected zone due to the combination of phase changes and 
thermal/mechanical stresses. Typical microstructural changes expe-
rienced by a C–Mn steel are illustrated in Fig. 5.102. showing that 
recrystallization, grain growth and even ageing are occurring in the 
heat-affected zone. Of these changes, grain growth is potentially the 
most troublesome in decreasing the strength and toughness of these 
steels particularly since in most cases high-energy submerged arc 
welding is used with its associated relatively long dwell-time at peak 
temperatures. In order to avert the problem of grain growth at high 
temperatures, new steels have recently been introduced containing 
a fine dispersion of TiN precipitates. These precipitates remain fairly 

TABle 5.4

Room Temperature Mechanical Properties of Ti—6 wt% Al— 4 wt% V Alloys

Condition YS/MPa UTS/MPa Elongation

annealed 930 990 15%
hardened 950 1030 14%
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stable at temperatures as high as 1500°C and, at their optimum size 
of about 10 nm, act as a barrier to grain growth during welding.

  Another important problem in welding high-strength steels con-
cerns the formation of martensite. The reason for this is that it is very 
difficult in welding to avoid the presence of hydrogen. This is because 
hydrogen-containing compounds are invariably present in fluxes, 
the electrode material or even in the environment if welding is done 
outside. In this way atomic hydrogen is absorbed into the molten 
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Figure 5.101
Comparison of thermal cycles experienced in the heat-affected zone when welding steel by dif-
ferent processes. (After R.G. Baker in Rosenhain Centenary, The Royal Society, London, 1976.)
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Figure 5.102
Weld and HAZ structures in fusion welding. (After E. Rasanen and J. Tenkula, Scandinavian 
Journal of Metallurgy 1 (1972) 75.)
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metal of the fusion weld where it then diffuses rapidly into the heat-
affected base metal. If during subsequent cooling, martensite forms, 
hydrogen (whose solubility in martensite is lower than in ferrite) is 
forced out of the martensite where it concentrates at the martensite-
ferrite phase boundary, or at inclusion boundaries. Thus in combi-
nation with weld residual stresses the hydrogen weakens the iron 
lattice and may initiate cracks. This phenomenon is known as cold 
cracking. It is found vital in welding to exert a close control over the 
amount of residual hydrogen in welds and to avoid martensite, par-
ticularly in cases where residual stresses may be high. Since it is usu-
ally difficult to totally avoid the presence of hydrogen, special CCT 
diagrams are employed in conjunction with estimated cooling rates 
in the heat affected material as shown in Fig. 5.103. The essential fea-
ture of this type of CCT diagram is that the phase boundaries need to 
be plotted under conditions of actual welding, or weld simulation,’ 
in which both thermal and residual stresses are present51. In the case 
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Figure 103
CCT diagrams for a 0.19% C–1.52 Mn–0.55 Si steel, with superimposed cooling rates corre-
sponding to the weld heat inputs given in the table. (From IIW’s Doc. 115/11W—382–71, 1971.)
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of weld simulation, a special equipment is employed in which it is 
possible to programme in the appropriate thermal and stress cycles. 
As illustrated in Fig. 5.103, the various cooling curves 1−8 represent 
different heat inputs corresponding to different welding processes or 
parameters. The parameter tr in the table refers to the time in seconds 
for cooling through the temperature range: 800−500°C, this being 
almost a constant within the heat-affected zone, and is thus consid-
ered a useful parameter in welding in helping to predict microstruc-
ture as a function of welding input energy. The working temperature 
in the table refers to whether or not pre-heating was employed. Thus 
in Fig. 5.103, martensite is predicted to occur for all welding energies 
below about 37 500 J/cm (curve 5), this corresponding in practice to 
a weld deposit on a 20 mm thick plate of the composition given. In 
practice of course it is more useful if microstructural or cold cracking 
predictions could be made as a function of differing chemical com-
position, plate thickness, peak temperature, pre-heating and welding 
variables. This obviously requires much more complex diagrams than 
that of Fig. 5.103, and will therefore be correspondingly less accurate, 
although such diagrams, or welding nomographs as they are called, 
have been developed for certain applications. The composition vari-
ations are estimated, using a so-called carbon equivalent51, in which 
the effect of the various elements present is empirically expressed 
as a composition corresponding to a certain carbon content. This is 
then used to estimate possible martensite formation for the welding 
conditions given.

5.11.3  Very low-Carbon Bainitic Steel with 
High Strength and Toughness

Manufacturing machine and automotive parts from nonheat-treated steels 
with carbon content in the range 0.2–0.5 wt% is advantageous in terms of 
cost and processing time given that the quench-tempering process is elim-
inated53. Yet these steels which are ferritic–pearlitic do not have sufficient 
toughness and as such their use is limited. Nonheat-treated bainitic steels, 
on the other hand, possess higher strength and toughness than their ferritic-
pearlitic counterparts but given their low yield-ratio (yield strength to ulti-
mate tensile strength) their yield point is relatively low.

This case study aims at introducing a new type of bainitic steel wit 
extremely low carbon content, yet it exhibits high toughness and streng53. 
The high toughness can be ascribed to the very low carbon content of the 
steel. This steel also shows high weldability given its very low carbon con-
tent. Precipitation hardening was the strengthening mechanism induced by 
the so-called thermomechanical precipitation control process (TPCP).

To ensure the formation of a fully bainitic microstructure it is crucial to 
select a steel composition which does not show much dependence on cooling 
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rates applied following hot deformation. This enables the production of thick 
sections with a homogeneous microstructure and mechanical properties.

The design of this steel requires having sufficient hardenability which is 
very important to avoid undesired high temperature austenite transforma-
tion products like pearlite. This could be achieved through the addition of 
an element like boron. Also the carbon content was optimized with a con-
centration below 0.02 wt%, at which, carbon partitioning from ferrite into the 
remaining austenite does not take place.

The strengthening mechanism in this steel was achieved via the control 
of copper precipitates during a slow cooling step following hot rolling. In 
comparison, the use of copper precipitates as a strengthening mechanism 
has been successfully used in maraging steels, for example, by applying an 
aging heat-treatment step following quenching.

The steel composition was suggested to be Fe-0.009C-0.26Si-l.99Mn- 0.015P-
0.015S-0.034A1 in addition to other elements such as niobium, titanium, and 
boron.

Figure 5.104 shows the change in hardness of the very low carbon bainitic 
steel as a function of cooling rate. As expected, the variant not alloyed with 
copper showed a decrease in hardness with slower cooling rates unlike the 
case of copper-containing steels.
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1.0 mass % Cu
1.5 mass % Cu
2.0 mass % Cu
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Figure 5.104
The change in steel hardness as cooling rate decreased. Note that for Cu-bearing very low 
carbon bainitic steels, unlike the variant without Cu, the hardness tend to increase at lower 
cooling rates sufficient enough for Cu-precipitates to form. The increase in hardness is benefi-
cial as the tensile strength will increase as a result. (After Hase, K., Hoshino, T., and Amano, K., 
Kawasaki Steel Tech. Rep., (47), 35–41, 2002.)
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Figure 5.105 presents three-dimension atom probe which shows clustering 
of copper atoms (s-Cu precipitate) in the structure as cooling rate decreased.

5.11.4  Very Fine Bainite

During the last two decades, ultrafine- (<500 nm) and nanograined (<100 run) 
polycrystalljne materials with exceptional mechanical properties have been 
discoverecW54,55. However, due to production difficulties and ductility short-
falls, their technological viability is limited.

While utilization of conventional powder metallurgy techniques suffers 
from limitations such as the expected increase in grain boundary chemical 
reactivity of very fine powders and consequently limited thermal stability, 
additionally, contamination and possible residual porosity could be problem-
atic56. On the other hand, severe plastic deformation techniques have yet to 
mature with respect to the shape and geometry of the components produced.

Caballero and Bhadeshia57,58 developed a high-carbon high-silicon carbide-
free bainite with very thin austenite films on the scale of 50 nm. Figure 5.106 
shows a TEM micrograph which demonstrates the fineness of the micro-
structure achieved in this steel.

The steel microstructure yielded an excellent combination of strength and 
ductility. The strength comes from the fine scale of the structure whereas 
the increased ductility is associated with the presence of a chemically sta-
ble retained austenite content which transforms in a progressive manner 
upon deformation. Austenite stability was achieved through alloying with 
carbide-suppressing elements such as silicon and aluminum whereby carbon 
partitioned off bainite plates instead of precipitating as carbides enriches the 
adjacent austenite matrix. On the other hand, carbon content in retained aus-
tenite, which is crucial for its chemical stability, is generally found to decrease 
with an increase in the transformation temperature.59,60

~12 nm

~1
2 

nm

(a) Cooling rate: 0.4°C s–1 (b) Cooling rate: 0.04°C s–1 (c) Cooling rate: 0.01°C s–1

Figure 5.105
Copper distribution maps obtained using three-dimensional atom probe, (a) some clusters of 
Cu atoms can be seen (GP zones, see Section 3.4.2), however, cooling rate was not sufficient for 
Cu-precipitates leaving more Cu atoms in solid solution. As the cooling rate is lowered cluster-
ing becomes more prominent (b) and (c). (After Hase, K., Hoshino, T., and Amano, K., Kawasaki 
Steel Tech. Rep., (47), 35–41, 2002.)
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The steel production involves a conventional heat treatment process. This 
is believed to be a significant advantage over other production techniques 
usually adopted for the synthesis of nanostructured materials.

The fineness of the microstructure is associated with the low transforma-
tion temperatures as shown in Figure 5.107.

0.2 μm

Figure 5.106
TEM micrograph exhibiting the developed nanostructured bainitic steel. The dark phase 
represents the austenite whereas the whitish plates are those of bainite. (Reprinted from 
Caballero, F.G. and Bhadeshia, H.K.D.H., Curr. Opin. Solid State Mater. Set., 8, 255, 2004. With 
permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 5.107
Bainite plate width versus transformation temperature, (a) Steels containing 0.65––0.99 C and 
2-2.78 Si (wt%), with and without Cr. (After Sandvik, B.P.J, and Nevalainen, H.P., Met. Tecknol., 
213, 1981.) (b) Several steel compositions. (After Chang, L.C. and Bhadeshia, H.K.D.H., Mater. 
Sri. Tech.‑Lond., 11, 874,1995.)
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Figure 5.108 shows that, for a given volume fraction of retained austenite, 
there is an increase in the strength with a decrease in transformation 
temperature.

This class of bainitic steels has shown interesting properties, in particu-
lar, its strength–ductility balance. Uniaxial tensile testing showed an almost 
entirely uniform elongation with the onset of necking being delayed thanks 
to its superior work-hardening properties. In addition to the low cost of 
alloying elements needed for alloying and its conventional production route, 
the steel also exhibited high hardness of about 600 HV with Kic toughness 
in excess of 30–40 MPa m1/2. For a review on this steel class and its design 
philosophy the reader may consult Ref. [57].

Exercises

 5.1 An approximate expression for the total driving force for precipi-
tation in a regular solution (ΔG0in Fig. 5.3) is
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Figure 5.108
Effect of volume fraction of retained austenite and bainite transformation temperature on 
(a) yield strength and (b) ultimate tensile strength. Note that the ultimate tensile strength does 
not seem to depend solely on the retained austenite content. This was explained in terms of the 
work-hardening properties of the structure components. (After Sandvik, B.P.J, and Nevalainen, 
H.P., Met. Technol., 213,1981.)
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  where X0 and Xe are the mole fractions of solute defined in Fig. 5.3.
 (a) Use this equation to estimate the total free energy released 

when α′ → α + β at 600 K if X0 = 0.1, Xe = 0.02 and Ω = 0 (ideal 
solution) (R = 8.31 J mol−1 KT−1).

 (b) Estimate the volume fraction of precipitate at equilibrium 
if β is pure solute (XB

β = 1). (Assume the molar volume is 
constant.)

 (c) If the alloy is heat treated to produce a precipitate dispersion 
with a spacing of 50 nm estimate the total α/β interfacial area 
m−3 of alloy. (Assume a simple cubic array.)

 (d) If γαβ = 200 mJ m−2 what is the total interfacial energy m−3 of 
alloy? mol−1 of alloy? (Vm = 10−5 m3).

 (e) What fraction of the total driving force would remain as 
interfacial energy in the above case?

 (f) Repeat c-e for a dispersion of 1 µm spacing.
 5.2 Use the methods of Chapter 1 to derive the expression for ΔG0 in 

problem 5.1.
 5.3 In dilute or ideal solutions the driving force for precipitate nucle-

ation (assuming XB
β = 1) is given approximately by

 
∆G RT

X
Xn

0

e

In per mole of precipitate=

  where X0 and Xe are the mole fractions of solute defined in Fig. 5.3.
 (a) Evaluate ΔGn for the precipitate in problem 5.1.
 (b) Assuming homogeneous nucleation, what will be the critical 

nucleus radius?
 (c) How does the mean precipitate size in problem 5.1c compare 

with the size of the critical nucleus?
 5.4 Derive the expression for ΔGn in problem 5.3. (Use equation 

1.68.)
 5.5 (a)  Calculate θ in Fig. 5.6 if γαβ = 500 and γαα = 600 mJ m−2.
 (b) Evaluate the magnitude of the shape factor 5(θ) for this 

nucleus.
 5.6 Imagine the Fe-0.15 wt% C alloy in Fig. 5.45 is austenitized 

above A3, and then quenched to 800°C where ferrite nucleates 
and covers the austenite grain boundaries.

 (a) Draw a composition profile normal to the α/β interface 
after partial transformation assuming diffusion-controlled 
growth.
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 (b) Derive an approximate expression for the thickness of the 
ferrite slabs as a function of time.

 (c) Given that Dc
γ  (800°C) = 3 3 10−12 m2 s−1 plot the thickness as a 

function of time.
 (d) If the austenite grain size is 300 (µm extend the above curve to 

long times. (State any simplifying assumptions you make.)
 5.7 Derive Equation 5.34.
 5.8 (a)   By considering short transformation times derive expressions 

for k and n in Equation 5.39 for the pearlite transformation 
when nucleation is restricted to grain corners and all nuclei 
form at time zero (site saturation). Assume spherical pearlite 
nodules and a cubic grain structure with a cube side d.

 (b) Repeat the above for grain-boundary nucleation again 
assuming site saturation. In this case pearlite grows as grain-
boundary slabs.

 5.9 Draw schematic diagrams to show how growth rate and nucle-
ation rate should vary with temperature for civilian transforma-
tions that are induced by an increase in temperature.

 5.10 A and B form a regular solution with a positive heat of mixing so 
that the A–B phase diagram contains a miscibility gap.

 (a) Starting from Equation 1.39 derive an equation for d2G/XB
2 , 

assuming GA = GB = 0.
 (b) Use the above equation to calculate the temperature at the 

top of the miscibility gap Tc in terms of Ω.
 (c) Plot the miscibility gap for this system. Hint: the limits of 

solubility for this simple case are given by dG/dXB = 0.
 (d) On the same diagram plot the locus of d2G/dXB = 0, i.e. the 

chemical spinodal.
 5.11 By expressing G as a Taylor series, i.e.
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  show that Equation 5.43 is valid for small values of ΔX.
 5.12 How should alloy composition affect the initial wavelength of a 

spinodally decomposed microstructure at a given temperature?
 5.13 (a)   Account for the location of massive transformations in 

Table 3.5.
 (b) Why do massive transformations generally occur at lower 

temperatures but higher rates than precipitation transfor-
mations?
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6
Diffusionless Transformations

One of the most important technological processes is the hardening of steel 
by quenching. If the steel is quenched rapidly enough from the austenitic 
field, there is insufficient time for eutectoidal diffusion-controlled decom-
position processes to occur, and the steel transforms to martensite—or in 
some cases martensite with a few per cent of retained austenite. This trans-
formation is important and best known in connection with certain types 
of stainless steels, quenched and tempered steels and ball bearing steels. 
Important recent developments involving the martensitic transformation 
in steels include maraging steels (precipitation-hardened martensite), TRIP 
steels (transformation induced by plastic deformation), ausforming steels 
(plastically deformed austenite prior to quenching) and dual phase steels (a 
mixture of ferrite + martensite obtained by quenching from the γ + α field).

Because of the technological importance of hardened steel we shall mainly 
be concerned with this transformation, although martensite is a term used 
in physical metallurgy to describe any diffusionless transformation product, 
i.e. any transformation in which from start to completion of the transforma-
tion individual atomic movements are less than one interatomic spacing. The 
regimented manner in which atoms change position in this transformation 
has led to it being termed military, in contrast to diffusion-controlled trans-
formations which are termed civilian. In principle, all metals and alloys can 
be made to undergo diffusionless transformations provided the cooling rate 
or heating rate is rapid enough to prevent transformation by an alternative 
mechanism involving the diffusional movement of atoms. Martensitic trans-
formations can thus occur in many types of metallic and non-metallic crys-
tals, minerals and compounds. In the case of martensite in steel, the cooling 
rate is such that the majority of carbon atoms in solution in the fcc γ-Fe remain 
in solution in the α-Fe phase. Steel martensite is thus simply a supersaturated 
solid solution of carbon in α-Fe. The way in which this transformation occurs, 
however, is a complex process and even today the transformation mecha-
nism, at least in steels, is not properly understood. The main purpose of this 
chapter is to consider some of the characteristics of martensitic transforma-
tions including a brief study of their crystallography, and to examine pos-
sible theories of how the phase nucleates and grows. We shall then consider 
the process of tempering steel martensites and finally give some examples of 
engineering materials based on martensitic transformations.
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384 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

6.1  Characteristics of Diffusionless Transformations

There have been a number of excellent reviews of martensitic transforma-
tions, and the most complete treatments to date have been given by Christian 
(1965)1 and Nishiyama (1978)2. The formation of martensite appears from 
micrographs to be a random process and the way it is observed to develop 
is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.1a and b. As seen from Fig. 6.1a, the 

(a)

γ
ά

(b)

20 μm 20 μm

100 μm

(d) (e)

(c)

Figure 6.1
(a), (b) Growth of martensite with increasing cooling below Ms (c)-(e) Different martensite mor-
phologies in iron alloys: (c) low C (lath), (d) medium C (plate), (e) Fe–Ni (plate).
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martensitic phase (designated α′) is often in the shape of a lens and spans ini-
tially an entire grain diameter. The density of plates does not appear to be a 
function of the grain size of the austenite. For example it is observed to form 
randomly throughout a sample with a plate density which appears to be 
independent of grain size. Where the plates intersect the surface of a polished 
specimen they bring about an elastic deformation, or tilting of the surface as 
shown in Fig. 6.2. Observations have shown that, at least macroscopically, 
the transformed regions appear coherent with the surrounding austenite. 
This means that intersection of the lenses with the surface of the specimen 
does not result in any discontinuity. Thus, lines on a polished surface are 
displaced, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2a, but remain continuous after the transfor-
mation. It has been shown that a fully grown plate spanning a whole grain 
may form within ~10−7s which means that the α′/γ interface reaches almost 
the speed of sound in the solid. Martensite is thus able to grow indepen-
dently of thermal activation, although some Fe–Ni alloys do exhibit isother-
mal growth characteristics. This great speed of formation makes martensite 
nudeation and growth a difficult process to study experimentally.

It is seen in Fig. 6.1a and b that the volume fraction of martensite increases 
by the systematic transformation of the austenite remaining between the 
plates that have already formed. The first plates form at the Ms (martensite 
start) temperature. This temperature is associated with a certain driving 
force for the diffusionless transformation of γ into α′ as shown in Fig. 6.3a 
and b. In low-carbon steels, Ms ~ 500°C (Fig. 6.3c), but increasing C contents 
progressively decrease the Ms temperature as shown. The Mf temperature 

Surface

Martensite
habit plane

Invariant plane
in austenite

(a)

(b)

ά γ

γά

Figure 6.2
Illustrating how a martensite plate remains (macroscopically coherent with the surrounding 
austenite and even the surface it intersects.
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386 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

(martensite finish) corresponds to that temperature below which further 
cooling does not increase the amount of martensite. In practice the Mf may 
not correspond to 100% martensite, and some retained austenite can be left 
even below Mf. The retention of austenite in such cases may be due to the 
high elastic stresses between the last martensite plates to form, which tend to 
suppress further growth or thickening of existing plates. As much as 10–15% 
retained austenite is a common feature of especially the higher C content 
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(c) (d)
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Figure 6.3

Various ways of showing the martensite transformation, (a) Free energy-tem-
perature diagram for austensite and martensite of fixed carbon concentra-
tion (c0 in (b)). (b) Free energy–composition diagram for the austensite and 
martensite phases at the Ms temperature, (c) Iron-carbon phase diagram with 
T0 as defined in (a), Ms and Mf superimposed, (d) Ms and Mf in relation to the 
TTT diagram for alloy C0 in (c).
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alloys such as those used for ball bearing steels. Figure 6.3d is a TTT diagram 
used for estimating the speed of quench necessary to obtain a given micro-
structure. These diagrams are plotted and used in technological applications 
for any one particular alloy, and that illustrated for example applies to only 
one carbon content, as shown.

By analogy with Equation 1.17, the driving force for the nucleation of mar-
tensite at the Ms temperature should be given by:

 
∆ ∆G H

T M
T

γ α γ α→ ′ → ′=
−( )0

0

S  (6.1)

where T0 and Ms are defined in Fig. 6.3a. Some calorimetric measurements 
of ΔH are given in Table 6.1 for a number of alloys exhibiting martensitic 
transformations, together with the corresponding amounts of undercooling 
and free energy changes. Note especially in this table the large differences in 
ΔGγ→α′ between ordered and disordered alloys, the ordered alloys exhibiting 
a relatively small undercooling. We shall now examine the atomic structures 
of steel austenite and martensite in more detail.

6.1.1  The Solid Solution of Carbon in iron

In an fcc (or hcp) lattice structure, there are two possible positions for accom-
modating interstitial atoms as shown in Fig. 6.4. These are: the tetrahedral 
site which is surrounded by four atoms and the octahedral site which has six 
nearest neighbours. The sizes of the largest atoms that can be accommodated 
in these holes without distorting the surrounding matrix atoms can be cal-
culated if it is assumed that the atoms are close-packed hard spheres. Such 

TABle 6.1

Comparisons of Calorimetric Measurements of Enthalpy and Undercooling in 
some martensitic alloys

Alloy ΔHγ  →α′ (J mol21) T0 − Ms (K) −ΔGγ  → α′ (J mol−1)

Ti-Ni 1550 20 92
Cu-Al 170–270 20–60 19.3 ± 7.6
Au-Cd 290 10 11.8
Fe-Ni 28% 1930 140 840
Fe-C 1260

Fe-Pt 24% ordered 340 10 17
Fe-Pt disordered 2390 ~150 ~1260

Source: G. Guenin, Ph.D. thesis, Polytechnical Inst. of Lyon, 1979.
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a calculation gives:

 

tetrahedral interstice

octahedral

d D4 0 225= .

iinterstice d D6 0 414= .  (6.2a)

where D is the diameter of the parent atoms and d4 and d6 are the maximum 
interstitial diameters in the two types of site. In the case of γ-iron, at ambi-
ent temperature D = 2.52 Å, so that interstitial atoms of diameter 0.568 Å or 
1.044 Å can be contained in tetrahedral and octahedral interstices without 
distorting the lattice. However, the diameter of a carbon atom is 1.54 Å. This 
means that considerable distortion of the austenite lattice must occur to con-
tain carbon atoms in solution and that the octahedral interstices should be 
the most favourable.

The possible positions of interstitials in the bcc lattice are shown in Fig. 6.5a. It 
is seen that there are three possible octahedral positions ( [ ], [ ], [ ])1

2
1
2

1
2100 010 001 , 

and six possible tetrahedral spaces for each unit cell. In this case, the maxi-
mum sizes of interstitials that can be accommodated without distorting the 
lattice are as follows:

 

d D

d D

4

6

0 291

0 155

=

=

.

.
 (6.2b)

The interesting feature of the bcc lattice is that although there is more 
‘free’ space than the close-packed lattices, the larger number of possible 
interstitial positions means that the space available per interstitial is less 
than for the fcc structure (compare Equations 6.2a and 6.2b). In spite of 
the fact that d6 < d4, measurements of carbon and nitrogen in solution in 
iron show that these interstitials in fact prefer to occupy the octahedral 
positions in the bcc lattice. This causes considerable distortion to the bcc 
lattice as illustrated in Fig. 6.5b. It is conjectured that the bcc lattice is 

(a) Tetrahedral (b) Octahedral

Figure 6.4
Illustrating possible sites for interstitial atoms in the fcc or hcp lattices.
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weaker in the 〈100〉 directions due to the lower number of near and next 
nearest neighbours compared to the tetrahedral interstitial position (see, 
e.g. Cottrell, 1963)3. The estimated atomic diameters of pure carbon and 
nitrogen are 1.54 and 1.44 Å respectively, although these values are very 
approximate. It should also be remembered that in a given steel relatively 
few 〈 〉1

2 00 sites are occupied. Nevertheless, the martensitic Fe–C lattice is 
distorted to a bet structure as shown in Fig. 6.5c. These measurements, 
made by X-ray diffraction at −100ºC to avoid carbon diffusion, show that 
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Figure 6.5
Illustrating (a) possible sites for interstitial atoms in bcc lattice, and (b) the large distortion 
necessary to accommodate a carbon atom (1.54 Å diameter) compared with the space available 
(0.346 Å), (c) Variation of a and c as a function of carbon content. (After C.S. Roberts, Transactions 
AIME 191 (1953) 203.)
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the c/a ratio of the bet lattice is given by:

 c a/ . . ( % )= +1 005 0 045 wt C  (6.3)

As seen by these results, the distortion of the lattice in one direction (z) causes 
a contraction in the two directions normal to z(x, y). In fact, these measure-
ments suggest a certain long-range order in the distribution of the carbon 
interstitials.

6.2  Martensite Crystallography4

A feature of the microstructures shown in Fig. 6.1 is the obvious crystallo-
graphic dependence of martensite plate formation. Within a given grain, all 
the plates grow in a limited number of orientations. In the case of iron alloys, 
for example, the orientation variants and even plate morphology chosen 
turn out to be dependent upon alloy content, particularly carbon or nickel, 
as illustrated in Table 6.2.

The irrational nature of the growth planes of high carbon or high nickel 
martensites has been the subject of much discussion in the literature for 
the following reason: if martensite is able to grow at speeds approaching 
the speed of sound, then some sort of highly mobile dislocation interface is 
required. The problem is then to explain the high mobility of an interface 
moving on austenite planes not always associated with dislocation glide. Yet 
another is that the growth or habit plane of martensite is observed to be mac‑
roscopically undistorted, i.e. the habit plane is a plane which is common to both 
the austenite and martensite in which all directions and angular separations 
in the plane are unchanged during the transformation. That this is so can be 
reasoned in conjunction with Fig. 6.2. The absence of plastic deformation in 
the form of a discontinuity at the surface shows that the shape strain does 
not cause any significant rotation of the habit plane. If the habit plane had 
been rotated, plastic deformation would be necessary to maintain coherence 
between the martensite and parent austenite and this would have resulted 
in additional displacements of the surface, or of the lines traversing the plate. 
In order that the habit plane is left undistorted, the martensitic transforma-
tion appears to occur by a homogeneous shear parallel to the habit plane (see 
Fig. 6.2). Since the γ → α′ transformation is also associated with ~4% expan-
sion, this implies in turn that the dilatation in question must take place nor-
mal to the habit plane, i.e. normal to the lens. However, some homogeneous 
dilatation of the habit plane may be necessary.

The question now arises: can the bct martensite lattice structure be gen-
erated by simple shear parallel to the habit plane, together with a small 
dilatation normal to the plane? In order to answer this question adequately 
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we must consider the crystallography of the γ → α′ transformation in more 
detail.

It has been stated that the habit plane of a martensite plate remains undis-
torted following the transformation. An analogous situation is found in twin-
ning as illustrated in Fig. 6.6a and b. It is convenient to consider the 〈111〉γ 〈112〉γ 
twinning reaction illustrated in Fig. 6.6a in terms of the homogeneous shear 
of a sphere, Fig. 6.6b. In the shearing plane K, the lattice is undistorted, i.e. it 
is invariant. Let us assume first that the equivalent macroscopic shape change 
in the formation of a martensite plate is a twinning shear occurring paral-
lel to the habit (or twinning) plane, plus a simple uniaxial tensile dilatation 
perpendicular to the habit plane. A strain of this type is termed: an invariant 
plane strain, because a shear parallel to the habit plane, or an extension or 

TABle 6.2

Orientation Relationships and Habit Planes of Some Martensites

Alloy Transformation
Orientation 

Relation
Habit
Plane Defect Structure

Fe-(0-0.4 wt% C) fcc → bct (111)γ // (011)α′ 
[10

_
1]γ // [11

_
1]α′

{111}γ needles or laths, 
high silocation 
density

Fe-(0.5-1.4 wt% C) fcc → bct (111)γ // (011)α′

[10
_
1]γ // [

_
11

_
1]α′

{225}γ mixed twins and 
dislocations

Fe-(1.5-1.8 wt% C) fcc → bct (111)γ // (011)α′ 
[10

_
1]γ // [

_
11

_
1]α′

{259}γ mainly twinned

Fe-(27-34 wt% Ni) fcc → bcc (111)γ // (011)α′ 
[10

_
1]γ // [111]α′

{259}γ mainly twinned

Fe-(11-29% Ni)- 
(0.4-1.2% C)

fcc → bct (111)γ // (011)α′ 
[10

_
1]γ  // [111]α′

{259}γ mainly twinned

Fe-(7-10 % Al)-2% C fcc → bct (111)γ // (011)α′ 
[10

_
1]γ // [111]α′

{3 10 15}γ twinned

Fe-(2.8-8% Cr)- 
(1.1-1.5% C)

fcc → bct probably as for 
Fe-C alloys

{225}γ mixed twins and 
dislocations

Fe-4.5 wt% Cu fcc → bcc as for Fe-C alloys {112}γ laths, dislocations

Co fcc → hcp (111)γ // (0001)α′ 
[10

_
2]γ // [1

_
100]α′

or 
[1

_
10] // [11

_
20]α′

{111}γ stacking faults

Ti bcc → hcp (110)γ // (0001)α′ {89, 12}γ′ 
{133}γ

mixed twins and 
dislocations

Zr bcc → hcp (110)γ // (0001)α′ {569}γ′{145}γ —
Li bcc → hcp (110)γ // (0001)α′ {441} —

Source: Data mainly from Z. Nishiyama, Martensitic Transformation, Academic Press, pp. 115–123 
(1978).
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contraction perpendicular to it, cannot change the positions or magnitude 
of vectors lying in the plane. We shall now try to answer the question of 
whether the fcc lattice can be homogeneously deformed to generate the bet 
structure.

6.2.1  The Bain Model of the fcc → bct Transformation

In 1924, Bain5 demonstrated how the bet lattice could be obtained from the 
fcc structure with the minimum of atomic movement, and the minimum of 
strain in the parent lattice. To illustrate this, we shall use the convention that 
x, y, z and x′, y′, z′ represent the original and final axes of the fcc and bcc unit 
cells as illustrated in Fig. 6.7. As shown by this figure, an elongated unit cell 

Matrix

Matrix

Twin

(a)

(111) Twinning plane

(111) Twinning plane

Bα α

A

O

S

K2 K0

K1, Shear plane

d, Shear direction

K2
1

(b)

Figure 6.6
(a) Showing the twinning of an fcc structure. Black and white circles represent atoms on dif-
ferent levels. (R.E. Reed-Hill, Physical Metallurgy Principles, 2nd edn., Van Nostrand, 1973.) (b) 
Graphical representation of a twinning shear occurring on a plane K1 in a direction d (from 
C.M. Wayman, Introduction to the Crystallography of Martensite Transformations, MacMillan, New 
York, 1964).
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of the bcc structure can be drawn within two fcc cells. Transformation to 
a bcc unit cell is achieved by: (a) contracting the cell 20% in the z direction 
and expanding the cell by 12% along the x and y axes. In the case of steels, 
the carbon atoms fit into z′ axes of the bcc cell at 1

2 100〈 〉 positions causing the 
lattice to elongate in this direction. In 1 atomic % C steel, for example, car-
bon occupies one position along the z′ axis for every 50 iron unit cells. The 
positions occupied by the carbon atoms in the bet structure do not exactly 
correspond to the equivalent octahedral positions in the parent fcc structure, 
and it is assumed that small shuffles of the C atoms must take place during 
the transformation.

It is an interesting fact that the Bain deformation involves the absolute 
minimum of atomic movements in generating the bcc from the fcc lattice. 
Examination of Fig. 6.7 shows that the Bain deformation results in the fol-
lowing correspondence of crystal planes and directions:
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Experimental observations of orientation relationships between austenite 
and martensite show that {111}γ planes are approximately parallel to {011}α′ 
planes, and that the relative directions can vary between 〈

_
101〉γ || 〈

_
111〉α′ (the 

Kurdjumov – Sachs relation) and 〈1
_
10〉γ || 〈101〉α′ (the Nishiyama-Wasserman 

relation). These two orientations differ by ~5° about [111]γ.
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Figure 6.7
Bain correspondence for the α → α′ transformation. Possible interstitial sites for carbon 
are shown by crosses. To obtain α′ the γ unit cell is contracted about 20% on the C axis and 
expanded about 12% on the a axes.
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By using the sphere → ellipsoid transformation applied earlier to demon-
strate the twinning shear (Fig. 6.6) we can now test whether the Bain defor-
mation also represents a pure deformation in which there is an undeformed 
(invariant) plane. If a sphere of unit radius represents the fcc structure then 
after the Bain distortion it will be an ellipsoid of revolution with two axes (x′ 
and y′) expanded by 12% and the third axis (z′) contracted by 20%. The x′z′ 
section through the sphere before and after distortion is shown in Fig. 6.8. In 
this plane the only vectors that are not shortened or elongated by the Bain 
distortion are OA or O′A′. However in order to find a plane in the fcc struc-
ture that is not distorted by the transformation requires that the vector OY′ 
(perpendicular to the diagram) must also be undistorted. This is clearly not 
true and therefore the Bain transformation does not fulfil the requirements 
of bringing about a transformation with an undistorted plane.

Hence the key to the crystallographic theory of martensitic transformations 
is to postulate an additional distortion which, in terms of Fig. 6.8, reduces the 
extension of y′ to zero (in fact a slight rotation, θ, of the AO plane should also 
be made as shown in the figure). This second deformation can be in the form 
of dislocation slip or twinning as illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Applying the twin-
ning analogy to the Bain model, we can see that an internally twinned mar-
tensite plate can form by having alternate regions in the austenite undergo 
the Bain strain along different contraction axes such that the net distortions 
are compensated. By also adjusting the width of the individual twins, the 
habit plane of the plate can even be made to adopt any desired orientation. 
These features of twinned martensite plates are illustrated in Fig. 6.10. In 
this figure ϕ defines the angle between some reference plane in the austenite 
and the martensite habit plane. It is seen that ϕ is a function of twin widths 
I, II (see, e.g. Fig. 6.9c). On this basis, the habit plane of the martensite plate 
can be defined as a plane in the austenite which undergoes no net (macro‑
scopic) distortion. By ‘net distortion’, it is meant that the distortion when aver-
aged over many twins is zero. There will of course be local regions of strain 

0

A

θ

A
A΄

A΄ Z΄ (Contraction axis)

x΄ (Expansion axis)

y΄ (Expansion axis)

A

Figure 6.8
The Bain deformation is here simulated by the pure deformation in compressing a sphere elas-
tically to the shape of an oblate ellipsoid. As in the Bain deformation, this ‘transformation’ 
involves two expansion axes and one contraction axis.
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energy associated with the α′/γ  interface of the twins at the edge of the plate. 
However, if the plate is very thin (a few atomic spacings) this strain can be 
relatively small.

In the crystallographic theory, it is assumed that slip or twinning occurs on 
suitable 〈111〉 〈11 

_
2〉α systems, corresponding to equivalent 〈 〉110 110{ }γ  planes 

(a)

s

1

(b)

s

1

(c) Austenite Martensite

s

1

Figure 6.9
This figure illustrates schematically how dislocation glide or twinning of the martensite can 
compensate for a pure lattice deformation such as a Bain deformation and thereby reduce the 
strain of the surrounding austenite. The transformation shear (s) is defined. Note how s can be 
reduced by slip or twinning.

Martensite habit plane

Twin II

Twin I

Reference plane

φ

II
I

Figure 6.10
Twins in martensite may be self-accommodating and reduce energy by having alternate 
regions of the austenite undergo the Bain strain along different axes.
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396 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

in the austenite. Since the {112}α 〈111〉α system is that commonly adopted for 
bcc slip or twinning, the physical requirements of the theory are satisfied.

6.2.2  Comparison of Crystallographic Theory 
with experimental results

Some plots of experimental measurements typical of habit planes in steel 
martensites are shown in Fig. 6.11. These results indicate that there is a fairly 
wide scatter in experimental measurements for a given type of steel, and that 
alloying additions can have a marked effect on the habit plane. It appears 
that on reaching a critical carbon content, martensite in steel changes its 
habit plane, these transitions being approximately {111}→{225}→{259}γ with 
increasing C content (there is overlap of these transitions in practice). As a 
general rule, the {111} martensites are associated with a high dislocation den-
sity lath morphology, or consist of bundles of needles lying on {111}γ planes, 
while the {225}γ and {259}γ martensites have a mainly twinned plate or lens 
morphology. However, any exact morphological description of martensite 
is not possible since, after thickening and growth, the shapes of the mar-
tensites are often quite irregular. Twinning is more predominant at high 
carbon or nickel contents and is virtually complete for {259}γ martensites. In 
stainless steel, the habit plane is thought to be nearer { }112 , which has been 
explained in terms of a lattice invariant shear on { }101 101〈 〉 ′α corresponding 
to { }111 121〈 〉γ . Transmission electron micrographs of lath and twinned steel 
martensites are shown in Fig. 6.12, which also illustrates the ‘classical’ defini-
tion of lath and plate morphologies.

The notable success of the crystallographic theory is that it was able to pre-
dict the fine substructure (twinning or slip) of martensite before it was actu-
ally observed in the electron microscope. For a typical (high-carbon) steel 
for example, to achieve a {259}γ habit plane, twins having a spacing of only 
8-10 atomic planes, or ~3 nm, are predicted. Twin thicknesses of this order of 

Fe-1.8% C steel

Fe-8% Cr-low-C steel

Fe-0.45 wt% C
to 1.4 wt% C

Fe-3%
1.5%

Cr-
C steel

Stainless steel

Low-C steel
(< 0.4 wt% C)

259

011001

111

225

Figure 6.11
Martensite habit planes in various types of steel.
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magnitude are observed in electron micrographs of high carbon martensites. 
On the other hand, it is usually difficult to predict exactly the habit plane of 
a given alloy on the basis of known lattice parameters, dilatations, etc., and 
apart from a few cases, the theory is mainly of qualitative interest. The the-
ory is essentially phenomenological, and should not be used to interpret the 
kinetics of the transformation. Attempts at combining the crystallographical 
aspects of the transformation with the kinetics have, however, recently been 
made and will be discussed later.

6.3  Theories of Martensite Nucleation

A single plate of martensite in steel grows in 10−5 to 10−7 s to its full size, 
at velocities approaching the speed of sound. Using resistivity changes to 
monitor the growth of individual plates of martensite in, e.g. Fe–Ni alloys, 
speeds of 800-1100 m/s have been measured (Nishiyama, 1978)6. The nucle-
ation event is thus very important in martensitic transformations because of 
its likely influence on the final form of the full-grown plate. This implies that 
the nucleation of martensite influences the strength and toughness of mar-
tensitic steels, since for a given austenite grain size, if the number of nuclei is 

Midrib

(b)(a) 1 μm 1 μm

Figure 6.12
Transmission electron micrographs of (a) lath martensite and (b) twinned martensite. Note the 
midrib in the twinned martensite, which is thought to be the first part of the plate to grow.
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398 Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys

large, then the final grain size of the martensite will be finer and hence the 
steel may be stronger.

Because of the great speed of growth of martensite, it is extremely difficult 
to study this transformation experimentally. An example of Bunshah and 
Mehl’s (1953) resistivity measurements7 is shown schematically in Fig. 6.13, 
indicating that α′ gives a lower resistivity than γ. The small initial increase in 
resistivity is explained in terms of the initial strain of the austenite lattice by 
the martensite nucleus. This suggests in turn that the initial nucleus should 
be coherent with the parent austenite. This factor could be an important start-
ing point when considering how nucleation occurs.

6.3.1  Formation of Coherent Nuclei of Martensite

The total increase in Gibbs free energy associated with the formation of a fully 
coherent inclusion of martensite in a matrix of austenite can be expressed as:

 ∆ ∆ ∆G A V G V GS V= + −γ  (6.5)

where γ is the interfacial free energy, ΔGS is the strain energy, ΔGv the vol-
ume free energy release, V the volume of the nucleus and A the surface area. 
This expression does not account for possible additional energies that may 
be available due, e.g. to thermal stresses during cooling, externally applied 
stresses, and stresses produced ahead of rapidly growing plates. As with 
other nucleation events there is a balance between surface and elastic energy 
on the one side, and chemical (volume) free energy on the other. However, 
in martensitic transformations the strain energy of the coherent nucleus is 
much more important than the surface energy, since the shear component of 

Time10–8 to 10–7 s

Re
sis

tiv
ity

ά

γ

Figure 6.13
Resistivity changes during the growth of single plates of martensite across a grain in a Fe-Ni 
alloy. From this it can be calculated that the velocity of growth is about 1000 m/s. (After R. 
Bunshah and R.F. Mehl, Transactions AIME 197 (1953) 1251.)
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the pure Bain strain is as high as s ≃ 0.32 which produces large strains in the 
surrounding austenite. On the other hand, the interfacial (surface) energy of 
a fully coherent nucleus is relatively small.

Consider the nucleation of a thin ellipsoidal nucleus, with radius a, semi-
thickness c and volume V, as illustrated in Fig. 6.14. In agreement with exper-
imental observations, we assume that nucleation does not necessarily occur 
at grain boundaries. We also assume to begin with that nucleation occurs 
homogeneously without the aid of any other types of lattice defects. As seen 
from Fig. 6.14, the nucleus forms by a simple shear, s, parallel to the plane of 
the disc, and complete coherency is maintained at the interface. On this basis 
Equation 6.5 can be written

 
∆ ∆G a V s

v
v

c a a c= + −
−

− ⋅2 2 2
2 2
8 1

4
3

2 2 2π γ µ π π( / )
( )
( )

/ GGV  (6.6)

where γ refers to the coherent interfacial energy of the coherent nucleus, ν is 
the Poissons ratio of the austenite, and µ is the shear modulus of the austen-
ite. Ifυ = 1

3
, Equation 6.6 can be simplified to:

 

∆G a s a
surface elastic

= +2
16

3
22 2π γ π µ  ( / ) cc a c G

volume
V

2 24
3

− ⋅π ∆  (6.7)

In this expression, the negative term ΔGv is the free energy difference at the 
Ms temperature between the austenite and martensite phases and is defined 
in Fig. 6.3a. The middle term referring to the strain energy, is due to the shear 
component of strain only and neglects the small additional strain due to the 

s
a

c

Figure 6.14
Schematic representation of a martensite nucleus.
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dilatation which is assumed to occur normal to the disc. As pointed out by 
Christian (1965)1, the most favourable nucleation path is given by the condi-
tion that the habit plane is exactly an invariant plane of the shape transfor-
mation (to reduce coherency energy) although this is not necessarily realized 
in practice. The minimum free energy barrier to nucleation is now found by 
differentiating Equation 6.7 with respect to a and c, and by subsequent sub-
stitution we obtain:

 
∆

∆
G

G
s

V

*

( )
( )= ⋅ ⋅512

3
2

3

4
4 2γ µ π/ joules/nucleus  (6.8)

This expression is thus the nucleation barrier to be overcome by thermal 
fluctuations of atoms if classical, homogeneous nucleation is assumed. It is 
seen that the energy barrier is extremely sensitive to the values chosen for γ, 
ΔGv and s. The critical nucleus size (c* and a*) is also highly dependent upon 
these parameters. It can be shown that:

 
c

GV

* = 2γ
∆  (6.9)

and

 
a

s
GV

* ( / )
( )

= 16 2 2

2

γ µ
∆  (6.10)

Typically ΔGv = 174 MJ m−3 for steel, s varies according to whether the net 
shear of a whole plate (e.g. as measured from surface markings) or the shear 
of a fully coherent plate (as measured from lattice fringe micrographs) is 
considered. For the present we shall assume a value of 0.2 which is the ‘mac-
roscopic’ shear strain in steel. We can only guess at the surface energy of a 
fully coherent nucleus, but a value of ~20 mJ m−2 seems reasonable. Using 
these values gives c a G eV* * */ ,/ and. .1 40 20∆ , which in fact is too high for 
thermal fluctuations alone to overcome (at 700 K, kT = 0.06 eV). Indeed, there 
is plenty of experimental evidence to show that martensite nucleation is in 
fact a heterogeneous process. Perhaps the most convincing evidence of hetero-
geneous nucleation is given by small particle experiments8,9,10.

In these experiments small single-crystal spheres of Fe–Ni of a size range 
from submicron to a fraction of a millimetre were cooled to various tempera-
tures below the Ms, and then studied metallographically. These experiments 
showed that:

 1. Not all particles transformed even if cooled down to + 4 K, i.e. ~300ºC 
below the Ms of the bulk material; this appears to completely rule out 
homogeneous nucleation, since this should always occur at a certain 
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undercooling. Indeed, the maximum undercooling for certain alloys 
reached as much as 600-700ºC.

 2. The average number of nuclei (based on plate counts) was of the 
order of 104 per mm3; this is less than to be expected for purely 
homogeneous nucleation.

 3. The number of nuclei increases substantially with increasing super-
cooling prior to transformation; on the other hand, the average num-
ber of nuclei is largely independent of grain size, or even whether 
the particles (of a given size) are single crystals or polycrystalline.

 4. The surface does not appear to be a preferred site for nucleation.

On the basis of (3) and (4) it is thought that since surfaces and grain bound-
aries are not significantly contributing to nucleation, then the transformation 
is being initiated at other defects within the crystal. The most likely types 
of defect which could produce the observed density of nuclei are individual 
dislocations, since an annealed crystal typically contains ~105 or more dislo-
cations per mm2.

6.3.2  role of Dislocations in Martensite Nucleation

A number of researchers have considered possible ways in which disloca-
tions may contribute to martensite nucleation. It is instructive to consider 
some of these ideas and see how they can fit in with the various features of 
martensitic transformations already discussed.

Zener (1948)11 demonstrated how the movement of 〈112〉γ partial disloca-
tions during twinning could generate a thin bcc region of lattice from an fcc 
one, and this is illustrated in Fig. 6.15. In this figure the different layers of the 
close-packed planes of the fcc structure are denoted by different symbols 
and numbered 1, 2, 3, from bottom to top layer. As indicated, in the fcc lattice 
the normal twinning vector is 

_

b1, which can be formed by the dissociation of 
an a

2 110〈 〉 dislocation into two partials:

 b b b= +1 2  (6.11)

i.e.

 

a a a
2

110
6

211
6

121[ ] [ ] [ ]= +

In order to generate the bcc structure it requires that all the ‘triangular’ 
(Level 3) atoms jumps forward by 1

2 1 12 211b a= [ ] . In fact, the lattice produced 
is not quite the bcc one after this shear, but requires an additional dilata-
tion to bring about the correct lattice spacings. As pointed out by Christian 
(1965)1, however, this reaction produces a bcc lattice only two atom layers 
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thick. Recent electron microscopy work by Brooks et al. (1979)12 indicated that 
thicker nuclei could form by this mechanism at dislocation pile-ups, where 
the partial dislocations are forced closer together thereby reducing the slip 
vectors such that the core structures correspond to a bcc stacking. Pile-ups on 
nearby planes can hence interact such as to thicken the pseudo-bcc region.

An alternative suggestion was earlier made by Venables14 (1962) also in 
connection with the formation of martensite in stainless steels, i.e. in the case 
of alloys of low stacking fault energy. Venables proposed that α′ forms via an 
intermediate (hcp) phase which he termed epsilon martensite, thus:

 γ ε α→ ′ → ′  (6.12)

Using the same atomic symbols as before, Venables’ transformation mecha-
nism is shown in Fig. 6.16. The ε′-martensite structure thus thickens by inho-
mogeneous half-twinning shears on every other {111}γ plane. Such faulted 
regions have been observed to form in conjunction with martensite and an 
example is given in Fig. 6.17. On the other hand, there has been no direct evi-
dence of the ε → α transition, and recent electron microscopy work indicates 
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γ
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1
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Figure 6.15
Zener’s model of the generation of two-atom-thick martensite by a half-twinning shear (some 
additional minor adjustments are also needed).
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that the ε′ and α′ phases in martensitic stainless steels form independently 
of each other by different mechanisms, i.e. the transformation reactions in 
stainless steel are of the type γ → ε or γ → α′12,14. Other detailed models of 
how dislocations may bring about the martensitic transformation in iron 
alloys have been given, e.g. by Bogers and Burgers (1964)15 and more recently 
by Olson and Cohen (1976)16.

Another example of the fact that the half-twinning shear in fcc material 
can induce a martensitic transformation is in cobolt17. In this case there is an 
fcc → cph transformation at around 390ºC. The generation of large numbers 
of a

6 112〈 〉γ partial dislocations on {111}γ planes has been observed directly in 
the transmission electron microscope using a hot stage, as shown in Fig. 6.18. 
The stacking faults in this case appeared to initiate at grain boundaries. 
The habit plan is {111}γ and the orientation relationship is (111)γ//(0001)α. The 
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Figure 6.16
Venables’ model for the γ → ε′ → α′ transformation in stainless steel.
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transformation is reversible (at ~430ºC) and the cph → fcc reaction occurs by 
the following dissociation on the hcp basal plane:

 

1
3

1210
1
3

0110
1
3

1100[ ] [ ] [ ]→ +
 

(6.13)

As before, the reaction has to occur on every other hcp plane in order to. 
generate the fcc structure.

It is thus seen that some types of martensite can form directly by the sys‑
tematic generation and movement of extended dislocations. It is as if the Ms 
temperature of these alloys marks a transition from positive to negative 
stacking fault energy. It appears, however, that this type of transformation 
can not occur in high stacking fault energy nor in thermoelastic martensites, 
and it is thus necessary to consider alternative ways in which dislocations 
can nucleate martensite other than by changes at their cores. It is also dif-
ficult to understand twinned martensite, merely on the basis of dislocation 
core changes.

6.3.3  Dislocation Strain energy Assisted Transformation

We now consider the possibility that the nucleation barrier to form coher-
ent nuclei can be reduced by the help of the elastic strain field of a dislocation. 
This theory20 thus differs fundamentally from the other dislocation-assisted 
transformation theories discussed, all of which were based on atomic shuffles 
within the dislocation core. We also note that in this case it is unnecessary 

γ     ε΄ 1  µm

Figure 6.17
Dislocation-assisted martensite transformation in a plastically deformed 17% Cr–8% Ni Stainless 
steel. (By courtesy of B. Lehtinen, Institute for Metals Research, Stockholm, Sweden.)
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that the habit plane of the martensite corresponds to the glide planes of aus-
tenite. Furthermore, it is assumed that coherent nuclei are generated by a 
pure Bain strain, as in the classical theories of nucleation.

It can be shown that the strain field associated with a dislocation can in 
certain cases provide a favourable interaction with the strain field of the 
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Figure 6.18
Dislocation-assisted martensite transformation in cobalt The insert illustrates the way stack-
ing fault formation induces the fcc → hcp transformation. (After Z. Nishiyama, Martensitic 
Transformation, Academic Press, 1978.)
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martensite nucleus, such that one of the components of the Bain strain is 
neutralized thereby reducing the total energy of nucleation. This interaction 
is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.19, in which it is seen that the dilata-
tion associated with the extra half plane of the dislocation contributes to the 
Bain strain. Alternatively the shear component of the dislocation could be 
utilized.

Such an interaction thus modifies the total energy of Equation 6.5 to:

 ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆G A V G V G Gs v d= + − −γ  (6.14)

where ΔGd represents the dislocation interaction energy which reduces the 
nucleation energy barrier. It can be shown that this interaction energy is 
given by the expression:

 ∆G s ac bd = ⋅ ⋅2µ π  (6.15)

where 
_
b refers to the Burgers vector of the dislocation, and s refers to the 

shear strain of the nucleus.
The interaction energy used in Equation 6.15 assumes that a complete loop 

is interacting with the nucleus. In practice it is likely that only a part of a 
dislocation will be able to ‘react’ with the nucleus in this way.

Equation 6.14 may now be written in full (see Equation 6.7) as:

 
∆ ∆G a s ac G a c s ac bv= + − − ⋅2

16
3

2
4
3

22 2 2 2π γ π µ π µ π( / )
 

(6.16)

By summing the various components of this expression it is possible to 
compute the total energy of a martensite nucleus as a function of its diam-
eter and thickness (a, c), whether it is twinned or not (this affects s, see, e.g. 
Fig. 6.9) and the degree of assistance from the strain field of a dislocation (or 
group of dislocations). This result is shown schematically in Fig. 6.20a. It has 
been calculated that a fully coherent nucleus can reach a size of about 20 nm 

Figure 6.19
Illustrating how one of the strain components of the Bain deformation may be compensated for 
by the strain field of a dislocation which in this case is tending to push atom planes together.
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Twinned nucleus(a)
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Figure 6.20
(a) Schematic diagram based on Equation 6.16, illustrating the need for the nucleus to twin if 
it is to grow beyond a certain crititcal size. (b) Lattice image of the tip of a martensite plate in 
a Ti–Ni alloy. The first interfacial dislocation behind the growing front is indicated. (After R. 
Sinclair and H.A. Mohamed, Acta Metallurgica 26 (1978) 623.)
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diameter and two to three atoms in thickness by this partial interaction with 
the strain field of a dislocation. However, it will not be able to thicken or even 
grow larger unless twins form or slip occurs to further reduce strain energy. 
The attractive feature of this theory is that it essentially combines the crystal-
lographic characteristics of the inhomogeneous shear and the Bain strain in 
terms of total strain energy at nucleation. It is thus in line with the majority 
of the known characteristics of martensite, including the initial straining of 
the lattice due to the coherent nucleus (see Fig. 6.13) and the fact that an inho-
mogeneous shear is necessary for growth. It even shows that in principle 
nucleation can occur in the vicinity of any dislocation, thus underlining the 
statistical correlation between dislocation density in well-annealed austenite 
and martensite formation indicated by the small particle experiments.

The Ms temperature is thus associated with the most potent nuclei, perhaps 
depending on the orientation or configuration of the dislocation, or groups 
of dislocations with respect to the potential martensite nucleus. The large 
undercoolings below bulk Ms as observed from the small particle experi-
ments thus reflect the statistical probability that ideally oriented dislocations 
are relatively few and far between, so that high chemical driving forces are 
needed in most cases. The burst phenomenon, in which an autocatalytic 
process of rapid, successive plate formation occurs over a small tempera-
ture range in, e.g. Fe–Ni alloys, is explicable on this basis by the large elastic 
stresses set up ahead of a growing plate. In this case, the elastic strain field 
of the plate acts as the necessary interaction term in Equation 6.10. The ques-
tion of whether slip or twinning occurs at the critical nucleus size in order to 
assist growth of the nucleus appears to be a function of the alloy content and 
Ms temperature, and this factor will be taken up in more detail in the next 
section on martensite growth.

In summary, we have not dealt with all the theories of martensite nucleation 
in this section as recorded in the literature, or even with all alloys exhibiting 
martensitic transformations. Instead we have attempted to illustrate some 
of the difficulties associated with explaining a complex event which occurs 
at such great speeds as to exclude experimental observation. A general, all-
embracing theory of martensite nucleation has still evaded us, and may not 
even be feasible.

6.4  Martensite Growth

Once the nucleation barrier has been overcome, the chemical volume free 
energy term in Equation 6.10 becomes so large that the martensite plate 
grows rapidly until it hits a barrier such as another plate, or a high angle 
grain boundary. It appears from observations, that very thin plates first form 
with a very large a/c ratio (see Fig. 6.14) and then thicken afterwards. In high 
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carbon martensites this often leaves a so-called “midrib” of fine twins, and 
an outer less well defined region consisting of fairly regular arrangements of 
dislocations. In low carbon lath martensite, transmission microscopy reveals 
a high dislocation density, sometimes arranged in cellular networks in the 
case of very low C content, but no twins (see Fig. 6.12). In very high carbon 
martensite (259 type), only twins are observed.

In view of the very high speeds of growth, it has been conjectured that the 
interface between austenite and martensite must be a glissile semicoherent 
boundary consisting of a set of parallel dislocations or twins with Burgers 
vector common to both phases, i.e. transformation dislocations. The motion of 
the dislocations brings about the required lattice invariant shear transforma-
tion. As noted in Section 3.4.5, the motion of this interface may or may not 
generate an irrational habit plane.

The habit plane transition in steels and Fe–Ni alloys as a function of 
alloying content of: {111}γ lath → {225}γ mixed lath/twins → {259}γ twinned 
martensite, is not properly understood. An important factor is thought to 
be that increased alloying lowers the Ms temperature and that it is the tem-
perature of transformation that dictates the mode of lattice invariant shear. 
Qualitatively, the slip-twinning transition in a crystal at low temperatures 
is associated with the increased difficulty of nucleating whole dislocations 
needed for slip. It is thought that the critical stress needed for the nucle-
ation of a partial twinning dislocation is not so temperature dependent as 
the Peierls stress for a perfect dislocation19. On the other hand, the chemical 
energy available for the transformation is largely independent of Ms tem-
perature. This implies that as the Ms temperature is lowered the mechanism 
of transformation chosen is governed by the growth process having least 
energy. The other factor affecting mode of growth, as discussed in the previ-
ous section, is how the nucleus forms. If the nucleus forms by the generation 
of a homogeneous Bain deformation, the orientation of the nucleus in the 
austenite is again dependent upon it finding the lowest energy. This may not 
coincide with a normal glide plane in the austenite—and in highly alloyed 
systems it evidently does not. On the other hand, the inhomogeneous shear 
during growth has to be dictated by the normal modes of slip or twinning 
available. This suggests that if the habit plane of the martensite is irrational, 
it may have to grow in discrete steps which are themselves developed by 
conventional modes of deformation. The resulting plate would then be, for 
example, likened to a sheared-over pack of cards (see, e.g. Fig. 6.9b). We now 
consider the two main cases of rational (lath) and irrational (plate) marten-
site growth in steel in more detail.

6.4.1  growth of lath Martensite

The morphology of a lath with dimensions a > b >> c growing on a {111}γ  plane 
(see Fig. 6.20b) suggests a thickening mechanism involving the nucleation 
and glide of transformation dislocations moving on discrete ledges behind 
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the growing front. This picture of growth is suggested, e.g. in the work of 
Sinclair and Mohammad (1978)20 studying NiTi martensite and Thomas and 
Rao (1978)21 in the case of steel martensite.

It seems possible that due to the large misfit between the bct and fcc lat-
tices dislocations could be self-nucleated at the lath interface. The criterion 
to be satisfied for dislocation nucleation in this case is that the stress at the 
interface exceeds the theoretical strength of the material.

It can be shown using Eshelby’s approach22 that for a thin ellipsoidal plate 
in which a >> c the maximum shear stress at the interface between the marten-
site and austenite due to a shear transformation is given by the expression:

 σ ≃ 2μSC/a (2.17)

where μ is the shear modulus of the austenite. It is seen in this simple model 
that the shear stresses are sensitive to particle shape as well as angle of shear. 
Of course in practice it is very difficult to define the morphology of marten-
site in such simple c/a terms, but this gives us at least a qualitative idea of 
what may be involved in the growth kinetics of martensite.

Kelly (1966)25 has calculated a theoretical shear strength for fcc materi-
als of 0.025 μ at ambient temperature, and this can be used as a minimum, 
or threshold stress for nucleating dislocations. Equation 6.17 is plotted in 
Fig. 6.21 in terms of different a:c ratios, assuming s = 0.2 which is typical 
of bulk lath and plate martensite. An approximate range of morphologies 
representative of lath or plate martensite is given in the figure. It is seen that 
Kelly’s threshold stress for dislocation nucleation may be exceeded in the 
case of lath martensite, but seems unlikely in the case of the thinner plate 
martensite. It is interesting to note from Fig. 6.21, however, that shear loop 

Equation 6.17

Threshold stress (Kelly)
s = 0.32
s = 0.2
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Figure 6.21
Equation 6.17 plotted for two values of shear corresponding to a pure Bain deformation (0.32) 
and a twinned plate (0.2).
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Diffusionless Transformations 411

nucleation in plate martensite is feasible if s ≳ 0.32, which is the shear associ-
ated with a pure Bain strain (Fig. 6.9a). In other words, coherency loss of the 
initial coherent nucleus is energetically possible.

The assumption of shear loop nucleation in fact seems reasonable and 
likely in conjunction with lath growth. The same mechanism of dislocation 
generation during growth could even be applied to bainite where the mor-
phology appears to be fairly similar to lath martensite, although in this case 
some diffusion of carbon also occurs. It is thus seen that by nucleating dislo-
cations at the highly strained interface of the laths, the misfit energy can be 
reduced and the lath is able to continue to grow into the austenite.

Internal friction measurements have shown that in lath martensite the 
density of carbon is slightly higher at cell walls than within cells, suggesting 
that limited diffusion of carbon takes place following or during the transfor-
mation. The transformation could also produce adiabatic heating which may 
affect diffusion of carbon and dislocation recovery, at least at higher Ms tem-
peratures. In this respect there appears to be a certain relationship between 
lower bainite and martensite. The higher Ms temperatures associated with 
lath martensite may be sufficient to allow dislocation climb and cell formation 
after the transformation, although the high growth speeds suggest an inter-
face of predominantly screw dislocations. The volume of retained austenite 
between laths is relatively small in lath martensite (these small amounts of 
retained austenite are now thought to be important to the mechanical prop-
erties of low-carbon steels24), suggesting that sideways growth, and transfor-
mation between laths occurs without too much difficulty.

6.4.2  Plate Martensite

In medium and high carbon steels, or high nickel steels, the morphology of 
the martensite appears to change from a lath to a roughly plate-like product. 
This is associated with lower Ms temperatures and more retained austenite, 
as illustrated by Fig. 6.22. However, as mentioned earlier, there is also a tran-
sition from plates growing on {225}γ planes to {259}γ planes with increasing 
alloy content. The lower carbon or nickel {225}γ martensite often consists of 
plates with a central twinned ‘midrib’, the outer regions of the plate being 
free of twins. It appears that the twinned midrib forms first and the outer 
(dislocation) region which is less well defined than the midrib, grows after-
wards. The high carbon or nickel {259} martensite on the other hand is com-
pletely twinned and the habit plane measurements have less scatter than the 
mixed structures.

Typical morphologies for plate martensite are usually thought to be much 
thinner than lath martensite or bainite. On the basis of Fig. 6.21 it appears that 
there is likely to be a problem in nucleating whole dislocations in the case of 
growing plate martensite when s =~ 0.2, but that partial twinning dislocations 
evidently are able to nucleate. Once nucleated, twinned martensite grows 
extremely rapidly, but the mechanism by which this occurs has not been 
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clarified as yet. It is clear from work on low temperature deformation of fcc 
metals, that twinning can be an important deformation mechanism. However, 
the problem in martensite transformations is to explain the extremely rapid 
rates of plate growth as based on twinning mechanisms. The pole mecha-
nism seems inadequate in this respect, although mechanisms based on dis-
location reflection processes may be more realistic27. Alternatively, it may be 
necessary to invoke theories in which standing elastic waves may nucleate 
twinning dislocations25 as an aid to very rapid plate growth.

The transition from twinning → dislocations in ‘midrib martensite’ is 
intriguing and could be the result of a change in growth rate after the mid-
rib forms (see, e.g., Shewmon, 1969)26. In other words, martensite formed at 
higher temperatures or slower rates grows by a slip mechanism, while mar-
tensite formed at lower temperatures and higher growth rates grows by a 
twinning mode. Indeed, in the case of ferritic steels, the normal mode of 
plastic deformation is very much a function of strain rate and temperature.

An elegant model for a dislocation generated {225}γ martensite has been 
postulated by Frank (1953)27. Frank has basically considered the way to inter-
face the fcc austenite lattice with that of the bcc martensite such as to reduce 
lattice misfit to a minimum. He finds that this can be achieved quite well 
with the help of a set of dislocations in the interface. In this model, the close-
packed planes of the fcc and bcc structures are envisaged to meet approxi-
mately along the martensite habit plane as shown in Fig. 6.23a. Since the 
(111) and (101)α′ planes meet edge-on at the interface, the close-packed direc-
tions are parallel and lie in the interface plane. The reason for the rotation, ψ, 
shown in Fig. 6.23a, is to equalize the atomic spacings of the (111) and (101)α′ 
planes at the interface. However, in spite of this, there is still a slight mis-
fit along the[ ] ,[ ]011 111γ α ′ direction where the martensite lattice parameter 
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Figure 6.22
Approximate relative percentages of lath martensite and retained austenite as function of car-
bon content is steels. (Data from G.R. Speich, Metallurgical Transactions, 3 (1972) 1045.)
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is ~2% less than that of austenite. Frank therefore proposed that complete 
matching can be achieved by the insertion of an array of screw dislocations 
with a spacing of six atom planes in the interface which has the effect of 
matching the two lattices and thus removing the misfit in this direction. This 
also brings about the required lattice-invariant shear on the (112)α′ plane as 
the interface advances. The resulting interface is illustrated in Fig. 6.23b.

In terms of the minimum shear stress criterion (Fig. 6.21) the further expan-
sion and thickening of a {225}γ twinned midrib by a Frank dislocation inter-
face could occur when the midrib reaches some critical a/c ratio. However, 
there have been no detailed models developed as to how the Frank interface 
can be generated from the nucleation event. Assuming a coherent nucleus 
with s =~ 0.32, it is seen from Fig. 6.21 that it is theoretically possible for dis-
location nucleation to occur at this stage to relieve coherency. Qualitatively, 
the larger amount of chemical free energy available after the critical size 
for growth has been exceeded, may be sufficient to homogeneously nucleate 
dislocations28 particularly in the presence of the large strain energy of the 
rapidly growing plate29.

Austenite lattice

(522)γ
habit plane

Martensite lattice

Martensite lattice

Habit plane

Austenite lattice

Six atom planes spacing between
screw dislocations

ψ ≈ 1°

(111)γ planes

(101)ά  planes

ψ  ≈ 25°

b b b

[111]ά  // [011]γ

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23
Model for the {225} habit austenite-martensite interface in steel. (Based on data by F.C. Frank, 
Acta Metallurgica 1 (1953) 15.)
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Other factors known to affect the growth of martensite are grain size, 
external stresses and the phenomenon of stabilization. We now briefly con-
sider these effects.

6.4.3  Stabilization

This is a phenomenon associated with samples cooled to some temperature 
intermediate between MS and Mf, held there for a period of time and then 
cooled again. In such a case, transformation does not immediately continue, 
and the total amount of transformed martensite is less than obtained by 
continuous cooling throughout the transformation range. It has even been 
observed that existing plates do not continue to grow after stabilization, but 
new plates are nucleated instead. The degree of stabilization is a function of 
the time held at temperature. This phenomenon is not properly understood, 
although it seems conceivable that carbon has time to diffuse to the interface 
under the influence of the high stresses associated with plate growth. There 
could also be local atomic relaxation at the interface, thereby increasing the 
nucleation barrier for dislocation generation.

6.4.4  effect of external Stresses

In view of the dependence of martensite growth on dislocation nucleation, it 
is expected that an externally applied stress will aid the generation of disloca-
tions and hence the growth of martensite. It is well established, for example, 
that external stress lowers the nucleation barrier for coherency loss of sec-
ond phase precipitates. External stresses can also aid martensite nucleation 
if the external elastic strain components contribute to the Bain strain. This 
will provide yet another interaction term in Equation 6.14. It has been shown 
in such cases that the MS temperature can be raised30. However, if plastic 
deformation occurs, there is an upper limiting value of MS defined as the 
Md temperature. Conversely the MS temperature can be suppressed to lower 
temperatures by, e.g. holding the sample being transformed under hydro-
static compression. This is because increasing pressure stabilizes the phase 
with the smaller atomic volume, i.e. the close-packed austenite, thereby low-
ering the driving force ΔGv for the transformation to martensite. On the other 
hand, the presence of a large magnetic field can raise the MS temperature on 
the grounds that it favours the formation of the ferromagnetic phase.

Plastic deformation of samples can aid both nucleation and growth of mar-
tensite, but too much plastic deformation may in some cases suppress the 
transformation. Qualitatively it could be expected that increases in dislo-
cation density by deformation should raise the number of potential nucle-
ation sites, but that too much deformation may introduce restraints to nuclei 
growth.

The effect of plastically deforming the austenite prior to transformation on 
increasing the number of nucleation sites and hence refining plate size is of 
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course the basis of the ausforming process. The high strength of ausformed 
steels is thus due to the combined effect of fine plate size, solution hardening 
(due to carbon) and dislocation hardening.

6.4.5  role of grain Size

Since martensite growth relies on maintaining a certain coherency with the 
surrounding austenite, a high-angle grain boundary is an effective barrier to 
plate growth. Thus while grain size does not affect the number of martensite 
nuclei in a given volume, the final martensite plate size is a function of the 
grain size. Another important feature of grain size is its effect on residual 
stress after transformation is completed. In large grain sized material the 
dilatational strain associated with the transformation causes large residual 
stresses to be built up between adjacent grains and this can even lead to 
grain-boundary rupture (quench cracking) and substantially increase the 
dislocation density in the martensite. Fine grain-sized metals tend to be 
more self-accommodating and this, together with the smaller martensite 
plate size, provides for stronger, tougher material.

In summary, theories of martensite nucleation and growth are far from 
developed to a state where they can be used in any practical way—such as 
helping to control the fine structure of the finished product. It does appear 
that nucleation is closely associated with the presence of dislocations and 
the process of ausforming (deforming the austenite prior to transformation) 
could possibly be influenced by this feature if we knew more of the mecha-
nism of nucleation. Growth mechanisms, particularly by twinning, are still 
far from clarified, however.

6.5  Pre-martensite Phenomena

This is a subject that has provoked considerable attention in recent years 
from researchers, and is mainly concerned with ordered compounds exhib-
iting order → order martensitic transformations. A useful summary of this 
phenomenon has been given recently by Wayman (1979)31. The effect has 
been observed in the form of anomolous diffraction effects or even diffuse 
streaking as well as a resistivity anomaly, e.g. in TiNi alloys. In β-brass thin 
foils a mottled contrast has been observed giving rise to side band reflec-
tions in diffraction patterns. In CuAu alloys the phenomenon occurs in the 
form of a streaming or shimmering effect in bright field images of thin foils. 
The latter observation, first noted by Hunt and Pashley in 196232, has even 
been interpreted as possible evidence for the appearance of fluctuating strain 
fields due, e.g. to a Bain deformation. Recent work in Wayman’s laboratory 
suggests, however, that while the appearance of local reordering reactions 
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above the MS temperature are possible, there is still little direct evidence that 
the observed phenomena can be related to the initial stage of the martensitic 
transformation. Nevertheless, the effect is an intriguing one, particularly 
bearing in mind the relatively low undercoolings associated with ordered 
alloys (see, e.g., Table 6.1), and in this respect it could be conjectured that 
some process is occurring which very effectively aids the transformation of 
these alloys.

6.6  Tempering of Ferrous Martensites

Although the diffusionless martensite transformation is fundamental to 
the hardening of steel, most (if not all) technological steels have to be heat 
treated after the transformation in order to improve toughness and in some 
cases even strength. Recent years have seen notable developments in these 
steels, achieving in some cases very high degrees of sophistication in the 
form of carbide dispersions and various types of substructure strengthen-
ing. For useful reviews see, e.g., Speich33 and Honeycombe34.

The martensitic transformation usually results in a ferritic phase which 
is highly supersaturated with carbon and any other alloying elements that 
remain locked into the positions they occupied in the parent austenite. On 
ageing, or tempering, therefore, there is a strong driving force for precipi-
tation. As is usual with low temperature ageing the most stable precipitate, 
as indicated by the equilibrium phase diagram, is not the first to appear. 
The ageing sequence is generally α′ → α + ε-carbide or α + Fe3C, depending 
upon the tempering temperature. It is not thought that ε-carbide (Fe2.4C) 
decomposes directly to Fe3C, but that the transition only occurs by the 
ε-carbide first dissolving. When strong carbide-forming alloying elements 
such as Ti, Nb, V, Cr, W, or Mo are present the most stable precipitate can 
be an alloy carbide instead of cementite. See, for example, the Fe–Mo–C 
phase diagram in Fig. 6.24. However, these ternary additions are dissolved 
substitutionally in the ferrite lattice and are relatively immobile in com-
parison to interstitial carbon. The precipitation of these more stable car-
bides is therefore preceded by the formation of ε-carbide and Fe3C which 
can occur solely by the diffusion of carbon. Alloying elements are only 
incorporated into the precipitate in proportion to their overall concentra-
tion in the ferrite.

The various changes that can take place during the tempering of ferrous 
martensites are summarized in Table 6.3. In practice heat-treatment times 
are limited to a few hours and the phases that appear within these time 
periods depend on the temperature at which tempering occurs. Therefore 
Table 6.3 gives a summary of the new phases that appear within the various 
temperature ranges, and provides details of other microstructural changes 
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that take place. It should be noted, however, that the temperature ranges 
given are only approximate and that there is a great deal of overlap between 
the various ranges.

Table 6.4 summarizes the observed precipitation sequences in a few 
selected steel compositions. These compositions are experimental alloys 
that have been studied to avoid the complications that arise with commer-
cial alloys where many interacting alloying elements are present. The crystal 
structures, shapes and orientation relationships for some of these precipi-
tates are listed in Table 6.5.

On the basis of the data given in Tables 6.3 to 6.5, we note the following 
features:

Carbon Segregation

As a result of the large distortion caused by the carbon atoms in the mar-
tensitic lattice there is an interaction energy between carbon and the strain 
fields around dislocations. In lath martensite, for example, carbon tends to 
diffuse to sites close to dislocations in order to lower its chemical potential. 
In plate martensite, however, the martensite is internally twinned and there 
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are relatively few dislocations. In this case carbon-rich clusters or zones 
tend to form instead. In low-carbon low-alloy steels, martensite starts to 
form at relatively high temperatures and there can be sufficient time dur-
ing the quench for carbon to segregate or even precipitate as ε-carbide or 
cementite.

TABle 6.3

Transformations Occurring During Tempering of Ferrous Martensites

Temperature/°C Transformation Remarks

25–100 Carbon segregation to dislocations and 
boundaries; pre-precipitation clustering 
and ordering

Clustering predominant in 
high-carbon steels

100–200 Transition-carbide precipitation, diam. 
2 nm (first stage of tempering)

Carbides may be η (Fe2C) or 
ε (Fe2.4C)

200–350 Retained austenite transforms to ferrite 
and cementite (second stage)

Associated with tempered 
martensite embrittlement

250–350 Lath-like Fe3C precipitation (third stage)

350–550 Segregation of impurity and alloying 
elements

Responsible for temper 
embrittlement

400–600 Recovery of dislocation substructure. 
Lath-like Fe3C agglomerates to form 
spheroidal Fe3C

Lath structure maintained

500–700 Formation of alloy carbides, (secondary 
hardening or fourth stage)

Occurs only in steels containing 
Ti, Cr, Mo, V, Nb, or W; Fe3C 
may dissolve

600–700 Recrystallization and grain growth; 
coarsening of spheroidal Fe3C

Recrystallization inhibited in 
medium-carbon and high-
carbon steels; equiaxed ferrite 
formed

TABle 6.4

Carbide Precipitation Sequences

Alloy (wt%) Precipitation Sequence

Fe-C ε-carbide* → Fe3C (→ graphite)
Fe-2 V-0.2 C Fe3C → VC or V4C3
Fe-4 Mo-0.2 C FeC → Mo2C → M6C†

Fe-6 W-0.2 C Fe3C → W2C → M23C6 → M6C
Fe-12 Cr-0.2 C Fe3C → Cr7C3 → Cr23C6

* Does not form when C < 0.2%.
† M stands for a mixture of the substitutional alloying elements, 

in this case Fe and Mo.
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ε-Carbide

The reason for the 0.2% C limit (Table 6.4) is thought to be due to the fact 
that the Ms temperatures of very low-carbon martensites are high enough to 
allow considerable carbon diffusion to lath boundaries during cooling (see, 
e.g., Fig. 6.3c). There is thus no carbon left in solution to precipitate out on 
reheating. ε-Carbide has a hexagonal crystal structure and precipitates in 
the form of laths with an orientation relationship as shown in Table 6.5, (see 
Fig. 6.25). This orientation relationship provides good matching between the 
(101)α′ and ( )1011 ε planes.

Cementite

Cementite forms in most carbon steels on tempering between 250 and 700°C. 
The precipitate is initially lath-like with a {011}α′ habit plane, Fig. 6.26. It has 
an orthorombic crystal structure and forms with the orientation relationship 
given in Table 6.5. At high temperatures cementite rapidly coarsens into a 
spheroidal form, as shown in Fig. 6.32. In alloy steels the cementite compo-
sition can often be represented as (FeM)3C where M is a carbide-forming 
alloying element. The composition may however be metastable if sufficient 
alloying elements are present.

Alloy Carbides

In steels containing sufficient carbide-forming elements alloy carbides are 
formed above ~500ºC where substitutional diffusion becomes significant. 

TABle 6.5

Data Concerning Carbides Precipitated During Tempering of Martensite

Carbide
Crystal

Structure Shape
Orientation 

Relationship
Temperature of 
Formation/°C

ε-carbide (Fe2-3C) hcp laths (10
_
11)ε  // (101)α

[0001]ε // [011]α 

100–250

cementite (Fe3C) orthorhombic laths (001)c // (211)α 
[100]γ  // [0

_
11]α′

250–700

VC-V4C3 cubic (NaCl 
structure)

plates (100)c // (100)α

[011]c // [011]α 
~550

Mo2C hcp — (0001)c // (011)α

[11
_
20]c  // [100]

~550

W2C hcp needles as Mo2C ~600
Cr7C3 hexagonal spheres — ~550
Cr23C6 (M23C6) cubic plates (100)c // (100)α

[010]c // [010]α 
M6C (Fe3Mo3C, 
Fe3W3C)

cubic — — ~700
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Figure 6.26
Cementite (dark laths) formed during tempering a 0.42 C steel 1 h at 300ºC. Thin foil electron 
micrograph (×39 000). (After G.R. Speich in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American Society 
for Metals, 1973, p. 202.)

Figure 6.25
ε-carbide (dark) precipitated from matensite in Fe–24 Ni–0.5 C after 30 min at 250ºC. Thin foil 
electron micrograph (×90 000). (After G.R. Speich in Metals Handbook, 8th edn. Vol. 8, American 
Society for Metals, 1973, p. 202.)
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These carbides replace the less stable cementite which dissolves as a finer 
alloy carbide dispersion forms. Some typical precipitation sequences are 
listed in Table 6.4. There are two ways in which the Fe3C → alloy carbide 
transformation can take place:

 1. By in situ transformation—the alloy carbides nucleate at several 
points at the cementite/ferrite interfaces, and grow until the cement-
ite disappears and is replaced by a finer alloy carbide dispersion, see, 
e.g., Fig. 6.27.

 2. By separate nucleation and growth—the alloy carbides nucleate 
heterogeneously within the ferrite on dislocations, lath boundaries, 
and prior austenite grain boundaries. The carbides then grow at the 
expense of cementite.

Either or both mechanisms can operate depending on the alloy composition.
The formation of alloy carbides is an important strengthening mechanism 

in high-speed tool steels that must operate at dull red heat without losing 
their cutting ability. The phenomenon is usually referred to as secondary 
hardening. Figure 6.28 shows the effect of tempering molybdenum steels for 
various times and temperatures. The hardness of plain carbon martensites 
usually decreases with increasing temperature due to recovery and overage-
ing effects. The replacement of a coarse cementite dispersion by a finer alloy 
carbide that is more resistant to coarsening, however, is able to produce an 
increase in hardness at around 550-600ºC.

0.1 μm

Figure 6.27
W2C needles lying along the sites of former Fe3C precipitates in Fe-6.3 W–0.23 C quenched 
and tempered 20 h at 600ºC. (After R.W.K. Honeycombe, Structure and Strength of Alloy Steels, 
Climax Molybdenum, London, after A.T. Davenport.)
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The effectiveness of these carbides as strengtheners depends on the fine-
ness of the dispersion and the volume fraction precipitated. The fineness of 
the dispersion depends on ΔG* for nucleation which in turn is influenced by 
the free energy of formation of the carbide, the interfacial energy and the 
misfit. A guide to the relative free energies of formation is given by Fig. 6.29 
which shows the heats of formation (ΔHf) of various nitrides, carbides and 
borides relative to that of cementite which is taken as ΔHf = 0. The finest 
precipitate dispersions are generally obtained from VC, NbC, TiC, TaC and 
HfC. These are all close-packed intermetallic compounds. On the other hand 
the carbides with complex crystal structures and low heats of formation, e.g. 
M7C3, M6C and Mn3C6, generally form relatively coarse dispersions.

The volume fraction of carbide precipitated depends on the solubility of the 
alloy carbide in the austenite prior to quenching, relative to the solubility in 
ferrite at the tempering temperature. Note that the solubility of a phase β in 
a terminal solid solution of α was considered in Chapter 1 for binary alloys. 
It can similarly be shown that in ternary Fe-C-M alloys the concentrations of 
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M and C in Fe in equilibrium with a carbide MmCn are approximately given 
by the relation38:

 [ [ ]M]m nC K=  (6.18)

where [M] and [C] are the atomic percentages or mole fractions of M and C in 
solution and K is the solubility product which can be expressed as

 
K K

H
RT

= −
0 exp

∆
 

(6.19)

where K0 is a constant and ΔH is the enthalpy of formation of MmCn from M 
and C in solution.

Figure 6.30 shows the solubility products of various carbides and nitrides 
in austenite as a function of temperature. The solubilities of these compounds 
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Enthalpies of formation of carbides, nitrides and borides. (Data from H.L. Schick, Thermodynamics 
of Certain Refractory Compounds, Academic Press, 1966.)
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in ferrite are very much lower and to a first approximation can be considered 
to be approximately equal. It is clear therefore that chromium, molybdenum 
and vanadium with the highest solubilities in austenite, should precipitate in 
the highest volume fractions in the ferrite.

effect of retained Austenite

In most steels, especially those containing more than 0.4% C, austenite is 
retained after quenching. On ageing in the range 200–300ºC this austenite 
decomposes to bainite. In some high-alloy steels austenite can be stabilized 
to such low temperatures that the martensite partially reverts into austen-
ite on heating. Very thin regions of retained austenite may even be present 
between laths in low-carbon steel, and this is thought to improve the tough-
ness of these steels independently of tempering treatments.
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Solubility products (in atomic per cent) of carbides and nitrides in austenite as a function 
of temperature. (After R.W.K. Honeycombe, Structure and Strength of Alloy Steels, Climax 
Molybdenum, London, 1973.)
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Diffusionless Transformations 425

recovery, recrystallization and grain growth

As-quenched lath martensite contains high-angle lath boundaries, low-angle 
cell boundaries within the laths, and dislocation tangles within the cells. 
Recovery usually occurs above 400ºC and leads to the elimination of both 
the dislocation tangles and the cell walls. The lath-like structure, however, 
remains as shown in Fig. 6.31. The ferrite can recrystallize at high tempera-
tures in low-carbon steels, (see, e.g., Fig. 6.32) but the process is inhibited in 
medium to high-carbon steels by the grain boundary pinning caused by car-
bide precipitates. In the latter steels recovery is followed by grain growth.

Temper embrittlement

As pointed out in the introduction to this section the aim of tempering mar-
tensite is to improve ductility. However in some steels tempering in, or slow 
cooling through, the range 350-575ºC can lead to embrittlement. This has 
been attributed to the segregation of impurity atoms such as P, Sb or Sn to 
prior austenite grain boundaries. Some steels also show an embrittlement on 
tempering between 230 and 370ºC. This may be caused by the formation of 
carbides with a critical plate-like shape.

Figure 6.31
A recovered lath martensite showing that the lath boundaries are retained. Fe–0.18 C tem-
pered 10 min at 600ºC (×2000). (After G.R. Speich in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American 
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio 1973 p. 202.)
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6.7  Case Studies

It is clear from the foregoing theory of martensite that much work 
remains to be done before we can fully understand this complex trans-
formation, particularly in steels. In spite of this, the hardening of steel 
by quenching to obtain martensite is arguably one of the most important 
of all technological processes. In this section we illustrate four examples 
of technological alloys based on the martensite transformation. These are a 
quenched and tempered structural steel, some controlled transformation 
steels including TRIP steels, dual-phase steel, and a TiNi ‘memory’ metal 
possessing a unique shape-memory property based on a diffusionless 
transformation.

6.7.1  Carbon and low-Alloy Quenched and Tempered Steels

Composition range: 0.1–0.5 wt% C; (C, 0.3%: weldable without preheat)
0.6–1.3% Mn with or without small alloying additions,
e.g. Si, Ti, Mo, V, Nb, Cr, Ni, W, etc.

Special properties: High strength, weldable constructional steels.
Relevant phase diagrams: Fe-C, in conjunction with appropriate CCT, 

TTT diagrams (see, e.g., Fig. 6.3).

Figure 6.32
A partially recrystallized structure. Top left: recovered but not recrystallized, bottom left: a 
new recrystallized grain. Coarse spheroidal cementite is also apparent. Fe–0.18 C quenched 
and tempered 96 h at 600ºC (×2000). (After G.R. Speich, in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, 
American Society for Metals, 1973, p. 202.)
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Microstructures: See Figs. 6.1 and 6.12.
Comments: The compositions of these steels are chosen with respect 

to (a) hardenability; (b) weldability; (c) tempering properties, e.g. 
resistance to tempering, or increased tempering strength due to 
secondary hardening. Typically, lath or mixed (lath plus twinned) 
structures contain high densities of dislocations (0.3–0.9 3 1010 mm−2), 
equivalent to a heavily worked steel. There is normally very little 
retained austenite associated with these steels see, e.g., Fig. 6.22. The 
lattice structure is bet, at least for carbon contents greater than ~0,2%. 
Below this composition it is suspected that due to the higher Ms tem-
perature, some carbon segregates to dislocations or lath boundaries 
during the quench, as measured by resistivity and internal frictional 
measurements.

  These results indicate that only in steels containing more than 
0.2% C is carbon retained in solution. Curiously, this effect is not 
reflected by hardness changes and therefore the main strengthen-
ing mechanism in these steels is thought to be the fine lath or cel-
lular structures and not so much due to carbon in solution. The yield 
strength can therefore be represented by a modified version of the 
Hall-Petch equation (Gladman et al., 1975)35:

 
σ σ σ σγ = + + +−

i Kd disl ppt
1 2/ ( )

 (6.20)

 where σi is the friction stress (due to alloying elements in solution) 
and d refers to the mean cell, or lath size. K is a constant and σdisl refers 
to the hardening contribution due to dislocations and/or twins; σppt 
refers to carbide precipitation after tempering. Typical yield strengths 
of these tempered steels are in the range 500–700 MN m−2, for a mean 
lath width of 2–3 µm.

6.7.2  Controlled-Transformation Steels

Compositions ranges:
0.05–0.3 wt% C
0.5–2.0% Mn
0.2–0,4% Si
14.0–17.0% Cr
3.0–7.0% Ni
~2% Mo

Other possible additions: V, Cu, Co, Al, Ti, etc.
Special properties: Very high strength, weldable, good corrosion resis-

tance; used, e.g., as skin for high speed aircraft and missiles.
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Relevant phase diagrams: See Fig. 6.33.
Microstructures: Fine lath martensite with possible fine network of 

δ-ferrite.
Comments: Since it is required to form, or work this material at ambi-

ent temperatures prior to hardening and tempering, elements that 
stabilize the austenite are used in significant amounts, e.g. Ni, Cu, 
etc. On the other hand, the Ms – Mf range should not be depressed 
too far, and the relative effects of alloying elements on Ms temper-
ature are shown in Table 6.6. It is seen that in practice very strict 
control over composition of these steels must be made, balanc-
ing the amount of ferrite formers (e.g. Mn) with C content. Such 
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amounts of δ-ferrite are sometimes retained in order to improve 
weldability (see Section 4.6.3). This also requires a careful balance 
in analyses, using, e.g., modified Schaeffler diagrams as a guide. 
Cold working is either carried out in the purely austenitic range 
(i.e. above Md) the steel then being quenched to obtain martensite, 
or worked below Md in which case deformation induces the trans-
formation to occur without the need for refrigeration. The latter 
steels are known as ‘transformation induced plasticity’ (TRIP) 
steels. Since the Ms-Mf range is about 100-140°C, the Ms temper-
ature should not lie too far below the working temperature, or 
refrigeration will have to be carried out at such low temperatures 
that it may become too expensive. Retained austenite is undesir-
able in these steels because of its adverse effect on strength. The 
fine martensitic structure, in combination with work hardening 
and tempering give these steels strengths up to ~1500 MN m22. In 
Table 6.7, typical properties of various controlled transformation 
steels are shown as a function of the type of heat treatment and 
transformation.

  The mechanical properties given in Table 6.7 show that samples 
transformed by refrigeration generally give the higher strengths. It 
is also seen that the austenitizing temperatures may change from 
alloy to alloy. Choice of austenitizing temperature is critical with 
regard to solution treatment, resolution of carbides and Ms tem-
perature. For example, the lower the solution temperature, the more 
M23C6 will remain during austenitizing; this in turn reduces the Cr 
and C content of the austenite which raises the Ms temperature. The 
example given of a TRIP steel in Table 6.7 shows that this material 
has exceptional high strength and toughness (50% elongation).

6.7.3  The ‘Shape-Memory’ Metal: Nitinol

Composition range: 55–55.5 wt% Ni–44.5–45% Ti. Possible additions: 
small amounts of Co (to vary Ms).

Phase diagram: See Fig. 6.34.

TABle 6.6

Effect of Alloying Element on Ms in Steels

Element N C Ni Co Cu Mn W Si Mo Cr V Al

Change in Ms °C 
per wt% −450 −450 −20 +10 −35 −30 −36 −50 −45 −20 −46 −53

Source: F.B. Pickering, ‘Physical metallurgy of stainless steel developments’ Int. Met. Rev., 21, 
pp. 227–268, 1976.
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TABle 6.7

Typical Properties of Controlled Transformation Steels

Composition Heat Treatment

Tensile 
Strength, 
MN/m2

0.2% Proof 
Stress, 
MN/m2

Elongation, 
%

0.1C-17Cr-4 
Ni-3Mn (showing 
effect of cold 
working)

925ºC, tempered at 450ºC 
for 3 h

  950   620 10

925ºC, cold worked, 20% 
reduction, tempered at 
450ºC for 3 h

1340 1300   5

925ºC, cold worked, 40% 
reduction, tempered at 
450ºC for 3 h

1700 1670 3.5

0.1C-17Cr-4 
Ni-3Mn

950ºC, 700 ºC for 2 h, 
tempered at 450ºC for 2 h

1280 1110 15

950ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
400 ºC for 1 h

1440 1200 19

0.1C-17.5Cr-3Ni-3 
Mn-2Cu

1050ºC, 700ºC for 2 h, 
tempered at 400ºC for 24 h

1120   940 5

975ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
450ºC for 24 h

1500 1260 11

0.1C-17.5Cr-
4Ni-3Mn-1Al

950ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
450ºC for 4 h

1450 1260 13

0.1C-17Cr-
4Ni-2M0-2Co

1000ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
450ºC for 4 h

1340 1150 23

0.06C-16.5Cr-2 
Mn-5 Ni-1,5Mo-2 
Co-1Al

1050ºC, 700ºC for 2 h, 
tempered at 450ºC for 4 h

1430 1270   3

950ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
450ºC for 4 h

1520 1240 21

0.07C-17.5Cr-3Ni-2 
Mo-2Co-1Cu

1050ºC, 700ºC for 2 h, 
tempered at 450ºC for 4 h

1250 1110 10

950ºC, –78ºC, tempered at 
450ºC for 4 h

1360 1240 20

TRIP STEEL:0,3C-2 
Mn-2Si-9 
Cr-8.5Ni-4.0Mo

Austenitized 425ºC, 80% 
reduction

1500 1430 50

Source: After F.B. Pickering, ‘Physical metallurgy of stainless steel developments’, Int. Met. 
Rev., 21, p. 227 (1976)
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Phase transitions:

 Ordered TiNi(I) bcc A2 structure

 ↓ {650–700°C diffusion controlled

 TiNi (II): complex CsCl–type structure

 ↓ {170ºC martensitic

 TiNi (III): complex structure

Special properties: The TiNi (II ⇄ III) transformation is reversible and 
effectively enables the alloy to be deformed by a shear transforma-
tion, i.e. without irreversible plastic deformation occurring, by up to 
16% elongation/contraction. Thus ‘forming’ operations can be made 
below Ms which may be ‘unformed’ simply by re-heating to above the 
Ms. These unique properties are used in such applications as, e.g. toys, 
self-erecting space antennae, special tools, self-locking rivets, etc.

Microstructure: Very fine twinned martensite.
Comments: This transformation is interesting for two reasons: firstly it 

involves a diffusionless transformation from one ordered structure 
to another. It is of course fundamental to this type of transformation 
that if the austenitic phase is ordered, the martensitic product must 
also be ordered. Secondly, the mode of the transformation is such 
that very extensive deformation (up to 16%) can occur as a thermoelas‑
tic (non-plastic) martensitic shear mechanism, i.e. the transformation 
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Figure 6.34
(a) Ti–Ni phase diagram (after D.R. Hawkins in Metals Handbook, 8th edn., Vol. 8, American 
Society for Metals, 1973, p. 326); (b) Ms temperature as function of Ni content.
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is reversible. Although this essentially involves an alloy of nominally 
stoichiometric composition, small additional increases in Ni (max 
~55.6 wt%) can be tolerated. This increase in Ni content has the 
important effect of decreasing the Ms temperature. The Ms tempera-
ture as a function of Ni content is shown in Fig. 6.34b. However, it 
is advisable not to exceed 55.6 wt% Ni, to avoid the precipitation of 
the TiNi3 phase. To avoid this problem, small amounts of Co can be 
added virtually on a 1 : 1 basis as a substitute for Ni.

  While the martensitic phase is described as a complex CsCl ordered 
lattice, as a first approximation the transformation is related to the 
type: bcc ↔ hcp. The habit plane of the twinned martensite plate is 
irrational and close to {551}bcc (Sinclair and Mohammed, 1978)20.

  Another interesting feature of this transformation is that it appears 
to bring about an abrupt change in Young’s modulus and yield 
strength. This change in Young’s modulus also results in distinct 
changes in the modulus of resilience, the ‘damping’ properties of the 
material being much greater in the martensitic (TiNi III) form.

  The large amount of deformation that this alloy can undergo due 
its special transformation characteristics is utilized commercially. 
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For example, it may be “formed” in a fully reversible way simply by 
deforming below the Ms temperature. Subsequent heating above the 
transition temperature then changes the deformed (sheared) struc-
ture back to its original form. This unique feature of alloys such as 
this has made them known as: “memory metals”. There are a number 
of so-called memory metals known today37, although none so com-
mercially useful as TiNi alloys.
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Exercises

 6.1 Use free energy-composition diagrams to illustrate the driving 
force for the Fe-Ni martensitic transformation at T > T0; T = T0; 
T = Ms. Show how this chemical free energy can be estimated if 
the undercooling is known. Explain why the driving force for 
the nucleation of martensite at the Ms temperature is indepen-
dent of carbon concentration in Fe–C steels.

 6.2 What are the possible non-chemical energy terms in the mar-
tensitic transformation? Derive equations for the critical size 
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and volumes of a martensite nucleus using classical nucle-
ation theory. What evidence is there that martensite nucleates 
heterogeneously?

 6.3 Evaluate Equations 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 for Fe-C martensite assum-
ing ΔGv = 174 MJ m−3, γ  = 20 mJ m−2, s = 0.2, µ = 80 GN m−2

 6.4 Give an exact definition of the habit plane of martensite. 
Describe how this habit plane might be measured experimen-
tally. Give possible reasons why there is so much scatter of 
habit plane measurements in a given sample.

 6.5 In the phenomenological approach to martensitic transforma-
tions there are two different but equivalent ways of producing 
the lattice invariant shear. Show exactly what is meant by this. 
What is the experimental proof of both types of shear?

 6.6 Draw a diagram to illustrate Bain’s homogeneous deforma-
tion model for the fcc → bcc diffusionless transformation. 
Assuming aγ = 3.56 Å and aα = 2.86 Å, and that c/a for marten-
site is 1.15 calculate the maximum movement experienced by 
atoms during the transformation. Assume that c/a = 1.1.

 6.7 What are the essential differences in martensite nucleation 
models based (a) on changes at the core of a dislocation; (b) 
on dislocation strain field interaction? Discuss the advantages 
and disadvantages of both models in terms of the known char-
acteristics of martensitic transformations.

 6.8 Give possible reasons why the habit plane of martensite 
changes as a function of alloying content in steels and Fe–Ni 
alloys. What factors influence the retention of austenite in 
these alloys?

 6.9 What is the role of austenitic grain size in martensitic transfor-
mations? Is austenitic grain size important to the strength of 
martensite? What other factors are important to strength and 
toughness in technological hardened steels?

 6.10 Suggest possible alloying and heat treatment procedures 
needed to design the following steels: (a) a quenched and tem-
pered steel; (b) a dual phase steel; (c) a maraging steel; (d) a 
TRIP steel:

 6.11 How would you characterize the unique properties of alloys 
which can be utilized as ‘memory metals’. How would you 
design a TiNi alloy for use as, e.g., a self-locking rivet? Give 
instructions on how it is to be used.
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Solutions to Exercises

Compiled by John C. Ion

Chapter 1

 1.1 C TP = + × − − −22 64 6 28 10 3 1 1. . J mol K
Entropy increase,

 

∆

∆

S
C

T
T

S
T

T
T

p

T

T

=

= + ×

∫
−

−

1

2

300 1358

322 64 6 28 10

d

d
. .

3300

1358

300
1358 322 64

4

∫
= + × ×

=

−[ . ]In 6.28 10 10T T

00 83 1 1. J mol K− −

 1.2

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 (°
C)

Pressure (kbar)

300

0 50 100 150

500

800

1600

Liquid Fe

-Fe
γ-Fe

α-Fe ε-Fe
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110

Fr
ee

en
er

gy

120

24 22

At 500°C

At 800°C

At 300°C

At 1600°C

Liquid Fe

γ-Fe

γ-Feγ-Fe

α-Fe

α-Fe

α-Fe

ε-Fe
ε-Fe

Pressure
kbar

       Schematic free energy-pressure curves for pure Fe.
 1.3 From Equation 1.14

 

d
d

P
T

H
T V

eq







= ∆
∆

 Assuming ΔH and ΔV are independent of T and P for the range of 
interest, the equation may be rewritten as

 

d
d

P
T

H
T V

eq







= ∆
∆

 where

 

∆

∆

H H H

V V V

= − =

= − = − ×

−L S

L S

J mol

(8.0

13050

7 6 10

1;

. ) −−

= +

6

1085 273

m

K

3 ;

( )T

 Thus if ΔP is 10 kbar, i.e. 109 Nm22, the change in the equilibrium 
melting temperature is given by the above equation as

 
∆T = 42 K

 1.4 Phases stable at low temperatures must have low enthalpies 
because the (2 TS) term in the expression for G becomes negligible. 
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Phases stable at high temperatures, on the other hand, have higher 
entropies to compensate for higher enthalpies.

1.5 

1 2 3

654

  Six distinguishable configurations.
  Theoretical number of distinguishable ways of arranging two 

black balls and two white balls in a square is

 

( )!
! !

( )!
! !

N N
N N

B w

B w

+
= + =2 2

2 2
6

 1.6 Dividing both sides of Equation 1.30 by the number of moles of 
solution (nA + nB) gives

 

d d d′
+

=
+

+
+

G
n n

n
n n

n
n nA B

A
A

A B
B

B

A B( ) ( ) ( )
µ µ

 The left-hand side of this equation is the free energy change per 
mole of solution and can therefore be written dG.

 

d
   and   

dn
n n

n
n n

A

A B

B

A B( ) ( )+ +

 are the changes in the mole fractions of A and B, dXA and dXB. 
The above equation can therefore be written as

 d d dG X XA A B B= +µ µ

 Thus

 

d
d

d
d

G
X

X
XB

A
A

B
B

A B

= +

= − +

µ µ

µ µ  (1.6.1)
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 But using Equation 1.31

 G X XA A B B= +µ µ

 gives

 
µ µ

B
A A

B

G X
X

=
−

 giving

 

d
d

G
X

G X
XB

A
A A

B

= − +
−µ µ

 or

 
µA B

B

G X G
X

= − d
d

 From the figure

 
µA B

B

PR X
QR
X

PQ OS= −








 = =

 i.e. point S, the extrapolation of the tangent to point R on the 
G-curve represents the quantity µA.

 Equation 1.6.1 gives

 
µ µB A

B

G
X

= + d
d

 i.e.

 
µB OS

UV
US

= +

 But

 US OT= = 1

 Thus

 µB OS UV TV= + =

 i.e. point V represents the quantity µB.
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S

Fr
ee

 en
er

gy

O
A XB

Q

R

U

V

T
B

P

 1.7 Equation 1.31:

 G X XA A B B= +µ µ

 Equation 1.39:

          

G X G X G X X RT X X X X

X G X

A A B B A B A A B B

A A B

= + + + +

= +

Ω ( ln ln )

GG X X X X RT X X X X

X G

B A B B A A A B B

A A

+ +( ) + +

=

Ω Ω2 2( ( ln ln )

++ +  + + + Ω ΩX RT X X G X RT XB A B B A B
2 2ln ln

 Comparison with Equation 1.31 and using XA + XB = 1 gives

 

µ

µ

A A A A

B B B B

G X RT X

G X RT X

= + − +

= + − +

Ω

Ω

( ) ln

( ) ln

1

1

2

2

 1.8 (a)   Atomic weight of Au = 197
      Atomic weight of Ag = 108
      No. of moles of Au = =15

197 0 076.
      No. of moles of Ag = =25

108 0 231.
      ∴ no. of moles of solution = 0.307

  (b) Mole fraction of Au = 0.076
0.307 = 0 248.

     Mole fraction of Ag = 0.231
0.307 = 0 752.

 (c) Molar entropy of mixing ΔSmix = −R(XA ln XA + XB ln XB)

 

∴ = − ⋅ + ⋅∆Smix 0.248 0.752 0.752)

 

8 314 0 248. ( . ln ln

                4.66 J K mol= − −1 1
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 (d) Total entropy of mixing = Molar entropy of mixing × no. of 
moles of solution

 

= 4.66 0.307

= 1.43 J K

×

−1

 (e) Molar free energy change at 500°C = ΔGmix

  = RT(XA ln XA + XB ln XB)

 
∴ = − = − × = − −∆ ∆G T Smix mix kJ mol773 4 66 3 60 1. .

 (f)      µAu Au AuG RT X= + ln

 

= +

= −

=

−

0 8 314 773

8 96

( . . .

.

In 0.248)

kJ mol 1

µAg AG gg AgRT X+

= +

= −

ln

( . . .

.

0 8 314 773

1 83

In 0.752)

kJ mool 1−

 (g) For a very small addition of Au

 d d constant)′ = ⋅G n T P nAu Au Bµ ( , ,

 At 500°C, µAu = −8.96 kJ mol−1

 Avogadro’s Number = 6.023 × 1023

 1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J

 

∴ − = − ×
× × ×

−
−

8 96
8 96 10

1 6 10 6 023 10
1

3

19 2
.

.
. .

KJ mol
33

1eVatom

                                =

−

0.1 eV atom 1− −

 ∴ Adding one atom of Au changes the free energy of solution by 
−0.1 eV.
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 1.9 

Graphite

d

c
b

i

h

e f

l

o
n

m
k

j

g

1.9
a

8Fe3C

T = T1

T = T2

T = T3

γ

α
Fr

ee
 en

er
gy

(a)

Graphite

dcb

ihe f
l

(b)

onmkj
g

Fe

a

Fe3C

T1

T2

T3

γ

α

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

%C

Graphite
Fe3C

  G-composition and T-composition diagrams for the Fe-Fe3C and 
Fe-C systems (not to scale).

1.10

 d dG nA A
α αµ= −

 d dG nA A
β βµ= +

 At equilibrium dGα + dGβ = 0

 i.e. d d    − + =µ µα β
A A A An n 0
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 i.e.    µ µα β
A A=

 Similarly for B, C, etc.
 1.11 Equilibrium vacancy concentration

 

X
G

RT

S
R

H
RT

v
e V

V V

= −

= − −

exp

exp .exp

∆

∆ ∆

 1 1 6 10 19eV J= × −.

 ∴ = × − − −R 8 63 10 5 1 1. eVatom K

 

∴ = ⋅ −
× ×





−

Xv
e ( ) exp ( ) exp

.
.

933 2
0 8

8 63 10 9335
K 

= × −   .3 58 10 4

 

∴ ⋅ −
× ×





−

Xv
e (

.
.

298
0 8

8 63 10 2985
K) = exp (2) exp 

= × −   .2 28 10 13

 

 1.12 Assume X A Q RTsi = −exp /

 
∴ = −ln lnX A

Q
RTsi

 At 550 C (823 K): 1.25° = − ×ln ln /( . )A Q 8 314 823

 At 450 C (723 K): 0.46° = − ×ln ln /( . )A Q 8 314 723

 which can be solved to give

 Q = −49 45 1. kJ mol

 A = 1721

  Thus at 200 C(473 K)°

 

XSi = ⋅ −
×







=

1721
49450

8 314 473

0 006

exp
.

. atomiic%
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 According to the phase diagram, the solubility should be slightly 
under 0.01 atomic %. Reliable data is not available at such low tem-
peratures due to the long times required to reach equilibrium.

 1.13 A sketch of the relevant phase diagram and free energy curves is 
helpful in solving this problem. See p. 449.

 ΔGA and ΔGB are as defined in (b) and (c).
 Since A and B are mutually immiscible, the tangent to the liq-

uid curve GL at XB = XB
E will intercept the curves for the A and B 

phases as shown, i.e. 

 µ µA
L

A
S

B
L

B
SG G= =, 

 The liquid is assumed ideal, therefore from Fig. 1.12

 ∆G RT XA E A
E≡ − ln

 and

 ∆G RT XA E B
E≡ − ln

 But ΔGA and ΔGB can also be found from the relationships shown 
in Figs. (b) and (c).

 If C CP
L

p
s= , Equation 1.17 gives

 
∆ ∆G

L
T

T
m

= ⋅

 or

 ∆ ∆ ∆G S Tm= ⋅

(c)

Tm(B)

TE
∆GB

GS
B GL

B

Free energy of pure B

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

Free energy of pure A(b)(a)

Tm(A)

TE

GL
A

∆GA

XE
B

GS
A

A B
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GA
L GB

L

GA
S

GB
S

XB
E

∆GA
∆GB

GL

A(d) B

Fr
ee

 en
er

gy

 (a)  Schematic phase diagram;
 (b) G-T curvesfor pure A;
 (c)  G-T curves for pure B;
 (d) Free energy curves for the A-B system at TE

 Thus

 ∆ ∆G S A T A TA m m E= ⋅ −( ) ( ( ) )

 ∆ ∆G S B T B TB m m E= ⋅ −( ) ( ( ) )

 Finally therefore:

 − = ⋅ −RT X S A T A TE A
E

m m Eln ( ) ( ( ) )∆

 − = ⋅ −RT X S B T B TE B
E

m m Eln ( ) ( ( ) )∆

 or

 − = −8 314 8 4 1500. ln . ( )T X TE A
E

E

 − − = −8 314 1 8 4 1300. ln( ) . ( )T X TE A
E

E

 Solving these equations numerically gives

 XA
E = 0 44.

 XB
E = 0 56.

 TE = 826 K

 1.14 If solid exists as a sphere of radius r within a liquid, then its free 
energy is increased by an amount

 
G G

V
rr

s s m− =∞
2

1 58
γ

( . )from Equation
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 where Gr
s is the molar free energy of the sphere and Gs

∞  is the 
molar free energy in the absence of interfaces.

 Growth of the sphere must lead to a reduction of the total free 
energy of the system, i.e. growth can occur when

 G Gr
s L<

 i.e.

 
G G

V
r

L s m− >∞
2γ

 See figure below.

Growth occurs spontaneously with
a decrease in free energy

M
ol

ar
 fr

ee
 en

er
gy

min
ΔT

Tm T

GL G∞

Gr
S

 Substituting Equation 1.17 for G GL s− ∞ gives

 

L T
T

V
rm

m∆ >
2γ

 i.e.

 
∆T

V T
rL

m m>
2γ

 Substituting the numerical values given

 ∆T r( ) .= >1 0 2µm K

 ∆T r( )= >1 200nm K

 1.15 Composition = 40% A, 20% B, 40% C;

 α = 80% A B C, % , % ;5 15

 β = 10% A B C, % , % ;70 20

 γ = 10% A B C, % , % ;20 70
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  Let the mole fractions of α, β and γ in the final microstructure be  
X X Xα β γ, and respectively.

Balance on A:0.4= 0.8X X Xα β γ+ +0 1 0 1. .

Balance on B:0.2= 0.05X X Xα β γ+ +0 7 0 2. .

Balance on C:0.4= 0.15X X Xα β γ+ +0 2 0 7. .

  Solving these equations gives: X X Xα β γ= = =0 43 0 13 0 44. ; . ; .
 1.16 From Equations 1.41 and 1.43 we have

 µ γA A A AG RT X= + ln

 where GA is the free energy of pure A at temperature T and pres-
sure P.

  Suppose GA is known for a given temperature and pressure T0 
and P0

 i.e. G T P GA A( , )0 0
0=

 From Equation 1.9 for 1 mole of A

 d d dG S T V PA A m= − +

 Thus if SA and Vm are independent of T and P, changing temper-
ature from T0 to T and pressure from P0 to P will cause a total 
change in GA of

 

   ( ) ( )

         

∆

∆

G S T T V P P

G G G

A A m

A A

= − − + −

∴ = +

0 0

0

   ( ) ( )= + − + −G S T T V P PA A m
0

0 0

 and

 µ γA A A m A AG S T T V P P RT X= + − + − +0
0 0( ) ( ) ln

 The accuracy of this equation decreases as (T − T0) and (P − P0) 
increase.
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Chapter 2

 2.1 (a)

Thickness

Carbon concentration

Carburizing
gas

Decarburizing
gas

Sheet

0.15

1.4

 (b) Under steady-state conditions, flux of carbon atoms into one 
side = flux out of the other side = J.

 

                            

  .

J
D C

x

D

c= −

∴

d
d

1 4
dd
d

d
d

d
d

C
x

D
C
x

C
x









=















1 4
0 15

0 15.
.

.











= = ×
×

−

1 4 0 15

0 15

1 4

112 5 10
7 7

. .

.

.

.

.
d
d
C
x

D
D 110

0 32
11−

= .

 (c) Assume that the diffusion coefficient varies linearly with car-
bon concentration

 D a bC= +

 where a and b are constants that can be determined from the 
data given. Fick’s first law then gives

 
J a bC

C
x

= − +( )
d
d

 or

 
J x a bC Cd d∫ ∫= − +( )
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 i.e.

 
− = + +Jx aC

bC2

2
d

 where d is an integration constant. If we define C = C1 at x = 0

 
d = − −aC

b
C1 1

2

2

 Similarly, if C = C2 at x = l, the thickness of the sheet, gives

 
− = + − −Jl aC

b
C aC

b
C2 2

2
1 1

2

2 2

 i.e.

 
J a C C

b
C C l= − + −









( ) ( .1 2 1
2

2
2

2

 The constants a and b can be determined from

 

D a bC

D a bC

1 1

2 2

= +

= +

 from which

 
a D

D D
C C

C= −
−
−





2

1 2

1 2
2

 and

 
b

D D
C C

=
−
−

1 2

1 2

 Substitution of these expressions into the equation for J gives after 
simplification

 
J

D D C C
l

=
+





+





2 1 1 2

2

 Substituting

D

D

1
11 1

2
11 1

7 7 10

2 5 10

= ×

= ×

− −

− −

.

.

m s

m s

2

2
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C

C

l

1
3

2
3

1 4
0 8

60

0 15
0 8

60

2 10

= ×

= ×

= ×

−

−

.

.

.
.

kg m

kg m

−−3 m

gives

 
J = × − − −2 4 10 6 2 1. kg m s

 2.2 

d

1 2

 Consider two adjacent (111) planes in an f.c.c. crystal. A vacancy 
in plane 1 can jump to one of three sites in plane 2. For the sake 
of enerality, let this number of jumps be designated P (=3). In all 
there are 12 possible sites (nearest neighbours).

 If n1 and n2 are the numbers of vacancies m−2 in planes 1 and 2 
respectively, the number of jumps from 1 to 2 will be given by

 
J

P
nv v

→

= − −

12 1
2 1Γ m s

 where Γv is the jump frequency of the vacancies
 Likewise

 
J

P
nv v

←

=
12 2Γ

 Therefore following the same arguments as in Section 2.2.1 (p. 6) 
gives

 
J

P C
xv v

v= −




12

2d Γ
δ
δ
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 where d is the perpendicular separation of the adjacent planes, i.e. 
we can write

 
D

p
v v= ⋅d2

12
Γ

 In f.c.c. metals the jump distance a is given by a

 
α =

√
a
2

 where a is the lattice parameter.
 For (111) planes

 
d =

√
= √a

3
2
3

α

 Putting P = 3 gives

 
Dv v= 1

6
2α Γ

 For (100) planes, adjacent planes are in fact (200)

 
∴ = =

√
d

a
2 2

α

 
∴ =Dv v

1
6

2α Γ

 2.3 The activity along the bar is described by the following equation

 
activity =

√
⋅ −







A

Dt
x
Dt

0
2

2 4π
exp

 where:
 A0 = initial activity;
 D = diffusion constant;
 t = time;
 x = distance along the bar.

 Thus by plotting In (activity) vs x2, a straight line of slope −(4Dt)−1 

is produced, enabling D to be found since t is known.

x µm 10 20 30 40 50

x2 µm2 100 400 900 1600 2500
activity 83.8 66.4 42.0 23.6 8.74
In (activity) 4.43 4.20 3.74 3.16 2.17
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In
 ac

tiv
ity

4

3

2
0 1000 2000 x2 μm2

 From the graph:

 slope = –8.66 × 10−4 µm –2.

 Hence:

 
− = − × −1

4
8 66 10 4

( )
.

Dt

 Since t = 24 h

 D 3.34 10 m s2= × − −15 1

 2.4

C C
x
l

t= +






−β π
τ0 sin exp

 For this equation to be a solution of Fick’s second law, the follow-
ing condition must be met

 

δ
δ

δ
δ

δ
δ

β π
τ τ

δ

C
t

D
C

x

C
t

x
I

t

B=

= −






⋅ −

2

2

1
0 sin exp

CC
t

t
l

x
lδ

β
τ

π π= − − ⋅




0 exp cos
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δ
δ

β
τ

π π

τ δ
δ

δ

2

2

2

2

2

C
x

t
l

x
l

C
t

= − − ⋅






∴ ⋅ =

0 exp sin

CC
x

l
δ π2

2

2
⋅

 But

 
(Equation 2.21)τ

π
= l

DB

2

2

 
∴ =δ

δ
δ
δ

C
t

D
C

xB

2

2

 2.5 (a) 

 
C x

C
i

i x
l

i

( ) sin
( )=

+
⋅ +

=

∞

∑4 1
2 1

2 10

0
π

π

 where l = thickness of sheet, C0 = initial concentration.

0
0 1

4
1
2

3
4

x

C0

C(x)

 The first two terms of the series are

 
C x

C x
l

x
l

( ) sin sin= +










4 1
3

30

π
π π

 Plotting this sum for the range 0 < x < l gives the curve plotted 
opposite
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 (b) If the surface concentration is effectively zero, the solution to 
the diffusion equation becomes

 

C x t
C

i
i x

l
i

( , ) .sin
( )

ex

=
+

+





⋅

=

∞

∑4 1
2 1

2 10

0
π

π

pp
( )− +









2 1 2 2

2

i Dt
l

π

 The amplitude of the first term (A1) is obtained by putting 
x = l/2 and i = 0, i.e.

 
A

C Dt
l1 = ⋅ −









4 0
2

2π
π

exp

 The amplitude of the second term (A2) is obtained by putting 
x = l/6 and i = 1, i.e.

 
A

C Dt
l2 = ⋅ −









4
3

90
2

2π
π

exp

 If A2 < 0.05 A1

 

4
3

9
0 05

40
2

2
0

2C Dt
l

C Dt
lπ

π
π

π⋅ −







 < ⋅ ⋅ −

exp . exp
22











 which gives t > 0.0240 = l
D
2

 (c) Assume that the time taken to remove 95% of all the hydro-
gen is so long that only the first term of the Fourier series 
is significant. The hydrogen concentration at this stage will 
then be given by

 
C x t

C x
l

Dt
l

( , ) sin exp= ⋅ ⋅ −





4 0
2

2π
π π

 i.e. as shown in the figure on page 458.
 At the required time (t1) the shaded area in the figure will be 

5% of the area under the concentration line at t = 0, i.e.

 
C x t x C l( , ) .1 1

0

1

00 05d∫ =

 
∴ ⋅

−





=∫4
0 050

2
1

2 0
0

1C Dt
l

x
l

x C l
π

π π
exp sin .d

 which gives t l
D1 0 282 2= .
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C0

0 1

C
t = t1

t = 0

x

 Note that this time is an order of magnitude larger than the time 
derived in part (b). Consequently it is clearly justified to ignore all 
terms of the Fourier series but the first.

 From Table 2.1, D RT= −0 1 13400. exp( )
 i.e.

 D (20°C) = 4.08 × 10−4 mm2 s−1

 Thus for l = 10 mm: t1 = 19.2 h, for l = 100 mm: t1 = 1920 h (80 
days).

 2.6 
Molar

free energy

µα
Α

µβ
Α

µα
Β = µβ

Β
(equilibrium)µα

Α = µβ
Α

(equilibrium)

µα
Β

Xe
α Xe

βA B
XB

Gβ

Gα

1
2

µβ
Β

 At the initial compositions 1 and 2 of α and β respectively the chemi-
cal potentials of A and B atoms in each phase can be found by extrap-
olation of the tangents to the free energy curves at 1 and 2 to the 
corresponding sides of the free energy diagram, as shown above.

  All atoms diffuse so as to reduce their chemical potential. 
Therefore, A atoms will have a tendency to diffuse from α to β
( )µ µα β

A A> and B atoms will have a tendency to diffuse from β to α 
( )µ µβ α

B B>
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  The resultant composition changes are indicated in the dia-
gram. Diffusion stops, and equilibrium is reached, when µ µα β

A A=
and µ µα β

B B> . That this process results in a reduction in the total 
free energy of the diffusion couple can be seen from the diagram 
below. The initial free energy G1 can be reduced to G2 by a change 
in the compositions of the α and β phases to Xe

α and Xe
β , the equi-

librium compositions (provided X X Xe e
α β< <Bulk ).

 

Fr
ee

 en
er

gy

G1

G2

A B

β
α

Xe
α Xe

β
XBulk

 2.7 Substituting into Darken’s Equations (2.47) and (2.51)

 
v D D

X
x

= −( )zn Cu
Znα α δ

δ

 D X D X Dα α α= +Cu Zn Zn Cn

 we obtain

 0 026 10 0 0896 1. ( ) .× = − ×− −D Dzn Cu mm sα α

 4 5 10 0 78 0 227 1. . .× = +− −D DZn Cu
2mm sα α

 From which

 DZn
α = × − −5 1 10 7 1. mm s2

 DCu
α = × − −2 2 10 7 1. mm s2

 The expected variation of D D Dzn cu andα α α,
~

are shown schemati-
cally below
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Cu

%Zn

Solubility limit for α

Dα
Zn

Dα
Cu

Dα

 Since Zn has a lower melting point than Cu, it diffuses faster of 
the two, and since increasing the zinc content reduces the liqui-
dus temperature, all diffusivities can be expected to increase with 
increasing Zn concentration.

 2.8 

A Ba b c d

α

β

−∞

γ

α + β β + γ

µB

µB(1)

µB(1)

µB(2)

µB(2)

G
(T

1)

GB

GB

(a)

1

0
A a b c d B

XB

αB
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0

(b)

aA

α

α

µB(1)
µB

µB(2)

−∞

β

β

γ

γ

1
D
ist
an

ce

GB

(i)

(ii)

D
ist

an
ce

a XB

α

D
ist

an
ce

Bulk composition
a

(c)

b

α

β

 2.9 

A XB B

α

β

t = 0
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(a)

D
ist

an
ce

α

β

0.9

t > 0

α

β

B0.9
0.5

BulkA

(b)

t = ∞

L
S

XB

L
2

 

 The total distance the interface moves, s, can be calculated in 
terms of the total couple thickness, L, by writing down an equa-
tion describing the conservation of B, i.e.

 
0 9

2
0 0 5. .

L
s

L
s L+







+ −






=
2

 
∴ = × −s

L
5 6 10 2.

Chapter 3

 3.1 Considering only nearest neighbours, if a surface atom has B ‘bro-
ken’ bonds, it will have an excess energy of B. ε/2, where ε is the 
bond energy.

  For f.c.c. crystals, each atom has twelve nearest neighbours in 
the bulk, so that ε = Ls/6Na, where Ls is the molar latent heat of 
sublimation and NA Avogadro’s number (no. of atoms per mole).
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  The surface energy per surface atom is therefore given by

 
′ = ⋅γ sv

s

a

B L
N12

per unit area

 If each surface atom is associated with a surface area A, the sur-
face energy is

 
γ sv

s

a

B
A

L
N

= ⋅
12

per surface atom

 A can be calculated in terms of the lattice parameter a:

{hkl} {111} {200} {220}

a
√2 a

a

A* a a
√ 2 √ 2

√3⋅ ⋅
2

a2

2
a

a⋅ √ 2
2

B 3 4 5*

′γ SV 0 25.
L
N

s

a









 0 33.

L
N

s

a









 0 42.

L
N

s

a











γSV

0 58
2

.
L

a N
s

a









 0 67

2
.

L
a N

s

a









 0 59

2
.

L
a N

s

a











* Each surface atom is connected to two nearest neighbours in the {220} 
plane. Therefore it must be connected to ten others out of the plane. 
Since the atoms are symmetrically disposed about the {220} plane, 
there must be five bonds above the plane of the paper and five below 
(giving a total of 12).

 It can be shown that in general for f.c.c. metals

 
A

a h k l= √ + +2 2 2 2

4
( )

 For the simple cases above, however, A can be calculated directly 
from a sketch, as shown.

 3.2 

E
asv = + ⋅(cos sinθ θ ε

2 2
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i.e. + sin )
2

d
d

E
a

E

sv

sv

= ⋅ >

= −

(cos ,

( sin

θ θ ε θ

θ

2
0

θθ θ ε

θ
ε

θ

d
d

+ ⋅







=
=

cos )
2

2

2

0
2

a

E
a

sv

 and

 
E

asv = − ⋅ <(cos sin ) ,    θ θ ε θ
2

0
2

 which gives

 

d
d
E

a
sv

θ
ε

θ







= −
=0

22

 At θ = 0 there is a cusp in the ESV − θ curve with slopes ± e
a2 2 .

 3.3 For a two-dimensional rectangular crystal with sides of lengths l1 
and l2 and surface energies γ1 and γ2 respectively, the total surface 
energy is given by

 G l l= +2 1 1 2 2( )γ γ

 The equilibrium shape is given when the differential of G equals 
zero, i.e.

 d d d d dG l l l l= + + + =2 01 1 1 1 2 2 2 2( )γ γ γ γ

 Assuming that γ1 and γ2 are independent of length gives

 γ γ1 1 2 2 0d dl l+ =

 But since the area of the crystal A = l1 l2 is constant

 d d dA l l l l= + =2 2 2 1 0

 Giving

 

l
l
1

2

2

1

=
γ
γ
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3.4  (a)  By measuring, the misorientation θ ≈ 11
      (b)   By constructing a Burgers circuit around a dislocation, the 

Burgers vector is found to be 1.53 mm in the photograph (i.e. 
one bubble diameter).

 For a low-angle grain boundary, the spacing of the disloca-
tions is given by

 
D

b=
sinθ

 
D =

°
≈1 53

11
8 0

.
sin

. mm

 which is very close to the mean dislocation spacing in the 
boundary.

3.5 Like all other natural processes, grain boundary migration always 
results in a reduction in total free energy.

Grain growth

 During the process of grain growth all grains have approximately 
the same, low dislocation density, which remains unchanged dur-
ing the grain growth process.

  Grain boundaries move towards their centres of curvature in 
this case, because atoms tend to migrate across the boundaries 
in the opposite direction (from the high pressure side to the low 
pressure side), in order to reduce their free energy, or chemical 
potential.

  The process also results in a reduction of the total number of 
grains by the growth of large grains at the expense of smaller 
ones. The net result is a reduction in the total grain boundary area 
and total grain boundary energy.

Recrystallization

 In this case, grain boundary energy is insignificant in comparison 
with the difference in dislocation energy density between recrys-
tallized grain and surrounding deformed matrix. The small 
increase in total grain boundary energy that accompanies growth 
of a recrystallization nucleus is more than compensated for by the 
reduction in total dislocation energy.

  The boundaries of recrystallization nuclei can therefore migrate 
away from their centres of curvature.

 3.6 (a)  The pulling force acting on the boundary is equivalent to the 
free energy difference per unit volume of material.

       If the dislocations have an energy of µb2

4
1J m− , and the disloca-

tion density is 1016 m−2, then the free energy per unit volume, 
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G, is given by

 
G = × × × =

−
−10

10 0 28 10
4

1 9616
10 9 2

3( . )
. MJ m

  Thus the pulling force per unit area of boundary is 1.96 MN m−2.

 (b) For nucleus growth, reduction in free energy due to anni-
hilation of dislocations must be greater than or equal to the 
retarding force due to grain boundary curvature.

          Equating this with the driving force across a curved boundary

 
i.e. 1.96 106× ≥ 2γ

r

 
∴ ≥

×
r

2
1 96 106

γ
.

  Thus the smallest diameter = 1 0. ≈ µm

 3.7 From the phase diagrams, the limit of solid solubility of Fe in Al 
is 0.04 wt% Fe, whereas that of Mg in Al is 17.4 wt% Mg. If one ele-
ment is able to dissolve another only to a small degree, the extent 
of grain boundary enrichment will be large. (See for example 
Fig. 3.28, p. 138.) Thus grain boundary enrichment of Fe in dilute 
Al–Fe alloys would be expected to be greater than that of Mg in 
Al–Mg alloys.

 3.8 See Fig. 3.35, p. 145.
 If dα < dβ, then in general the dislocation spacing (D) will span n 

atom planes in the β phase and (n + 1) planes in the α phase, i.e.

 
D n n= = +d dβ α( )1

 From the definition of δ we have

 
δ α β

α

=
−

−
d d

d
( )ve

 
∴ = +d dβ αδ( )1

 Substitution into the first equation gives

 

n n

n

( ) ( )1 1

1

+ = +

=

δ

δ

α αd d

i.e.
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 and

 

d
D = β

δ

 3.9

 

γ1
γ2

γ2

2x1

2x2

 The edges of the plate exert a force on the periphery of the broad 
face equal to γ2 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 2x2

γ1

γ2

2x1

2x2

 This force acts over an area equal to (2x2)2

 
∴ =

⋅ ⋅
=∆P

x
x x

γ γ2 2

2
2

2

2

4 2
2

2
( )

 The periphery of each edge is acted on by a force of magnitude

 2 2 2 22 1 1 2⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅γ γx x

 The area of each edge is 2x1 2x2

 
∴ =

⋅ + ⋅
⋅

= +∆P
x x
x x x x

2 2 2 2
2 2

2 1 1 2

1 2

2

2

1

1

γ γ γ γ

 From the Wulff theorem (p. 115) for an equilibrium plate shape:

 

x
x

y
y

1

2

1

2

+ (see alsoExercise3.3)

 
∴ = =∆P

x x
2 21

1

2

2

γ γ
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 3.10 See Section 3.4.1 (p. 143).
 3.11 Atomic radius of Al = 1.43 Å

 Atomic radius of Fe = 1.26 Å

 

Hence zone misfit = − ×

= −

1 26 1 43
1 43

100

11 89

. .
.

%

. %%

 When the misfit is less than 5%, strain energy effects are less impor-
tant than interfacial energy effects and spherical zones minimize 
the total free energy. However, when the misfit is greater than 5%, 
the small increase in interfacial energy caused by choosing a disc 
shape is more than compensated by the reduction in coherency 
strain energy.

  Thus the zones in Al–Fe alloys would be expected to be 
discshaped.

 3.12 Assuming that the matrix is elastically isotropic, that both Al and 
Mg atoms have equal elastic moduli, and taking a value of 1/3 for 
Poisson’s ratio, the total elastic strain energy ΔGs is given by:

 

∆G Vs = =

=

4 µδ µ

δ

2 shear modulus of matrix;

unco   nnstrained misfit;

V = volume of an AI ato   mm.

 
δ = − =1 60 1 43

1 43
0 119

. .
.

.

 V = ⋅ ⋅ × = ×− −4 3 1 43 10 1 225 1010 3 29/ m3π ( . ) .

 µAl GPa= = × −25 25 109 2Nm

 

∴ = × × × × × − −∆Gs 4 25 10 0 119 1 225 109 2 29( . ) .

  

Jatom 1

== × − −1 735 10 20. Jatom 1

 In 1 mol there are 6.023 × 1023 atoms

 

∴ = × × ×

=

−
−∆Gs

1 735 10 6 023 10
1000

10

20 23. .

  

kJ mol 1

..5 1kJ mol−

 1 19eV 1.6 10 J, thus= × −
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∆Gs = ×
×

=

−

−
−

−

1 735 10
1 6 10

0 1

20

19
1.

.

.

eVatom

eVatom 11

 It is also implicitly assumed that individual Mg atoms are sepa-
rated by large distances, so that each atom can be considered in 
isolation, i.e. dilute solutions.

  The use of Equation 3.39 is also based on the assumption that 
the matrix surrounding a single atom is a continuum.

 3.13 See Section 3.4.4. (p. 160).
 3.14 When a Shockley partial dislocation passes through an f.c.c. crys-

tal the atoms above the glide plane in positions A are shifted to B 
positions, B into C positions, etc.

 i.e. A B C A→ → →

A

C

B

A

C

B

A

C

B

C

B

A

C

B

C

B

A

C

B

C

B

A

C

B

C

B

A

C

C

C CB

A A A

A

B B B

Twin
plane

B

B

B

A

C

B

 The above series of diagrams shows the twinning process.
 3.15 

A B
uh

v

D

FE

C

 Let the interface CD move with a velocity v perpendicular to the 
interface.

  Consider unit area of interface perpendicular to both BC and 
CD.

 Mass flow perpendicular to BC = u × h.

 Mass flow perpendicular to CD = v × l.
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 From the conservation of mass: u × h = v × l.

 
v

u h
I

= ×

 3.16 
B
C
A
B
C
B
A
C
B
A

B
C
A
B
C
B
A
C
B
A

B
C
A
B
C
B
A
C
B
A

B
C
A
B
C
B
A
C
B
A

B
C
A
A
C
B
A
C
B
A

B
C
A
B
C
B
A
C
B
A

fcc I

fcc II

  If a single atom in crystal I attempts to jump into a crystal II 
position a ring of dislocation and an unstable A upon A situation 
results.

  A Shockley partial dislocation in every {111} slip plane creates a 
glissile interface between two twinned crystals:

A
B

C

A

B

C

A

A
C

B

A
C

B

A

III

 Note, however, that as a result of the shape change produced by 
the transformation large coherency stresses will be associated 
with the interface (see Fig. 3.62a).

  Similar coherency stresses will arise as a result of the f.c.c./h.c.p. 
interface in Fig. 3.61. Strictly speaking, Fig. 3.60 is an incorrect rep-
resentation of the stacking sequence that results from the passage 
of the partial dislocations. In layer 10, for example, there will not 
be a sudden change across the ‘extra half-plane’ of A to B or B to 
C, but rather a gradual change associated with long range strain 
fields in both crystals.
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 3.17 Solid/vapour interfaces and solid/liquid interfaces in non-metals 
are faceted and therefore migrate by ledge mechanisms.

  Solid/liquid interfaces in metals are diffuse and migration 
occurs by random atom jumps.

 3.18 See Section 3.3.4, p. 130.
 3.19 

A B

μBe

μBi

∆μBi

Xe Xi

 From equations 1.41 and 1.43 we can write

    µ γB
i

B i iG RT X= + ln

     µ γB
e

B e eG RT X= + ln

 
∴ = =∆µ µ γ

γB
i

B
e i i

e e

RT
X
X

ln

 For ideal solutions: γi = γe = 1
 For dilute solutions (Xi << 1): γi = γe = constant (Henry’s Law) such 

that in both cases

 
∆µB

i i

e

RT
X
X

= ln

 This can also be written

 
∆µB

i i e

e

RT
X X

X
= +

−





ln 1

 If the supersaturation is small, i.e.

 ( ) ,X X Xi e e− << then

 
∆µB

i i e

e

RT
X X

X
=

−
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 3.20 

α

β

T2

T1

X1 X0 X2 Xβ

 Suppose the alloy had reached equilibrium at a temperature T1 
and consists of long plate-like precipitates. The bulk alloy compo-
sition is X0, the equilibrium concentrations at T1 and T2 are X1 and 
X2 respectively, where T2 is the temperature to which the alloy is 
heated.

 

αα β

X1

X0

X1

X0

X1

X0

X0

X2

X2

X2

Xβ
t  =  t1

t  =  t1t  = t2  >  t1

t = t3 > t2 t = ∞

t = ∞

t  =  0

Distance

 (iii) Mixed control: similar to diffusion control except the interface 
concentration in the α a-matrix will be less than X2, the equilib-
rium concentration at T2.
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Chapter 4

 4.1

∆ ∆G
r

G rr v SL= − +4
3

4
2

2π π γ

 Differentiating this equation with respect to r:

 

d
d
∆

∆
G
r

r G rr
v SL= − ⋅ +4 82π π γ

 At the critical radius, r*, this expression is equal to zero

 0 4 82= − ⋅ +∗ ∗π π γr G rv SL∆

 
∴ =∗r

G
SL

v

2γ
∆

 In order to calculate the critical value of ∆G, ∆G* at this radius, the 
value of r* is substituted into the original equation

 

∆
∆

∆
∆

G
G

G
G

SL

v
v

SL

v

∗ = − 





⋅ +






4
3

2
4

2
3 2

π γ π γ γγ

πγ

SL

SL

vG
=

16
3

3

2( )∆

 4.2 From Equation 4.10, at the equilibrium melting temperature Tm

 
n n

G
kTr

r

m

=
−



0 exp

∆

 At the equilibrium melting temperature ∆GV = 0, so that Equation 
4.4 becomes

 ∆G T T rm SL( )= = 4 2π γ

 For a cluster containing nc atoms with an atomic volume Ω we 
have

 

4
3

3πr
nc= Ω
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Therefore the expression for ΔGr becomes

 
∆

Ω
G

n
r

c=






⋅

4
3

4

2 3

π
π

γ/

Substituting Ω = 1.6 × 10−29 m3 and γ = 0.177 Jm–2 gives

 ∆G nr c= × −( . ) /5 435 10 20 2 3

For 1 mm3, n0 = 6.25 × 1019 atoms
Therefore when nc = 10 atoms, nr = 9 × 1013 clusters mm−3;
and when nc = 60 atoms, nr = 3 clusters mm−3;
when nc = 100 atoms, nr = 4 × 10−8 clusters mm−3;
or, alternatively, 1 cluster in 2.5 × 107 mm3 (251).

 4.3 As the undercooling (ΔT) is increased, there is an increasing con-
tribution from ΔGv in the equation

 
∆ ∆G r G rr v SL= − +4

3
43 2π π γ

whereas the interfacial energy is independent of ΔT. Consequently, 
for a given r, ΔGr decreases with increasing ΔT, and the ‘maxi-
mum’ cluster size increases somewhat.

 4.4 From Equation 4.13

 
N f C

T
L kT T

SL m

v
hom exp=

−
⋅










0 0

3 2

2 2

16
3

1πγ
∆

where T = Tm − ΔT

From which the following values are obtained:

ΔT K Nhom m−3 s−1 Nhom cm−3 s−1

  180 0.7 7 × 10−7

  200 8 × 106 8
  220 1 × 1012 1 × 106

Note the large change in N over the small temperature range (see 
Fig. 4.6).

 4.5 ∆ ∆G V Gv
∗ ∗= ⋅ ⋅1

2

For homogeneous nudeation, it has been shown (see 4.1) that

 
r

G
SL

v

∗ =
2γ
∆
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 This for a spherical nucleus

 
V

r
G

SL

v

∗
∗

= =4
3

32
3

3 3

3

π πγ
( )∆

 
∆ ∆

∆
G V G

Gv
SL

v

∗ ∗= ⋅ ⋅ =1
2

16
3

3

2

πγ

 This is identical to that derived in 4.1, and so the equation holds 
for homogeneous nucleation.

 For heterogeneous nucleation, it can be shown that

 
r

G
SL

v

∗ =
2γ
∆

 The volume of a spherical cap on a flat mould surface is given by

 
V r= + −π θ θ3 2

3
( coscos )(1 )2

 Thus

 
V

G
SL

v

∗ =






⋅ + −π γ θ θ2 2 1
3

3
2

∆
( cos )( cos )

 where θ is the wetting angle.
  Substituting into the given equation

 
∆ ∆

∆
G V G

Gv
SL

v

∗ ∗= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ + −1
2

4
3

2 1
3

2
2π γ θ θ( cos )( cos )

 Writing the normal free energy equation for heterogeneous nucle-
ation in terms of the wetting angle θ and the cap radius r

 
∆ ∆G r G rv SLhet = − +









+ −4
3

4
2 13 2π π γ θ

 
( cos )( coss )θ 2

4

 But from Equations 4.19 and 4.17 we have

 
∆

∆
G

G
SL

v

∗ = ⋅ + −16
3

2 1
4

3

2

2πγ θ θ( cos )( cos )

 which is identical to that obtained using

 
∆ ∆G V Gv

∗ ∗= 1
2
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 4.6 See Section 4.1.3.
 4.7 Consider a cone-shaped crevice with semiangle a as shown 

below:

 

S

L

Heterogeneous nucleus

Size of 
homogeneous

nucleus
at same ΔT 

(same r*)

r*

R

α
θ

 The wetting angle between nucleus and mould wall (θ) is fixed by 
the balance of surface tension forces (Equation 4.14). The activa-
tion energy barrier ( )∆Ghet

∗ depends on the shape of the nucleus as 
determined by the angles α and θ.

  From Equation 4.23, for a given undercooling (ΔT), ΔGv and r* 
are constant, such that the following equalities apply

 
S

G
G

G
G

= =
∗

∗

∗

∗

∆
∆

het het

hom hom

 i.e.

 

S
G
G

= =
∗

∗

∆
∆

het Volume of the heterogeneous

hom

nnucleus
Volume of a sphere with the same nuccleus/

liquid interfacial radius

 It can be seen that the shape factor (S) will decrease as a decreases, 
and on cooling below Tm the critical value of ΔG* will be reached at 
progressively lower values of ΔT, i.e. nucleation becomes easier.

  When α ≤ 90 − θ, S = 0 and there is no nucleation energy barrier. 
(It can be seen that α = 90 − θ gives a planar solid/liquid interface, 
i.e. r = ∞ even for a negligibly small nucleus volume.)

  Once nucleation has occurred, the nucleus can grow until it 
reaches the edge of the conical crevice. However, further growth 
into the liquid requires the solid/liquid interface radius to pass 
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through a minimum of R (the maximum radius of the cone). This 
requires an undercooling given by

 

2γ SL

mR
L T
T

= ∆

 i.e.

 
∆T

T
RL
SL m=

2γ

 4.8 For conical crevices with α < 90 − θ the solid/liquid interface can 
maintain a negative radius of curvature which stabilizes the solid 
above the equilibrium melting temperature (Tm):

L(–r)

S

θ

α

 As the temperature is raised above Tm the solid will melt back into 
the crevice to maintain equilibrium with a radius given by

 
r

T
L T

SL m=
2γ

∆

where (−ΔT) is now the superheat above Tm.
 4.9 If the situation described above is realized in practice it would 

explain the observed phenomena.
 4.10 (a)  The values of the three interfacial energies are as follows:

 

Solid liquid 132 J m

Liquid vapour

2− =

− =

−0. ;

11 128 J m

Solid vapour 1 4 J m

2

2

. ;

    . .

−

−− = 00
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476 Solutions to Exercises

 Thus the sum of the solid − liquid and liquid − vapour interfa-
cial free energies is less than the solid − vapour free energy, and 
there is no increase of free energy in the early stages of melt-
ing. Therefore, it would be expected that a thin layer of liquid 
should form on the surface below the melting point, because 
the difference in free energies could be used to convert solid 
into liquid.
(b)   Imagine the system I below. The free energy of this system is 

given by:

 G GS
sv( )I = + γ

 System II contains a liquid layer of thickness δ and solid 
reduced to a height (1 − δ). (The difference in molar volume 
between liquid and solid has been ignored.)

VV
1 m2

1 m

I II

S
(1 – δ) S

Lδ

 Thus

 G G GS L
SL LV( ) ( ) ( )II = − + + + >1 0δ δ γ γ δ

 G G G GS L S
SL LV( ) ( ) ( )II = + − + + >δ γ γ δ 0

 
At an undercooling below∆ ∆

T T G G
L T
Tm

L S

m

, − =

 i.e.

 
G G

L T
T

S

m
SL LV( )II = + + +∆ δ γ γ

 or

 
G G

L T
Tm

( ) ( )II I= − + ⋅∆ ∆γ δ

 where ∆γ γ γ γ= − −sv SL LV
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 This is shown in the figure below:

 

G(II)

Gradient  =

0 δmax δδ0

L∆T
Tm

G(I)

∆γ

 Note that as δ → 0, G(II) → G(I), which means that in practice 
γSL + γLV → γSV as a result of an interaction between the S/L and 
L/V interfaces as they approach to within atomic dimensions of 
each other.

  The optimum liquid layer thickness (δ0) will be that giving a 
minimum free energy as shown. We cannot calculate this value 
without a knowledge of the above interaction. However, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the minimum will occur at a separation 
of a few atom diameters, provided δmax in the above diagram is at 
least a few atom diameters. δmax is defined by G(I) = G(II)

 i.e.

 
G G

L T
Tm

( ) ( ) maxI I= − + ⋅∆ ∆γ δ

 
δ γ

max =
∆

∆
T

L T
m

 Alternatively,

 
∆

∆
T

T

L
m= γ

δmax

 If δmax = 10 nm (say), then ΔT = 16 K.
  It seems therefore that surface melting is theoretically possible 

a few degrees below Tm.
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478 Solutions to Exercises

 4.11 (a) Repeated surface nucleation (see Section 4.2.2, p. 198).

h

r

r L
S

 Suppose the edge of the cap nucleus is associated with an energy 
e (J m−1). Formation of such a cap will cause a free energy change 
given by

 ∆ ∆G r h G rev= − +π π2 2

 The critical cap radius r* is given by

 

d
d
( )∆G

r
= 0

 i.e.

 
r

e
h Gv

=
∆

 and

 
∆

∆
G

e
h Gv

∗ = π 2

 The rate at which caps nucleate on the surface should be propor-
tional to

 
exp

−





∗∆G
kT

 i.e.

 
N

e
h G kTv

∝ −





exp
π 2

∆

 But, ΔG α ΔTi the undercooling at the interface, so for small under-
coolings we have

 
N

k
Ti

∝ −





− −exp
∆

nuclei m s2 1

 where k is approximately constant.
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Solutions to Exercises 479

  Each time a cap is nucleated, it should grow rapidly across 
the interface to advance a distance h. It seems reasonable to 
suppose therefore that the growth rate will be proportional to 
N, i.e.

 
V

k
Ti

∝ −
exp

∆

 (b)  Very roughly, Equation 4.28 can be seen to be reasonable as 
follows:

 Firstly, it is reasonable to suppose that the distance between 
successive turns of the spiral (L) will be linearly related to the 
minimum radius at the centre (r*). Thus we have

 L r Ti∝ ∝∗ −∆ 1

 Secondly, for small undercoolings, the lateral velocity of the 
steps (u) should be proportional to the driving force, which in 
turn is proportional to ΔTi

 u Ti∝ ∆

 Thus the velocity normal to the interface v is given by

 
v

uh
L

Ti= ∝ ∆ 2

 where h is the step height.
 4.12 Equilibrium solidification (see Figs. 4.19 and 4.20)

 From Fig. 4.19 the lever rule gives the mole fraction solid ( fs) at 
T2 as

 
f

X X
X X

X k X
X k Xs

L

L S

s

s S

=
−
−

=
−
−

0 0( )
( )

/
/

 
∴ =

− −
X

kX
k fs

s

0

1 1( )

 This expression relates the composition of the solid forming at the 
interface at T2 to the fraction already solidified. For the case shown 
in Fig. 4.19, it will be roughly as shown below:
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480 Solutions to Exercises

X0

X s

kX0

0 1fs

 The temperature of the interface (T2) as a function of the fraction 
solidified can be obtained using the following relationship which 
is apparent from Fig. 4.19

 

T T
T T

X X
X kX

s2 3

1 3

0

0 0

−
−

=
−
−

 Substituting for Xs gives

 

T T
T T

k
f

f
s

S

2 3

1 3

1

1
1

−
−

= +
−



















−

 This will be a curved line roughly as shown below for the case 
described for Fig. 4.19 (k ~ 0.47).

 No diffusion in solid, perfect mixing in liquid (see Fig. 4.21).

0
T3

T1

In
te

rfa
ce

 te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

, T
2

fs 1

 Again, we have

 

T T
T T

X X
X kX

s2 3

1 3

0

0 0

−
−

=
−
−
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 Xs is now given by Equation 4.33 such that

 

T T
T T

X kX f
X kX

s
k

2 3

1 3

0 0
1

0 0

1−
−

=
− −

−

−( )( )

 

T T
T T

k f
k

S
k

2 3

1 3

11 1
1

−
−

=
− −

−

−( )
( )

( )

 where T1 > T2 > TE. For the phase diagram in Fig. 4.21a, the follow-
ing variation is therefore obtained (k − 0.47, the exact form of the 
curve depends on k, of course)

T1

T 2

T3

TE

10 fs

 No diffusion in solid, no stirring in liquid (see Fig. 4.22)

T1

T 2

T3

TE
0 1fs

Initial transient

Steady state Final transient

 4.13 No diffusion in solid, complete mixing in liquid
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kX0

Xs

0
0 fs 1(b)(a)

T1

T3

Tm

X0 kX0X

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

S

L

 Diagram (a), above, is a typical phase diagram for k > 1. (In this 
case, k = 3.) The variation of composition along the bar can be cal-
culated using Equation 4.33, i.e.

 X kX fS S
k= − −

0
11( )( )

 The result for k = 3 is shown in diagram (b). fs is proportional to 
distance along the bar. Note that the final composition to solidify 
is pure solvent (Xs = 0).

 No diffusion in solid, no stirring in liquid.

 

X0

kX0

0
0 1

Steady state

fs

 4.14 During steady-state growth the concentration profile in the liq-
uid must be such that the rate at which solute diffuses down the 
concentration gradient away from the interface is balanced by the 
rate at which solute is rejected from the solidifying liquid, i.e.

 − ′ = −DC v C CL L S( )
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 Assuming the molar volume is independent of composition, this 
becomes

 

−
= −







D X
x

v
X
k

XLd
d

at the interface0
0

 The concentration profile in the liquid is given by

 
X X

k
k

x
D vL = − − ⋅ −









0 1
1

exp
( )/

 

∴ = −





⋅ ⋅ −

= −

d
d
X
x

X
k

k
v
D

x
D v

v
D

X X

L

L

0

0

1
exp

( / )

( )

 Substituting this expression into the solute equation

 
− ⋅ − = −







D
v
D

X X v
X
k

XL( )0
0

 Since XL = X0/k at the interface, the expressions are equivalent, 
and the profile satisfies the solute balance.

 4.15 

700

600

500
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

X solute

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 ( °C
)

 For an Al–0.5 wt% Cu alloy:
 (a)  Interface temperature in the steady state is given by the solidus 

temperature for the composition concerned,

 ∴ Interface temperature = 650.1°C
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 (b) Diffusion layer thickness is equivalent to the characteristic 
width of the concentration profile,

 
∴ = = ×

×
= ×

−

−
−Thickness m

D
v

L 3 10
5 10

6 10
9

6
4

 (c) A planar interface is only stable if there is no zone of consti-
tutional undercooling ahead of it. Under steady-state growth, 
consideration of the temperature and concentration profiles 
in the liquid ahead of the interface gives that the critical gra-
dient, ′TL , can be expressed as follows

 
′ =

− =
=

T
T T
D v

T X

TL
1 3 1 0

3
/

where liquidus temp at
ssolidus temp at X0

 Thus

 

′ = −
×

°

=

−
−

−

TL
( . . )

.

658 3 650 1
6 10

13 7

4

1

C m

K mm

1

 (d) For an Al–2 wt% Cu alloy:

 Interface temperature = 620.4°C

 
Diffusion layer thickness = ×

×
= ×

−

−

3 10
5 10

6 10
9

6
−−4 m

 
Temperature gradient = −

×
=

−

( . . )653 2 620 4
6 10

54
4

..7 1K mm−

 4.16 (a) Scheil equation: X X fL L
k= −

0
1( )

 Since it is assumed that the solidus and liquidus lines are 
straight, k is constant over the solidification range, and may be 
calculated using Xmax and XE as follows

 
k

X
X

S

L

= at a given temperature

 At the eutectic temperature, Xs = Xmax and XL = XE. Thus,

 
k = =5 65

33 0
0 17

.
.

.
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33

5.65

X 
(w

t%
 C

u)

2.0
0.34

0
Distance along bar

0.88 0.97
kX0

X0

Xmax

XE

 The above plot may be constructed by considering the composition 
of the initial solid formed (kX0), the position at which the solid has 
the compositions X0 and Xmax, and the eutectic composition, XE.

 

Initial solid formed .

wt% Cu

w

=

= ×

=

kX0

0 17 2

0 34

.

. tt% Cu

 The volume fraction of liquid remaining, fL when the solid depos-
ited has a composition X0 is found from the Scheil equation.

 Thus when Xs = X0; XL = X
k
0 , and the Scheil equation becomes

 

       

.

   

( )

( . )

X
k

X f

f

f

L
k

L

L

0
0

1

0 831
0 17

=

∴ =

∴ =

−

−

00 12. , (hence position along bar) 0.88fS =

 Similarly, when Xs = Xmax = 5.65wt% Cu, the Scheil equation 
becomes

 

5 65
0 17

2 0 83.
.

( . )= × −fL

 
∴ = ×





fL
0 17 2

5 65

1 0 83
.

.

/ .
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486 Solutions to Exercises

 Hence fS (position along bar) = 0.97
 From the information given, XE = 33 wt% Cu for positions along 

the bar between 0.97 and 1.
 (b)  From the diagram, the fraction solidifying as a eutectic, 

fE = 0 03. .

 (c)  For an Al-0.5 wt% Cu alloy solidified under the same conditions, 
the fraction forming as eutectic may be found from the Scheil 
equation as before by putting Xs equal to Xmax:

 

         

  

( )

( )

max

X X f

X
k

X f

X
k

L L
k

S
L

k

=

∴ =

∴

−

−

0
1

0
1

==

∴ = ×

∴ =

−

−

X f

f

f

L
k

E

0
1

0 835 65
0 17

0 5

0

( )

( . ).
.

.

     E
.. .

.

  .

/ .
17 0 5
5 65

0 006

1 0 83
×





=

 4.17 Cells grow in the direction of maximum temperature gradient, 
which is upstream in a convection current.

 4.18 

T1

Tp

T2

a
c

f

0.25

γ

g

L

h

b
d

e
δ

 Assume equilibrium conditions between δ and L
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T2 Tp T1 

h
d

b

Temperature at which all
δ disappeared

L

δ

c
g

fγ

e

 4.19 It can be shown that the growth rate of a lamellar eutectic v, is 
given by the following equation

 
v kD T= ⋅ −







∗
∆ 0

1
1

λ
λ
λ

 where
 k = proportionality constant;
 D = liquid diffusivity;
 ΔT0 = interface undercooling;
 λ = lamellar spacing;
 λ* = minimum possible value of λ.

 (i) When the undercooling is fixed, k, D and ΔT0, may be com-
bined to form a constant c, thus

 
ν

λ
λ
λ

= ⋅ ⋅ −






∗
c

1
1

  Differentiating this equation with respect to λ

 

d
d

ν
λ λ

λ
λ

= − +
∗c c

2 3

2

 
Differentiating a second time:

d
d

2

2 3

2 6ν
λ λ

= −c ccλ
λ

∗

4
.

  Hence

 

c c
λ

λ
λ2 3

2=
∗
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 at the max. or min. growth rate.

 
∴ = ∗λ λ2

 Substituting this value into the equation of the second 
differential

 

d
d

2

2 3 4

3 4

3

2 6

2
8

6
16

8

ν
λ λ

λ
λ

λ
λ
λ

λ

= −

= −

= −

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

c c

c c

c

 Thus when λ = 2λ*, the growth rate is a maximum.
 (ii)  When the growth rate is fixed, the original equation may be 

rewritten as follows

 
a T= −







∗
∆ 0

1
1.

λ
λ
λ

 where

 
a

v
kD

=

 Thus

 

a
T∆ 0

2

1= −
∗

λ
λ
λ

 Differentiating with respect to λ

 

− ⋅ = +
∗a

T
T

∆
∆

0
2

0
2 3

1 2d
dλ λ

λ
λ

 
∴ = −







∗d
d
∆ ∆T T

a
0 0

2

2 3

1 2
λ λ

λ
λ

 Differentiating a second time

 

− ⋅ + ⋅ = −
∗a

T
T T a

T∆
∆ ∆

∆0
2

2
0 0

0
3 3 4

2 2 6d
d

d
dλ λ λ

λ
λ
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∴ − ⋅ + −







= −
∗ ∗a

T
T

T∆
∆

∆0

2
0

2
0

2 3 3

2 1 2 2 6d
dλ λ

λ
λ λ

λ
λλ 4







 
∴ = −







− −
∗d

d

2
0
2

2
0

2 3
0
2

3

2 1 2 2 6∆ ∆ ∆T T
a

T
aλ λ

λ
λ λ

λ∗∗



λ 4

 Substituting λ = 2λ*

 

d
d

2
0

2
0

2 2
0
2

3

2 1
4

1
4

1
4

∆ ∆ ∆T T
a

T
aλ λ λ λ

= −






− −
∗ ∗ ∗

66
16 3λ∗







 Thus

 

d
d

2
0

2

∆T
λ

 is positive
  Hence undercooling is a minimum when λ = 2λ*

 4.20 The total change in molar free energy when liquid transforms 
into lamella α + λ with a spacing λ is given by Equation 4.37, i.e.

 
∆ ∆G G

Vm( ) ( )λ
λ

λ
αβ= − ∞ +

2

 The equilibrium eutectic temperature TE is defined by λ = ∞ and 
G(∞) = 0.

  We can define a metastable equilibrium eutectic temperature at 
(TE − ΔTE) such that at this temperature there is no change in free 
energy when L → α + β with a spacing λ, i.e. at TE − ΔTE, ΔG(λ) = 
0.

  Also from Equation 4.38 at an undercooling of ΔTE

 
∆

∆ ∆
G

H T
T

E

E

( )∞ =

 Finally, then, combining these equations gives

 
∆

∆
T

V T

HE
m E=

2λ
λ

αβ

 Substituting

 
λαβ = = = ×− −0.4 J m K, J m2 8 31000 8 10,T

H
VE

m

∆
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 gives

 
∆TE =

−10 6

λ

 i.e. for λ m, K= =0 2 5. µ ∆TE

 λ = =1 0 1. m, Kµ ∆TE

 Note that if these eutectics grow at the optimum spacing of 2λ* 
the total undercooling at the interface during growth (ΔT0) will be 
given by Equation 4.39 such that

 

for m, m, K

and m,

λ λ

λ λ

= = =

=

∗

∗

0 2 0 1 10

1 0

0. .

.

µ µ

µ

∆T

== =0 5 20. µm, K∆T

 4.21 

β β β βα α
α

d

Lamellar eutectic

λ λ
Rodlike eutectic

 For a lamellar eutectic the total interfacial area per unit volume of 
eutectic is given by: 2/λ, irrespective of volume fraction of β.

  For the rod eutectic, considering rods of unit length, and diameter 
d, the area of α/β interface per unit volume of eutectic is given by

 

π
λ λ

π
λ

d d

⋅
=

3 2

2

32/

 For the rod eutectic to have the minimum interfacial energy, then

 

2

3

2 3
2

π
λ λ λ π

d
i.e.

d< <,
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 d depends on the volume fraction of β, ( f)

 
f = π λd2 2

4
3

2

 From which

 
f fc< = =3

2
0 28

π
. .

 4.22 See Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
 4.23 See Section 4.5.

Chapter 5

5.1

 
∆ ΩG RT X

X
X

X
X
Xe e

0 0
0

0
01

1
1

= + −
−
−









 −ln ( )ln

( )
( )

(( )X Xe0
2−

 (a) By direct substitution into the above equation

 
∆G0

1420 3= −. J mol

 (b) Applying the lever rule to the system at equilibrium

 
Mole fraction of precipitate =

−
−

( )
( )
X X
X X

e

e

0

β

== 0 08.

 Assuming the molar volume is independent of composition, this 
will also be the volume fraction.

 (c) 

50 nm
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 Assuming a regular cubic array with a particle spacing of 50 nm, the 
number of particles per cubic metre of alloy = 1

50 10
21

9 3 8 10
( )× − = ×

  Let all the particles be of equal volume and spherical in shape 
with a radius r. Then the total volume of particles in 1 m3 of alloy = 
8 1021 4

3
3× × πr

  Equating this with the volume fraction of precipitate

 
8 10

4
3

0 0821 3× × =πr . m3

 ∴ =    .r 13 4 nm.

  Thus in 1 m3 of alloy the total interfacial area = 8 × 1021 × 4 πr2 =
1 8 107. × m2

 (d) If γαβ = mJ m−2

 

total interfacial energy mJ m= × × −200 1 8 107 3. aalloy

J m alloy

J mol

= ×

=

−

−

3 6 10

36

6 3

1

.

 (e) The fraction remaining as interfacial energy = =36
420 3 9. %

 (f) When the precipitate spacing is 1 µm;

 

No of particles per m

m

3 =
×

= ×

−

−

1
1 10

1 10

6 3

18 3

( )

 Using the same method as in (c), the particle radius is found to be 
267 nm.

  Thus in 1 m3 of alloy the total interfacial area = 1 × 1018 × 4 π × 
( . )2 67 10 7 2× − = ×8 96 105. m2

 

Total interfacial energy J m alloy= ×

=

−1 8 105 3.

11 8 1. J mol−

 Fraction remaining as interfacial energy = 0.4%
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 5.2 

G0

GB

µB
e

µA
0

µA
e

µB
0

Gf

Ge

XeA BX0 Xβ

GA

α

β
∆G0

M
ol

ar
 fr

ee
 en

er
gy

 

∆G G G

G X X

G X X

f

B A

f B
e

0 0

0 0
0

0
0

0 0

1

1

= −

= + −

= + −

µ µ

µ µ

( )

( ) AA
e

 From Equation 1.40

 

µ

µ

B B

B B e e

G RT X X

G RT X X

0
0 0

2

0

1

1

= + + −

= + + −

ln ( )

ln ( )

Ω

Ω 22

0
0 0

21

1

µ

µ

A A

A
e

A e

G RT X X

G RT X

= + − +

= + − +

ln( )

ln( )

Ω

ΩXXe
2

 Combining the above equations gives

 
∆ ΩG RT X

X
X

X
X
Xe e

0 0
0

0
01

1
1

= + −
−
−









 −ln ( )ln

( )
( )

(( )X Xe0
2−

5.3 (a) ∆G RT X
Xe0

0= ln  per mole of precipitate
 Thus for a precipitate with X0 = 0.1 and Xe = 0.02 at 600 K:

 
∆Gn = −8 0 1. kJ mol

 (b)  Assuming that the nucleus is spherical with a radius r, and 
ignoring strain energy effects and the variation of γ with 
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interface orientation, the total free energy change associated 
with nucleation may be defined as

 
∆ ∆G r G r= − ⋅ +4

3
43 2π π γv

 where ΔGv is the free energy released per unit volume. 
Differentiation of this equation yields the critical radius r*

 
r

G
V
Gv

m

n

∗ = = =2 2
0 50

γ γ
∆ ∆

. nm

 (c) The mean precipitate radius for a particle spacing of 50 nm was 
calculated as 13.4 nm = 27 r*. For a 1 µm dispersion the precipi-
tate radius, 267 nm = 534 r*.

 5.4 

α

β
∆Gn

X0Xe

µBe

µB0

 From Equation 1.68

 

µ γ

µ γ

B B

B
e

B e e

G RT X

G RT X

0
0 0= +

= +

ln

ln

 where γ0 and γe are the activity coefficients for alloy composi-
tions X0 and Xe respectively

 
∴ = − =∆G RT

X
Xn B B

e

e e

µ µ λ
λ

0 0 0ln

 For ideal solutions γ0 = γe = 1
 For dilute solutions γ0 = γe = constant (Henry’s Law)
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In both cases

 
∆G RT

X
Xn

e

= ln 0

 5.5 (a) Consider equilibrium of forces at the edge of the precipitate:

 

θ

θ

γαβ

γαα

γαβ

For unit area of interface

 

γ γ θ

θ γ
γ

αα αβ

αα

αβ

=

= = °−

2

2
53 11

cos

cos .

 (b) The shape factor S(θ) is defined as

 
S( ) ( cos )( cos ) .θ θ θ= + − =1

2
2 1 0 2082

5.6 (a) 

Co

Cα

Cγ

x

α γ
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 (b)

    

C0

x

x

L

Cα

Cγ

 Using the simplified approach, above, the carbon concentration 
gradient in the austenite, d

d
C
x  may be expressed as

 

C C

L
γ − 0

 For unit area of interface to advance a distance dx, a volume of 
material 1. dx must be converted from γ containing Cγ to α con-
taining Cα moles of carbon per unit volume, i.e. (Cγ − Cα)dx moles 
of carbon must be rejected by diffusion through the γ. The flux of 
carbon through unit area in time dt is given by D(dCldx) dt, where 
D is the diffusion coefficient. Equating the two expressions gives

 

( )

(

C C x D
C
x

t

x
t

D
C
x

γ α− =






∴ =






⋅

d
d
d

d

d
d

d
d

1
CC Cγ α− )

 Thus using the simple concentration profile obtained earlier

 
∴ =

−







 ⋅

−
d
d
x
t

D
C C

L C C
γ

γ α

0 1
( )

 The width of the diffusion zone L may be found by noting that 
conservation of solute requires the two shaded areas in the dia-
gram to be equal

 
( )

( )
C C x

L C C
0

0

2
− =

−
α

γ
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∴ =

−
−

L
C C x
C C

2 0

0

( )
( )

α

γ

Substituting for L in the rate equation

 

d
d
x
t

D C C

C C C C x
=

−
− −

( )

( )( )
γ

α γ α

0
2

02

Assuming that the molar volume is constant, the concentra-
tions may be replaced by mole fractions (X = CVm). Integration 
of the rate equation gives the half-thickness of the boundary 
slabs as

 
X

X X Dt
X X X X

=
− √

− −
( ) ( )

( ) ( )/ /
 0

0
1 2 1 2

α γ α

 (c)  The mole fractions in the above equation can be replaced 
approximately by weight percentages. For ferrite precipitation 
from austenite in an Fe-0.15 wt% C alloy at 800°C, we have

 

X

X

X

DC

γ

α

γ

=

=

=

= × − −

0 32

0 15

0 02

3 10

0

12 1

. ;

. ;

. ;

m s2

given

 x t= × −1 49 10 6 1 2. ./

 (d)  The previous derivation of x(t) only applies for short times. 
At longer times the diffusion fields of adjacent slabs begin to 
overlap reducing the growth rate. The lever rule can be used 
to calculate the maximum half-thickness that is approached 
for long times.
Assume the grains are spherical with diameter D. When the 
transformation is complete the half-thickness of the ferritic 
slabs (xmax) is given by

 

( )maxD x
D

f
−

=
2 3

3 γ

where fγ is the volume fraction of austenite.
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 D

D
2

xmax
α

Xmax = (1 – f 1/3) ∙ ∙∙
γ

γ

 (The same answer is obtained for any polyhedron.) Approximately, 
fγ is given by

 
f

X X
X Xγ

α

γ α

=
−
−

0

 In the present case fγ = 0.43, such that for D = 300 µm;

 
xmax .= 36 5 µm

 This value will be approached more slowly than predicted by the 
parabolic equation, as shown schematically in the diagram below.

 

Maximum half-thickness

Parabolic equation

Real variation (schematic)

40
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0
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H
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hi
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ne

ss
 (µ

m
)

 The exact variation would require a more exact solution to the 
diffusion problem. However, the approximate treatment leading 
to the parabolic equation should be applicable for short times.
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 5.7 

λ

α
β u

v

h

 Consider unit area of interface perpendicular to the diagram:

 Mass flow in the direction of u = u × h;

 Mass flow in the direction of v = v × λ.

  From the conservation of mass: u × h = v × λ

 
v

u h= ×
λ

 5.8 f = 1 − exp(−Kn)
 At short times this equation becomes

 f = Ktn

 (a)  Pearlitic nodules grow with a constant velocity, v. The volume 
fraction transformed after a short time t is given by

 
f

vt v
t= =







4
3

4
3

3

3

3

3
3π π( )

d d

 i.e.

 
K

v
n= =4

3
3

3

3

π
d

, .

 (b)  For short times, slabs growing in from the cube walls will give

 
f

vt v
t= ⋅ =







6 62

3

d
d d

 i.e.

 
K

v
n= =6

1
d

, .
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5.9

Nucleation or growth  rate

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

Te

 Civilian transformations that are induced by an increase in 
temperature show increasing nucleation and growth rates with 
increasing superheat above the equilibrium temperature (Te). 
This is because both driving force and atom mobility (diffusivity) 
increase with increasing ΔT.

 5.10 (a)

      

G X G X G X X RT X X X X

G G

A A B B A B A A B B

A B

= + + + + +

= =

Ω ( ln ln )

0 ggives:

d d

G X X RT X X X X

G X X

A B A A B B

A B

= + +

= +

Ω

Ω Ω

( ln ln )

XX X RT X X X X X XB A A B A A B Bd d d d d+ + + +[ ln ln ]

But

 

           

             

X X

X X

G

A B

A B

+ =

∴ + =

∴

1

0d d

d
ddX

X X RT X X
B

A B B A= − + −Ω( ) (ln ln )

                  

              

d
d

2

2
2

1 1G
X

RT
X XB B A

= − + +






∴

Ω

dd
d

2

2
2

G
X

RT
X XB A B

= − Ω

 (b)  This system has a symmetrical miscibility gap with a maxi-
mum at XA = XB = 0.5 for which

 

d
d

2

2
4 2

G
X

RT
B

= − Ω
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 It can be seen that as T increases d
d

2

2
G

XB
changes from negative 

to positive values. The maximum of the solubility gap (T = Tc) 
corresponds to d

d

2

2
G

XB
0

 
i.e. T

Rc = Ω
2

 (c) Equating d
d

G
XB

to zero in the equations gives

 Ω( ) (ln ln )X X RT X XA B B A− + − = 0

Putting Ω = 2RTC gives

 

T
T

X

X
X

c

B

B

B

=
−

−





2 1 2
1

( )

ln

 This equation can be used to plot the coordmates of the misci-
bility gap as shown below:

 

Chemical
spinodal

Miscibility
gap

1

0.5

0
0 0.5 1

Tc

T
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 (d) The locus of the chemical spinodal is given by

d
d

2

2
0

G
XB

=

   i.e.

RT
X X

T
T

X X

A B

c
B B

− =

= −

2 0

4 1

Ω

                ( )

 This is also shown in the figure.
5.11

 

G X X G X
G
X

X
G

X
X

G X

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ...

(

0 0 2

2

2
+ = + + +∆ ∆ ∆d

d
d
d

2

00 0

2

2

2

2
− = + − + +∆ ∆ ∆

X G X
G
X

X
G

X
X

) ( ) ( )
( ) ...d

d
d
d

 ∴ Total free energy of an alloy with parts of composition (X0 + 
ΔX) and (X0 − ΔX) is given by

 

G X X G X X
G X

G
X

X
( ) ( )

( ( ) ( )

  

0 0
0

2

2
2

2 2
1
2

2
+

+
−

= +
∆ ∆

∆d
d

                                            == +G X
G

X
X( ) ( )0

2

2
21

2
d
d

         Original free

∆

energy ( )

Change in free energy
d
d

0=

∴ =

G X

G1
2

2

XX
X

2
2( )∆

 5.12 Equation 5.50 gives the minimum thermodynamically possible 
wavelength λmin as

 

λ
η

min
2

2

2
2

2

2
= −

+ ′






K
G

X
E Vm

d
d
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 2η2E'Vm is a positive constant, while d2G/dX2 varies with compo-
sition XB as shown below:

Chemical
spinodal

Coherent
spinodal

0.5

d2G
dx2

+2η2E΄Vm

0

+

–

λmin

XB

0.5 XB

d2G
dx2

  Thus λmin = ∞ at the coherent spinodal, but decreases as XB 
increases towards 0.5, as shown schematically above. The wave-
length that forms in practice will be determined by a combina-
tion of thermodynamic and kinetic effects, but qualitatively it will 
vary in the same way as λmin.

 5.13 (a)  Massive transformations are classified as civilian nucleation 
and growth transformations which are interface controlled. 
This is because massive transformations do not involve long-
range diffusion, but are controlled by the rate at which atoms 
can cross the parent/product interface (see also Section 5.9).

  (b)  Precipitation reactions can occur at any temperature below 
that marking the solubility limit, whereas massive transfor-
mations cannot occur until lower temperatures at least lower 
than T0 (Fig. 5.74). Massive transformations therefore occur at 
lower temperatures than precipitation reactions. However, at 
low temperatures diffusion is slow, especially the long-range 
diffusion required for precipitation. Massive transformations 
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have the advantage that only short-range atom jumps across 
the parent/product interface are needed. Thus it is possible 
for massive transformations to achieve higher growth rates 
than precipitation reactions despite the lower driving force.

Chapter 6

 6.1 

Gα

Gγ

At T > T0

(a)

Gα

Gγ

At T = T0Fr
ee

 en
er

gy

(b)

Gα

Gγ

At T=M s (<T0)A

(c) x % Ni

Gγ– α

B

 For an alloy of composition X, at T > T0, the free energy curve for 
α lies above that for γ, thus austenite is stable at this composition 
and temperature, and the martensitic transformation is unable to 
occur.

  At a temperature T = T0 the α and α′ free energy curve coincides 
with that for γ, and so at this temperature and composition both 
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the martensite and austenite have equal free energy, and there is 
no driving force for the martensitic transformation.

  At a temperature T = Ms the γ free energy curve lies above that 
for α, therefore γ is thermodynamically unstable, and there is a 
driving force for the martensitic transformation proportional to 
the length AB. The significance of the Ms temperature is that it 
is the maximum temperature for which the driving force is suf-
ficient to cause the martensitic transformation. No such driving 
force is present at temperatures above Ms.

  At the equilibrium temperature T0, ΔG for the transformation is 
zero, thus

 ∆ ∆ ∆G H T Sγ α γ α− ′ − ′= − =0 0

 
at T S

H
T0

0

, ∆ ∆=
− ′γ α

 For small undercoolings ΔH and ΔS may be considered to be 
independent of temperature, thus the free energy change may be 
expressed in terms of the undercooling as follows:

 
∆ ∆G H

T M
T

sγ α γ α− ′ − ′=
−( )0

0

 at the Ms temperature.
  The driving force for the martensitic transformation has been 

shown to be proportional to the undercooling (T0 − Ms), where 
T0 is the temperature at which austenite and martensite have the 
same free energy, and Ms is the temperature at which martensite 
starts to form. In the Fe-C system both T0 and Ms fall with increas-
ing carbon content, with an equal and linear rate. Thus the dif-
ference (T0 − Ms) remains constant for different carbon contents, 
which means that the driving force must remain constant.

 6.2 See Section 6.3.1 (p. 398).
 6.3

∆
∆

G
G

S

c

v

∗ −= ⋅ ⋅






⋅512
3 2

3

4

4
γ µ π

( )
2 1J nucleus

∗∗

∗

=

=

2

16 2
2

γ

γ µ

∆

∆

G

a
S

G

v

v
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( )

/
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 Substitution of the values given gives

 
∆G∗ − −= ×3 0 10 18 1. J nucleus

 
c∗ = 0 23. nm

 
a∗ = 8 5. nm

 6.4 The habit plane of martensite is a common plane between mar-
tensite and the phase from which it forms which is undistorted 
and unrotated during transformation. Thus all directions and 
angular separations in the plane are unchanged during the 
transformation.

  The martensitic habit plane may be measured using X-ray dif-
fraction and constructing pole figures. The figures are analysed 
and the plane index may be determined by measuring the posi-
tions of diffraction spots from martensite crystals produced from 
austenite crystals.

  The main reason for the scatter in the measurement of habit 
planes is that the martensite lattice is not perfectly coherent with 
the parent lattice, and so a strain is inevitably caused at the inter-
face. This may act to distort the habit plane somewhat. Internal 
stress formed during the transformation depends on transforma-
tion conditions. Habit plane scatter has been observed to increase 
when the austenite has been strained plastically prior to transfor-
mation, indicating that prior deformation of the austenite is an 
important factor.

  Another reason for the scatter is that during the formation of 
twinned martensite, the twin width may be varied to obtain adja-
cent twin widths with very low coherency energies. Experimental 
studies have shown that the lowest energy troughs are very shal-
low and quite extensive, enabling the production of habit planes 
which may vary by several degrees in a given alloy.

 6.5 The key to the phenomenological approach to martensitic trans-
formations is to postulate an additional distortion which reduces 
the elongation of the expansion axis of the austenite crystal struc-
ture to zero. This second deformation can occur in the form of 
dislocation slip or twinning as shown below:
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s

s

1

1

MartensiteAustenite

Twinning

Slip

 Dislocation glide or twinning of the martensite reduces the strain 
of the surrounding austenite. The transformation shear is shown 
as S.

 Both types of shear have been observed under transmission elec-
tron microscopy.

6.6 

aγ

√2
aγ

√2
Austenite Martensite

c

aα

 Assuming that aγ = 3.56 Å and aα = 2.86 Å, and that c/a for marten-
site is equal to 1.1, the movements of atoms in the c and a direc-
tions may be calculated

 

a c

a
a

α α

γ γ

= ∴ =

= ∴
√

=

2 86 3 15

3 56
2

2 52

. .

.   .

Å Å

Å Å

 Vertical movement of atoms = 3.56 − 3.15 Å = 0.41 Å
 Horizontal movement of atoms = 2.86 − 2.52 Å = 0.34 Å
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  Thus by vector addition, the maximum movement is found to be 
0.53 Å

 6.7 See Sections 6.32 and 6.33.
 6.8 The habit plane of martensite is found to change with carbon and 

nickel contents in FeC and FeNi alloys respectively. This may be 
explained by considering the nature and the method of formation 
of the martensite which is dependent on alloy content.

   In low-carbon steels the Ms temperature is high and marten-
site forms with a lath morphology growing along a {111} plane. 
Growth occurs by the nucleation and glide of transformation dis-
locations. However, as the carbon content is increased the mor-
phology changes to a plate structure which forms in isolation. 
The degree of twinning is higher in this type of martensite. An 
important difference in this process is that the Ms temperature is 
lowered with increasing alloy content which means that the aus-
tenite is not as uniformly or as efficiently eliminated as with lath 
martensites. Plate martensite is formed by a burst mechanism, 
this factor contributing to the fact that the habit plane changes to 
{225}, and to {259} with even higher carbon content.

   Similar arguments may be used to explain the change in habit 
plane with increasing Ni content in FeNi alloys, since Ni acts in 
a similar way to C, lowering the Ms temperature and influencing 
martensite morphology and amount of retained austenite.

   The amount of retained austenite is also influenced by the aus-
tenitizing temperature since this influences the amount of dis-
solved iron carbide. The quenching rate is also important, an 
oil quench will produce more retained austenite than a water 
quench.

 6.9 See Section 6.4.5.
 6.10 See Section 6.7.
 6.11 See Section 6.7.4.
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Index

A

Age hardening, 299–302
aluminum-copper alloy 

precipitation, 288–296
GP zones, 288–290
transition phases, 290–296

aluminum-silver alloy precipitation, 
296–297

particle coarsening, 309–312
low D, 312
low gamma, 311
low Xe, 311

precipitation, 288–312
quenched-in vacancies, 297–299

Alloy solidification, 209–230
eutectic solidification, 220–227

lamellar eutectics growth, 
222–227

no diffusion in solid
diffusional mixing in liquid, 

213–215
perfect mixing in liquid, 211–213

off-eutectic alloys, 227–229
peritectic solidification, 229–230
single-phase alloys, solidification, 

209–220
cellular solidification, 215–220
dendritic solidification, 215–220
equilibrium solidification, 

210–211
Aluminum-copper alloy precipitation, 

288–296
GP zones, 288–290
transition phases, 290–296

Aluminum-silver alloy precipitation, 
296–297

Arrhenius rate equation, 60
Atomic mechanisms of diffusion, 

66–68
Atomic mobility, 96–98
Austenite, retained, effect of, 424
Avogadro’s number, 4, 14, 19, 42
Avrami equations, 287

B

Bain deformation, 393, 395, 406, 
409–410, 415

Bain model of fcc, bct transformation, 
392–396

Bainite transformation, 334–341
lower bainite, 336–337
transformation shears, 337–341
upper bainite, 334–336

Bainitic steel, low-carbon with high 
strength, toughness, 372–374

Binary alloys, tracer diffusion in, 99–101
Binary phase diagrams, 31–43

equilibrium vacancy concentration, 
41–43

Gibbs phase rule, 35–39
intermediate phases, phase 

diagrams with, 35
miscibility gap, systems with, 33–34
ordered alloys, 34
simple eutectic system, 34–35
simple phase diagram, 32–33
solid solubility, effect of temperature 

on, 40–41
Binary solutions, 11–28

activity, 21–23
binary solutions, Gibbs free energy 

of, 11–13
chemical potential, 16–17
Gibbs free energy of, 11–13
ideal solution, 13–16
intermediate phases, 26–28
ordered phases, 24–26
real solutions, 23–24
regular solutions, 17–21
thermodynamic relationships, 51–53

C

Carbon
low-alloy quenched, tempered steels, 

426–427
low-alloy steels, casting of, 248–250
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Carbon segregation, 417–419
Carburization of steel, 78–80
Case studies, 365–376
Castings

continuous casting, heat flow, 237–239
ingot structure

chill zone, 232
columnar zone, 232–233
equiaxed zone, 233–234
shrinkage effects, 234

ingots, solidification, 230–239
continuous casting, 236–239
ingot structure, 231–234
segregation, 234–235

welds
carbon, low-alloy steels, casting 

of, 248–250
case studies, 248–255
high-speed steels, casting of, 

250–255
Cellular precipitation, 324–328
Cellular solidification, 215–220
Cementite, 419
Chemical potential, 16–17
Chill zone, 232
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 9
Coherency loss, 164–167
Columnar zone, 232–233
Commercial precipitation-hardening 

alloys, mechanical properties, 
303

Complex semicoherent interfaces, 
152–153

Continuous casting, 236–239
heat flow, 237–239

Continuous cooling diagrams, 346–348
Continuous growth, pure solid, 201–202
Controlled-transformation steels, 

427–429
Crystal interfaces, 115–188

interface coherence
complex semicoherent interfaces, 

152–153
fully coherent interfaces, 146–148
incoherent interfaces, 151
semicoherent interfaces, 149–151

interface migration, 175–184
diffusion-controlled growth, 179
interface-controlled growth, 179

interfacial free energy, 116–117
interphase interfaces, solids, 

146–175
coherency loss, 164–167
glissile interfaces, 167–172
interface coherence, 146–153
second-phase shape, 153–163
solid/liquid interfaces, 172–175

second-phase shape
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154, 158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates, plate-like, 163
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
single-phase solid boundaries, 

121–146
grain growth kinetics, 143–146
high-angle boundaries, 122–126
low-angle boundaries, 122–126
migration of grain boundaries, 

thermally activated, 133–143
poly crystalline materials, 

equilibrium in, 128–133
special high-angle grain 

boundaries, 126–128
solid/vapour interfaces, 117–121

Crystallographic theory, 396–397
Crystallography, martensite, 390–397

Bain model of fcc, bct transformation, 
392–396

crystallographic theory, 396–397

D

Darken’s equations, 93
Dendritic solidification, 215–220
Diffusion, 65–114

atomic mechanisms of diffusion, 
66–68

atomic mobility, 96–98
binary alloys, tracer diffusion in, 

99–101
high-diffusivity paths, 103–107
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dislocations, diffusion along, 
107

free surfaces, diffusion along, 
103–107

grain boundaries, diffusion along, 
103–107

interstitial diffusion, 69–80
carburization of steel, 78–80
diffusion equation, solutions to, 

76–80
homogenization, 77–78
nonsteady-state diffusion, 75–76
random jump process, interstitial 

diffusion as, 69–72
steady-state diffusion, 74–75
temperature-thermal activation, 

effect of, 72–74
multiphase binary systems, diffusion 

in, 108–110
substitutional diffusion, 80–96

dilute substitutional alloys, 
diffusion in, 96

self-diffusion, 80–85
substitutional alloys, diffusion 

in, 87–95
vacancy diffusion, 85–86

ternary alloys, diffusion in, 
101–103

Diffusional transformations in solids, 
261–381

age-hardening alloys, precipitation, 
288–312

age hardening, 299–302
aluminum-copper alloy 

precipitation, 288–296
aluminum-silver alloy 

precipitation, 296–297
particle coarsening, 309–312
quenched-in vacancies, 297–299

aluminum-copper alloy 
precipitation

GP zones, 288–290
transition phases, 290–296

bainite transformation
lower bainite, 336–337
transformation shears, 337–341
upper bainite, 334–336

case studies, 365–376
cellular precipitation, 324–328

commercial precipitation-hardening 
alloys, mechanical properties, 
303

eutectoid transformations, 328–352
bainite transformation, 334–341
continuous cooling diagrams, 

346–348
fibrous, interphase precipitation 

in alloy steels, 348–351
hardenability, effect of alloying 

elements on, 341–346
pearlite reaction in Fe-C alloys, 

328–334
rule of Scheil, 351–352

ferrite from austenite precipitation, 
312–324

nucleation, growth, case study, 
317–324

heterogeneous nucleation, 269–276
dislocations, 271–273
excess vacancies, 274–274
nucleation on grain boundaries, 

269–271
rate of heterogeneous nucleation, 

274–276
homogeneous nucleation in solids, 

263–269
low-carbon bainitic steel with high 

strength, toughness, 372–374
massive transformation, 352–358
ordering transformations, 358–364
particle coarsening

low D, 312
low gamma, 311
low Xe, 311

pearlite reaction in Fe-C alloys
growth, 331–333
nucleation, 330–331
off-eutectoid Fe-C alloys, 333–334

precipitate growth, 276–285
diffusion-controlled lengthening 

of plates or needles, 281–283
growth behind planar incoherent 

interfaces, 277–280
thickening of plate-like 

precipitates, 283–285
precipitation-hardening sequences, 

302
spinodal decomposition, 302–309
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titanium forging alloys, 365–369
TTT diagrams, overall transformation 

kinetics-, 285–288
very fine bainite, 374–376
weldability of low-carbon, 

microalloyed rolled steels, 369
Diffusionless transformations, 383–436

carbon, low-alloy quenched, 
tempered steels, 426–427

case studies, 426–434
controlled-transformation steels, 

427–429
ferrous martensite tempering, 

416–426
alloy carbides, 419–424
carbon segregation, 417–419
cementite, 419
epsilon-carbide, 419
grain growth, 425
recovery, 425
recrystallization, 425
retained austenite, effect of, 424
temper embrittlement, 425

iron, solid solution of carbon, 387–390
martensite crystallography, 390–397

Bain model of fcc, bct 
transformation, 392–396

crystallographic theory, 396–397
martensite growth, 408–415

external stresses, effect of, 414–415
grain size, role of, 415
lath martensite growth, 409–411
plate martensite, 411–414
stabilization, 414

martensite nucleation theories, 
397–408

coherent nuclei of martensite, 
formation of, 398–401

dislocation strain energy assisted 
transformation, 404–408

dislocations, role of, 401–404
nitinol, 429–434
pre-martensite phenomena, 415–416
“shape-memory” metal, 429–434

Dilute substitutional alloys, diffusion 
in, 96

Dislocation strain energy assisted 
transformation, 404–408

Dislocations, diffusion along, 107

E

Embrittlement, temper, 425
Equiaxed zone, 233–234
Equilibrium, 1–4
Equilibrium solidification, 210–211
Equilibrium vacancy concentration, 

41–43
Eutectic solidification, 220–227

lamellar eutectics growth, 222–227
Eutectoid transformations, 328–352

bainite transformation, 334–341
lower bainite, 336–337
transformation shears, 337–341
upper bainite, 334–336

continuous cooling diagrams, 
346–348

fibrous, interphase precipitation in 
alloy steels, 348–351

hardenability, effect of alloying 
elements on, 341–346

pearlite reaction in Fe-C alloys, 
328–334

growth, 331–333
nucleation, 330–331
off-eutectoid Fe-C alloys, 333–334

rule of Scheil, 351–352
Excess vacancies, 274–274
External stresses, effect of, 414–415

F

Ferrite from austenite precipitation, 
312–324

nucleation, growth, case study, 
317–324

Ferrous martensite tempering, 
416–426

alloy carbides, 419–424
carbon segregation, 417–419
cementite, 419
epsilon-carbide, 419
grain growth, 425
recovery, 425
recrystallization, 425
retained austenite, effect of, 424
temper embrittlement, 425

Fibrous, interphase precipitation in 
alloy steels, 348–351

Fick’s laws, 96
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Free energy, interfacial, 116–117
Free surfaces, diffusion along, 103–107
Fully coherent interfaces, 146–148
Fully coherent precipitates, 153–154, 

158–161
Fusion welds solidification, 240–244

geometry of crystal growth, 
242–244

influence of welding speed, 
241–242

G

Geometry of crystal growth, 242–244
Gibbs-Duhem relationship, 53
Gibbs free energy, binary solutions, 

11–13
Gibbs free energy as function of 

temperature, 4–7
Gibbs phase rule, 35–39
Glasses, metallic, 245–248

kinetics, 246–248
thermodynamics, 246–248

Glissile interfaces, 167–172
Grain boundaries, diffusion along, 

103–107
Grain growth, 425
Grain growth kinetics, 143–146
Grain size, martensite growth, 415
Growth behind planar incoherent 

interfaces, 277–280

H

Hardenability, effect of alloying 
elements on, 341–346

Heat flow, pure solids, 205–209
Henry’s law, 22–23
Heterogeneous nucleation, 196–200, 

269–276
dislocations, 271–273
excess vacancies, 274–274
nucleation on grain boundaries, 

269–271
rate of heterogeneous nucleation, 

274–276
Heterogeneous systems, equilibrium 

in, 29–31
High-angle boundaries, 122–126

High-diffusivity paths, 103–107
dislocations, diffusion along, 107
free surfaces, diffusion along, 103–107
grain boundaries, diffusion along, 

103–107
High-speed steels, casting of, 250–255
Homogeneous nucleation, 190–194, 

263–269
Homogeneous nucleation rate, 195–196
Homogenization, 77–78

I

Incoherent inclusions, 161–163
Incoherent interfaces, 151
Incoherent precipitates, 157–158
Influence of welding speed, 241–242
Ingot structure, 231–234

chill zone, 232
columnar zone, 232–233
equiaxed zone, 233–234
shrinkage effects, 234

Ingots, castings, solidification, 230–239
continuous casting, 236–239

heat flow, 237–239
ingot structure, 231–234

chill zone, 232
columnar zone, 232–233
equiaxed zone, 233–234
shrinkage effects, 234

segregation, 234–235
Interface-controlled growth, 179
Interface migration, 175–184

diffusion-controlled growth, 179
interface-controlled growth, 179

Interface stability, pure solid growth, 
205–209

Interfaces, influence on equilibrium, 
43–46

Interfacial energy effects, 153–158
fully coherent precipitates, 153–154
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates on grain boundaries, 158

Interfacial free energy, 116–117
Intermediate phases, 26–28

phase diagrams with, 35
Interphase interfaces, solids, 146–175
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coherency loss, 164–167
glissile interfaces, 167–172
interface coherence, 146–153

complex semicoherent interfaces, 
152–153

fully coherent interfaces, 146–148
incoherent interfaces, 151
semicoherent interfaces, 149–151

interfacial energy effects, 153–158
fully coherent precipitates, 153–154
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
misfit strain effects, 158–163

fully coherent precipitates, 
158–161

incoherent inclusions, 161–163
precipitates, plate-like, 163

second-phase shape, 153–163
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154, 158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates, plate-like, 163
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
solid/liquid interfaces, 172–175

Interstitial diffusion, 69–80
carburization of steel, 78–80
diffusion equation, solutions to, 76–80
homogenization, 77–78
nonsteady-state diffusion, 75–76
random jump process, interstitial 

diffusion as, 69–72
steady-state diffusion, 74–75
temperature-thermal activation, 

effect of, 72–74
Iron, solid solution of carbon, 387–390

L

Lateral growth, pure solids, 202–205
spiral growth, 204–205
surface nucleation, 203–204
twin intersections, growth from, 205

Lath martensite growth, 409–411
Low-angle boundaries, 122–126
Low-carbon bainitic steel with high 

strength, toughness, 372–374
Lower bainite, 336–337

M

Martensite crystallography, 390–397
Bain model of fcc, bct transformation, 

392–396
crystallographic theory, 396–397

Martensite growth, 408–415
external stresses, effect of, 414–415
grain size, role of, 415
lath martensite growth, 409–411
plate martensite, 411–414
stabilization, 414

Martensite nucleation theories, 397–408
coherent nuclei of martensite, 

formation of, 398–401
dislocation strain energy assisted 

transformation, 404–408
dislocations, role of, 401–404

Massive transformation, 352–358
Melt, quenching from, solidification 

during, 244–245
Melting, nucleation of, 200–201
Metallic glasses, 245–248

kinetics, 246–248
thermodynamics, 246–248

Microstructure, 115–188
interface coherence

complex semicoherent interfaces, 
152–153

fully coherent interfaces, 146–148
incoherent interfaces, 151
semicoherent interfaces, 149–151

interface migration, 175–184
diffusion-controlled growth, 179
interface-controlled growth, 179

interfacial energy effects
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
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interfacial free energy, 116–117
interphase interfaces, solids, 146–175

coherency loss, 164–167
glissile interfaces, 167–172
interface coherence, 146–153
interfacial energy effects, 

153–158
misfit strain effects, 158–163
second-phase shape, 153–163
solid/liquid interfaces, 172–175

misfit strain effects
fully coherent precipitates, 

158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
precipitates, plate-like, 163

second-phase shape
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154, 158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates, plate-like, 163
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
single-phase solid boundaries, 

121–146
grain growth kinetics, 143–146
high-angle boundaries, 122–126
low-angle boundaries, 122–126
migration of grain boundaries, 

thermally activated, 133–143
poly crystalline materials, 

equilibrium in, 128–133
special high-angle grain 

boundaries, 126–128
solid/vapour interfaces, 117–121

Migration, interface, 175–184
diffusion-controlled growth, 179
interface-controlled growth, 179

Migration of grain boundaries, 
thermally activated, 133–143

Miscibility gap, systems with, 33–34
Misfit strain effects, 158–163

fully coherent precipitates, 158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
precipitates, plate-like, 163

Multiphase binary systems, diffusion 
in, 108–110

N

Needles, diffusion-controlled 
lengthening, 281–283

Nitinol, 429–434
Nonsteady-state diffusion, 75–76
Nucleation in pure metals, 189–201

heterogeneous nucleation, 196–200
homogeneous nucleation, 190–194
homogeneous nucleation rate, 

195–196
melting, nucleation of, 200–201

Nucleation on grain boundaries, 
269–271

Nucleation theories, martensite, 
397–408

coherent nuclei of martensite, 
formation of, 398–401

dislocation strain energy assisted 
transformation, 404–408

dislocations, role of, 401–404

O

Off-eutectic alloys, 227–229
Ordered alloys, 34
Ordered phases, 24–26
Ordering transformations, 358–364

P

Partially coherent precipitates, 154–157
Particle coarsening, 309–312

low D, 312
low gamma, 311
low Xe, 311

Pearlite reaction in Fe-C alloys, 
328–334

growth, 331–333
nucleation, 330–331
off-eutectoid Fe-C alloys, 333–334

Peritectic solidification, 229–230
Phase diagram computation, 53–58

pure stoichiometric substances, 54–57
solution phases, 57–58

substitutional solutions, 57–58
Phase diagrams

binary phase diagrams, 31–43
equilibrium vacancy 

concentration, 41–43
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Gibbs phase rule, 35–39
intermediate phases, phase 

diagrams with, 35
miscibility gap, systems with, 

33–34
ordered alloys, 34
simple eutectic system, 34–35
simple phase diagram, 32–33
solid solubility, effect of 

temperature on, 40–41
binary solutions, thermodynamic 

relationships, 51–53
interfaces, influence on equilibrium, 

43–46
phase diagram computation, 53–58

pure stoichiometric substances, 
54–57

solution phases, 57–58
phase transformations kinetics, 

59–60
solution phases, substitutional 

solutions, 57–58
ternary equilibrium, 46–51

Phase transformations kinetics, 
59–60

Planar incoherent interfaces, growth 
behind, 277–280

Plate-like precipitates, 163
thickening of, 283–285

Plate martensite, 411–414
Plates, diffusion-controlled 

lengthening, 281–283
Poly crystalline materials, equilibrium 

in, 128–133
Practical castings, welds

carbon, low-alloy steels, casting of, 
248–250

case studies, 248–255
high-speed steels, casting of, 

250–255
Pre-martensite phenomena, 415–416
Precipitate growth, 276–285

diffusion-controlled lengthening 
of plates or needles, 
281–283

growth behind planar incoherent 
interfaces, 277–280

thickening of plate-like precipitates, 
283–285

Precipitates, plate-like, 163
Precipitates on grain boundaries, 158
Precipitation-hardening sequences, 

302
Pressure effects, single component 

systems, 7–9
Pure metals, nucleation in, 189–201

heterogeneous nucleation, 196–200
homogeneous nucleation, 190–194
homogeneous nucleation rate, 

195–196
melting, nucleation of, 200–201

Pure solid growth, 201–209
continuous growth, 201–202
heat flow, 205–209
interface stability, 205–209
lateral growth, 202–205

spiral growth, 204–205
surface nucleation, 203–204
twin intersections, growth from, 

205
Pure stoichiometric substances, 54–57

Q

Quenched-in vacancies, 297–299
Quenching, solidification during, 

244–245
Quenching from melt, solidification 

during, 244–245

R

Random jump process, interstitial 
diffusion as, 69–72

Raoult’s law, 22–23
Rate of heterogeneous nucleation, 

274–276
Real solutions, 23–24
Recrystallization, 425
Regular solutions, 17–21
Rule of Scheil, 351–352

S

Semicoherent interfaces, 149–151
“Shape-memory” metal, 429–434
Shrinkage effects, 234
Simple eutectic system, 34–35
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Simple phase diagram, 32–33
Single component systems, 4–11

pressure effects, 7–9
solidification, driving force for, 9–11
temperature, Gibbs free energy as 

function of, 4–7
Single-phase alloys, solidification, 

209–220
cellular solidification, 215–220
dendritic solidification, 215–220
equilibrium solidification, 210–211
no diffusion in solid

diffusional mixing in liquid, 
213–215

perfect mixing in liquid, 211–213
Single-phase solid boundaries, 

121–146
grain growth kinetics, 143–146
high-angle boundaries, 122–126
low-angle boundaries, 122–126
migration of grain boundaries, 

thermally activated, 133–143
poly crystalline materials, 

equilibrium in, 128–133
special high-angle grain boundaries, 

126–128
Solid boundaries, single-phase, 121–146

grain growth kinetics, 143–146
high-angle boundaries, 122–126
low-angle boundaries, 122–126
migration of grain boundaries, 

thermally activated, 133–143
poly crystalline materials, 

equilibrium in, 128–133
special high-angle grain boundaries, 

126–128
Solid growth, 201–209

continuous growth, 201–202
heat flow, 205–209
interface stability, 205–209
lateral growth, 202–205

spiral growth, 204–205
surface nucleation, 203–204
twin intersections, growth from, 

205
Solid/liquid interfaces, 172–175
Solid solubility, effect of temperature 

on, 40–41
Solid/vapour interfaces, 117–121

Solidification, 189–259
alloy solidification, 209–230

eutectic solidification, 220–227
off-eutectic alloys, 227–229
peritectic solidification, 229–230
single-phase alloys, solidification, 

209–220
alloys, 209–230

eutectic solidification, 220–227
off-eutectic alloys, 227–229
peritectic solidification, 229–230
single-phase alloys, solidification, 

209–220
continuous casting, heat flow, 

237–239
eutectic solidification, lamellar 

eutectics growth, 222–227
fusion welds, 240–244

geometry of crystal growth, 
242–244

influence of welding speed, 
241–242

fusion welds solidification, 240–244
geometry of crystal growth, 

242–244
influence of welding speed, 

241–242
ingot structure

chill zone, 232
columnar zone, 232–233
equiaxed zone, 233–234
shrinkage effects, 234

ingots, castings, solidification, 
230–239

continuous casting, 236–239
ingot structure, 231–234
segregation, 234–235

lateral growth
spiral growth, 204–205
surface nucleation, 203–204
twin intersections, growth from, 

205
metallic glasses, 245–248

kinetics, 246–248
thermodynamics, 246–248

no diffusion in solid
diffusional mixing in liquid, 

213–215
perfect mixing in liquid, 211–213
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nucleation in pure metals, 189–201
heterogeneous nucleation, 

196–200
homogeneous nucleation, 

190–194
homogeneous nucleation rate, 

195–196
melting, nucleation of, 200–201

practical castings, welds
carbon, low-alloy steels, casting 

of, 248–250
case studies, 248–255
high-speed steels, casting of, 

250–255
pure solid growth, 201–209

continuous growth, 201–202
heat flow, 205–209
interface stability, 205–209
lateral growth, 202–205

quenching from melt, solidification 
during, 244–245

single component systems, 9–11
single-phase alloys, solidification

cellular solidification, 215–220
dendritic solidification, 215–220
equilibrium solidification, 

210–211
Solidification during quenching from 

melt, 244–245
Solids

age-hardening alloys, precipitation
age hardening, 299–302
aluminum-copper alloy 

precipitation, 288–296
aluminum-silver alloy 

precipitation, 296–297
particle coarsening, 309–312
quenched-in vacancies, 297–299

aluminum-copper alloy 
precipitation

GP zones, 288–290
transition phases, 290–296

bainite transformation
lower bainite, 336–337
transformation shears, 337–341
upper bainite, 334–336

diffusional transformations, 261–381
age-hardening alloys, 

precipitation, 288–312

case studies, 365–376
cellular precipitation, 324–328
commercial precipitation-

hardening alloys, mechanical 
properties, 303

eutectoid transformations, 
328–352

ferrite from austenite 
precipitation, 312–324

heterogeneous nucleation, 
269–276

homogeneous nucleation in 
solids, 263–269

low-carbon bainitic steel with 
high strength, toughness, 
372–374

massive transformation, 352–358
ordering transformations, 

358–364
precipitate growth, 276–285
precipitation-hardening 

sequences, 302
spinodal decomposition, 

302–309
titanium forging alloys, 

365–369
TTT diagrams, overall 

transformation kinetics-, 
285–288

very fine bainite, 374–376
weldability of low-carbon, 

microalloyed rolled steels, 369
eutectoid transformations

bainite transformation, 334–341
continuous cooling diagrams, 

346–348
fibrous, interphase precipitation 

in alloy steels, 348–351
hardenability, effect of alloying 

elements on, 341–346
pearlite reaction in Fe-C alloys, 

328–334
rule of Scheil, 351–352

ferrite from austenite precipitation, 
ferrite nucleation, growth, 
case study, 317–324

heterogeneous nucleation
dislocations, 271–273
excess vacancies, 274–274
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nucleation on grain boundaries, 
269–271

rate of heterogeneous nucleation, 
274–276

interface coherence
complex semicoherent interfaces, 

152–153
fully coherent interfaces, 

146–148
incoherent interfaces, 151
semicoherent interfaces, 149–151

interfacial energy effects
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
interphase interfaces, 146–175

coherency loss, 164–167
glissile interfaces, 167–172
interface coherence, 146–153
interfacial energy effects, 

153–158
misfit strain effects, 158–163
second-phase shape, 153–163
solid/liquid interfaces, 172–175

misfit strain effects
fully coherent precipitates, 

158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
precipitates, plate-like, 163

particle coarsening
low D, 312
low gamma, 311
low Xe, 311

pearlite in off-eutectoid Fe-C alloys, 
333–334

pearlite nucleation, 330–331
pearlite of growth, 331–333
precipitate growth

diffusion-controlled 
lengthening of plates or 
needles, 281–283

growth behind planar incoherent 
interfaces, 277–280

thickening of plate-like 
precipitates, 283–285

second-phase shape
fully coherent precipitates, 

153–154, 158–161
incoherent inclusions, 161–163
incoherent precipitates, 157–158
partially coherent precipitates, 

154–157
precipitates, plate-like, 163
precipitates on grain boundaries, 

158
Solution phases, 57–58

substitutional solutions, 57–58
Special high-angle grain boundaries, 

126–128
Spinodal decomposition, 302–309
Steady-state diffusion, 74–75
Substitutional alloys, diffusion in, 

87–95
Substitutional diffusion, 80–96

dilute substitutional alloys, 
diffusion in, 96

self-diffusion, 80–85
substitutional alloys, diffusion in, 

87–95
vacancy diffusion, 85–86

T

Temper embrittlement, 425
Temperature-thermal activation, effect 

of, 72–74
Tempering ferrous martensite, 

416–426
alloy carbides, 419–424
carbon segregation, 417–419
cementite, 419
epsilon-carbide, 419
grain growth, 425
recovery, 425
recrystallization, 425
retained austenite, effect of, 424
temper embrittlement, 425

Ternary alloys, diffusion in, 101–103
Ternary equilibrium, 46–51
Thermodynamics, 1–63

binary phase diagrams, 31–43
equilibrium vacancy 

concentration, 41–43
Gibbs phase rule, 35–39
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intermediate phases, phase 
diagrams with, 35

miscibility gap, systems with, 
33–34

ordered alloys, 34
simple eutectic system, 34–35
simple phase diagram, 32–33
solid solubility, effect of 

temperature on, 40–41
binary solutions, 11–28

activity, 21–23
binary solutions, Gibbs free 

energy of, 11–13
chemical potential, 16–17
ideal solution, 13–16
intermediate phases, 26–28
ordered phases, 24–26
real solutions, 23–24
regular solutions, 17–21
thermodynamic relationships, 

51–53
equilibrium, 1–4
heterogeneous systems, equilibrium 

in, 29–31
interfaces, influence on equilibrium, 

43–46
phase diagram computation, 53–58

pure stoichiometric substances, 
54–57

solution phases, 57–58
phase transformations kinetics, 

59–60
single component systems, 4–11

pressure effects, 7–9
solidification, driving force for, 

9–11
temperature, Gibbs free energy 

as function of, 4–7

solution phases, substitutional 
solutions, 57–58

ternary equilibrium, 46–51
Thickening of plate-like precipitates, 

283–285
Titanium forging alloys, 365–369
Tracer diffusion in binary alloys, 

99–101
Transformation shears, 337–341
TTT diagrams, overall transformation 

kinetics-, 285–288

U

Upper bainite, 334–336

V

Vacancy diffusion, 85–86
Vapour interfaces, 117–121
Very fine bainite, 374–376

W

Weldability of low-carbon, 
microalloyed rolled 
steels, 369

Welds, castings
carbon, low-alloy steels, casting of, 

248–250
case studies, 248–255
high-speed steels, casting of, 

250–255
Widmanstätten side-plate, 312–313, 315, 

324, 334, 340
Wulff construction, 120

Z

Zener law, 320
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